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This qualitative study examined the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class backgrounds. The study drew on Street, Baker, and Tomlin’s (2005) broad, ideological model of mathematics as “social” and their analytic concepts of mathematical events (units of analysis consisting of occurrences of mathematical activity) and mathematical practices (patterned uses, meanings, and ways of engaging in mathematics). Mathematical events were examined through four interrelated dimensions that were adapted for this study, constituting the mathematics (content) in and the social aspects (purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations) situating the children’s mathematical activities. Characteristics of mathematical events were determined through an analysis across the children’s mathematical events.
Adapted naturalistic observation methods were used to yield data specifying children’s everyday mathematical events within their homes, informal day care setting, and other familiar contexts. An iterative analytic process using inductive analytic procedures was employed to examine and interpret children’s mathematical events and to determine characteristics of these events.

The three children each engaged in distinct, spontaneous mathematical experiences and understandings that reflected their unique family lives, individual predispositions, and knowledge development. For example, the values of one mother gave rise to many contexts fostering her daughter’s nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings for number. Findings indicated mathematical understandings that are not typically recognized in early childhood mathematics education research and practice and portrayed conditions that fostered children’s meaningful engagement in and learning of mathematics. The children’s everyday mathematical events tended to:
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Recognizing the unique, interrelated, and complex social aspects that underlie and support young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings, broadening what counts as evidence of mathematical thinking in early childhood, and creating conditions in formal settings that reflect characteristics of children’s everyday mathematical events can foster children’s continued meaningful engagement in and development of mathematical thinking in early childhood learning environments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

A Focus on Early Childhood Mathematics Education

Attention to early childhood mathematics education has been on the rise for more than a decade as evidenced in the work of professional organizations and national and state policy agendas. For example, in 2000, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) released its updated *Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM)* (NCTM, 2000) which featured newly added standards for prekindergarten. That same year, the Conference on Standards for Prekindergarten and Kindergarten Mathematics Education convened to coordinate efforts among experts from diverse fields to address the lack of consistency of standards and guidelines in mathematics education at the early childhood level. The work from this conference culminated in the publication, *Engaging Young Children in Mathematics: Standards for Early Childhood Mathematics Education (EYCM)* (Clements, Sarama, & DiBiase, 2004). This publication presents 17 recommendations addressing the following five major themes: standards in early childhood education; mathematics standards and guidelines; curriculum, learning, teaching, and assessment; professional development; and implementation and policy.

In 2002, the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and the NCTM released a joint position statement, “Early Childhood Mathematics: Promoting Good Beginnings,” in which they affirmed that “high-quality, challenging, and accessible mathematics education for 3- to 6-year-old children is a vital foundation for future mathematics learning” (NAEYC & NCTM, p. 1). This joint position statement, which was later updated in 2010, includes
recommendations for both classroom practice and for early childhood decision makers in venues beyond the classroom, including program developers and policy makers. In a focused update of the PSSM, the NCTM in 2006 released *Curriculum Focal Points* that identified three important mathematical topics for each grade level from prekindergarten through grade 8. In addition to the surge in attention paid to early childhood mathematics education in particular, attention to early childhood education in general also appeared evident during this period as the U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics launched the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (e.g., U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics, 2004) commissioning three longitudinal studies to examine child development, school readiness, and early school experiences.

In 2007, the National Research Council (NRC) established the Committee on Early Childhood Mathematics in order to: review the extant research literature on this topic and to develop and determine evidenced-based mathematics learning objectives for preschool children; offer recommendations for curriculum, instruction, and teacher education for achieving the identified learning goals; and suggest implications for policy, practice, and research (NRC, 2009). In their primary recommendation, this committee proposed that, “A coordinated national early childhood mathematics initiative should be put in place to improve mathematics teaching and learning for all children ages 3 to 6,” (NRC 2009, p. 3). The resulting report, *Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood: Paths Toward Excellence and Equity (MLEC)* (NRC, 2009) has already demonstrated a broad impact on policy and classroom practice. Specifically, the Common Core State Mathematics Standards (Common Core State Standards
Initiative, 2010), adopted by 45 out of the 50 states in the U.S. as of December 2011, incorporates the MLEC recommendation that mathematics instruction in early childhood should focus only on two content areas, with more time spent on the content of number followed by the content of geometry, spatial sense, and measurement.

Each of these policy and standards documents concerning early childhood mathematics education reflects two primary themes. The first theme involves promoting excellence in mathematics teaching and learning, beginning in the early years. According to these documents, the goals of enhancing student learning and increasing student achievement in mathematics serve to position the U.S. and its citizens to compete successfully in both international comparisons of mathematics achievement and in a global economy. The second theme involves equity, in particular, closing the reported mathematics “achievement gap,” in which African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and students from low-income backgrounds consistently underperform in school mathematics assessments compared to their White, Asian, and more affluent peers.

*Early Childhood Mathematics Education Discourse Regarding Deficits and Differences*

As attention to early childhood mathematics education intensified amidst broader, continued mainstream mathematics education attempts to improve student learning and achievement for “all,” a growing body of researchers seeking to examine issues of social justice and racism in mathematics education began to employ sociopolitical perspectives (Gutiérrez, 2010; Valero, 2004) to inform their work.
These researchers have drawn from or across, for example: Latcrit theory (Gutiérrez, 2010); critical race theory, critical theory, and poststructural theory (Stinson, 2009); and sociological and critical theory frameworks (Martin, 2009b). Researchers adopting a sociopolitical stance aim to examine taken-for-granted assumptions and practices in mathematics education (Gutiérrez, 2010; Valero, 2004) and to understand the mathematical experiences of students from groups who have been underserved historically in school mathematics. The term “underserved groups” refers to African Americans, Latinos/as, Native Americans, English language learners, and individuals from working-class and poor backgrounds.

Gutiérrez and Dixon-Román (2011) problematized mainstream mathematics education’s preoccupation with “the achievement gap,” or what Gutiérrez (2008) terms “gap gazing,” where discourse focuses on examining, addressing, and discussing race-, class-, or language-comparative disparities in student mathematics achievement. Within the discourse of gap gazing, White, middle-class students’ experiences and their mathematical behavior and achievement are normalized as the standard by which all students are judged or are expected to meet (Gutiérrez & Dixon-Román, 2011; Martin, 2009a). Gutiérrez and Dixon-Román (2011) contend, “Most researchers and practitioners fail to question the underlying assimilationist goal and the ways in which framing the problem as an achievement gap supports deficit thinking and negative narratives about marginalized students” (p. 23). This interpretation is particularly salient for most students of color as Martin (2009a, 2009b) asserts that the practice of focusing on racial disparities in mathematics education, without theorizing race as a social construct, has resulted in uncontested
racial hierarchies of mathematics ability, in which African-American, Latino/a, and, Native-American students are positioned at the bottom. These sociopolitical perspectives must be recognized when exploring the ways in which young children, their families, and their home experiences might be portrayed and positioned within discourse addressing equity and in efforts to improve early childhood mathematics education.

The characterizations of the quality of everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young children from traditionally underserved groups portrayed in early childhood mathematics education policy documents sway between deficit and difference perspectives. The MLEC (NRC, 2009) presents a deficit perspective contending that, … although virtually all young children have the capability to learn and become competent in mathematics, for most the potential to learn mathematics in the early years of school is not currently realized. This stems from a lack of opportunities to learn mathematics either in early childhood settings or through everyday experiences in homes and in communities. This is particularly the case for economically disadvantaged children, who start out behind in mathematics and will remain so without extensive, high-quality early mathematics instruction. (pp. 1-2)

This statement presumes that before entering elementary school, young children should acquire a particular set of mathematical skills and understandings in order to learn and succeed in school mathematics. It implicates socioeconomic status and social class as responsible for either promoting or hindering children’s opportunities
to learn mathematics in their everyday settings.

The MLEC positions young children’s everyday mathematical experiences or opportunities to learn mathematics as being either favorable or deficient with respect to the mathematical aspect of these experiences (i.e., the mathematical understandings children develop). The MLEC seems to pay little attention to the other aspects of young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings, beyond formal mathematical content, that interact to shape and support children’s opportunities to learn mathematics in their homes and other everyday settings.

The MLEC’s deficit perspective contrasts with the difference perspectives employed in the EYCM and in the NAEYC and the NCTM’s joint position statement. The following is the first recommendation for early childhood mathematics education in the EYCM.

Equity is a major concern in mathematics education at all levels. There is an early developmental basis for later achievement differences in mathematics: Children from different sociocultural backgrounds may have different foundational experiences. Programs need to recognize sociocultural and individual differences in what children know and in what they bring to the educational situation. Knowledge of what children bring should inform planning for programs and instruction.

(Clements et al., 2004, p. 13)

The EYCM recommendation states a need to examine what we know about children and the mathematical knowledge and experiences they bring to the school context, while recognizing that children have different sociocultural backgrounds and
experiences. Furthermore, this recommendation calls attention to the need to understand children’s sociocultural backgrounds and experiences and to use this knowledge to inform mathematics instruction. This perspective does not appear to position children from particular groups as being deficient or lacking the capacity to learn school mathematics. Instead, this perspective suggests that children may have different experiences that shape what they know and bring to the educational situation. The recommendation suggests that researchers and educators need to recognize, understand, and build upon what these experiences are. With such knowledge, children’s experiences that might have otherwise been dismissed or overlooked may inform the context and culture of early childhood mathematics programs.

The joint position statement of the NAEYC and the NCTM (2002/2010) recommends that early mathematics classroom practice “build on children’s experience and knowledge, including their family, linguistic, cultural, and community backgrounds; their individual approaches to learning; and their informal knowledge” (p. 4). The NAEYC and the NCTM assert that children have “varying” experiences and understandings that reflect their individual backgrounds and that teachers “must know as much as they can about such differences and work to build such bridges between children’s varying experiences and new learning” (p. 4). This recommendation suggests that all children’s experiences and understandings are important and valuable resources that can inform instruction and promote student learning of mathematics.
I propose that early childhood mathematics education focus on understanding rather than positioning young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings. Without a deep knowledge of children's everyday mathematical experiences and understandings and the sociocultural context in which these developed, early childhood mathematics education is ill prepared to foster and maximize the mathematical development of children from different backgrounds, in particular those from underserved groups.

*Examining Young Children’s Everyday Mathematical Experiences and Understandings*

As the *EYCM* and the joint position statement of the NAEYC and the NCTM suggest, children from diverse sociocultural backgrounds have different mathematical experiences and develop understandings that have meaning and value within each child’s particular social and cultural context. Research that examines the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young children from underserved groups and that gives particular attention to the social and cultural context situating these may inform early childhood mathematics education discourse and teaching and learning practices.

In order to conduct such research, it is useful to consider Street, Baker, and Tomlin’s (2005) ideological model of mathematics as “social” and their analytic concepts of mathematical events and mathematical practices (see Theoretical Lens section below). Through their lens children’s mathematical experiences are conceptualized through a broader perspective of social, that includes the settings and purposes, values and beliefs, and social and institutional relations, that together with
mathematical content form the complex milieu and meanings in which children’s mathematical experiences and understandings are situated. Conceptualizing children’s mathematical experiences and understandings in this way can also be supported through ecological (e.g., Bronfenbrenner, 1979; García-Coll et al., 1996), ecocultural (e.g., Gallimore, Goldenberg, & Weisner, 1993; Weisner, 2002), and sociocultural (e.g., Rogoff, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978) perspectives on child and human development and a proposed person-centered cultural psychology (Gjerde, 2004) perspective. As such, Street et al.’s ideological model of mathematics as social and their analytic concepts provide theoretical tools with which to conceptualize and examine a rich picture of young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and knowledge that in turn can be used to inform early childhood mathematics education practices.

Little is known about young children’s everyday mathematical experiences in the extant literature. According to Anderson, Anderson and Thauberger (2008), “Interest in the home and childcare experiences of preschool children is a relatively recent development in early childhood mathematics research” (p. 102). As such, few studies have examined young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings as these naturally unfold in children’s day-to-day activities at home or in other everyday settings (Anderson et al., 2008; Anderson & Gold, 2006; Guberman, 1999, 2004; Tudge & Doucet, 2004). Thus, although research asserts that all young children engage in mathematical activities and develop mathematical understandings, which are also referred to as informal or everyday mathematics, in their everyday experiences prior to formal schooling (e.g., Clements et al., 2004; Ginsburg, Cannon, Eisenband, & Pappas, 2006; NRC, 2009), when researchers refer
to young children’s everyday mathematical activities in the context of implications for early childhood mathematics education practice, they typically provide brief anecdotal examples, such as when young children identify their age with their fingers, to illustrate these experiences rather than citing evidence from research.

While it is important to reconceptualize how we interpret young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings, it is equally important to design research that actually focuses on young children’s naturally occurring mathematical experiences and understandings that emerge from their day-to-day activities at home and other familiar, informal settings. The majority of studies that have examined young children’s early mathematical thinking and/or their everyday mathematical experiences have employed instead methods such as using researcher-created activities to assess children’s early mathematical understandings (e.g., Ginsburg & Russell, 1981), observing children’s spontaneous mathematical activities in formal day care settings (e.g., Ginsburg, Inoue, & Seo, 1999), relying upon mothers’ self-reports of children’s mathematical activities (e.g., Saxe, Guberman, & Gearhart, 1987), or focusing on children’s everyday experiences at home with academic-centered mathematical activities (e.g., Tudge & Doucet, 2004).

Most studies that have attempted to understand the early mathematical understandings and/or experiences of young children before they entered school have not employed methods, such as naturalistic observation, that specifically aim to capture and understand children’s everyday, spontaneous experiences with mathematics. By observing children in their day-to-day settings and activities, insights can be gained about the social aspects, broadly conceived, that shape and
give meaning to children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings. A generative research endeavor would examine young children’s naturally occurring, everyday mathematical experiences and understandings as situated within the social and cultural contexts that give meaning to these events.

Of the limited extant literature available, in addition to Street et al.’s (2005) research (see also Baker, Street, & Tomlin, 2006), Walkerdine (1988) and Anderson and Gold’s (2006) studies reflect the type of research that focuses on understanding rather than positioning the mathematical experiences and understandings of young children from underserved groups and provide insight into how this knowledge can inform school mathematics practice.

Walkerdine (1988), drawing on Foucault’s analysis of discourses of “truth,” analyzed home speech data of young children from working-class families and examined the ways in which words such as “more” and “less,” which hold taken-for-granted relational meanings in school mathematics discursive practices, can hold different meanings and associations in the everyday, home social practices of young children. As such, some children experienced difficulty on pedagogic assessments where a contrastive relationship between two words was presumed. For example, children did not identify the opposite of “more” as “less,” but rather “no more” as the opposite of “more” as these words were used within their home discursive practices around regulation of food consumption.

Anderson and Gold (2006) examined the home-to-school numeracy practices and mathematical identities of four children attending an urban preschool in order to begin to address persistent disparities in student achievement in this setting. Drawing
on a perspective of mathematics as a situated social practice, Anderson and Gold observed children engaging in mathematical activities both in their preschool setting and at home and examined the ways in which meanings from these experiences traveled with children across these two contexts. By observing children in their everyday settings and by interpreting the contexts that shaped and gave meanings to events, notable insights were generated. Anderson and Gold argued that further research of this kind is necessary “for understanding the complex implications of sociocultural factors in underachievement” (p. 284).

In order to move toward more socially just practices in early childhood mathematics education that emphasize understanding rather than positioning children’s experiences and understandings, and given the extant literature, further research is needed to examine and understand the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young African-American children and of children from other underserved groups. As asserted by the Diversity in Mathematics Education Center for Learning and Teaching (2007), “Focusing on what students are doing opens conceptions of mathematical competence to the possibility of accommodating the diversity in students’ ways of knowing and paths to learning” (p. 413).

**Theoretical Lens**

Street et al. (2005) conducted a longitudinal study of children from different socioeconomic backgrounds in their first 3 years of schooling in order to understand disparities in student mathematics achievement. These researchers observed the children’s mathematical experiences at school and in their home settings. In order to examine the children’s experiences in both settings, Street et al. developed an
ideological model of mathematics\(^1\) as social (see also Baker, Street & Tomlin, 2003; Baker et al., 2006), reflecting their perspective that mathematics is a social construction and that “relations of power” infuse all aspects of mathematical activity.

Street et al.’s proposed ideological model of mathematics as social is distinct from other common notions of social in mathematics education including sociocultural perspectives (e.g., Vygotsky, 1978; Lerman, 2000), social in terms of interactions or conversations between students in mathematics classrooms, and social-as-pedagogic as when parents talk to their young children about mathematics that is embedded in their everyday activities.

Street et al.’s perspective of social entails the context, values and beliefs, and social and institutional relations, in which mathematical activity is situated. Street et al. define these aspects of social as follows:

- **Context**: the setting that is, “the framing of those occasions” entailing the use of mathematics and the “purposes for that use of mathematics” (p. 22);
- **Values and beliefs**: “the ways individuals’ beliefs, values and epistemologies affect” the mathematical practices adopted by that individual (p. 22); and
- **Social and institutional relations**:
  - Social relations: the “positions, roles, and identities of individuals in relation to others” in terms of mathematics (p. 21);
  - Institutional relations: involves “control over content [mathematics],

\(^1\) Street et al. (2005) view mathematics and numeracy as synonymous interchangeable terms (e.g., mathematical events, numeracy events) in their research. I only employ the term mathematics when describing their work and when drawing upon their theoretical perspectives in this study.
management of context and invoking of values and ideology exercised by different institutions and roles” (p. 22).

Street et al. (2005) contend that this model of mathematics as social provides an alternative way of understanding student attainment in school mathematics. “Instead of viewing low achievement in terms of deficit the model accepts social notions of difference and multiple practices; it seeks to represent and build upon informal numeracy practices and ‘funds of knowledge’ (Moll, 1992)” (p. 18).

Street et al.’s (2005) perspective of mathematics as social is reflected in their research through two analytic concepts, mathematical events and mathematical practices, which are defined as follows:

- **Mathematical events**: units of analysis consisting of observed occasions in which mathematical activity “is integral to the nature of the participants’ interactions and their interpretive processes” (Baker et al., 2003, p. 12); and

- **Mathematical practices**: patterned uses and meanings of mathematics as situated in particular contexts (Baker et al., 2006) that emerge through an analysis of a set of mathematical events and that reflect the following four interrelated dimensions of mathematical practices – content, context (i.e., purpose and setting), values and beliefs, and social and institutional relations.

As indicated above, in order to operationalize the uses and meanings of mathematics in particular contexts, Street et al. (2005) identified four dimensions. The first dimension is content, and it refers to the “activities, techniques, procedures
and processes” (p. 21) of mathematics in which individuals engage. The remaining three dimensions are the aspects that frame Street et al.’s perspective of social (context, values and beliefs, and social and institutional relations) as defined above. Although the four interrelated dimensions are addressed individually for analytic purposes, Street et al. contend that, “These dimensions are not seen as distinct separate aspects. They are always in interplay with each other” (p. 21).

In their study, Street et al. (2005) asserted that the “disjunctions” they found between the children’s home mathematical practices and school mathematical practices could account for some students’ “disengagement” in school mathematics, and they argued that future examinations of disjunctions between children’s home and school mathematical practices may be generative in terms of revealing how school mathematical practices can either hinder or promote student attainment. Street et al. encouraged researchers not only to use their conceptual framework but also, from a theoretical perspective, to modify and adapt their analytic concepts as appropriate for the local site(s) and purpose of the research.

In my interpretation of Street et al.’s (2005) analytic concepts, the four interrelated dimensions of content, context (i.e., purpose and setting), values and beliefs, and social and institutional relations can also be reflected in mathematical events. That is, a mathematical event can be examined with respect to these four interrelated dimensions. Also, it seems presumed that an individual’s constructed meanings regarding each of the four dimensions can also be explicated in analysis. For example, an analysis of the dimension of content in a mathematical event can identify both what mathematical content was employed in that moment as well as
what mathematical understandings an individual appeared to demonstrate in the event.

Finally, although Street et al. contend that their ideological model of mathematics as social is broader than and distinct from common notions of social in mathematics education, when they stated, “by ‘social’, we do not mean just the social theories of learning in the sense often meant by ‘sociocultural’ theorists following Vygotsky” (p. 15). Thus, they seem to suggest that their perspective could include an analysis of learning that occurs through sociocultural activity or through some other means of development. For example, when analyzing a mathematical event with respect to the dimension of social relations, a researcher can employ a sociocultural perspective (e.g., Rogoff, 2003) to examine an individual’s learning or development of mathematical content in everyday contexts that appeared evident in the event.

Research Questions

The purpose of this study was to examine and interpret the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class family backgrounds. In order to frame research questions specifying the meaning of everyday mathematical experiences and understandings, I drew on Street et al.’s (2005) broad, ideological model of mathematics as “social” and their analytic concepts of mathematical events and mathematical practices (see also Baker et al., 2003; Baker, et al., 2006), thereby informing my study and my analysis of children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings. For the purposes of this study, I employed the phrase “characteristics of mathematical events,” or similar phrases (e.g., “characteristics of these events”), to represent the
analytic characterization of patterned uses of or shared mathematics within and across events.

A mathematical event was a unit of analysis consisting of an occasion wherein mathematical activity was “integral to the nature of the participants’ interactions and their interpretive processes” (Baker et al., 2003, p. 12). Characteristics of mathematical events referred to the patterned uses and meanings of mathematics (Baker et al., 2006) within and across particular events and consistent ways of engaging in mathematics as situated in particular contexts. Mathematical events were examined in terms of each of the following four interrelated dimensions that I adapted for this study and that constituted the mathematics in and the social aspects situating children’s mathematical activity: content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations. Characteristics of mathematical events were determined through an analysis of these four, adapted interrelated dimensions across a set of mathematical events.

In this qualitative study, I employed adapted naturalistic observation (Angrosino, 2005) methods of the children in their homes, informal day care, and other everyday settings in order to characterize their typical activities and dispositions and to record observation data of mathematical events. For each child, I identified and examined a collection of mathematical events and determined characteristics of these events.

In my process of examining the collection of mathematical events identified for each child, I adapted the meanings of the four interrelated dimensions in order to capture and discuss the various child, parent/caregiver, family, cultural, and/or other
ecological influences and meanings that I interpreted as contributing to, promoting, or shaping these mathematical events. The following paragraphs summarize how I adapted each of the four interrelated dimensions for this study.

Content referred to the identified mathematical content that appeared evident within an event as well as an analysis of the mathematical understandings that a child appeared to demonstrate.

Purpose and setting typically concerned the time, location, and activity/practice/episode in which a mathematical event took place and the child’s content-related behaviors that transpired, indicating the underlying purpose that appeared to give rise to the content. Where appropriate, purpose and setting also concerned pertinent background information and insights regarding the activity, practice, or episode in which a mathematical event occurred.

Values and beliefs included the values and beliefs of a parent, family, or caregiver, such as those that fostered the activity, practice, or episode in which mathematical meanings (content) emerged or were employed, those that promoted the nature of social relations that occurred around a given content, or those that indicated a particular perspective concerning mathematics. Values and beliefs also referred to the values, dispositions, and inclinations demonstrated by a child.

Social relations concerned: the nature of verbal and social interactions that took place between a child and a significant other; the initiation, invoking, and management of the content, content-related behaviors, values and beliefs, or activity/practice/episode in which a mathematical event took place; possible motivators that appeared evident in prompting a child to employ content or to engage
in content-related behaviors; and/or an analysis of conditions wherein development or learning of mathematical content appeared evident.

I determined characteristics of mathematical events for each child by examining my interpretations of the above four, adapted interrelated dimensions across the child’s collection of identified mathematical events.

In addition, I engaged in guided conversations with the children’s parents in order to gather and report insights about their own experiences and perceptions regarding mathematics and to inform where appropriate my interpretation of their children’s mathematical events and characteristics of these events.

The following set of research questions guided this study:

1. What mathematical events did three African-American children, who were approximately 4 years of age and from working-class family backgrounds, engage in within the context of their home or other everyday settings and activities?
   
   (a) What mathematical content constituted these mathematical events?
   
   What mathematical understandings did the children demonstrate in these mathematical events?

   (b) What contexts framed these mathematical events? That is, in what settings (e.g., physical locations, activities, routine practices) did these mathematical events take place and for what purposes or meanings did the children employ or engage in the mathematical content identified in these mathematical events?
(c) What and whose values and beliefs did these mathematical events instantiate?

(d) What social relations shaped the content, managed the context, and/or invoked the values and beliefs that helped frame these mathematical events?

2. What characterized the collection of significant mathematical events in which each child engaged within the context of her/his home or other everyday settings and activities?

3. What insights emerged from an analysis across the children’s collections of significant mathematical events and the characteristics of these events?

In each of Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I present a case of one child in which I address Research Questions 1 and 2. An analysis across these cases addressing Research Question 3 is presented in Chapter 7.

Limitations

This study reflects two limitations regarding data collection and analysis. While I encouraged parents, other caregivers, and children to act as they normally would and to carry on with their typical activities during my visits, at times, my presence did affect their behavior and choice of activities. In the analysis that follows I noted whenever it seemed as though a parent was engaging in an activity for my benefit or for my approval. In addition, as I was the main instrument of analysis for this study, I acknowledge that the nature of my observations and how I interpreted the data was filtered through my understandings and beliefs regarding mathematics, my perspectives concerning mathematics education discourse and practices, and my
empathy\textsuperscript{2} for the families who participated in this study.

\textsuperscript{2} According to Angrosino (2005), “‘Empathy’ …should be interpreted in a political sense; that is, the researcher takes on a commitment to the community’s agenda” (p. 745).
Mainstream education research and policy narratives continue to position African-American students as deficient in school mathematics compared to their White peers and, similarly, students who are eligible to receive free or reduce-price lunch as performing below their more affluent peers. For example, data in the National Center for Education Statistics’ (NCES) *The Nation’s Report Card: Mathematics 2011* (NCES, 2011) indicated that African-American students had the lowest mathematics average scale scores across racial groups in grades 4 and 8. The positioning of African-American students as well as Latino students against their (normalized) White peers is further evidenced in the language used to describe some key findings in the report, for example at grade 4, “There were no significant changes in the White – Black or White –Hispanic score gaps from 2009 to 2011” (p. 1).

Not only are African-American children and children from low-SES backgrounds negatively portrayed while they are in school, but similar deficit perspectives appear in reports (e.g., Lee & Burkham, 2002) regarding young children from these and other underserved groups, their families, and their home experiences before they even start formal schooling with respect to the mathematical knowledge that children from underserved groups have prior to school and the quality of their home experiences in preparing them from school mathematics.

As attention to early childhood mathematics education continues to rise, the deficit positioning of young children from low-SES backgrounds and their home experiences persists. For example, the *MLEC* (NRC, 2009), a report that already has...
demonstrated widespread influence in state kindergarten mathematics objects, asserted that children from low-SES backgrounds lack adequate opportunities to learn mathematics through their everyday experiences and that, “These children on average, demonstrate lower levels of competence with mathematics prior to school entry, and the gaps persist or even widen over the course of schooling” (p. 2).

A few studies (Anderson & Gold, 2006; Street et al., 2005; Walkerdine, 1988) have revealed evidence of how taken-for-granted assumptions in school mathematics promoted practices that did not recognize alternative meanings in the experiences and mathematical understandings that young children from underserved groups brought to school. Although some efforts to improve early childhood mathematics education have emphasized the importance of recognizing and building upon not only young children’s early mathematical knowledge, but also their family, cultural, linguistic, and community experiences as well (Clements et al., 2004; NAEYC & NCTM, 2002/2010), there appears to be a lack of research that examines the social aspects (Street et al., 2005) – purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations – that situate the everyday mathematical experiences of young children, in particular those from underserved groups.

Given mainstream education narratives that continue to position African-Americans at the bottom of the racial hierarchy of mathematical ability (Martin, 2009b), the portrayal of young children from low-SES backgrounds and the quality of their home experiences as deficient in current early childhood mathematics education discourse, the increased attention to early childhood mathematics education, and the lack of research that examines the everyday mathematical experiences and
understandings of children from underserved groups, this study focused on 4-year-old African-American children from working-class families before the children experienced any formal schooling. In this way, the study characterized the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of the participating children prior to formal schooling. It is these prior knowledge and experiences that seem to be the focus of early childhood mathematics education discourse, regardless of perspective (i.e., deficit or different) employed.

**Overview of Chapter**

This chapter provides a review of literature that includes the following: equity in school mathematics and how different perspectives have attempted to address this issue, social/situated perspectives on learning, broader approaches to conceptualizing learners from underserved groups, and research on young children’s mathematical experiences and thinking in everyday contexts.

**Equity in School Mathematics**

*Disparities in Student Achievement*

The persistent disparities in mathematics achievement across race and class lines on standardized assessments have been well documented in the mathematics education research literature (Secada, 1992; Tate, 1997). While the use of standardized assessments as a measure of student achievement has been critiqued and questioned in their use as a proxy for student ability in mathematics (Secada, 1992), researchers have examined other indicators or trends of student achievement in mathematics to illustrate disparities across race and class in school mathematics. For example, trends in tracking students by ability and similarly, patterns of students who
enroll in advanced placement mathematics courses (Oaks & Lipton, 1996) reflect similar disparities. That is, non-Asian minority children and poor children are consistently overrepresented in lower-tracked mathematics classrooms.

The persistence of these inequities has resulted in efforts to reform school mathematics. Approaches to examining and responding to these concerns vary in terms of contextualizing student achievement disparities and conceptualizing the notion of equity. For the purpose of this review, I distinguish perspectives that reflect mainstream or “success for all” approaches that focus on change within the school mathematics context from those perspectives that are “sociopolitical” and perceive the issue of equity in school mathematics as a broader social issue, one that reflects larger systemic, societal differences in power and privilege.

*Defining Equity in Mathematics Education*

*From the mainstream.* The notion of equity appears as a priority in school mathematics reform. The *PSSM* (NCTM, 2000) and the *EYCM* (Clements et al., 2004) both placed equity, literally, first in their recommendations for school mathematics programs. While the NCTM does not specifically define equity it does state the following, “Equity… demands that reasonable and appropriate accommodations be made as needed to promote access and attainment for all students” (NCTM, 2000, p. 12). That is, all students regardless of background should have the opportunity to and be supported in learning mathematics. The major concern is that all children develop mathematical understandings, in both content and process, as perceived by the NCTM.
From a sociopolitical perspective. Scholars taking on sociopolitical perspectives argue that inequities in school mathematics reflect social inequalities and injustices (Apple, 1996; Ladson-Billings, 1997; Secada, 1989; Stanic, 1989; Tate, 1997). From a sociopolitical perspective, disparities in student achievement are the result of not only the practice of school mathematics, but of the larger social and political contexts and arrangements in which schools exist. According to Secada (1989), “Equity in mathematics education…should be construed as a check on whether or not the actions taken in teaching mathematics to students and the social arrangements resulting from those actions are just” (p. 24). This characterization or definition of equity in mathematics education suggests that school mathematics practices must be examined in terms of student outcomes, not merely in terms of achievement on standardized tests, but also in terms of the implications such practices have on perpetuating the academic and social positions of marginalized groups. In addition, working toward equity in learning school mathematics from this perspective emphasizes the use of mathematics to enable students not only to participate in the economic sector but more importantly, to examine critically social injustices in their local community and broader settings (Frankenstein, 1990; Ladson-Billings, 1997; Secada, 1989; Tate, 1995).

From a sociopolitical stance the discipline of mathematics and school mathematics are value laden (Bishop, 2002; Civil, 2002; Gonzalez, Andrade, Civil, & Moll, 2001). That is, particular forms of mathematical knowledge and its practice as well as perceptions of how mathematics should be taught and learned are legitimized over others and therefore must be critically reexamined (Stanic, 1989). In this sense,
sociopolitical scholars are willing to question taken-for-granted assumptions of
school mathematics practice, its nature, and its worth (Stanic, 1989).

Problematizing Mainstream Attempts

To Address Equity

A review of education reform documents from the early-1980s through the
eyearly millennium (e.g., National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983;
NRC, 1989; NCTM, 1989, 2000) reveals a transition in rationale underlying the
emphasis of “mathematics for all” expressed in these documents. Earlier documents
emphasized mathematics for all from a perspective of preparing a work force that
could support the U.S. in competing in an increasingly technological global economy.
Secada (1989) referred to this as “enlightened self-interest.” That is, reform efforts
arose primarily, not as a result of concerns for social justice, but as the result of U.S.
concerns over its position in the global economy. Reform agendas centered on
changing school mathematics practice by preparing better teachers of mathematics
and rethinking and improving instruction.

By 2000, the rationale underlying school mathematics reform, from the
NCTM perspective, focused less on preparing a future work force toward one where
all students are given equitable opportunities to learn and develop deep
understandings of mathematics. In addition to developing conceptual and procedural
knowledge of content, the notion of teaching mathematics for all included an
emphasis on fostering students’ mathematical processes such as reasoning and
communicating. NCTM’s vision of school mathematics reform included a call for
student-centered instruction, meaningful problem solving, and professional
development for teachers. More generally, this reform effort centered on teaching mathematics for understanding to all and on creating change within the schooling context.

Despite these reform efforts aimed at teaching mathematics for all, student disparities across race and class persist. According to Stanic (1989), if the inequity in school mathematics is in any way a result of unjust inequalities in the wider society, then it is naïve to assume that equity in school mathematics will result in a reform effort that focuses on schools and is not linked to reform of the wider society. (p. 61)

In this sense, the problem of disparities in student attainment in school mathematics is deeply entrenched in the social, economic, and political institutional practices of the U.S. Thus it is not enough to create change within the schooling context alone. Meaningful progress toward equity in school mathematics may benefit more so from efforts that also consider and examine the larger social and political milieu in which schools exist.

Approaching Research on Equity in Early Childhood Mathematics Education from a Sociopolitical Perspective

Researchers have applied a range of theoretical perspectives to examine and understand the persistent disparities in student mathematics achievement across race and class. There are three prominent types of perspectives that seemed to emerge in the literature – deficit, cultural difference, and sociopolitical theories. For the purpose of this review, I will focus on the latter two as these perspectives support a sociopolitical perspective on research on equity in early childhood mathematics
education. In particular, I will provide an overview of both perspectives and then I will focus on those features that seem most salient in characterizing each perspective in terms of (a) how each understands the mathematics education of students from underserved groups, attending specifically on issues regarding student achievement, and (b) what recommendations, if any, each perspective can offer to address equity concerns in early childhood mathematics education.

*Cultural difference perspectives.* These theories contend that many poor and minority children have been underserved in schools and thus have persistently underachieved in mathematics because an incongruous relationship exists between minority and poor students’ cultures and home experiences and the dominant culture (i.e., White, middle-class culture) they face in school (Banks, 1988/1994). From this perspective, researchers further argue that the culture of school mathematics privileges some students over others (Bernstein, 1975; Delpit, 1988; Lareau, 2000; Lubienski, 2000; Zevenbergen, 2001). Zevenbergen (2001) using Bourdieus’ concept of habitus, that is “the embodiment of culture...[that] provides the lens through which the world is interpreted” (p. 202), summarized this point,

The structuring practices of the field of mathematics values particular practices over others so that those students for whom there is a greater synergy between the home practices and the school practices, and hence habitus, the greater the chance of being constructed as an effective participant and learner of mathematics. (p. 203)

From a cultural difference perspective, disparities in student mathematics achievement across race and class result from the “greater synergy” that exists
between the home practices and experiences of White, middle-class children and the practices employed in school mathematics settings (Lubienski, 2000; Zevenbergen, 2001).

Researchers who ascribe to this perspective acknowledge that the incongruous cultural relationship between school practices and students from underserved groups stems from larger societal inequities located well beyond the classroom environment (Delpit, 1988; Lubienski, 2000; Zevenbergen, 2001). While cultural difference perspectives may advocate for larger social reform as a necessary vehicle for transforming inequities in schools, these perspectives primarily focus analysis and change efforts on the interactions that take place within the classroom context. More specifically, much of the literature reflecting cultural difference perspectives examines the nature of classroom discourse and how children’s understanding of and facility with dominant language and communicative patterns used in schools influences their achievement and positionality in school settings (Bernstein, 1975; Delpit, 1988; Heath, 1983; Lareau, 2000; Lubienski, 2000; Zevenbergen, 2001).

In focusing on classroom interactions, researchers applying cultural difference perspectives suggest that early childhood mathematics teachers undertake changes in their practice to accommodate the needs and experiences of diverse students. More specifically, researchers recommend that teachers become knowledgeable of their students’ understandings and home or community interaction practices and incorporate these into students’ school mathematics experiences. By understanding the cultural contexts and discourse practices of students and integrating these
meaningfully into classroom mathematics activities, schools can afford more students, particularly those from underserved groups, not only increased positive attainment in school mathematics but also the opportunity to participate and be successful in a White, middle-class dominated society (Delpit, 1988; A. B. Powell, personal communication, December 5, 2003).

While deficit perspectives view the home experiences and cultures of children from underserved groups as obstacles to learning that may be overcome through acculturation into dominant school culture, cultural difference perspectives instead suggest that diverse students’ cultures should be considered as resources that can help inform and thus shape instructional practices (Moschkovich, 1999).

*Sociopolitical perspectives.* Sociopolitical and cultural difference perspectives both agree that students from underserved groups struggle in school as a result of systemic social and school structures that have historically privileged White, economically advantaged, and, as some researchers may argue, male students. Also, sociopolitical and cultural difference perspectives both advocate that teachers must understand and apply their students’ diverse home experiences and knowledge within the mathematics classroom context. However, unlike cultural difference perspectives, which focus analysis and change primarily on teaching practice within classroom settings (i.e., at the micro-level), sociopolitical perspectives consider a broader, macro-level lens for analysis and change based on the presumption that schooling is a political act and therefore change in schools has larger societal implications. Sociopolitical perspectives therefore advocate for agency among teachers, students, and researchers to challenge the status quo regarding student achievement and
attainment in school mathematics and to link this critique toward action that addresses larger societal inequities (Villegas, 1988/1994). Sociopolitical perspectives aim to transform both schools and society with the ultimate goal of creating social justice (Freire; 2002; hooks, 1994; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).

From sociopolitical perspectives, structural inequities in society influence school organization, classroom practices, and student outcomes. As a consequence, schools privilege White, middle class students while marginalizing students from underserved groups. In turn, schooling inequities perpetuate social injustice. That is, sociopolitical perspectives recognize the symbiotic relationship between school change and social change (Anyon, 1997). Given the persistent low achievement of poor and minority students on standardized mathematics assessments, sociopolitical perspectives contend that the practice of mathematics education perpetuates the marginalization of these groups within the larger society. Low performance in mathematics often translates into fewer opportunities within school to learn substantive mathematics and limited employment options in the overall work force.

Secada (1995) argued that, in the context of mathematics education research, “… equity must develop a critical dimension … equity-based analyses should draw on multiple disciplines and voices [in order to] create ways of talking about research and reform that allow for more textured analysis of phenomena” (p. 160-161). Research that recognizes and examines the complex nature underlying the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young children from undeserved groups appears to offer one layer of analysis that can contribute to the broader issue of equity in school mathematics.
Some researchers ascribing to sociopolitical perspectives have called for research on equity in mathematics education to consider situated or social theories of learning (Boaler, 2000a, 2000b; Ladson-Billings, 1997; Stanic, 1989). For example, according to Boaler (2000a), “Situated [or social] perspectives may be helpful for researchers who would like to move mathematics education away from discriminatory practices that produce more failures than successes toward something considerably more equitable and supportive of social justice” (p. 118). Likewise, Ladson-Billings (1997) described mathematics teaching and learning as encompassing “complex situations” (p. 204). She therefore suggested that scholars consider the situated nature of learning in order to fill the “research void” to better understand and address issues of equity in mathematics education (Ladson-Billings, 1997, p. 204). Sociopolitical perspectives therefore support the use of situated, social, or sociocultural learning theories as appropriate lenses with which to conduct research that seeks to understand the home mathematical experiences of children from underserved groups before they enter school.

**Social/Situated Theories of Learning**

There are a range of insights in how researchers framed their analysis of learning as a socially, contextualized phenomenon. Authors described their theories of situated learning through concepts such as emergent practices (Cobb, Jaworski & Presmeg, 1996; Cobb & Yackel, 1996/2004; Saxe 1988, 1991; Saxe & Burmudez, 1996); learning through apprenticeship, enculturation, and participation (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Kirshner & Whitson, 1997; Lave, 1988; Lave & Wenger,

The work reviewed encompassed research that described learning more generally as well as studies that focused on learning within a mathematics education context specifically. From this literature on social or situated perspectives of learning, I identified two themes that seemed particularly generative in conceptualizing the current study. One theme concerned a critique of dominant views of learning (e.g., individual and cognitive perspectives) while the other theme portrayed learning as embedded in social, cultural, and political contexts that shape (but do not determine) and are in turn shaped by individual and collective understandings and meaning-making. A discussion of these two themes along with supporting research follows.

**Critiquing Dominant Views of Learning**

Social or situated perspectives of learning critique the assumptions that underlie psychological approaches (i.e. Western traditions) to thinking and development. These assumptions include an emphasis on studying individual cognition and the privileging of abstract thinking over other modes of thought. For example, research on learning from psychological perspectives includes methods of examining individual children’s understandings in unfamiliar, contrived experimental settings. Claims resulting from such studies presume generalizability across children regardless of their social and cultural histories. In this sense, an emphasis on the individual within a psychological learning perspective does not consider a broader lens of children’s cognitive development in relation to their socially contextualized experiences (Kirshner & Whitson, 1997). By emphasizing the individual in cognition,
psychological perspectives inherently devalue learning and intuitive thinking that emerge through children’s lived experiences in favor of “higher-level” abstract, rational, and decontextualized contemplative activity (Kirshner & Whitson, 1997; Walkerdine, 1997).

The works of Lave and Walkerdine illustrate a critique of dominant, individual psychological perspectives of learning with respect to developing mathematical understandings in particular. Lave (1997) argued that the culture of school mathematics is one of cultural transmission wherein the learning of mathematics becomes an exercise of accumulating factual knowledge in context-free settings. Schools therefore represent an institutional site for decontextualized learning and the passive acquisition of abstract knowledge to be generalized across real-world situations. This description of the culture of school mathematics reflects a psychological perspective of learning.

Lave (1997) contended that school mathematics teaching practices and learning activities do not promote context-embedded cognition, active meaning making, and intuition. Rather than constructing knowledge and making sense of the underlying principles of mathematics, children unintentionally acquire understandings of a school mathematics culture that include the beliefs that doing mathematics means following procedures of symbolic manipulation and working independently to complete textbook exercises of increasing difficulty (Brown et al., 1989; Lave, 1997). In the cases of many students from underserved groups, they experience school mathematics as a culture of failure (Lave, 1997).
Walkerdine (1988, 1997) framed her critique of dominant views of learning and related it to school mathematics through a discussion of differences in relations of signification and modes of regulation that reflected individual meaning making in diverse practices or contexts. According to Walkerdine, children make meaning of the world around them based on their personal experiences, their positions within these experiences, and the meanings they associate with these experiences. Furthermore, children’s sense making experiences include an emotional level of understanding that is associated with particular discourse practices and activities.

In Walkerdine’s (1988, 1997) research with young children from different economic backgrounds, she found that children from working-class families constructed meanings of *more* and *less* differently than their middle-class counterparts. The children from middle-class homes constructed meanings of *more* that were associated with comparisons of quantities. However, working-class children constructed meanings of *more* that were associated with a practice on their mothers’ part to regulate their children’s consumption of commodities (e.g., food). In the cases of many working-class children, the meanings of *more* and its opposite *no more* also conjured up negative emotions or feelings.

Given the children’s different experiences with and meanings of *more* and the inclusion and presumed relational meanings of *more* and *less* typically employed in early school mathematics classrooms, Walkerdine argued that these findings have important implications for school mathematics. School mathematics practices, in the tradition of psychological views of learning, not only privilege abstract and logical reasoning but also in turn suppress emotional and intuitive thinking (1997). The
subjective meanings of children’s experiences and practices are not valued and are therefore marginalized in the school context.

According to Walkerdine (1997), “The ‘truth’ about mathematical performance contains the fears and fantasies about those calculating others [i.e., girls, Black children, and working-class children] who threaten the very dominance of the government of reason” (p. 70). Furthermore, as Heckman and Weissglass (1994) suggested,

… to effectively teach and effectively learn in situated cognition and/or cognitive apprenticeships, many traditional values and beliefs must make way for more democratic concepts in which assumptions of the dominant culture are questioned and cultures of the students are respected. (p. 31)

That is, to consider learning as a socially, contextualized phenomenon requires a critique of deeply entrenched assumptions upheld by psychological perspectives of individual cognition. By doing so, social or situated perspectives of learning offer “a break from the hegemony of individual psychology” (Kirshner & Whitson, 1997, p. 6).

*Learning As Embedded in Social, Cultural and Political Contexts*

According to the literature on social or situated perspectives of learning, learning is embedded in social, cultural, and political contexts that shape (but do not determine) and interact with individual and collective understandings and meaning making. That is, children’s life experiences and the practices and activities in which
they engage from the contexts in which children learn and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live. Furthermore, by making sense of and interacting within multiple systems, children can subsequently reshape these contexts.

An analysis of children’s learning from a social or situated perspective takes into account the rich, contextualized experiences of children, from the more immediate settings and practices that children experience in their everyday lives to the larger, social and political arenas in which their experiences are situated. Thus, multiple aspects of children’s learning and meaning making interact and are legitimized in children’s understandings. Children’s beliefs, understandings, and content knowledge are considered alongside their intuitions, emotions, and practice-based (or practical) knowledge as situated within their immediate settings and the broader contexts in which they live. Because the construct of learning is itself embedded in social, cultural and political contexts, what is meant by and valued in learning is socially, culturally, and politically defined. As such, an examination of learning must also consider these broader contexts (Kirshner & Whitson, 1997).

As learners make sense of and interact within multiple systems, they can subsequently reshape these contexts. That is, the social, cultural, and political contexts in which children live are dynamic entities that evolve through individual and collective sense-making, participation and practice within these settings. Thus, learning is a social, cultural, and political process by which individuals and collectives participate in understanding, sustaining, and redefining the contexts of their lived experiences.
By presupposing individuals’ agency to influence and subsequently change the broader contexts of one’s experiences, a social or situated perspective also accounts for differences that occur among children’s learning. Therefore, while learning is embedded within contextualized experiences, children make sense of these experiences and their world in individual, unique ways that are not fully determined by the social, cultural or political contexts in which they live.

Social or situated perspectives of learning recognize that individual differences matter (Boaler, 2000a) and relate individual learning to the evolving contexts in which learning occurs (Cobb, 2000). According to Lerman (2000), “the greatest challenge in research in mathematics education from the ‘social’ is to develop accounts that bring together agency, individual trajectories, and the cultural, historical and social origin of the ways people think, behave, reason, and understand the world” (p. 36). Thus, although social or situated learning perspectives call for a critique of dominant, psychological views of learning, these perspectives do not suggest an all-out abandonment of individual cognition. Rather, social or situated perspectives of learning attempt to bring together and understand the relationship between the sense-making individual and collective and the complex, multiple contexts in which they live.

Learning in Context

The notion that learning is embedded in social and cultural contexts reflects the work and ideas of several researchers. For example, Rogoff (1990) described the process of children’s learning as an “apprenticeship in thinking.” In particular Rogoff (1990) stated that, “children’s cognitive development is embedded in the context of
social relationships and sociocultural tools and practice” (p. 7-8). Brown et al. (1989), proposed similar ideas within the concept of “cognitive apprenticeship.” Brown et al. (1989) argued that “cognitive apprenticeship” could be a useful framework to develop children’s learning by engaging students meaningfully in the domain of mathematics within a mathematics classroom context. From this perspective, teachers need to create opportunities and provide guidance in the social atmosphere of a classroom setting for students to participate in authentic activities and use meaningful tools that reflect the principles and practices of mathematics (Brown et al., 1989).

According to Rogoff (1990), “thinking and learning are functional efforts by individuals to solve specific problems of importance in their culture, and that developmental courses vary in their goals rather than having a universal endpoint to which all should aspire” (p. 116). The work of Carraher, Carraher, and Schliemann (1985/2000), Saxe (1988, 1991), and Saxe and Bermudez (1996) supports Rogoff’s (1990) discussion of social relationships, sociocultural tools and practice, solving specific problems, and cultural goals. Carraher et al. (1985/2000) and Saxe (1988) observed school-age children who were selling candy in the streets of Brazil using informal procedures that they developed to solve mathematics problems within their selling practice (e.g., buying candy to sell, pricing candy for sale, calculating sums of purchases, handling currency). Being able to mentally compute in the practice of selling candy served as an important functional role if sellers were to profit financially from this activity. In their research, Carraher et al. (1985/2000) and Saxe (1988) found that although the sellers were rather adept at solving problems within the context of their selling practice, these strategies did not transfer to formal school
contexts as the sellers were not able to solve similar computational problems as traditionally presented in school mathematics settings.

Lave’s (1988, 1997) research on “knowledge in practice” also demonstrated both the robust nature of learning through apprenticeship as well as the idea of learning as a context-embedded, dilemma-driven functional effort. Lave’s (1997) description of the process of becoming a master tailor reflected learning through apprenticeship. In a different study, her accounts of Weight-Watcher participants (Lave, 1988, 1997) and their facility in accurately measuring and calculating quantities of food demonstrated how a dilemma or goal-driven need, in this case to lose weight, provided a meaningful context in which participants developed reliable and efficient procedures for portioning their food intake. These examples of research exemplify how cognition is embedded in social and cultural contexts.

As mentioned previously, social/situated perspectives contend that learning is embedded in social contexts and that individuals and collectives play an active role in making sense of and shaping the local and larger contexts in which they participate and live. Learning thus becomes a social, cultural, and political process by which individuals and collectives participate in sustaining or redefining the contexts of their lived experiences.

The idea of agency of individuals and collectives within this perspective draws from the work of Cobb (2000), Cobb et al. (1996), and Cobb and Yackel (1996/2004). According to these researchers and their work in the local context of a mathematics classroom community, school mathematics practice was viewed as an emerging phenomenon that was co-constructed by the participants in the community
(i.e., teacher and students). That is, the classroom setting was not considered to be a place wherein students would be fully enculturated into a static practice of mathematics. Cobb and fellow researchers cautioned that a perspective of enculturation seems to suggest assimilation, thus characterizing sociocultural theories of learning as deterministic. Rather than viewing students as passive participants in acquiring mathematics classroom culture, students were active members in the mathematics classroom community and therefore could shape the context in which they were learning (Cobb et al., 1996). Thus, individual and collective learning were embedded in the practice of school mathematics while the context of mathematics practice emerged through both an individual and a collective process of participation.

*Conceptualizing the Mathematical Experiences of Children from Underserved Groups Across Contexts*

For young children from underserved groups, the experiences they have at home or in their communities versus what they encounter in formal, early childhood settings may be quite different in many aspects, not just with respect to mathematics. Children from underserved groups, and in particular children of color, must learn to navigate between these contexts, interpreting and managing the different practices and meanings that are situated in each and negotiating their developing sense of identity(ies) across their terrains of experience.

Research indicates that racial socialization plays an important role in promoting the cognitive development of children of color (García-Coll et al., 1996; Harrison, Wilson, Pine, Chan, & Buriel, 1990). Caughy, O’Campo, Randolph, and Nickerson (2002) found that African-American parents who engaged their children in
rich racial socialization practices at home had preschool children who demonstrated greater amounts of factual knowledge and more developed problem-solving skills. Cognitive measures in this study included a mental subtest involving triangles and an achievement subtest on arithmetic. Murrell (2009) contends, “To be both African American and a school achiever means that developing a healthy (i.e., ego integrated) racial identity is not an option but a necessity” (p. 101).

Much of the research in mathematics education that focuses on understanding the school mathematical experiences of African-American students, especially those who are considered successful in mathematics, involves students from upper-elementary through post-secondary educational contexts and oftentimes examines constructs of identity (e.g., Martin, 2000, 2006; Spencer, 2009) and socialization, both in and out of the mathematics classroom (e.g., Martin 2000, 2006). This body of work suggests that the school mathematics experiences of successful African-American students involved more than just being afforded high-quality mathematics instruction.

Murrell (2009) asserts,

Learning attainment and school success is really a whole-being enterprise requiring attention to how the social and cultural climate supports or negates development of African American learners (e.g., Grantham & Ford, 2003; Mercado, 2001; Nir, 2001; Oyserman, Bybee, & Terry, 2003; Rodriguez, Bustemente-Jones, Pang, & Park, 2004; Roth, 2004; Rowley & Moore, 2002). (p. 101)
As Murrel (2009) suggests, in order to attend to the social and cultural climate, and therefore foster the mathematical development of African-American students, teachers must: recognize how African-American students are positioned in school, and more specifically in mathematics education practices; understand how African-American students make sense of their experiences in school, at home, or in their communities, and how they navigate across these climates; and develop an awareness of and sensitivity to the identity(ies) that African-American students develop in the climate of school and in their home communities.

Anderson and Gold’s (2006) pilot study of the home-to-school numeracy practices and mathematical identities of four children attending an urban preschool has begun to shed light into how the construct of identity may be employed with young children. Drawing on a perspective of mathematics as a situated social practice, the researchers observed children engaging in mathematical activities both in their preschool setting and at home and examined the ways in which meanings from these experiences traveled with children across these two contexts.

Findings from Anderson and Gold’s (2006) study revealed that adults from each setting perceived children’s engagement in mathematical activities according to expectations relative to a given context and that these adults constituted children’s identities differently in ways that reflected the social context in which such meanings were formed. For example, in the case of a child named Danny, at home he developed (cheating) double-counting strategies for playing the game Chutes and Ladders that his grandmother encouraged and viewed positively as the goal for this activity was
for Danny to win over his grandmother. In this setting, Danny’s grandmother viewed him as being “very smart” when he employed these strategies.

However when Danny brought his practice of double counting while playing *Chutes and Ladders* from home to school, where the teacher enforced a no-cheating policy, Danny’s strategies were viewed as inappropriate, and his teacher identified him as “a cheater.” Because the teacher was not aware of Danny’s practice and experiences of playing this game at home, she positioned him as a cheater rather than drawing on, and thus affirming, the mathematical understandings he brought from home and developing with him strategies to participate in the game at school in ways that were in accordance with classroom expectations regarding cheating.

Anderson and Gold (2006) developed vignettes from their observation data and used these for teacher professional development and praxis. The researchers argued that further research of this kind is necessary “for understanding implications of sociocultural factors in underachievement” (p. 284). This study further underscores the need to examine and understand children’s mathematical experiences and knowledge in the context(s) in which these are situated.

*Research on Young Children’s Everyday Mathematical Experiences and Understandings*

Few studies conducted in the U.S. have directly investigated young children’s informal mathematical activities and understandings as they naturally occurred in their everyday settings before they entered school (Guberman, 1999, 2004; Tudge & Doucet, 2004). Some studies that have attempted to understand the mathematical experiences and understandings of children, including children from underserved
groups, before they entered school either: occurred in formal daycare settings (Ginsburg et al., 1999; Seo & Ginsburg, 2004), relied on mothers’ self-reports of children’s home practices that involved early mathematical concepts such as counting (Saxe et al., 1987), or focused on children’s experiences with academic-centered mathematics activities in their home settings (e.g., Tudge & Doucet, 2004).

Beyond the field of mathematics education, other educational researchers concerned with equity issues have called for studies that address the role of family and home experiences of young children and the relationship of these to children’s learning in school. In particular, Slaughter and Epps (1987/1994), in raising their concerns about the home environment and academic achievement of African-American students, stated “While we have some idea of what would be beneficial to children’s early reading, we have little idea of how these processes manifest themselves in the roles enacted by culturally and socially different families in their natural settings” (p. 82). Given the research to date, a similar statement can be made regarding our knowledge of children’s early mathematics experiences and understanding in the context of economically and racially diverse family home environments.

Ginsburg and his research associates examined the mathematical activity of 4- and 5-year-old children in formal day-care settings (Ginsburg et al., 1999; Ginsburg, Lin, Ness, & Seo, 2003; Seo & Ginsburg, 2004). While these studies were not situated in the home settings of children, findings from this collection of research did begin to shed light on the frequency and nature of young children’s informal mathematical activity. Based on data from naturalistic observation methods during
children’s free play in formal day-care settings, children’s activities were described using the following researcher-created mathematical content codes:

Classification: Systematic arrangement in groups according to established criteria,
Magnitude: Statement of magnitude or comparison of two or more items to evaluate relative magnitude,
Enumeration: Numerical judgment or quantification,
Dynamics: Exploration of the process of change or transformation,
Pattern and Shape: Exploration of patterns and spatial forms, and
Spatial Relations: Exploration of positions, directions, and distances in space.
(Seo & Ginsburg, 2004)

Although these children were observed in formal day-care settings where an adult/teacher was present, researchers argued that children spontaneously engaged in mathematical activity of a variety of types without the prompting of an adult or through explicit instruction (Ginsburg et al., 1999). Researchers observed children spontaneously engaging in activities, including playing with familiar objects (e.g., blocks, Legos) typically found in day-care settings, in which children’s mathematical understandings naturally emerged. Thus, the context in which children engaged in mathematical activity helped shape the kinds of experiences and practices that occurred.

Participants in these studies somewhat varied. In one study, researchers observed low-income, African American, and Latino students (Ginsburg et al., 1999). In another project, researchers compared the mathematical activity and complexity of
activities between American and Chinese children from low- and middle-class backgrounds (Ginsburg et al., 2003). In the most recent study the following four groups were compared: low-income African-American and Latino students; middle-income African-American, Latino, and White students; and children from upper-income families, all of whom were White (Seo & Ginsburg, 2004).

In general, all three studies reported that the 4- and 5-year-old participating children engaged in significant amounts of mathematical activity and therefore suggested that children, including lower-income and non-Asian minority children, come to school with adequate amounts of informal mathematical knowledge necessary to be successful in school mathematics (Ginsburg et al., 1999). In the two comparative studies, no differences were found across groups with regard to the following: the occurrence of mathematical activity, the relative frequency of different types of activity, and the level of complexity of different types of mathematical activities. The only exception reported that Chinese children engaged in considerably greater amounts of pattern and shape mathematical activity as compared to American children (Ginsburg et al., 2003).

In all three studies, children overwhelmingly engaged the most in mathematical activities involving patterns and shape. Data of frequency of mathematical activity from the two more recent studies reflect similar trends: following pattern and shapes, children engaged the next most in magnitude and enumeration, followed by dynamics and spatial relations, with the least activity involving classification. With the exception of pattern and shapes, this trend did not appear in the earliest of these three studies, involving low-income African American
and Latino children. In this study, wherein slightly different content codes were employed, children engaged in the following mathematical activities in order of decreasing frequency: pattern and shapes, dynamics, relations, classification, enumeration.

The set of studies conducted by Ginsburg and his research associates presents a limitation with respect to understanding the everyday mathematical experiences of young children. These studies focused solely on young children’s mathematical experiences in formal day-care settings. It can be argued that the materials (e.g., blocks, Legos) typically present in these settings are intended to foster children’s mathematical development, even through children’s spontaneous play with these objects. Because children’s home or other familiar everyday settings are diverse and vary widely, well beyond the availability of educational resources, observations of children’s everyday mathematical activities in these settings would most likely yield findings distinct from those found in these studies.

While Ginsburg et al. (1999, 2003) claimed that children engaged in significant amounts of mathematical activity such that children enter school with sufficient amounts of informal mathematical knowledge to be successful in school mathematics, in light of research that reports persistent disparities in student mathematical achievement across race in class (NCES, 2011; Tate, 1997) occurring as early as before students enter kindergarten (Lee and Burkam, 2002), Ginsburg, Klein, and Starkey (1998) also posited that some children come to school with developmentally immature, informal mathematical knowledge. This argument presumed that differences in children’s mathematical development occur to the extent
to which families can provide their children with particular activities and discourse practices that will help them succeed in school mathematics. The tension between these empirical findings and assumptions requires further examination beyond the scope of this review.

Tudge and Doucet (2004) observed 3-year-old children’s mathematical activities in their home and everyday settings. Tudge and Doucet recruited African-American and White children from working-class and middle-class families through community-based approaches to participate in this study. Researchers observed children’s mathematical and literacy activities over a total of 18 hours in the span of one week. Naturalistic observations and time-sampling methods were used to collect data of activities occurring in the children’s homes, child-care settings, someone else’s home, and other public settings.

In particular, Tudge and Doucet’s (2004) study focused on observing children’s mathematical activities within one of two categories: academic lessons and play with academic objects. The first category involved “attempts to impart or elicit information … involving competencies in mathematics” (p. 26) and the second involved playing with objects that appeared to have academic relevance, such as shapes, with no attempts to explicitly impart or elicit information.

Overall, Tudge and Doucet (2004) found that children engaged far less in mathematical activities as compared to literacy activities. The researchers contended that their findings seemed to reflect the U.S. culture’s greater emphasis on literacy in the early years. Of the mathematical activities that Tudge and Doucet observed, a great deal of individual variation occurred, but could not be explained by race or
class. Tudge and Doucet also found that children who spent more time in formal day-care settings did not necessarily engage in more mathematical activities as compared to children who did not attend these settings.

Tudge and Doucet’s (2004) research limited the conceptualization of children’s mathematical activities to those that focused on academic lessons and play with academic objects. By limiting the conceptualization of children’s mathematical activities to these two academic-focused categories, occurrences of children’s mathematical activities beyond these categories were not documented and examined. From a sociopolitical stance, which examines taken-for-granted assumptions such as the privileging of formal or academic mathematics, it is critical that future research efforts aimed at examining the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young children consider a broader conceptualization of what constitutes evidence of children’s mathematical thinking in everyday settings.

In a European study that focused on two preschool-aged, White children and their mothers, researchers compared the conversational interactions of each mother-child dyad around mathematical activities (Aubrey, Bottle, & Godfrey, 2003). The mothers were found to have two distinct pedagogical styles. One mother talked about mathematical ideas embedded in the everyday activities in which her child engaged, and the other mother only talked about mathematical ideas in activities in which learning mathematics was the sole purpose of the activity. Aubrey et al. (2003) found insufficient evidence to report how these parenting styles influenced each child’s performance as they entered their first years of school. By focusing analysis of children’s mathematical activities solely as observed in the conversational
experiences of the two children, Aubrey et al. suggested that other means of understanding children’s mathematical experiences in their home settings are needed, particularly those that examine the context of and cultural tools present in children’s home settings. Similar to Street et al.’s (2005) notion of mathematics as social (see Chapter 1), Aubrey et al. further contended that research should also consider children’s perceptions of mathematics within their social interactions with their parents as well as how children value different kinds of mathematical activities.

As this review of literature indicates, we still have much to learn with respect to young children’s everyday, naturally occurring mathematical experiences and understandings as situated within their home or other familiar, informal settings. Robust evidence from research on social or situated perspectives of learning demonstrates that learning mathematics is a social process that is shaped, but not determined by, the social and cultural context in which children’s mathematical activities take place. Future research can draw on Street et al.’s (2005) ideological model of mathematics as social and their analytic concepts to develop analytic tools with which to conceptualize and examine young children’s everyday mathematical activities including the complex and broad social aspects (i.e., purpose and setting, values and beliefs, social and institutional relations) that situate these experiences and the content that constitutes the mathematics in these activities.
Chapter 3: Methodology

The purpose of this study was to examine and interpret the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class family backgrounds. In this qualitative study, I employed adapted naturalistic observation (Angrosino, 2005) methods, visiting the children in their homes, informal day care, and other everyday settings in order to collect observation data of children’s mathematical activities and to gather information to characterize the children’s typical activities and dispositions. I drew on Street et al.’s (2005) broad, ideological model of mathematics as “social” and their analytic concept of a mathematical event (unit of analysis consisting of an occurrence of mathematical activity) (see also Baker et al., 2003; Baker, et al., 2006) in order to frame research questions specifying the meaning of everyday mathematical experiences and understandings.

I identified a collection of mathematical events for each child and examined these in terms of the four adapted interrelated dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations that constitute the mathematics (content) of an event and the three social aspects (purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations) that situate this content. I then determined characteristics of mathematical events for each child from an analysis of these four dimensions across the child’s collection of mathematical events.

In addition, I conducted guided conversations with the children’s parents to gather and report insights about their own experiences and perceptions regarding
mathematics and to inform where appropriate my interpretation of their children’s mathematical events and characteristics of these mathematical events.

The following set of research questions guided this study:

1. What mathematical events did three African-American children, who were approximately 4 years of age and from working-class family backgrounds, engage in within the context of their home or other everyday settings and activities?
   (a) What mathematical content constituted these mathematical events?
       What mathematical understandings did the children demonstrate in these mathematical events?
   (b) What contexts framed these mathematical events? That is, in what settings (e.g., physical locations, activities, routine practices) did these mathematical events take place and for what purposes or meanings did the children employ or engage in the mathematical content identified in these mathematical events?
   (c) What and whose values and beliefs did these mathematical events instantiate?
   (d) What social relations shaped the content, managed the context, and/or invoked the values and beliefs that helped frame these mathematical events?

2. What characterized the collection of significant mathematical events in which each child engaged within the context of her/his home or other everyday settings and activities?
3. What insights emerged from an analysis across the children’s collections of significant mathematical events and the characteristics of these events?

Observation data for this study was collected from March to July 2006. Analysis of data took place from that time to 2011.

Participants

Three African-American children, their parents, and their informal home day-care provider, Ms. Franklin, participated in this study. I assigned pseudonyms to all the participants. Table 1 provides a summary of the children, their gender, the month when each child turned 4 years of age in 2006, and their parents. The children are listed in the order in which I met them and secured their parents’ consent to participate in this study. At the time of this study, the children had not yet experienced any formal schooling or attended an early childhood center with an educational agenda.

The families shared some similarities. Each family lived in a rental apartment property located in an urban, lower-income, predominantly African-American community located in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. Toya’s mother and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Month of Fourth Birthday</th>
<th>Parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toya</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>Nicole (Mother)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anika</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>March</td>
<td>Christina (Mother)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>Keisha (Mother) and Aaron Sr. (Father)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aaron’s parents lived in the same neighborhood as Ms. Franklin’s home day care while Anika’s mother lived about 1.5 miles away. At the time of this study, the parents were all in their 20s, had near similar educational backgrounds, and worked in occupations that afforded them a working-class (Gilbert, 1998) income and lifestyle. In particular, Nicole and Christina had graduated high school, Aaron Sr. had earned a General Educational Development credential, and Keisha had completed approximately two semesters of course work at a 2-year community college.

Sources

After a number of unsuccessful attempts of trying to find participants through a familiar contact or chain of contacts, I began cold calling informal, home-day-care providers who were registered as licensed home day-care providers in the hopes that someone would agree to work with me and to help me enlist children/parents to participate in my study.

In order to increase my chances for success, I first identified a predominantly African-American, lower-income neighborhood within the same general area in which I grew up. The elementary school population within this neighborhood was 98% African-American students with 91% of the students receiving free and reduced-priced meals. I presumed these indicators reflected more broadly the demographics of the families living in the identified neighborhood, including families who might use a day-care provider within their community. I also knew that it was important that I had some initial level of credibility and trust with potential day-care providers and families. Even though I am a person of color (Filipino) I felt that if potential participants knew that I had grown up within the local area, this could increase their
level of comfort in interacting with me and possibly encourage them to consider participating in my study.

Once I identified the neighborhood, I used the regional childcare website to search for and to identify contact information for licensed home day-care providers in this neighborhood. From the cold calls I placed to the providers on my list, Ms. Franklin graciously agreed to help me. Ms. Franklin is African-American and at the time of the study she was in her mid-50s, had spent her entire life in the region, and lived in the house where she ran her day care for about 25 years. She reported that she had been working in childcare for over 30 years, but had only had her license since the mid-1990s. Ms. Franklin spoke candidly about her aversion to mathematics, even stating, “I just avoid it” (January 9, 2006 – Visit with Ms. Franklin). Although Ms. Franklin did not have an educational agenda for her day care, she expressed that she felt more confident about providing activities for young children that would support their reading compared to their mathematical development.

**Securing Participants**

A few weeks after I first spoke with Ms. Franklin, I began to make regular visits to her home day care in order to begin to familiarize myself with and to establish a rapport with the children at the day care, their parents, and Ms. Franklin’s neighbors. At the time of data collection, Toya, Anika and Aaron were the only 4-year-olds attending Ms. Franklin’s day care. Toya had been attending the day care for over a year while Anika and Aaron were newly arrived to the day care, beginning near the time I began visiting Ms. Franklin’s day care. In addition to these children,
two infants and three toddlers regularly attended the day care as did three elementary-aged children who came for after-school care.

Given Toya’s mother’s long trusting relationship with Ms. Franklin and given Ms. Franklin’s endorsement of me, Nicole readily agreed to participate in my study. Subsequently, Anika’s mother and then Aaron’s parents consented. Coincidentally, I learned that Nicole, Christina, and I all attended the same high school, though at different times. Nicole had already agreed to participate in the study once we learned of this commonality. I believe that this shared high-school affiliation might have played some role in encouraging Christina to participate as we discovered this shared experience prior to her consent. Finally, Aaron’s father directly informed me that if it were not for the facts that I was a person of color and that I was familiar with the local community, he would not have agreed to participate.

While I did not offer the children, parents, or Ms. Franklin any compensation for their participation in this study, over the course of my observation visits I occasionally brought them little gifts (e.g., a box of barquillos/Filipino wafer rolls) to show my appreciation for their time and willingness to open their homes to and to share their lives with me.

Defining Mathematical Activity

I drew on Street et al.’s (2005) broad, ideological model of mathematics as “social” and their analytic concept of mathematical events (see also Baker et al., 2003; Baker, et al., 2006) to inform my study and my analysis of children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings. For the purposes of this study, I employed the phrase “characteristics of mathematical events,” or similar phrases
(e.g., “characteristics of these events”), to represent the analytic characterization of patterned uses of or shared mathematics within and across events. In the following I discuss how I operationalized these concepts in my study.

**Mathematical Events**

According to Baker et al. (2003), a mathematical event is a unit of analysis consisting of an occasion wherein mathematical activity “is integral to the nature of the participants’ interactions and their interpretive processes” (p. 12). In this study, I examined mathematical events in terms of the following set of four adapted interrelated dimensions that constituted the mathematics in and the social aspects situating mathematical activity: content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations.

**Content.** The dimension of content referred to the identified mathematical content that appeared evident in an event as well as an analysis of the mathematical understandings that a child appeared to demonstrate. To determine if an observed activity constituted a mathematical event, I employed the following procedures. I began by drawing on the existing research regarding young children’s mathematical understandings (e.g., Clements et al., 2004; Ginsburg & Seo, 1999), as well as other research literature concerning children’s everyday activities that could support their cognitive development (e.g., Cohen, Stern, & Balaban, 1997; Hansen, 2005) and that were typically considered mathematical in nature. This review provided me with an initial set of content topics and activities for identifying mathematical events and coding data. As needed, I later revised and fine-tuned codes based on fieldwork observations and subsequent analysis of the data.
From the outset, I presumed that I might observe occurrences that I would later contend were mathematical. As such, I allowed for this flexibility in my consideration and analysis of potential mathematical events. In the discussion of findings that follows in Chapters 4 through 6, wherever I identified a content as mathematical that seemed to not be addressed in the extant mathematics education literature, I explained my rationale for identifying it as such. Figure 1 identifies examples of mathematical content and activities that I considered mathematical in nature. If I observed an occurrence that reflected an item on this list then I identified that occurrence as a mathematical event.

Because I did not want to privilege traditional school mathematics topics and therefore miss recognizing other occasions wherein mathematical activity might have take place, I also considered Bishop’s (1988) characterization of six universal fundamental activities that are “necessary and sufficient for the development of mathematical knowledge” (p. 182). According to Bishop (1988), these are:

*Counting*. The use of a systematic way to compare and order discrete phenomena. It may involve tallying, or using objects or string to record, or special number words or names …

*Locating*. Exploring one’s spatial environment and conceptualising and symbolising that environment, with models, diagrams, drawings, words or other means …

*Measuring*. Quantifying qualities for the purposes of comparison and ordering, using objects or tokens as measuring devices with associated units or ‘measure-words’ …
Number: interpreting, identifying, and employing verbal (i.e., number words) and symbolic (i.e., numerals) representations of elements from the set of natural numbers (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4…) to signify nominal, ordinal, and/or numeric meanings

- Nominal meanings: number to label
- Ordinal meanings: number to indicate
- Numeric meanings:
  - Expressing number words orally in a count sequence without reference to discrete objects or events (i.e., rote counting or expressing a number word list)
  - Demonstrating concepts of enumeration (i.e., determining a quantity’s numerosity), including developing understandings of one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, as well as enumeration strategies such as subitizing, using explicit number words to assign to each item in a quantity while simultaneously physically keeping track of each item in the quantity (e.g., pointing to elements and saying “This is one, this is two…”), and/or counting objects or events with or without one-to-one correspondence and/or cardinality
  - Employing number words to describe or interpreting numerals to identify attributes of physical quantities or entities including relative magnitude of a given attribute across a particular classification of objects
  - Numeric part-total relationships
  - Operations (e.g., adding and subtracting)

Descriptive terms for quantity (e.g., a lot, some, a little, more, less)

Magnitude (e.g., statement of magnitude or judgment of relative magnitude, big/little)

Classification, sorting, identifying differences and similarities of attributes across objects, matching

Exploration and creation of patterns

Geometric thinking (e.g., playing with formal shapes, composition and decomposition of formal shapes and everyday objects, and manipulating real life objects to fit together)

Spatial sense: relative position (e.g., under, over, in front, behind) and navigation or way-finding

Measuring

Putting together jigsaw or board puzzles

Play with board games (e.g., board games that encourage counting or one-to-one correspondence)

Identifying money or pretending to use money and assigning it a numeric value

Talk about time (e.g., asking what time it is)

---

*Figure 1.* Examples of mathematical content and activities.
Designing. Creating a shape or design for an object or for any part of one’s spatial environment. It may involve making the object, as a ‘mental template’, or symbolising it in some conventionalised way …

Playing. Devising, and engaging in, games and pastimes, with more or less formalised rules that all players must abide by …

Explaining. Finding ways to account for the existence of phenomena, be they religious, animistic, or scientific … (p. 182-183)

Bishop’s (1988) fundamental activities provided an additional lens with which to consider the children’s everyday activities as mathematical.

While the examples of mathematical content and of activities that foster mathematical development presented in Figure 1 were based on research focusing on children’s early mathematical knowledge and everyday experiences, I did not limit the identification of mathematical activities to those in which the children directly engaged. In this way, I allowed for data collection to include the purposeful mathematical activities of parents or other significant others that were conducted in the presence of or were intended to engage a child and could therefore support the mathematical development of that child. I asserted that such activities could serve as funds-of-knowledge (Moll & González, 2004) for the child.

In addition to identifying the mathematical content evidenced in an event, I also interpreted the child’s understanding of that content. In order to interpret the child’s mathematical thinking, I examined evidence from the event such as the child’s behavior, talk, or engagement with objects and I drew upon my own knowledge of young children’s mathematical thinking.
**Purpose and setting.** This dimension typically concerned the time, location, and activity/practice/episode in which a mathematical event took place and the child’s content-related behaviors that transpired, indicating the underlying purpose that appeared to give rise to the content. In this way, when discussing mathematical events, purpose and setting served to set the scene in which a mathematical event occurred. In the chapters that follow, sometimes excerpts from field notes or audio transcriptions data that were included in the findings are sufficient to capture the purpose and setting. Otherwise, I provide additional notes for the reader to clarify this dimension.

Where appropriate, purpose and setting also concerned pertinent background information and insights regarding the activity, practice, or episode in which a mathematical event occurred. For example, if a mathematical event took place at day care during free play, I provided background information regarding what this period typically involved, and I also described the scene in which the mathematical event took place.

**Values and beliefs.** This dimension included the values and beliefs of a parent, family member, or caregiver, such as those that fostered the activity, practice, or episode in which mathematical meanings (content) emerged or were employed, those that promoted the nature of social relations that occurred around a given content, or those that indicated a particular perspective concerning mathematics.

I interpreted parent’s values and beliefs based on evidence that suggested that a value or belief was salient or important for that parent. Oftentimes, values were instantiated through practices that appeared significant in the family’s day-to-day
activities. For example, in observing Toya in her home or other everyday settings outside of day care, her Aunt Pam and cousin Ricky were typically present, and I learned from Nicole that she, Pam, and their mother all shared in the responsibility for caring for Toya and Ricky. From these observations, it appeared that Nicole valued maintaining family relationships and the importance of supporting kin. In some cases, parents directly expressed to me that a practice was important to them, and evidence from observation visits confirmed this value. For example, Keisha informed me that she enjoyed and valued reading and emphasized this practice with Aaron. This value of reading was evidenced in the collection of library books that Keisha regularly maintained for and read with Aaron.

Values and beliefs also referred to the values, dispositions, and inclinations demonstrated by a child. These were typically evidenced by observed patterns in a child’s behavior. For instance, on one of my home visits with Aaron, he repeatedly urged his mother to read to him and he spent a significant time “reading” his books.

Social relations. This dimension concerned: the nature of verbal and social interactions that took place between a child and a significant other; the initiation, invoking, and management of the content, content-related behaviors, values and beliefs, or activity/practice/episode in which a mathematical event took place; possible motivators that appeared evident in prompting a child to employ content or to engage in content-related behaviors; or analysis of conditions wherein development or learning of mathematical content appeared evident.

For this dimension I noted, for example, if a child initiated a mathematical event and whether or not social interactions were involved. If social interactions were
involved I described the nature of these and examined to what extent these interactions appeared to support the child’s engagement in mathematical meanings. For instance, when Nicole overheard Toya inform me that she wore a size 4 pair of shoes because she was 4-years-old and her shirt size was also a 4, Nicole interjected into our conversation and tried to clarify with Toya that her shoe size was not a 4 but rather a 10. A verbal exchange over this issue ensued between Toya and Nicole and I interpreted this interaction including the manner in which each person addressed the other and what this meant in terms of the mathematical meanings regarding number and size that were being employed in this episode.

For each child, I identified a collection of mathematical events that emerged as most salient from an examination of the data. I analyzed each of these events, in general, in terms of the set of four adapted interrelated dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations. My analysis of each dimension within an event was based on my interpretations of the event itself as well as my interpretations of the event within the broader context of my understandings about the child, the child’s family practices, and the child’s everyday experiences. My interpretations of each of these dimensions across a child’s set of mathematical events were then subsequently analyzed to determine characteristics of these events.

Characteristics of Mathematical Events

For this study, I determined a set of characteristics of mathematical events for each child through an analysis of my interpretations of each of the adapted dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations
(Street et al., 2005) across the collection of mathematical events that emerged as significant for each child. For example, I examined my interpretations of the dimension of purpose and setting across a child’s collection of mathematical events to determine if any themes emerged with regard to this dimension. Any salient findings that resulted from this analysis then became identified as a characteristic of the mathematical events for that child.

Although I determined the characteristics of the children’s home or everyday mathematical events through inductive analytic procedures of the data (i.e., my interpretations of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations for each mathematical event identified), findings from Street et al.’s (2005) research on home and school mathematical practices provided some insight regarding what seems to characterize children’s home or everyday mathematical activities. In their study, Street et al. found that children’s home mathematical activities tend to be:

- Local in that they refer to local situations;
- Bottom-up in that they are concerned with problems sited or chosen in a local setting;
- Purposeful in terms of organizing lives or addressing domestic situations;
- Solution driven with the activity and practices derived from the home’s ways of doing and engaging in tasks;
- Occurring through dialogue and negotiation between child and others; and
- Reflective of the children’s intrinsic motivation. (2005, p. 32)
Observing From Within, Approximating an Essence of Everydayness, and Negotiating Pathways In the Field

In this study I employed adapted naturalistic observation methods, recognizing my presumption that my presence alone would influence, in some way, the dynamics of the spaces in which I was welcomed and the social interactions in which I became a part. As such, I sought to record observation data of children’s everyday mathematical events as they naturally occurred in their day-to-day activities at home, informal day care setting, and other familiar contexts while I assumed the roles of an informal visitor or guest in the children’s homes and a helper at Ms. Franklin’s day care.

I chose to assume these roles as I believed that in doing so, I could encourage the parents, Ms. Franklin, and the children to be not only more comfortable with me in general, but also to be more at ease with having me in their spaces. My assumption was that, to the extent possible, they would carry on as they normally would, including maintaining their daily routines and common activities, natural behaviors, and ways of interacting with one another, more so than if I had tried to observe formally from a far. By assuming the role of informal visitor or helper, I attempted to observe from within the everyday experiences and activities of the children. This approach also helped me to establish a sense of rapport with the children and their families.

In my role as helper at Ms. Franklin’s day care I assisted in tasks such as serving lunch, cutting and maintaining the stock of paper towels, and managing children during excursions outside the day care. Given the informal nature of the day
care, there were several periods of unstructured time that did not require adult assistance, and therefore I was able to observe the children engaging in mathematical events from a distance. During these periods, I oftentimes sat with my field journal in hand in a chair near the center of the day care space and the children soon began to recognize that the chair was my spot. The children would occasionally come over to me to see what I was writing or to ask to write in my journal.

While visiting with the families in their homes, in order to keep the atmosphere casual, I tried to act as an informal guest in the same way I would if I were visiting friends and their families in their homes. This meant that I did interact with the families, but I tried to do so mainly within the context of their typical activities. There were times, however, when I did feel that parents seemed focused on entertaining me as a formal guest and, when cognizant of that, I did note these occasions in my discussion of the findings.

By assuming the roles of helper and informal guest I became, in a sense, a part of the children’s everyday experiences during the period of data collection. In doing so, the children’s interactions with me were also considered in my analysis. Because of the nature of this study, however, I attempted to refrain from initiating or introducing any mathematical activities or ways of speaking around mathematical activities that I did not observe as already being part of the participants’ natural, everyday behaviors or settings. In the analysis that follows for all three children, where appropriate, I discuss the extent to which my involvement in the children’s everyday activities may have shaped or contributed to the mathematical events observed.
In my roles as an informal guest in the children’s homes and as a helper at day care, I sought to approximate an essence of everydayness for this study. Approximating an essence of everydayness, on the one hand, acknowledges that my presence in some way colored aspects of the children’s observed everyday experiences. On the other hand, in my approach to data collection I attempted to minimize my potential influence on the children’s everyday activities, particularly during moments wherein I observed them spontaneously engaging in mathematical events in the course of their daily activities and in their interactions with familiar others.

When negotiating the path in which my participation would proceed in the field in response to mathematical events I observed, I relied on the following to help guide me: (a) a priori concerns regarding my overall aim toward approximating an essence of everydayness, and therefore preserving, to the extent possible, the candid nature of the observed activities, practices, episodes and responses of the participants; and (b) in-the-moment, context-based decisions informed both by my observations and interpretations of participants’ behavioral/verbal engagement and understandings at a given point in time, as well as my ongoing observations and evaluations of their prior mathematical events and understandings. For instance, if a child initiated and engaged me in discourse that I evaluated as mathematical, I typically interacted with the child accordingly, following her/his lead per se.

When reflecting on and analyzing the data, I found some moments wherein the pathways I chose to follow during data collection did not appear to serve best my efforts to approximate an essence of everydayness or to capture participants’ candid
thoughts and actions that seemed most pertinent to this study. As such, I address these concerns where appropriate in my analysis of the children’s mathematical events and in my discussion of the children’s parents’ comments and reflections.

I revisit and illustrate these methodological concerns of observing children’s mathematical events from within their everyday experiences and activities, approximating an essence of everydayness, and negotiating my pathways as a researcher during data collection in my first case-study discussion, that of Toya.

Procedure

I employed adapted naturalistic observation methods in order to record observation data of children’s everyday mathematical events. I collected observation data from March through July 2006. Ms. Franklin maintained an open-door policy with me that allowed me flexibility in scheduling my observation visits in this setting. I worked with parents to identify days and times when I could visit and observe in their homes or during other family activities in settings outside of their homes.

The number of visits I completed and the number of hours I observed each child in different settings varied along with the amount and quality of the data I collected across each child. For example, I completed more visits with Toya in her home and other everyday settings outside of day care compared to the other children. My observations of Toya also reflected a greater range of her typical activities over a course of a week, more so than the observations I was able to conduct with Anika and Aaron. In addition, although I completed 14 hours of observation with Toya and Aaron in each of their homes, a significant portion of my initial visits with Aaron at
home seemed to center around Aaron’s parents’ efforts to engage me as their (formal) guest. Table 2 presents the frequency of observation visits completed for each child.

Depending on the setting in which I observed the children, I employed slightly different methods to document my observations of what occurred. When I observed the children in their informal day care setting, I recorded jottings in a field journal and completed field notes afterwards. Alternatively, I utilized audio-recordings to capture talk and speech during my observational visits with the children in their homes and other everyday settings (e.g., grocery store) and later transcribed these. To a lesser extent, I also recorded jottings in a field journal when possible during observations in these settings and completed field notes afterwards. In addition to maintaining written accounts and audio-recordings of visits, I also tried to capture events visually through the use of digital photography.

During initial observation visits, I conducted guided conversations with parents and Ms. Franklin about where they lived, their experiences in school mathematics and general education background, their employment, their perceptions

Table 2

Summary of Frequency of Observation Visits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Toya Visits</th>
<th>Toya Hours</th>
<th>Anika Visits</th>
<th>Anika Hours</th>
<th>Aaron Visits</th>
<th>Aaron Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Care</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and use of mathematics both at work and at home, and their perceptions regarding when they thought their children engaged in or had engaged in mathematical activities in their everyday experiences. I also asked the parents about their children’s typical activities over the course of the week. When possible, I followed-up informally with parents regarding inquiries that arose for me during a visit or from previous observation visits.

**Analysis**

I followed a four-tiered analytic process, using inductive analytic procedures, to address the first two research questions for each child. First, I utilized a qualitative research software program in order to code data from field notes and transcriptions of audio-recordings with a focus on identifying mathematical events. I created codes based on the collection of content topics and activities prepared prior to data collection, insights gained from observing the children in their everyday settings, and patterns that emerged through the process of coding the data. Codes indicated not only mathematical content but also reflected the nature of an event indicating, for example, who initiated a mathematical event (e.g., adult, child, or significant other), whether a mathematical event was spontaneous or prompted, if the child experienced a mathematical event directly or indirectly, or if a mathematical event seemed formal (academic) in nature. I then sorted the data based on codes and examined this data for themes. In each child’s case, I identified content areas that seemed to emerge as salient in this initial sorting.

In the second-tier of my analytic process, I created a new document for analysis that included all of the events included in the content areas that I identified
from the first tier of analysis. This document included the raw data from those events. Each mathematical event was labeled and organized based on content area. As appropriate for each mathematical event, I included additional notes to clarify the content observed or to clarify the child’s understanding or use of the content in an event. I then analyzed the events collected and annotated in this document, in particular examining events for robustness of content evidenced. From this analysis, I identified a set of mathematical events within a particular content area(s) that emerged as most significant for each child. My examination and interpretation of the children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings in this study focused on these collections of mathematical events.

In the third-tier of analysis, I created a new document to examine the set of mathematical events identified in the previous tier of analysis. Specifically, I constructed a table where for each mathematical event I addressed each of the four adapted interrelated dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations. My analysis of each dimension within an event was based on my interpretations of the event itself as well as my interpretations of the event within the broader context of my understandings about the child, the child’s family practices, and the child’s everyday experiences. Where appropriate, I drew on existing literature to inform or further my interpretations. In this process I addressed Research Question 1.

In the fourth-tier of analysis, I used the table that I constructed in the previous tier of analysis to examine across the mathematical events. I paid particular attention to examining each of the four adapted dimensions of content, purpose and setting,
values and beliefs, and social relations across the events. Through this analysis, I identified themes that appeared to emerge as significant across a set of mathematical events. In order to verify the salience of these themes, I constructed a new table wherein for each mathematical event I determined whether or not a given theme characterized that event. Where appropriate, I also noted additional statements for clarification. These resulting themes constituted the characteristics of each child’s mathematical events. In this process I addressed Research Question 2.

Finally, in order to address Research Question 3, I examined the documents that I created in the third and fourth tier of analysis in order to determine themes that appeared to emerge across the three children. I also examined across the children’s case reports to determine additional insights.

_Presentation of Findings_

The three chapters that follow each present one child as a case. I begin each case report introducing the child and the child’s parent(s), describing my understandings of the child’s everyday life, including the child’s typical activities at day care as well as the child’s routine experiences and family life. I also describe the child’s home and provide additional insights regarding, for example, my experiences gaining the consent of the child’s parent(s) and any other unique circumstances that might help inform the reader about a particular case. I then present and discuss the parent(s)’s reflections regarding the parent(s)’s experiences in school mathematics as well as the parent(s)’s perspectives regarding if and in what ways the child engaged in or used mathematics in the child’s everyday experiences. The introduction of each
case report thus forms a background in which to situate a discussion of the child’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings.

The next section of each case report focuses on the collection of significant mathematical events identified for the child. I discuss these events with respect to the four adapted interrelated dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations that together constitute the mathematics and the social aspects situating these events.

In the final section of each case report I present and discuss characteristics of the child’s mathematical events.

I discuss findings from the analysis across the three children’s collections of mathematical events and the sets of characteristics of these events in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4: Toya

Capturing Images of Toya’s Everyday Life

At the Day-Care “School

I first met Toya at Ms. Franklin’s day care in late December, 2 months prior to her fourth birthday. By that time, Toya had been regularly attending Ms. Franklin’s day care, or going to ‘school’ as Toya put it, for about 1 year. Toya was petite in size, light-skinned in complexion, and always came to day care well dressed in coordinated outfits complete with shoes to match. Her hair was typically done in either multiple ponytails or cornrows, created in various designs and adorned with colorful ball ponytail holders, barrettes or beads. On the days that Toya attended Ms. Franklin’s day care, she arrived at 7:30 in the morning and her mother, Nicole, picked her up around 5 o’clock in the afternoon. While at day care, Toya took pleasure in playing educational games on the computer, putting together 12-piece board puzzles, participating in organized arts and crafts projects, helping to pick up and to put away toys, entertaining herself in various activities during free play, and drawing spontaneously. Toya, like all the children at the day care, also enjoyed singing and dancing along to the videotape Kindercise with the Kinderman (Taylor, 1998).

Toya exhibited relatively low-maintenance eating and sleeping habits at day care. She typically finished all her food, including any second helpings requested, during breakfast, lunch and snack times. For naptime, Toya slept well and often woke from her nap last, resting peacefully on her cot amidst the lively play of now-awake youngsters and the arrival of older children for after-school care. Ms. Franklin documented Toya’s daily activities, including what she ate, the duration of her nap, as
well as her behavior for the day on a bear-shaped form that she sent home with Toya in the afternoons. Ms. Franklin also used the “daily bear” to indicate upcoming events (e.g., field trips to the library) and to communicate particular notices to Toya’s mother Nicole (e.g., requesting more handy-wipes for Toya).

*Kleenex, Notes, and Talk*

Toya had allergies since she was an infant. As a result, Toya seemed habitually congested, her nose often runny, and occasionally she missed coming to day care or left day care early so that her mother, Nicole, could take her to see a physician. I frequently observed Toya blowing her nose and then using her handi-wipes to clean her face or to wipe her hands afterward.

Early on in my day care visits, Toya noticed and seemed to take interest in my activity of periodically writing in my field journal. Toya inquired quite regularly, over the course of my visits with her, about my jottings. Taking pause from whatever activity she was doing at the time, Toya often came to me, pointed to the writing she observed in my journal, and asked me, “What’s that say?” Each time she asked, sometimes even referring to the same jottings more than once, I read, paraphrased, or repeated the notes I had scribbled down.

Sometimes, I had difficulty deciphering Toya’s enunciation of words and understanding portions of her speech. At times, I requested Toya to repeat what she said or I discreetly asked other adults (e.g., her mother or Ms. Franklin) to interpret Toya’s comments. To my knowledge, my difficulty understanding Toya’s speech was not due to culture or region-based language patterns or usage as I also observed Toya’s mother and Ms. Franklin periodically clarifying with Toya what she said as
well. Thus, my difficulty in deciphering some of Toya’s talk was likely due to her still-developing speech and her capacity for enunciating particular sounds and words. Despite genuine apologies for my difficulty in understanding her speech, Toya sometimes did get annoyed and, on a few occasions, she demonstrated her frustration toward me with comments such as, “You don’t understand me!” and with refusals to repeat herself. However, moments later Toya seemed no longer frustrated and she resumed her interaction and verbal communication with me.

_Homes Sweet Homes_

In a given month, Toya spent about 2 weeks living with her paternal grandparents and the other 2 weeks living with her mother, Nicole, and her family. Because Nicole maintained a close relationship with her mother and her older sister Pam, Nicole’s only sibling, whenever Toya stayed with Nicole, Toya also spent significant amounts of time with her Auntie Pam and Pam’s son Ricky, who was just a year older than Toya, and her maternal grandmother, whom she called “mama.” Toya and her cousin Ricky often spent weekends together, staying overnight either at Nicole’s, Pam’s, and/or their mama’s apartment. During those weeks when Toya lived with Nicole, she attended Ms. Franklin’s day care. I only observed Toya in her everyday contexts when she was under the care of her mother. While Toya was Nicole’s only child, Toya had two siblings through her father. She had a half-brother who was about 4 years her senior and a half-sister who was about 2.5 years her junior.

_Getting Her Hair Done_

When Toya returned to Nicole’s care after staying with her paternal grandparents, Toya at times talked to me about her aunt, the teen-aged daughter of
Toya’s paternal grandparents, who helped maintain and “do” (e.g., comb, plait, or style in ponytails, cornrows, or braids) Toya’s hair. Nicole claimed little skill in the art of doing hair. During those weeks when she had responsibility for Toya, if needed, Nicole brought Toya to her sister Pam’s apartment to do Toya’s hair. Nicole washed Toya’s hair and Pam did Toya’s hair in a style that Nicole could easily maintain.

Nicole, Toya’s Mother

I first met Toya’s mother, Nicole, at Ms. Franklin’s day care when she came to pick up Toya one afternoon. I experienced both positive and encouraging initial interactions with Nicole. She was friendly, approachable, laughed a lot, and seemed genuinely receptive to talking to me about this project. Ms. Franklin had been, as she put it, “warming the oven” for me with Nicole, explaining to Nicole who I was and my interest in observing Toya for a university-related assignment. Ms. Franklin’s endorsement carried substantial weight with Nicole as she viewed Ms. Franklin as a trusted and respected member of the community. During my first home visit with Toya, I asked Nicole why she agreed to participate in this project, given as I put it, “Most parents would have said, ‘Heck no!’” Nicole replied, “Ms. Franklin told me, I just; well for one, I can see if she had you there [i.e., at the day care] then it was okay. And she did say you were really nice. And she said she had a good feeling about you from the beginning,” (March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya).

Nicole was medium-brown skinned and she wore glasses. She typically wore her hair back in a simple ponytail and for a number of weeks she had it done in thin, individual plaits. When Nicole arrived to pick up Toya in the afternoons, she usually came dressed in her standard work outfit – a black, polo-type shirt with a bit of red
trim on the collar and dark pants or jeans. Nicole typically stayed to visit for a while with Ms. Franklin before leaving with Toya to go home for the evening to their two-bedroom apartment, located in the same neighborhood as Ms. Franklin’s day care/home. Nicole shared this space with her significant other, Alan. Nicole lived in this neighborhood for part of her childhood and attended the local elementary school. Nicole’s mother lived in an apartment nearby in the same community, while Nicole’s sister Pam lived in an apartment located about a 25-minute drive away. Pam occasionally worked at Ms. Franklin’s day care, either as a substitute or as an assistant whenever Ms. Franklin needed the additional help.

Nicole turned 28-years-old during the data collection period. She immediately entered the work force upon graduation from high school, initially working in retail settings and later finding employment through a temporary work agency. Through this agency, Nicole secured the position she held at the time of this study. Nicole had been working in the mailroom of a patent law firm located in Washington, D.C. for 5 years. She worked a full-time schedule (business hours, Monday through Friday), and by choice, some half-days on Saturdays as well.

*A Note on Nicole’s Parenting Practices,*

*From Ms. Franklin’s Perspective*

In our initial discussions and on a few occasions throughout this study, Ms. Franklin expressed her opinion that Nicole was a “good” mother in that she often “worked with” Toya at home, reinforcing activities and skills that Ms. Franklin introduced at day care to help prepare Toya for school. Ms. Franklin did not award this praise lightly, as she suggested that working with a child at home did not seem to
be a common practice among parents she encountered in her recent years as a day care provider. At the beginning of my first home visit with Toya, I observed two examples of Nicole working with Toya in the way that Ms. Franklin described. Nicole helped Toya complete a worksheet on addition that Toya started earlier that day at day care. The worksheet displayed pictures of objects to be counted and totaled and provided lines on which to write the symbolic representation that matched the given picture. After completing this activity, Nicole reviewed Toya’s memory of her five senses, a topic that I observed Ms. Franklin working on with Toya in day care several weeks before.

Toya at Home

*Weekdays.* On a typical weekday morning, Nicole left early for work and took public transportation into the city, leaving Alan responsible for overseeing Toya’s morning routine. As reported by Toya this included: waking up, washing her face, brushing her teeth, getting dressed, putting on her coat, and going to Ms. Franklin’s. Alan used Nicole’s car to take Toya to Ms. Franklin’s and then drove to the Metro station to take the train into work, leaving the car at the station for Nicole to pick up when she returned from work via the Metro in the afternoon. Toya ate breakfast at day care.

On weekday evenings, Nicole picked up Toya from Ms. Franklin’s at approximately 5 p.m. After visiting with Ms. Franklin, Nicole and Toya drove to the Metro station to pick up Alan before returning to Nicole’s apartment. Once at home, Toya often retreated to her room, plopped down in her child-sized Dora the Explorer saucer chair, and watched Disney Channel television programs (e.g., *That’s so Raven,*
The Suite Life of Zack and Cody, High School Musical) on her pink, Disney Princess-themed combination television/DVD set. There were three television sets in Nicole’s apartment, one in each bedroom and the largest one in the living room. During my visits, all three television sets seemed to remain on throughout the late afternoon, evening hours. Toya sometimes had a snack or a drink while watching television, and occasionally she took a break from watching television to play with toys in her room. Toya had many more toys than could fit in her toy box, a large, plastic green bin located near the center of her room, that toys frequently remained scattered across her bedroom floor.

Toya occasionally played with a Dora the Explorer video game that she connected to her television set. At times, Toya left her room to explore activity elsewhere in the apartment. For example, Toya sat with her mother in the living room while Nicole watched television, talked on the phone, and/or opened mail; or Toya engaged with Alan and climbed on his back as he watched television in the bedroom he shared with Nicole. In addition to these activities, in the afternoon or early evening, Toya typically talked to her “grandma” and/or “mama” (her paternal and maternal grandmothers respectively) on the telephone.

Nicole prepared Toya’s dinner and Toya took her seat, propped up by two thick telephone books, at the circular table located in the dining area of the kitchen. Toya said grace over her meal and she typically ate dinner alone. Nicole and Alan oftentimes ate their dinners afterward in the living room while watching television.
After dinner, Toya either spent time in the living room with her mother and/or Alan as they watched television (e.g., *Wheel of Fortune*) or she watched television or played alone in her room.

Nicole informed Toya when it was time for her to brush her teeth. Toya enjoyed brushing her teeth, often spending about 10 minutes doing so. Nicole then prepared a bath for Toya. While Toya soaked and played with her toys in the bathtub, Nicole selected Toya’s outfit, including shoes, for the next day and laid these items out in the living room. Nicole also supervised Toya while she bathed and made sure Toya washed all parts of her body. After Toya finished bathing, Nicole towel-dried Toya; applied moisturizer onto Toya’s skin; and helped dress Toya in, as Nicole described, her “nighties” and “undies.”

Sometimes, Nicole read a book to Toya at bedtime. Toya selected stories from her own collection of books or from a set of books her mother borrowed from the local library. Toya often requested to have a snack, of which cookies were her favorite choice, before she went to sleep. Toya also preferred to have a drink of water by her bedside at night. Depending on Toya’s allergy symptoms, Nicole had Toya blow her nose one or two times and applied Vicks VapoRub ointment under Toya’s nose and on her chest. Toya fell asleep in her racecar-shaped bed, watching either television shows (e.g., Disney Channel programs) or a children’s video (e.g., Blue’s Clues). Nicole thought that Toya probably napped for long periods at day care because she would stay up late watching television as opposed to falling right to sleep with the television on.
*Weekends.* On the weekends when Toya lived with Nicole, Toya’s cousin Ricky was typically present, joining Toya after day care on Friday afternoons. Toya and Ricky spent their weekends together either with Nicole, Pam, and/or their mama. On those Saturday mornings when Toya and Ricky stayed with Nicole, Nicole prepared for them a hot breakfast, such as pancakes and sausage, and then, if Nicole chose to work that day, Nicole took the children to work with her for about 4 hours.

Nicole drove to work on Saturdays and did not mind working on weekends as this afforded her additional money and, since she could bring the children to work with her, she did not have to worry about finding or paying for childcare. As volunteered by Toya, “Ricky, always come in there [her mother’s job] with me. And, and, and we can write all day. We can, we can, um, write and we can play…” (March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya). Nicole reported that in order to help keep the children occupied while she worked, she gave Toya and Ricky paper on which they could write or, as I subsequently observed on a Saturday visit with Toya at Nicole’s job, Nicole directed Toya and Ricky to complete tasks in activity books that they brought along with them from home. Helping Toya respond to items in activity books reflected another example of what Ms. Franklin described as Nicole working with Toya at home on school-like tasks.

In addition to keeping Toya and Ricky occupied with materials with which they could write and permitting them some level of unsupervised play within the mailroom, Nicole also brought Toya and Ricky along with her to hand-deliver mail to a number of offices located in various areas and on different floors throughout the building. Sometimes when Toya and Ricky joined Nicole at work on Saturday
mornings, they also met with their near-aged cousin Marcus, whose mother also worked at the law firm and often chose to work on Saturdays as well.

Nicole reported the kinds of activities that Toya and her cousin Ricky typically did on Saturdays after spending the morning with Nicole at work. These included: spending time at Nicole’s mother’s apartment (e.g., playing in the room their mama set aside just for them, enjoying games on mama’s computer, and, weather permitting, swimming at the pool); going to Chuck E. Cheese’s; watching the latest children’s movie at a local theatre complex; or playing outside at a nearby park.

When describing Toya’s typical Sunday activities, Nicole stated, “It depends. If we have to go to the store, Sunday, like, it’s the day I usually go…We don’t really do anything... on Sundays. We kind of sit around and lounge around on Sundays. That’s all we usually do, lounge around on Sundays.” (June 2, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya). As Nicole stated, shopping trips, for example to Shopper’s Food Warehouse or Target, frequently took place on Sundays. Oftentimes, Pam (Nicole’s sister/Ricky’s mother) and Ricky joined Nicole and Toya on these shopping trips and other weekend activities as well.

Nicole loved shopping at Target. In particular, she was a big fan of their selection of young girls’ clothing. Nicole purchased Toya’s well-stocked wardrobe as coordinated outfits and she also maintained Toya’s shoe collection, keeping them fresh-looking and sparkling-like-new. Once at day care, I observed Toya, in an effort to maintain the condition of her shoes, using a handy-wipe to clean the dirt from her white, K-Swiss Classic sneakers. This episode illustrated one example in which I
observed Toya independently engaging in an activity that reflected a practice established and valued by Nicole.

_Snapshots of Reflections of Mathematics:_

_Perspectives from Toya’s Mother, Nicole_

Throughout my first home visit with Toya and her mother, Nicole, I infused in my conversations with Nicole questions regarding Nicole’s school mathematics experiences and her perceptions of mathematics in her and Toya’s everyday life. I encouraged Nicole and Toya to carry on as they normally would so that I could begin to develop a sense of their daily experiences and ways of interacting at home. In keeping with this goal, I avoided imposing a formal interview onto their activities, and instead, I attempted to embed questions relevant to my study into my conversations with Nicole as these naturally evolved over the course of my visit.

I tried to involve myself in the spaces and activities in which Toya seemed to typically occupy and assume on a regular weekday evening with her mother. For example, I joined both Nicole and Toya in the kitchen as Nicole prepared Spaghettios for Toya’s dinner, and I offered to help in various tasks as I normally would if I were visiting a friend’s home. I used the opportunity of being in the same space as Toya and Nicole to talk with Nicole and get to know her better (e.g., where she grew up, what schools she attended, her work experiences) and to continue to establish and develop my rapport with her. Through our conversations, I learned that Nicole and I attended the same high school, although not at the same time.

During what seemed to be appropriate moments in our interactions, I raised particular questions with the purpose of understanding the following: Nicole’s
experiences in school mathematics, her perceptions regarding if and how mathematics was part of her everyday life, and her reflections regarding if and when Toya used mathematics or engaged in mathematics in her daily experiences. At times my efforts to phrase or lead into particular questions seemed awkward. Despite this methodological challenge, Nicole seemed quite gracious in trying to interpret my questions, and she offered her candid responses to my inquiries accordingly.

The following reflections shared by Nicole (some appearing as direct quotations in headings below) provide additional insights within which to situate my analysis of Toya’s everyday mathematical events. I present my interpretation of Nicole’s reflections afterward.

“Math was not a good experience for me.”

Nicole immediately responded with this statement when I inquired about her experiences in school mathematics. The conversation continued,

Nicole: In high school, math wasn't my favorite subject.
Grace: It wasn't your best,
Nicole: It wasn't my best subject. It probably was my worst subject.
Grace: Why do you say that?
Nicole: It just, it wasn't all that interesting to me and I guess I probably didn't try as hard because it wasn't interesting.
(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In terms of the mathematics she had in high school, Nicole recalled taking an algebra class and one that she described “like a starting calculus class or something.” In further describing her mathematical experiences in high school, Nicole stated,

Nicole: I just really didn't want to be bothered because I felt like I just didn't get it. Like I just wasn't getting it.
Grace: Okay.
Nicole: And so that probably, like I had a negative feeling like going to class everyday.
Grace: Oh really?
Nicole: So that probably,
Grace: Have you always felt that way about math?
Nicole: I don't think I felt, cause I don't remember having problems with math in grade school. In you know, elementary school.
Grace: In middle school?
Nicole: In elementary or even middle school.
(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

When I asked Nicole to further explain her experiences in and feelings toward mathematics in elementary school, Nicole did not provide any specific details.

Instead, she shared a more general, brief reaction, “I just prob-[sic], just probably pretty much liked it”, adding a moment later, “I think because it prob-[sic], it was easier for me then.” It therefore seemed that, Nicole’s “problems” in and “negative” feelings toward school mathematics surfaced during high school when Nicole encountered mathematics classes that she found to be difficult, and consequently, less interesting.

“Nothing other than the basic math.”

Nicole stated this response to my inquiry regarding if and in what ways she felt she used mathematics in her everyday life, now that she was no longer in school.

The conversation continued,

Grace: Like what?
Nicole: Like just multiplying, adding, subtracting.
Grace: When do you use, when do you use that kind of stuff?
Nicole: At work everyday, because I have, like when I get to work in the morning, I get to work at 6:30 in the morning. When I get there, there's like at least a hundred faxes on the computer waiting for me so, and then I have to count up all the faxes that I do for the day, count them up at the end of the day, and count up all the pages of each fax and add that altogether; and, what else do I do? At the end of the month I do a, um, a report where I have to average out the, the faxes for the whole month. So I do a little of that. Not other than that though.
Grace: And then what about here in your home. Like,
Nicole: What do I do here?
Grace: Do you, do you think you do anything that has to do with math here in your home?
Nicole: No, I want nothing to do with math. [Nicole and Grace laugh]. No. Not really.
Grace: Wow.
Nicole: Nope. Unless I’m helping her [Toya] with something [e.g. a mathematics worksheet sent home from day care].

(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

“Whenever she asks for money she has to tell me what it is or... how much is it. I make her do that.”

When I changed the focus of the questions to ask specifically about Toya and if and in what ways she encountered mathematics in her daily experiences, Nicole wondered aloud, “What does she do that's maybe math?” She then immediately mentioned the above statement of ‘making’ Toya identify money. Upon hearing this response, I shared with Nicole a relevant event I observed one afternoon at the day care when Nicole arrived to pick up Toya. This event appeared in my journal as:

Toya: Can I have a dollar?
[Nicole was holding a $20 bill.]
Nicole: This is twenty dollars. See, the two and zero?
[Nicole let Toya hold the $20 bill. Nicole then displayed a single $1 bill.]
Nicole: See the one?
[They traded bills.]

(February 15, 2006, Day Care Visit with Toya)

I also mentioned an event that occurred early on in this initial home visit with Toya and Nicole. As soon as Toya and I first entered her room that evening, she found a dollar on her bed and showed it to me. When I asked Toya if she knew what it was, she replied, “It’s a dollar.”

I later prompted Nicole again to think of any other examples of when she thought Toya used or encountered mathematics in her everyday life. Just as Nicole
began to speak, her thought was cut short as Toya lamented, “Ho!!” and literally limped into our conversation claiming that she broke her ankle. After Nicole’s immediate assessment of the situation as a case in which Toya was being “dramatic,” she noticed Toya hiding a coin in her hand. The following exchange then transpired,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coin</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>What is that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Referring to a coin that Toya had found and was now hiding in her hand.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>I'm not telling!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>You're not telling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Do you know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Let's. Look at it. Let's see.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>No-o-o! Nope, I'm not seeing it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>You're not seeing it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Where is it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace:</td>
<td>The drama is all over her little face. [Nicole and Grace laugh.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>You can't see it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Okay, well it's mine anyway. So you don't have to [indiscernible word.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>‘kay, see. [Toys showed a dime in her hand.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Well, how much is it? What,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>I-I dunno.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Okay, see! Big girls,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>[Indiscernible comment as there is cross talk with Nicole. The only decipherable word is &quot;money&quot;].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Big girls would know!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace:</td>
<td>Oo! [Laughed.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>[After a brief pause, and noticing that Toya was reaching into a glass bowl on the kitchen counter for some candy, Nicole asked in a milder tone,] How much does the candy cost?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>Eight dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Eight dollars? Do you have eight dollars?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>Okay. Where's the eight dollars? [Nicole extended her hand as if to request the money. Toya handed her the coin and proceeded to grab a cylindrical container of candy from the glass bowl.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole:</td>
<td>[Referring to the small pieces of candy in the cylindrical container,] Not all of them. Some.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya:</td>
<td>[Indiscernible phrase. Closes glass bowl.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nicole: Some. [In a firmer tone.] Just a few. [In reaction to Toya’s method of dispensing the small bits of round candy.] No, not like that! Pour ‘em in your hand. [She then said under her breath something that sounded like, ‘You’re something else.’]

Toya: No I’m not. Is that enough?
[Nicole gave a non-verbal, affirmative reply.]

(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Before I resume my discussion regarding Nicole’s reflections of when she thought Toya engaged in mathematics in her everyday life, I illustrate below the three methodological concerns, introduced in Chapter 3, pertinent to this study: observing (and analyzing) mathematical events as situated in the participants’ everyday settings and activities, approximating an essence of everydayness, and negotiating methodological pathways during data collection. I use the above coin episode along with the interaction between Nicole and myself that occurred just moments before (i.e., Nicole’s report of making Toya identify money and me sharing with Nicole my observations of Toya related to money) to demonstrate how I addressed these concerns during these particular episodes. Taking the coin episode as an example of data, I also demonstrate how I applied the four adapted dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations as an analytic framework with which to examine the participants’ mathematical events. I will return to discussing Nicole’s reflections afterward.

Addressing In-the-Field Methodological Concerns

And Applying the Adapted Analytic Framework:

An Illustration

Observing and analyzing mathematical events. As the coin episode unfolded before me, I observed Toya engaging in mathematical activity. Upon examining the
observation and transcript data from this episode, I determined that three distinct mathematical events took place, all of which Nicole initiated. I briefly discuss each one below in terms of the adapted dimensions of content, purpose, values/beliefs, and social relations (Street et al., 2005) that framed each event.

Each event is identified by the mathematical content employed by the participants. I further elaborate on how the content appeared to be instantiated in the event and I also provide analysis regarding the mathematical understandings that Toya appeared to demonstrate. In terms of the setting of these events, they all took place during a single episode in Nicole’s kitchen when Toya spontaneously interacted with her mother concerning the coin that Toya held and the small bits of candy Toya noticed and sought to consume. The dimension of setting is normally examined along with purpose, however, since each of these events occurred in the same setting as previously described, I did not include this dimension below. I continue to discuss each mathematical event below with respect to the remaining dimensions of purpose, values and beliefs, and social relations.

1. Content: Recognizing and Identifying Forms of Money
   a. Evidence of Content and Mathematical Understandings: Nicole asked Toya to identify the value of the coin that Toya was hiding in her hand. While Toya did not know the name or value of the coin, she did realize it was some form of money as she later gave the coin to her mother to ‘purchase’ the candy. Also, when Nicole asked Toya how much the candy cost, Toya’s response consisted of a monetary amount, “Eight dollars,” indicating her understanding that number words are
used to identify money;

b. Purpose: Nicole’s initial question, “What is that?” may have been in response to Toya hiding the coin and wanting Toya simply to identify and produce what she was hiding. However, Nicole’s persistent efforts for Toya to identify the coin seemed to support Nicole’s reported practice of ‘making’ Toya identify money whenever she asked for some in order develop Toya’s capacity to identify different forms of money. Nicole’s inquiry regarding the cost of the candy may have been one last attempt to encourage Toya to identify the coin;

c. Values/Beliefs: The persistence with which Nicole tried to get Toya to identify the coin along with her reported practice of ‘making’ Toya identify money when she asks for some seemed to demonstrate the importance Nicole placed in teaching Toya about money and it’s purpose in everyday life (e.g., to purchase goods);

d. Social relations: Toya’s efforts in hiding the coin seemed to indicate that the coin was of value to her. She did not want to show the coin or share it with her mother. Toya’s behavior, however, prompted Nicole to ask Toya about it and to show the coin to her. Toya’s resistance and unwillingness to respond accordingly to her mother fueled the verbal exchange, leading Nicole to taunt and question Toya about her status as a “big” girl. Toya’s non-compliant behavior demonstrated her temperament to challenge Nicole while their back-and-forth banter suggested that the nature of this verbal exchange seemed typical in
their day-to-day interactions. In an effort to coalesce her intent to have Toya identify the coin with Toya’s desire for the candy, Nicole engaged Toya in a role-play moment to lure Toya into ‘paying’ for the candy with the coin. By accepting Toya’s “eight dollars” to pay for the candy, Nicole indicated to Toya that her response was appropriate even though it was not accurate. Nicole may have been distracted and concerned by Toya’s dispensing of a large quantity of the candy, and therefore in that moment chose to address this issue rather than inform Toya that the coin was actually worth ten cents. Nicole’s inquiry of “how much” also reflected a school-like practice in that she posed a known-answer question (Rogoff, 2003) to Toya;

2. Content: Relative Magnitude

a. Evidence of Content and Mathematical Understandings: Nicole employed the word “big” in her statement, “Big girls would know.” Nicole seemed to emphasize an evaluative sentiment that implied, according to Nicole’s expectations of Toya’s understandings of money, that since Toya did not know the value of the coin, that she was not a big girl, hence, she was a little girl. Nicole's use and implication of the comparative terms big/small may have referred to multiple developmental aspects of Toya, including her age, physical size, and knowledge of money. It was unclear whether and to what extent Toya understood this evaluative statement;
b. Purpose: Nicole’s use and tone of the word big not only appeared to poke at Toya’s maturity/development but Nicole’s comment also seemed aimed at addressing Toya’s initial non-compliant behavior and prompting Toya to identify the coin;

c. Values/Beliefs: Nicole’s taunting of Toya suggested that Toya, as is typical for other young children, expressed a desire to be regarded as a big, and not little, girl. As such, Nicole’s comment seemed to exploit Toya’s preference to assume the status of a big girl in an effort to get Toya to name the coin;

d. Social Relations: Nicole’s comment curtailed Toya’s uncooperative behavior in response to her mother’s initial inquiries about the coin. Toya then turned her attention to the bowl, intending perhaps to dodge further questioning from her mother about the coin. However, Nicole persisted in her efforts for Toya to identify the coin by attempting to capitalize on Toya’s attention on the candy and asking Toya “how much” it cost; and

3. Content: Describing a Relative Amount of a Quantity of Objects

a. Evidence of Content and Mathematical Understandings: Nicole employed non-numerical words/phrases “not all,” “some,” and “a few” to indicate an approximate quantity of candy. It might appear that Toya did not understand Nicole’s descriptions given her mother’s repeated emphasis regarding the relative
quantity of candy Toya could take. Rather, Toya’s behavior most likely indicated her desire to acquire as much candy as possible despite her mother’s directions;

b. Purpose: Nicole employed non-numerical words/phrases “not all,” “some,” and “a few” to indicate to Toya the appropriate approximate quantity of candy she was permitted to have;

c. Values/Beliefs: Nicole’s language, tone and emphases regarding how much candy, particularly when she said, “just a few,” demonstrated Nicole’s intent for Toya to dispense and eat only a very small quantity of the pieces of candy. Regulating and limiting Toya’s intake of sweets/candy therefore seemed important to Nicole;

d. Social relations: Although Toya attempted to act on her own accord with the candy, Nicole asserted her parental control and management of Toya’s consumption of sweets as demonstrated in her tone and emphases of how much candy Toya could have and, eventually, Toya complied.

*Approximating an essence of everydayness and negotiating researcher pathways in the field.* Although I observed these three mathematical events as they naturally unfolded before me in the coin episode, coincidentally occurring amidst me asking Nicole to share examples of when she thought Toya used or encountered mathematics in her everyday life, I neither shared my insights regarding nor prompted Nicole to recognize the various mathematical content embedded in this episode.
Despite the focus of our conversation just prior to the coin episode, this did not appear to raise Nicole’s consciousness to consider more broadly what could constitute mathematical activities in Toya’s daily experiences. Even after a few minutes following the coin episode, when I resumed my conversation with Nicole regarding in what ways Toya engaged in mathematics in her everyday life, Nicole made no mention of noticing anything that just occurred as being mathematical. By taking this methodological path of not prompting Nicole to reflect upon the events in the coin episode, I aimed toward approximating an essence of everydayness and let the coin episode naturally dissolve. I did not want to influence Nicole’s perceptions about what activities or concepts constituted something mathematical, which in turn, could shape Toya’s subsequent activities.

In contrast to how I managed my observations of and my participation during and in response to the coin episode, I followed a different methodological path in response to Nicole when she noted, as described above, how whenever Toya asked her for money she ‘makes’ Toya tell her what it is. Since Nicole initiated her response indicating the content of money, it seemed natural and appropriate for me to respond to her comment by sharing two prior observations of Toya that involved displaying and naming paper monetary currency. As such, I affirmed Nicole’s assertion that when she ‘makes’ Toya identify money that this was an example of when Toya did something that was “maybe math.” Given the flow of the conversation and that Nicole had already perceived identifying money as being mathematical, the methodological path that I chose to follow seemed appropriate and not disruptive toward my goal to approximate an essence of everydayness.
I now return back to my discussion regarding Nicole’s perceptions of when Toya engaged in mathematical activities in her everyday life.

“She may ask for a cookie... I might say, ‘Okay, you can get such and such amount of cookies.’”

Shortly following the coin episode, I shifted Nicole’s attention back to the conversation we were having before Toya limped into the scene, asking her if there were any other examples she could think of in which Toya engaged in mathematics. Nicole responded with the above cookie comment and further explained,

… and then she’ll count it out and make sure she has the right amount…Yeah, she’ll say, “Mommy, is this such and such amount of cookies?” [Nicole paused briefly and then sighed as if to indicate she had no further examples to share regarding when she perceived that Toya engaged mathematics.] Yeah. (March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In my visits with Toya at home, I learned from Nicole that Nicole’s mother often baked cookies for Toya and that Toya enjoyed snacking on these before bedtime.

Nicole recognized the use of mathematics in the everyday experience of managing Toya’s consumption of cookies. In her cookie example, Nicole explained that she stated a certain number word to describe how many cookies Toya could have and, in turn, Toya counted the cookies and repeated the given number word as she showed the set of cookies to her mother to verify that she constructed the appropriate numerosity of cookies. Given Nicole’s report, the number of cookies that Nicole had in mind when sharing this example and in her actual practice of managing Toya’s intake of cookies, seemed more than likely to be a small number (e.g., three or less). As such, Toya’s reported activity of counting her cookies seemed to promote her developing understandings of enumeration, particularly with respect to small
numbers. Nicole’s desire to limit Toya’s sweets also supports the claims that Nicole employed small number words in this context and that Toya interpreted these number words through her response of constructing the appropriate numerosity of cookies.

*What Counts “That’s Maybe Math” for Toya:*

*Making Sense of Nicole’s Perspectives*

Nicole’s perspectives of when she thought Toya did something “that’s maybe math” in her everyday life seemed to focus on activities in which both of the following two criteria were evident: (1) Toya requested to have something (i.e., money or a cookie), and (2) Nicole and/or Toya employed number words to describe the value of an item or the numerosity of a quantity of objects (i.e., identifying the value of a particular monetary bill or coin or stating the specific numerosity of cookies that Toya could have).

This analysis seems consistent with my observation that Nicole did not appear to recognize any of the events that took place during her spontaneous exchange with Toya in the coin episode as occasions wherein Toya engaged in something “that’s maybe math.” For example, while Nicole attempted to “make” Toya identify the coin (which was consistent with her cited example of requiring that Toya identify money when she requests to have some), Nicole chose not to use this opportunity to state to Toya the actual name or value of the coin, perhaps because Toya did not ask for the coin in this particular episode.

Later in the coin episode, when Nicole watched as Toya proceeded to take a quantity of the candy she retrieved from the glass jar, Nicole firmly responded to Toya’s actions by using comparative, non-numerical descriptors to emphasize the
relative amount of candy she was permitted to have, using phrases such as “not all”, “some”, “a few.” That is, Nicole used non-numerical expressions to convey to Toya the notion of relative quantity size as opposed to employing number words that would otherwise indicate the specific numerosity of pieces of candy Toya could have. While the underlying value (i.e., Nicole’s desire to limit sweets for Toya) and the mathematical activity (i.e., describing quantity) involved in regulating Toya’s consumption of sweets were evidenced in both the candy event and Nicole’s cookie example, Nicole observed a mathematical quality only in the latter, in which she employed number words to identify a specific numerosity of the quantity of cookies Toya could eat.

It may be that Nicole’s perception of, or framework for identifying, events wherein Toya did something “that’s maybe math” rested primarily on the extent to which an activity or event reflected a formal perspective of mathematics. For the purposes of this study, a formal perspective of mathematics refers to a perspective of mathematics that is characterized by a preeminence of number (e.g., rote counting, enumerating physical quantities, representing numbers symbolically) and numeric operations (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) involving concrete objects, number words, or symbolic representations with or without numerals. From this perspective, number and operations are viewed as the two concepts most associated with school mathematics and, consequently, are often perceived as constituting the domain of mathematics more generally.

A formal perspective of mathematics, not only seems to reflect Nicole’s perceptions regarding Toya’s experiences “that’s maybe math,” but this view also
seemed to underlie Nicole’s observations about her own everyday mathematical experiences both at work and at home. When asked when she used or encountered mathematics at work, Nicole stated that she used “the basic math,” and then listed the following activities that focused on number and numeric operations: counting the number of pages in each fax she sent, adding to determine the total number of pages in faxes she sent for each day, and finding the average number of pages in faxes she sent per day at the end of every month. Nicole reported the only occasions in which she perceived she engaged in mathematics at home was when she helped Toya complete school-like worksheets, that often involved computation, sent home from day care or in workbooks that Nicole purchased. However, when asked about examples of when Toya engaged in mathematics in her everyday life, Nicole did not include Toya’s experiences with these school-like activities. I did not inquire about this observation with Nicole and hence she was not offered an opportunity to clarify this with me.

*Interpreting a Collage of Toya’s Everyday Mathematical Events*

An examination of the mathematical events coded from field notes and transcript data gathered from observation visits with Toya revealed the content of number as a prominent theme. Toya frequently and spontaneously engaged in multiple meanings of number across various contexts in her everyday life. As such, Toya’s developing understandings of early number concepts, including the various meanings for which number can signify, naturally emerged from her everyday experiences, particularly at home.
Conceptualizing a Wider View of Number As Mathematical

Toya interpreted, identified, and employed verbal (i.e., number words) and symbolic (i.e., numerals) representations of elements from the set of natural numbers (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4…) to signify nominal, ordinal, and/or numeric meanings.

Number words and numerals conveyed nominal meanings when they functioned as arbitrary names, labels, or identities for specific items or distinct entities, without reference or significance to an entity’s position in a set (Sophian, 1996).

Number words, numerals, and ordinal number names signified ordinal meanings when they specifically designated an individual element by its position within an ordered set (Sophian, 1996).

Lastly, for the purposes of this study, numeric meanings and applications of number included activities such as: (a) expressing number words orally in a count sequence without reference to discrete objects or events (e.g., Baroody & Wilkins, 1999; Ginsburg et al., 2006; Ginsburg & Ertle, 2008; Sophian, 1996, 2007); (b) demonstrating concepts of enumeration (i.e., determining a quantity’s numerosity), including developing understandings of one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, as well as enumeration strategies such as subitizing, using explicit number words to assign to each item in a quantity while simultaneously physically keeping track of each item in the quantity (e.g., pointing to elements and saying “This is one, this is two…”), and/or counting objects or events (e.g., Ginsburg et al., 1999; Ginsburg et al., 2006; Ginsburg & Ertle, 2008; Klein & Starkey, 1988; Sarama & Clements, 2008)
with or without one-to-one correspondence and/or cardinality; and (c) employing number words to describe or interpreting numerals to identify attributes of physical quantities or entities (e.g., Sophian, 1996, 2007) including relative magnitude of a given attribute across a particular classification of objects.

Toya routinely engaged in nominal meanings of number in her daily activities at home. While early number concepts pervade research dedicated to the study of young children’s understandings of mathematics, these discussions primarily focus on numeric meanings of number, in particular counting concepts, with less attention given to ordinal meanings. Children’s understandings of nominal meanings of number, however, are typically not addressed.

By excluding nominal meanings of number, the extant literature seems to suggest that children’s activities involving nominal meanings of number are not mathematical. I contend that children’s emerging understandings of numeric and ordinal meanings of number coexist and may be intertwined with their developing constructions of nominal meanings of number. As children’s understandings of number mature so does their capacity to discriminate between the various meanings or significations of number. Given the contemporaneous, interrelated nature of young children’s experiences with and their emergent understandings of nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings of number, it therefore seems appropriate and productive to examine young children’s activities and understandings that involve emergent concepts of numeric and ordinal meanings of number, which the extant literature deems as mathematical, alongside their activities and understandings in which they
engage in nominal meanings of number. As such, I considered Toya’s engagement with nominal meanings of number as constituting evidence of mathematical thinking.

In the opening pages of her book *Children’s Numbers*, Sophian (1996) presented a collection of statements that a young child might hear to illustrate the different uses or purposes of the number word “three” (e.g., ”’On your birthday you will be three years old.’…. ’My phone number is three-two-three…’ ‘One, two, buckle my shoe, three, four close the door…”’ (p. 3-4)). Sophian (1996) aimed “to appreciate the range of different activities and ideas that ‘learning about numbers’ encompasses” (p. 5) and thus she provided a rare exception among the extant research literature by introducing a more inclusive picture of the various meanings of number in which young children can engage.

Sophian (1996) identified and briefly discussed the following four kinds of number that she claimed children encounter: cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, nominal numbers, and numbers as a symbol system. According to Sophian cardinal numbers are used to quantify a set of objects whereas numbers as a symbol system, while also quantitative, may not correspond to a set of objects. These two kinds of number reflect the notion of number that is typically emphasized in research and literature focused on young children’s early mathematical understandings and young children’s early number concepts.

Sophian’s (1996) book did not pursue further children’s understandings of nominal and ordinal numbers, but instead, consistent with the extant literature, focused on young children’s development and understandings of cardinal numbers and numbers as a symbol system. However, Sophian’s inclusion of nominal numbers,
in particular, as part of children’s “learning about numbers” supports my assertion, and thus informed this study’s conceptualization of the content of number and its various meanings articulated above.

Considering a wider view of number as mathematical, a perspective which encompasses nominal meanings along with numeric and ordinal meanings of number, provides an appropriate analytic tool with which to examine inclusively the contemporaneous various meanings for which Toya interpreted, identified, and employed number words and numerals in her everyday experiences within and across diverse contexts.

Composition

The analysis of Toya’s collection of significant mathematical events is organized by the various content meanings of number identified above. I employ the remaining dimensions of purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations to present and to examine a set of Toya’s mathematical events that illustrate each content meaning.

I include field notes and transcription data of Toya’s mathematical events mainly within the dimension of purpose and setting to highlight and then to discuss the specific contexts that most significantly seemed to give rise to the mathematical content observed. Within my discussions of purpose and setting, I also examine the mathematical understandings that Toya appeared to demonstrate either in a specific mathematical event or, more generally, in the purpose and setting presented. On a few occasions, I also incorporate Toya’s mathematical events and/or other observation or transcription data in my discussions of values and beliefs and/or social relations to
exemplify my analysis of these dimensions in the given purpose and setting framing a particular mathematical event or set of events. In such occasions, where appropriate, I also examine the mathematical meanings that Toya seemed to demonstrate in these events.

I acknowledge that varying meanings of number, as instantiated by Toya, may be interpreted beyond the analysis presented. To the extent possible, I aimed to keep the discussion concerning Toya’s understandings of number focused on what appeared to me as the most salient meanings (e.g., nominal, ordinal, or numerical) for which Toya interpreted, identified, and/or employed number words and/or numerals in a given mathematical event or set of events.

For several mathematical events, I provide lengthy transcriptions from the data to portray an essence of everydayness in the mathematical events observed, including capturing Toya’s personality and the candid nature of the social interactions that transpired.

Content: Number as Label

Nominal meanings of number played a prominent role in Toya’s daily experiences at home. Although nominal uses of number words and numerals readily appeared throughout Toya’s everyday environment and experiences (e.g., numerals appearing on and number words identifying McDonald’s value meals, a string of number words indicating a specific phone contact sung in commercial jingles, and numerals labeling racecar images displayed on Toya’s racecar-shaped bed), Toya seemed to engage in the content of number as label most significantly when watching television and when talking to either of her grandmothers on the telephone.
1a. Purpose and setting. Toya interpreted, identified, and employed number words and numerals in her practice of watching television. Toya used her remote control to select a particular television program or channel she wanted to view. More specifically, Toya knew the distinct combinations of number words assigned to her preferred programs/channels and she identified the corresponding numerals on her remote control.

Using the remote control as an input device, Toya recognized and pressed the numeral buttons in sequence as each numeral appeared (from left to right) in the unique number label assigned to her favorite programs/channels. Toya verified her channel selection by confirming either the numeral label that appeared on her television screen or the reception of her choice of program/channel. Identifying the correct combinations of numerals and successfully inputting these using her remote control yielded desired outcomes for Toya’s television use, such as viewing a program of her choice or, when she chose to play video games, enabling specific video-game-related functions.

The following pair of mathematical events occurred on a Friday evening home visit with Toya. As was typical of Toya’s weekends with her mother Nicole, Toya’s cousin Ricky was also present.

Channel Four Four (Part 1)
We arrived at Nicole’s house around 6 p.m. Toya summoned Ricky and myself to follow her into her room, “Com’on y’all.” Nicole gave each of the children half of a popsicle to eat as they played and watched television in Toya’s room. Ricky was trying to talk to or to ask Toya about one of her toys. Seemingly annoyed with Ricky’s talking, Toya responded, "No! Turn it [the television volume] up." The theme song of the television show got louder while Toya attempted to sing along. Out of curiosity, I asked,

Grace: What TV show is this?
Toya: Four four.
Grace: [I experienced difficulty deciphering Toya’s words.]
Foo-Foo?
[Ricky and Toya (R & T) simultaneously responded.]

Ricky/Toya: Forty-four./Four four.
Grace: Forty-four?
R & T: [They both affirmed.] Mm-hmm.
Grace: Why do they call it 'forty-four’?
Toya: Cause.
Ricky: Cause she wanted that channel.
Toya: Cause I watch this [indiscernible phrase, sounded like, ‘every time’].

Toya ignored Ricky as he tried to show her he could jump rope. Toya instead focused her attention on the television show, The Suite Life of Zack and Cody. (June 2, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Although I did not understand it at the time of this mathematical event, “four four” or “forty-four” was the number word label corresponding with Toya’s and Ricky’s selection of the Disney Channel. Toya’s response to my inquiry regarding what she was watching did not clearly indicate her interpretation of the question I posed. For example, it was not clear whether or not Toya thought I was asking, “What channel are you watching?” or “What is the name of this show?” or whether or not she even distinguished between the two. Her response to me, however, seemed meaningful as she identified what she was watching with the number word label “four four.”

While Toya’s verbal interpretation of the symbol “44” was “four four,” her cousin Ricky referred to the same symbol as “forty-four.” Both Ricky’s statement and my use of “forty-four” later in the event implied that “forty-four” and “four four” both referred to the numeral 44. In the context of watching television, Toya’s cousin Ricky modeled for Toya a more developmentally sophisticated verbal interpretation of the numeral “44” as “forty-four.” Toya’s everyday leisure routine of watching television, particularly in the company of family members, therefore seemed to
provide a supportive, non-threatening, meaningful context in which Toya’s own understanding of numbers could continue to mature.

The following mathematical event, occurring later that evening, demonstrated Toya’s emerging, more developmentally sophisticated, verbal representation of the numeral 44 from “four four” to “forty-four.”

**Channel Four Four (Part 2)**

Just before 7 p.m., Toya, Ricky and I were in Toya’s room. Toya decided she was done with the Dora the Explorer jigsaw puzzle she had been working on and was in search of a new activity. Before Ricky gladly stepped in to put the remaining pieces together on his own, he noted that the music from the *Kindercise with the Kinderman* CD, which was playing from Toya’s television set, had stopped.

Toya: Wait a minute. Where's my remote?
Grace: Your remote?
[All three of us looked for it and eventually I found it.]
Grace: Toya, it's right here.
[She excitedly came to me uttering, “Aah, aah, aah.”]
Toya: Four, four, four.
Ricky: Forty-four
Toya: Forty-four.
[The television powered on to the series *The Suite Life of Zack and Cody* on the Disney Channel. A character from the program stated, “…takes me to a parallel universe”.

Ricky: Or forty-three. Let's see what's on forty-three. Is *SpongeBob* on? [After a few moments of Toya not responding, Ricky repeated himself.]
Let me see. Is *SpongeBob SquarePants* on?
Toya: [Toya snapped back with a sharp tone.] No!
Ricky: Let's see.
Toya: [After using the arrow keys on her remote to change the channel two or three times to check for *SpongeBog*, she tentatively verified, ] I don’t think it’s on. [She uttered aloud to herself, ] Let me see this. [After another try with changing the channel, Toya confidently stated,]
Nope. You're gonna watch forty-four.
Ricky: Wait, Toya, I think that was, it was on.
[Toya ignored Ricky and did not change the channel. In frustration with his cousin, Ricky retreated and mumbled aloud, ]
Fine, I hope you find someone to play with. I’m doing my own thing.

(June 2, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Ricky promoted Toya’s understanding of number words by stating “forty-four” in reaction to Toya’s “four, four, four.” Toya appeared to recognize Ricky’s intent to clarify the number name of the channel Toya wished to view as evidenced in her repeating Ricky by stating aloud herself “forty-four.” The meaning of Toya’s initial utterance of “four, four, four” is unclear. It may be that Toya was following the pattern of her utterance moments before when she expressed, “Aah, aah, aah.” Alternatively, saying four multiple times, although the actual number label of the desired channel only contained two numeral 4’s, may have indicated a sense of excitement in Toya upon taking possession of the remote control and/or an enthusiastic urge to watch channel 44.

The above event also provided a glimpse into how the context of Toya watching television in her room with her cousin Ricky, with both children employing number words and interpreting numerals to identify channels or shows they each wished to view, could have also potentially afforded Toya an opportunity to explore further the sequential quality of number. For example, if Ricky had said, “Go down one,” as an alternative directive to Toya to check for *SpongeBob SquarePants* on channel 43, Toya might have begun to make connections between her understandings of what it meant when she asked Ricky to “turn it [television volume] up” in the channel four-four (part 1) event and what it might mean if she were to “go down one,” or press the arrow down channel button once in terms of channel selection. For example in the former, Toya seemed to understand that the more you press the arrow
facing “up” volume button on the remote control, the louder the television sound. In
the latter scenario of going down one in channel by pressing the channel down arrow
key once, Toya might have therefore begun to make meaning of the numeral 43 that
would appear on the screen, and how this corresponded to both Ricky’s request for
channel “forty-three” and the act of pressing the arrow down channel button once
resulting in the change in numerals on the screen from “44” to “43”.

1b. Values and beliefs. Watching television appeared to be a salient form of
leisure in Toya’s family life with Nicole. Nicole’s apartment furnishings included
three television sets, one in each bedroom and a third in the living room. Whenever I
visited Toya at home in the evenings after day care, all three televisions were
typically operating simultaneously.

On my visit with Toya and Nicole to Nicole’s sister’s (Pam) apartment one
evening when Toya was to get her hair washed and braided, I observed a large
television set in the living room that also remained on throughout my stay. Pam
braided Toya’s hair in the living room so that they could watch television with others
in the apartment. Toya’s cousin Ricky had a Disney television set similar to Toya’s,
except his set had bold primary colors and reflected a Mickey Mouse motif. I learned
that Nicole and Pam purchased these television sets from Target as Christmas
presents for Toya and Ricky.

The practice of watching television, a valued activity and significant source of
leisure in Toya’s family life with Nicole, also afforded Toya meaningful opportunities
in which to develop her capacity to interpret, recognize, and employ symbolic and
verbal representations of some numbers. The following mathematical event primarily
illustrated the value Toya attached to watching television, as well as her desire to control channel selection. To some extent, the event also demonstrated the ways in which use of the remote control seemed to support Toya’s developing meanings of number.

“We got cable…!”
It was just shy of 4 p.m. Toya, Nicole and I were gathered in Toya’s room. Toya spotted, eagerly approached, and then held up the white cable wire dangling behind her pink television set and exclaimed,

Toya: Oh, we got cable right here! Hey, mommy!
Nicole: Yes?
Toya: Look this is cable right here. Mom, can you put this, mommy, can you put this in? We got cable.
Nicole: It’s really not cable, Toya. It’s just that some of the channels are still showing.

[Nicole then connected the cable wire to the wall, turned the television power to on, and proceeded to press the controls on the set to try to find a clear channel. After only finding static reception, Nicole asked Toya,]

Nicole: Where’s your remote?
[Toya searched for the television remote control… After expressing frustration of not being able to find the remote control initially, Toya eventually located the device… Nicole then proceeded to use the remote to try to locate a channel with clear reception.]

Toya: I’ll show you which number I want [Toya said an indiscernible word that sounded like ‘show’.] on. I can do it!
Nicole: I know what number you want, but PBS is usually on twenty-something, I think.

Toya: [After a short while of not observing any success come of her mother’s efforts, Toya stated,] Okay mom, I’m watching a tape.

Nicole: Alright. Watch a tape then. [Then to herself, said something that sounded like, “Let me see. Let me check forty-five.”] Or fifty-four. [Then Nicole resigned from her efforts.] Okay.

Toya: [Newly sparked by Nicole’s attempt with these channels, Toya resumed back to her initial desire to watch television. She said something that sounded like, “That was four.”] Let me do it. I could do it. [Toya stated an indecipherable phrase that sounded like ‘Let me show you’] how to do it. You push [indecipherable phrase that sounded like ‘on the button’] like this and you [indecipherable phrase that sounded like ‘push the other button’] like that.

[Having no successful response from her television, Toya scolded it saying,]
Uh-uh!! You TV, you better stop doing that before I pop you!
[Nicole and I tried to suppress our giggles. Toya then gently said
the following as she pressed the following numeral buttons on the
remote control, ] I put a four and a three. [Toya continued to direct
the TV, ] Alright. Put that, put that [indecipherable phrase that
sounded like ‘thing out’].
Y’better put that [indecipherable phrase that sounded like ‘thing
out’] if you wanna get on!
Nicole: [She then intervened as the television was still not responding to
Toya’s efforts, ]
What do you wanna do? Play a tape?
Toya: Huh?
Nicole: What ch’ya rather do, play a tape?
Toya: Yeah.
[As Nicole proceeded to insert a videotape into the connected VCR
to play, Toya changed her mind and taking hold of the remote
announced, ]
Toya: I’m trying to find PBS.
[After a valiant, but unsuccessful attempt at trying to find a
channel with clear reception, Toya tried another tactic and cheered
on the television, ] Come on TV! You can do it! You can do it!
[After a few moments, Toya stated,] Wait a minute. Push three.
Push four. [With still no response from her television, Toya
powered it off and declared, ]
Alright, the TV not working. We’re not doing this.
(June 20, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Although Nicole had canceled her cable service and was in the process of
finding another provider, Toya yearned to watch television. Nicole appeased Toya’s
desire to watch television by reinserting the cable wire into the outlet and using the
controls on the set and then the remote control to search for channels with clear
reception. Toya eventually insisted that she handle the remote control so she could
show Nicole which “number” she wanted, indicating that Toya understood that
channel labels (both verbal and symbolic) consisted uniquely of numbers.

In Nicole’s attempt to find channels with clear reception, she expressed aloud
number words assigned to the particular networks she thought would have reception
including, “twenty-something,” “forty-five,” and “fifty-four.” Toya also employed
number words “four” and “three” and identified and pressed the corresponding numerals on her remote control buttons. Thus the activity of searching for channels inherently engaged Toya and her mother in employing, interpreting, and identifying certain number words and their corresponding numerals.

Toya’s actions of talking to her television, including scolding it and cheering it on, seemed to further indicate the significance that Toya placed in watching television.

1c. Social relations. In the context of Toya watching television for leisure with family members in her own room, two interrelated types of social relations seemed to invoke the content of number as label.

One kind of interaction involved the activity of selecting which channel to watch. Given that Toya considered the television as belonging to her, she sought to maintain a significant amount of control in determining which “number” or channel to view. Her desire for control over her television was evidenced in Toya’s response to Ricky, with whom she negotiated very little, when he requested that she check “forty-three” for *SpongeBob SquarePants*. Toya also tried to assert her control of and to demonstrate her capacity to operate successfully her television in the cable event, insisting to her mother, “I’ll show you which number I want… I can do it!” While circumstances of not having cable service prohibited Toya’s practice of watching television, the social relations evident in Toya’s response to this situation and to her mother reflected Toya’s perseverance and intrinsic desire to participate in this valued activity and to exercise her authority to control which “numbers” (i.e., channels) to watch. Toya spontaneously employed meanings associated with number as labels and
utilized familiar tools (the television remote control) to problem solve in an attempt to attain her goal to watch television.

The second type of social interaction, related to selecting which channels to view, involved Toya’s family members’ modeling for Toya more sophisticated verbal representations of number when naming specific channels and Toya’s interpretation and response to these actions. Having her family members verbalize the number words for certain double-digit numerals fostered Toya’s understandings and use of these number words (e.g., forty-four) and their corresponding numerals (e.g., 44). These candid social interactions seemed to reflect aspects of guided participation (e.g., Rogoff, 2003) in the activity of watching television. More specifically, when Ricky, Nicole, and even I, employed more sophisticated verbal representations for numeral labels of particular channels (e.g., “forty-four,” “forty-three,” “fifty-four”), Toya responded accordingly to these number words in a meaningful manner. Toya thus demonstrated her developing capacity not only to interpret but also to begin to employ such verbal representations in this context.

2a. Purpose and setting: Phoning her grandmothers, from home or other everyday settings, with Nicole. Toya continued to develop her facility to interpret, identify, and employ number words and numerals in her practice of calling to speak with her grandmothers on the telephone. Toya relied on Nicole’s assistance to recite, one number word at a time, the unique sequence of number words assigned to the telephone of each of Toya’s grandmothers. For each given single-digit number word, Toya had to identify the corresponding numeral on the telephone keypad. At the time of data collection, particularly during my early visits with Toya, she was still learning
to identify the numeral 0 and those that were greater than 4. As such, Nicole would offer Toya hints on how to find these numerals on the keypad.

The following event took place during my first home visit with Toya and Nicole.

“Call your grandma…”

It was close to 7:30 p.m. and Nicole and I had been sitting in the living room talking when Toya emerged from her room… Toya picked up the telephone in the living room and pretended to call someone.

Nicole: What are you doing?
Toya: I'm calling my [indiscernible word, sounds like, 'princess'].
Nicole: Your who?
Toya: My friend.
Nicole: What friend? Come here… Okay, call your grandma [i.e., Toya’s paternal grandmother].
Toya: Huh?
Nicole: Call your grandma and see if you're going over there.
Toya: Um, what's the number?
Nicole: Three. [Pause] You got the three? Zer-, [Nicole changed her mind on how she would say the next numeral ‘0’, opting to say the letter name “Oh” instead of “zero.”] O,
Toya: O.
Nicole: Look. See the ‘O’?
Toya: Where is it?
Nicole: Come over here.
Toya: Like this?
Nicole: Yep. [Pause.] One. [Nicole realized that the buttons on the phone were not operating well.] That phone is so funny acting. Come here. Cause I gotta make sure it,
Grace: Cause you don't hear it [the sound indicating a numeral button had been pressed].
Nicole: Yeah,
Toya: I started over.
Nicole: You have to, here, hit the buttons kind of hard… Okay. Three. O.
Toya: No, you didn't hit three two times. Three.
Nicole: Oh this three,
Toya: Oh this three hard. Let me see. Okay, here you go. Zero. Um-hmm, hit it again. One. Hit it again. Hit it again. Uh-oh. Okay, go get the other phone ‘cause this phone doesn't act right…[Toya returned with another phone and proceeded to dial as Nicole dictated the phone number.]
Nicole: Zero ['beep'], one ['beep'], um, four. You know what the four is? Which one? Um-hmm ['beep'], eight ['pause'] eight, okay no listen. Remember eight is two circles. Right...

Toya: [Toya spoke into the receiver, ] Huh? I can't hear you. [Then to Nicole, ] Gotta leave a message. Leave, gotta leave a message.

Nicole: Okay, you can leave a message.

Toya: Can I call mama [i.e., Toya’s maternal grandmother/Nicole’s mother]?

Nicole: Mama might be in the bed. You know mama don't stay up late. [Toya dismissed Nicole’s apprehension and started to dial her mama’s telephone number, ]

Toya: Oh, three? … [Awaited her mother’s assistance, ] Three, mom?

(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Toya’s grandma’s (her paternal grandmother’s) telephone number consisted primarily of the numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the digit 8 appeared twice. The frequent occurrence of the digits 1 thru 4 in her grandma’s telephone number may have been particularly useful for Toya’s meaning making of number as young children’s number sense builds on their knowledge of small numbers (Baroody, 1987; Fuson, 1988). The context or practice of Toya regularly phoning each of her grandmothers provided Toya ongoing meaningful opportunities in which to develop her understanding of interpreting, identifying, and employing certain number words and numerals less than 10.

As demonstrated in the above event, this context also afforded natural opportunities for numeric meanings and other mathematical content to be drawn upon in meaningful ways, particularly through the support that Nicole provided in this practice. For example, in the above event, Nicole provided the hint, “eight is two circles” to assist Toya in locating the numeral 8 on the keypad. In order for Toya to successfully utilize Nicole’s clue, not only did she have to conceptualize what “circle” meant (i.e., geometric thinking), but Toya also needed to understand the
numerosity two (i.e., enumeration). Nicole also employed numeric meanings when she said, “No, you didn't hit 3 two times.” For Toya to interpret this comment as Nicole intended, she would have to distinguish the meanings and use of the number word “three” as compared to the number word “two.” “Three” referred to the numeral 3 and its corresponding button, while “two” referred to the numerosity (i.e., enumeration) of times Toya pressed the number 3 button. Furthermore, the notion of numerosity as employed in Nicole’s hint demonstrated for Toya that enumeration not only includes determining the numerosity of quantities of concrete objects and visual attributes of objects or symbols (“eight is two circles”), but enumeration also includes determining the numerosity of actions (i.e., pressing a button two times).

Toya’s practice of phoning her grandmothers afforded Toya a context in which to support her developing understandings of number as label with respect to telephone numbers more generally.

Toya’s Version of Phone Numbers
At about quarter past 7 p.m., Nicole, Toya and I were sitting in the living room with the television on. I asked Nicole about her plans for the upcoming weekend and I confirmed if she had all my contact information. Nicole then took out a cell phone.

Nicole: Okay, Grace, what is it?
Grace: Three-oh-one,
Nicole: Um-hmm.
Toya: [As I recited my telephone number to Nicole, Toya chimed in, ]
    Four four four, two two two, [?], three, three, three, four, four, four, [eh, eh, eh], one, one, one,
Nicole: Stop it. Go get tissues for your nose.
(March 22, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Toya’s response to, or imitation of, the interaction between Nicole and myself seemed to reflect an understanding that telephone numbers consisted uniquely of a sequence of number words. In Toya’s version of a phone number, it also seemed as
though she perceived the structure of phone numbers to be comprised of a string of
groups of three number words. Within the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area,
callers must dial all ten digits of a local phone number in order to place a call. This
typically results in people chunking phone numbers into a 3-3-4-digit patterned
grouping of utterances when verbally stating a telephone number or dialing a number
using a telephone keypad. As such, Toya’s version of a phone number, which
consisted of a repeated, 3-digit-patterned groupings of utterances, closely resembled
this practice. Furthermore, Toya’s version of a phone number demonstrated her
knowledge and ease of use of the number words for the small numbers 1-4.

Nicole informed me that she began to let Toya tap the keypad to call her
grandmothers around the time that Toya turned 4 years of age. Thus, by my first
home visit, Toya had been engaged in the activity of identifying and locating
numerals on a telephone keypad for approximately 1 month. On a few occasions, I
observed Nicole engaging Toya in phoning her grandmothers outside of Nicole’s
home (e.g., in the afternoons when Nicole arrived at Ms. Franklin’s to pick up Toya).
In these events, Nicole used her cellular phone and encouraged Toya to enter all 10
digits of the phone number rather than using a speed dial function. By my final home
visits with Toya, although I observed that Nicole still needed to recite the phone
number to Toya, Toya needed less support from her mother to identify and to locate
particular numerals.

Nicole also noticed Toya’s increased independence in identifying and locating
on a keypad the numerals assigned to her grandmother’s telephone.

… now if I tell her the numbers to her grandmother's phone number, she can
pretty much do that on the phone. But then if the same numbers, like the eight
and the six are just on a piece of paper, she has to be like, I have to coach her on it. But when she has the phone in her hand and I'm like, "Dial four, eight, four, zero," she does that with no problem.

(August 27, 2006 – Visit with Nicole)

According to Nicole’s observations, Toya’s capacity to identify larger single-digit numerals seemed context dependent. While Toya was able to identify and to locate independently the numerals 8 and 6 on a telephone keypad, she required her mother’s assistance to identify these same numerals in other settings. In the context of phoning her grandmothers, it could be that Toya may have drawn on the mathematical content of spatial thinking to memorize the sequence and/or the locations of the buttons she needed to press in order to place the call.

2b. Values and beliefs. Toya’s practice of regularly calling and talking to her grandmothers on the telephone seemed to reflect Nicole’s value of maintaining close relationships with her family, especially with her mother and her sister Pam. The importance that Nicole placed on her family was instantiated through routine phone conversations with relatives, physical proximity of her residence to that of her mother’s, and frequent visits and outings with her sister Pam and Pam’s son Ricky. By engaging Toya in calling her grandmothers, Nicole demonstrated for Toya the value of regularly connecting with family. While Nicole’s reasons for having Toya call her grandma (paternal grandmother) on the telephone may have also been motivated by logistical concerns such as coordinating Toya’s transitions between her two domiciles, this activity still underscored the importance for Toya to interact regularly with family members on both her mother and her father’s side.

Toya expressed an eagerness to engage in this practice, especially the activity of pressing the numeral buttons on the telephone keypad. Toya’s interest in using the
keypad helped to further promote her practice of phoning her grandmothers as a meaningful context in which Toya could develop mathematical meanings involving number as label, numeric meanings (e.g., enumeration), and other mathematical content areas (e.g., geometry and spatial thinking).

2c. Social relations. Nicole fostered Toya’s understandings about number as label and her capacity to interpret, indentify and employ single-digit number words and numerals through guided participation (Rogoff, 2003) in the context of a familial cultural endeavor (i.e., phoning relatives) aimed at maintaining close communication and relationships with family members and kin. For the most part, Nicole managed this practice by directing Toya to call her grandmothers, reciting to Toya the numerals to input into the telephone, and providing hints when needed to Toya on how to identify particular numerals on the keypad. However, I also observed Toya occasionally initiate the practice of calling her grandmothers as well. When Nicole first began to let Toya use the telephone keypad to call her grandmothers, Toya relied heavily on Nicole’s assistance to identify and to locate certain numerals on the keypad. By operating within Toya’s zone of proximal development (Rogoff, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978) when providing hints as needed to help Toya successfully input the numbers on the keypad, Nicole supported Toya’s increased independence in this activity.

Content: Number to Order

Toya engaged in emerging ordinal meanings of number when actively participating in familiar experiences that inherently involved identifying a particular location, action, or person according to its sequence in a set.
When Toya accompanied her mother at work on Saturday mornings, the experience of riding the elevator provided a meaningful context in which Toya could begin to relate number and order. They entered the office building on floor “L2,” located on a lower level, and then took the elevator up to floor “8,” or the top level, on which Nicole worked. Toya regularly demonstrated her interest in riding the elevator as she eagerly asked Nicole, “What button do I push?” Oftentimes, Nicole affirmed and responded to Toya’s eagerness by stating to Toya the number word signifying which floor Nicole wished to go and allowing Toya to find and to push the appropriate numeral button. Nicole provided Toya hints as needed to identify certain numerals. Through supporting Toya’s interest and active participation in operating the elevator, Nicole expressed or demonstrated meanings of number to order by using phrases like “we’re going up to” or “we’re going down to” along with stating the floor number of her destination.

Toya and Ricky, if he was also present, also joined Nicole as she delivered mail to various offices located on the top three floors of the building that were occupied by the law firm. This activity that entailed riding the elevator and taking the stairs to travel to different floor levels, afforded Toya additional opportunities to develop emerging ordinal concepts of number and to engage in interpreting and/or employing number words and identifying numerals for certain numbers.

Toya also showed evidence of beginning understandings of number to order in her meaningful use of the ordinal word “first.” Toya used the term “first” when she demonstrated and verbally described procedural tasks or directions, either to herself or to others, by saying, “First, you…” Toya also employed the word “first” when she
wanted to emphasize turn-taking (e.g., announcing, “I was here first!” when taking turns riding on a swing with her cousin Ricky).

Nicole’s ongoing acknowledgement of Toya’s birthday and age and Toya’s interest in her own birthday seemed significant in helping to foster Toya’s beginning understandings of number to order. Nicole’s attention to Toya’s birthday and her age also supported Toya’s capacity to interpret, identify, and employ number words and numerals for small numbers. In a conversation I had with Nicole after completing my home visits with her and Toya, I asked Nicole about when she thought Toya started to recognize numbers. Nicole reported,

Recognizing numbers, I think she may have been about, I think I always pointed them out as far as like her birthday and how old she is. So she always knew, could recognize the number of the age she was… and I think even now I don't think she can really recognize anything past five… Like she could say them, but to look at them, I don't think she could recognize anything past five without me reminding her or giving her a hint…

(August 27, 2006 – Visit with Nicole)

Like most youngsters her age, Toya proudly recited the date of her birthday (“February twenty-six”) whenever prompted or whenever the subject of birthdays came within ear-shot of her. As is evidenced by Toya’s statement of her birth date, she expressed the day of the month as a number word as compared to an ordinal number word. It was unclear whether or not Nicole expressed Toya’s birthday date to her in the same fashion or if Nicole instead employed the ordinal number word “twenty-sixth” and Toya, at the time of data collection, had not yet been able to discern the “th” following the “six.”

The following analysis demonstrates how Toya’s interest in her birthday, in particular when “reading” her collection of birthday cards, prompted Toya to engage
in beginning ordinal meanings of number.

*Purpose and setting: “Reading” a collection of old birthday cards stored as keepsakes in an accessible location in Toya’s room.* On a home visit with Toya, I observed Toya spontaneously “reading” through her collection of old birthday cards. These cards were kept in a plastic chest of drawers in her bedroom that also stored her socks, undergarments, and pajamas.

**Birthday Cards**
It was just before 7:30 p.m. and Toya, Ricky, and I were in Toya’s room. The television was on and set to the Disney Channel… Toya spontaneously acquired her birthday cards and began to talk to herself and ‘read’ these aloud as she flipped through her collection of cards:

Toya: Come get your card. From my mom…this one says, Happy birthday to, … Happy birthday, I’m 4-years-old. Yup. I’m 3-years-old… Happy birthday… Happy [indecipherable word/number/ordinal number] birthday… Toya, I’m 3-years, yup, I’m 3-years-old… Happy birthday. 3-years-old… This one says, I love you. … Okay, Happy birthday, [indecipherable word(s)] 3-years-old. Hi, I’m this birthday. I’m 3-years-old… Oh, that’s mine! That’s so [indecipherable word(s)]. I'm 4-years-old. Hey! Oh, this side. 4-years-old. Toya, me… All mine. These are mine. And nobody can touch them. Only me. Happy [indecipherable word/number/ordinal number, sounds like the word ‘this’] birthday! I'm 4-years-OLD! Let me see. I'm 8-years-old!!? Uh-uhh! That, that say I’m 8-years-old? ... I'm still 4-years-old! I'm still 3-years-old… I'm 3-years-old! I'm 3-years-old. Aww, I got a Batman one! Happy [indecipherable word/number/ordinal number, sounds like the word ‘this’] birthday. 4-years-old.

Grace: You have a lot of cards.

Toya: Yeah, I got one more card though. Aww, I got one more card to go!... 3-years-old. You're 3-years-old…

(June 2, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In observing Toya “reading” aloud her birthday cards to herself, it seemed as though she understood the purpose of the cards and she recalled the nature of the sentiments that typically were expressed in both the pre-printed messages and images that appeared on the card as well as the hand-written notes from whom the card was
received. I noticed that, at least some of the time, the number word that Toya expressed did match the birthday age numeral I observed printed on the card that she was “reading” at a particular moment. For those occasions when Toya’s number word did not match the numeral on the card, it was not clear from my observations if Toya could not identify the numeral or if Toya’s interest in making up what she was “reading” in the course of play took precedence over any effort or desire she might have had to identify a given numeral correctly. Regardless of Toya’s intent, “reading” her birthday cards did provide Toya the opportunity to interpret, identify, and/or employ numerals and number words of small numbers while developing her understandings of number to order.

Toya seemed to be playing make-believe when she expressed aloud, “I’m 8-years-old!” and then immediately responded to herself, “Uh-uhh! That, that say I’m 8-years-old? ... I’m still 4-years-old!” Toya’s statement seemed to reveal that, at least in the context of understanding her own age, Toya demonstrated emerging meanings of the ordinal or sequential quality of number. More specifically, Toya’s comments suggested that she understood that since she was “still 4-years-old” she had not yet turned 8-years-old; this further implied her understanding that the number 8 or her 8-years-old birthday (i.e., her eighth birthday) will come after the number 4 or her 4-years-old birthday (i.e., her fourth birthday).

*Values and beliefs.* Toya’s own interest in her birthday and in her age seemed, in part, to motivate her to read spontaneously past birthday cards. Nicole reported her own values and beliefs regarding greeting cards that she had received,
I don't like throwing away cards… I've just been like you're not supposed to throw away cards… They've written in it. Their own words are in there. I just don't feel like throwing them away. I have a boat-load of cards… And I'm like, “Are you supposed to throw these away?” I just don't feel like you're supposed to throw away cards.
(August 27, 2006 – Visit with Nicole)

Nicole also informed me that she had been doing the same with cards addressed to Toya and saving these as keepsakes as well. One of the statements ‘read’ aloud by Toya as she flipped through her collection of birthday cards included, “This one says, ‘I love you’.” It therefore seemed that people with whom Toya had a significant relationship sent her birthday cards both as a gesture to celebrate the occasion of Toya’s birthday and to express their love to her. Nicole’s value and practice of saving greeting cards, especially since these included personal written messages and sentiments of love, provided Toya meaningful artifacts with which Toya could engage or ‘read’ at her leisure, including employing meanings of number to order in the context of focusing on her birthday and understanding her age.

Social relations. In the birthday card event, Toya primarily engaged in the activity of “reading” aloud her birthday cards by herself, even expressing aloud, “These are mine. And nobody can touch them!” As such, Toya ‘read’ her birthday cards as she liked, sometimes making-up birthday ages and employing number words at her choosing and whim. Within this ‘play reading’ Toya spontaneously created for herself a scenario (“…that say I’m 8-years-old? ... I'm still 4-years-old!”) in which she could reason mathematically, employing notions of number to order, regarding her age or “birthday.”
Content: Expressing Number Words Orally

In a Descending Count Sequence

Purpose and setting: Verbally counting down to an anticipated action while playing. In the time I spent with Toya, I did not observe her engaging in rote counting. Instead, I witnessed Toya expressing number words orally in a count sequence primarily for the purpose of what I describe as counting down to an anticipated action. During these mathematical events, Toya employed number for numeric purposes as she stated a short sequence of small counting number words in descending order in the moments just before undertaking a particular action during unstructured play with/or alongside at least one other child. The following mathematical event took place on a weekday evening, shortly before 7 p.m., during a visit with Toya to her Auntie Pam’s apartment.

“Blast off!”
(Note: During this visit, Toya played with her cousin, Ricky, and Pam’s significant other’s son, Michael. My recording device failed to operate during this visit so I could not obtain transcripts of the dialogue that occurred.)

Toya, Ricky, and Michael played outside on the apartment balcony, going back and forth between the balcony and the apartment’s living/dining room area via a sliding glass door. The glass door, a brick wall to the left, and a metal L-shaped railing running along the front and right side defined the rectangular space of the balcony. A two-seater couch sat catty-corner opposite from the brick wall. Eventually, Toya and Ricky each transformed into their own imaginary astronaut/rocket. I watched as they engaged in a pattern of play – pretending to first "blast off" from the brick wall, then running a few steps across the balcony to fly to their destination, and finally taking a dramatic leap to land onto the couch. They completed repeated missions, each running back to their respective base on the brick wall and then ceremoniously counting down together, "5, 4, 3, 2, 1, blast off!"
(March 30, 2006 –Visit with Toya at her Auntie Pam’s Apartment)

During their unstructured play, Toya and her cousin Ricky seemed to mimic real-life events of shuttles launching into outer space, including counting aloud in
descending order the remaining moments leading up to launch. Simultaneously
counting down aloud enabled Toya and Ricky to coordinate their timing of when to
bound from their respective places on the brick wall toward the sofa located on the
opposite side of the balcony.

I also observed Toya verbally counting down to an anticipated action while
playing in Ms. Franklin’s backyard, in particular, when taking turns with her peers to
go down a slide. Each time Toya took her turn at the top of the slide, she counted
aloud “five, four, three, two, one” just before descending along the slide’s ramp.
Toya’s verbal countdown seemed aimed at announcing the impending occurrence of
her descent on the slide.

In both the blast off and the slide events, Toya’s verbal countdown occurred
while she played, and in particular, just before she engaged in a physical motion
initiated from a still position. Toya’s verbal countdowns further seemed to reflect her
eagerness to anticipate the actions of running (or ‘blasting off’) and sliding,
respectively. As such, Toya’s activity of counting down aloud in these events seemed
social in nature, as evidenced in Toya and Ricky coordinating their ‘blast-offs’
through their countdowns and Toya announcing her impending descent on the slide
with her own countdown. During these events, Toya appeared to demonstrate
understanding that when verbally expressing number words in a count sequence, even
when starting with the number word “five” and ending with the number word “one”,
that these number words followed a specific order or sequence.

Additional evidence and analysis of Toya expressing number words orally in a
descending count sequence. On one occasion, I observed Toya expressing number
words orally in a descending count sequence aside from the purpose of her counting down aloud to an anticipated action. I include this event in this discussion to augment my analysis of Toya’s understandings expressing number words orally in a descending count sequence. The following event took place at day care just two days prior to the blast off event.

**Placemats**

Aaron and Toya finished their lunch and waited at the table for naptime as Ms. Franklin put down the sleeping cots. Aaron and Toya still had each of their placemats for eating in front of them... On Toya’s placemat appeared a graphic of the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Toya pointed to each numeral in order, from left to right, starting with the numeral 1, while she counted down aloud, “Five, four, three, two, one.”

(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

In the placemats event, Toya and Aaron entertained themselves with their placemats while Ms. Franklin prepared the space for naptime. During this time, Toya spontaneously expressed number words in a descending count sequence while referring to the numerals on her placemat. It was unclear if Toya incorrectly identified the numerals on her placemat as she pointed to each or if she instead expressed the number words five to one in reverse order in one-to-one correspondence with the images of numerals on her placemat without concern for identifying the number words she expressed with the numerals she observed on her placemat. It was also unclear whether Toya arbitrarily chose to count down from five to one and it just so happened to correspond with the number of images/numerals displayed on her placemat or if she noticed that there were five images and wanted to count these in reverse order.

While the mathematical meanings of Toya’s actions in this placemats event remain uncertain, she appeared nonetheless to demonstrate knowledge of the
descending count sequence of small numbers and to apply this sequence in one-to-one correspondence to distinct images. As such, Toya seemed to recognize that the count sequence “five, four, three, two, one” represented 5 distinct number words or entities as opposed to thinking of the sequence as signifying a single, multi-syllabic number word, such as “four four.”

Earlier in the day when this placemats event occurred, I observed Toya counting aloud, with one-to-one correspondence and cardinality, a set of seven pom-poms that she observed in a photo image of a scarf. I discuss this pom-poms event later in the content section focusing on enumeration. As Toya demonstrated in the pom-poms and placemats events, she expressed number words in an ascending and descending count sequence, respectively, and assigned each number word in one-to-one correspondence with a distinct image. More specifically, Toya employed a consistent sequence for the number words one through five, maintaining the relative position of each number word with the others in either direction, across these two events.

In the placemats event, since Toya demonstrated one-to-one correspondence with distinct images while she expressed number words in a descending count sequence, Toya’s meanings of expressing “five, four, three, two, one” did not appear limited to a social activity in which she engaged while playing with and/or alongside others for the sole purpose to announce an impending, eagerly anticipated action. Rather, in the placemats event, Toya also appeared to exhibit developing meanings with respect to early enumeration concepts. In particular, Toya seemed to employ a count sequence more broadly, not just when expressing numbers words in ascending
order while enumerating a small set of objects as evidenced in the pom-poms event, but by exploring the activities of expressing number words in a descending count sequence in one-to-one correspondence with pointing to distinct images.

Values and beliefs. Nicole’s value in nurturing family relationships and her practice of having Toya spend significant time with kin afforded Toya regular opportunities to play with Ricky, her other cousins, and Michael. Through play, Toya spontaneously engaged in meaningful experiences involving number. Likewise, Ms. Franklin provided regular time for unstructured play for the children to explore and to engage in activities of their choosing. During free play, Toya naturally employed numeric meanings of number words.

Social relations. When playing with Ricky, her other cousins, and Michael, Toya spontaneously engaged in activities in which she observed and participated in employing number words for both social and numeric purposes.

In the blast off event, while it was unclear who initiated the countdown, for the most part, Toya and Ricky engaged in this activity together, as a shared experience, primarily for the purpose of coordinating their timing of when to “blast off” from the brick wall. In addition, shortly following the blast off event, Toya, Ricky, and another cousin who was also present in the apartment, in unison, spontaneously did jumping jacks with the boys leading the oral count sequence from 1 to 20 in correspondence with each jumping jack repetition. This activity resembled a fitness practice of counting repetitions of a particular physical motion or exercise. Thus, under the guidance of her older cousins, Toya engaged in meanings of
enumeration, as she mimicked their activity and recitation of the count sequence in one-to-one correspondence to each jumping jack.

At day care, Toya initiated her verbal countdown in the slide event. Not only did Toya’s expression of a descending count sequence seemed to indicate her excitement about going down the side, but it also seemed, in part, aimed at seeking the attention of her peers during this activity. On the other hand, during the placemat event, Toya and Aaron primarily engaged in parallel play to entertain themselves while waiting for naptime, although some of their activities did seem to feed off of one another. In this event, Toya spontaneously expressed number words in a descending sequence in one-to-one correspondence with the images of numerals on her placemat, as an individual activity. As will be discussed later in Aaron’s chapter, Aaron observed Toya’s activity and attempted to approximate her behavior.

Content: Number to Enumerate

Toya also employed number for numeric means when she enumerated objects in her everyday settings and/or activities. Toya primarily engaged in enumeration for the following purposes: (1) to determine spontaneously the numerosity of objects she observed in her immediate environment with or without further motive, (2) to inquire candidly about the numerosity of a meaningful object; or (3) to respond to the question, “How many?” I also observed Toya meaningfully engaging in enumeration concepts while interacting with her mother in the context of her bedtime routine.

1a. Purpose and setting: Number to enumerate – Spontaneously enumerating objects observed in everyday settings and activities. I observed Toya, through her own initiative, naturally enumerate small sets of objects she observed in her
immediate environment. I discuss two of these mathematical events below. These
events took place amidst Toya’s engagement in meaningful everyday experiences at
day care and at home, respectively.

(i) **Apple Slices**
Ms. Franklin prepared pre-sliced apples for the children’s lunchtime dessert. I
gave Toya her apples, serving her one apple slice at a time. As I placed the
first slice on Toya’s plate she spontaneously announced, “One.”. When I put
another slice on her plate, Toya said, “two.”… After Toya finished her two
apple slices, she asked for “two more” and she announced she ate all of her
vegetables… I noticed that both Aaron and Toya each finished their apple
slices. I had three more apple slices left to distribute so I explained to them
that I would give them one slice each and that I would have one for myself so
it was fair. (Note: my priority at this time was to avoid a contentious situation
over how to share the remaining apple slices so I therefore decided it would be
appropriate for me to express a mathematical idea here.) Moments after I gave
each child their one apple slice, Toya looked over at me and nodded her head
in agreement with my decision, saying something to the nature of, “It’s fair.”
(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

(ii) **Movies**
While Nicole and I were chatting in her living room, I observed Toya noticing
a set of DVD’s on the end table nearby. She soon became interested in buying
these and tried to interject herself into our conversation. As Nicole continued
her story about Toya with me, Toya repeated aloud, "Mom, I wanna buy this
movie!"
Nicole:  [Nicole briefly turned her attention to Toya.] Hmm?
Toya: And um, this movie?
Nicole: What is that?
Toya: And um, a scary movie? And can I, and can I, can I buy this, and
this, and um, this?
Nicole: I don't know.
Toya: Three of them.
Nicole: I don't know. [Nicole then returned her attention back to me and
continued telling me her story.]
(June 20, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In the apple slices event, Toya first spontaneously employed meanings of
enumeration when she used explicit number words to count, with one-to-one
correspondence, each apple slice I served to her. Although Toya did not demonstrate
evidence regarding her understandings of cardinality with respect to these apple
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slices, Toya appeared to determine the numerosity of the apple slices for no further reason or goal other than simply to count them. Toya also employed enumeration concepts later in this event when she stated the number word “two” to specify how many additional apple slices she wished to have after finishing her initial serving. Further, when Toya requested to have “two more” apple slices this supported the assertion that Toya’s activity when she received her initial serving of apple slices reflected meanings of number to enumerate rather than number as label, or assigning the first apple slice the name “one” and naming the second slice “two.” Finally, Toya appeared to employ meanings of enumeration when she voluntarily affirmed the fairness of me giving to each Toya, Aaron, and myself one slice of the three remaining apple slices. That is, Toya seemed to recognize that each of us had the same numerosity of apple slices and that there appeared to be no other alternative way to share the remaining apple slices fairly between us.

The movies event occurred during a period when Toya had left her room to explore other activity in the apartment. She noticed a set of DVD movies on a table in her living room and at once eagerly began to ask her mother if she could buy these. Toya spontaneously specified that she wanted to buy “Three of them.” It was not clear whether Toya subitized the set of DVD movies in which she was interested to determine its numerosity or if Toya implicitly engaged in some aspect of counting as she physically pointed to, held up, touched, and verbally referred to each DVD movie while she persisted in asking her mother to buy these for her. For instance, when pleading with Nicole, each of Toya’s following phrases appeared to suggest that Toya identified three movies she wished to have/buy: "Mom, I wanna buy this movie! …
And um, this movie? … And um, a scary movie?”; “… can I buy this, and this, and um, this?” While Toya’s enumeration method was unclear, she nonetheless demonstrated emerging meanings of enumeration, as evidenced in Toya employing the number word three to inform her mother specifically how many movies she hoped Nicole would buy for her.

1b. Values and beliefs. In the apple slices event, Toya demonstrated her tendencies to finish her food and to request for second servings during meal and snack times at day care. Toya’s spontaneous enumeration of her initial serving of apple slices may have also indicated her eager anticipation to eat these for dessert. My response to Toya’s request for “two more” apple slices communicated the importance of sharing fairly the remaining apple slices between Toya and Aaron since they both appeared to want more of these to eat. Although my method for achieving a fair outcome included giving one apple slice to myself, Toya conferred that the result of each person having one apple slice seemed fair. As such, in the name of fairness, Toya appeared to understandably accept that she could not have two more apple slices as she requested.

Nicole’s family value and practice of watching television or DVD movies as a significant form of leisure provided a meaningful context for Toya to engage spontaneously in concepts of enumeration. I often observed small sets of DVD movie rentals lying on Nicole’s kitchen counter or on the tables in her living room, thus allowing Toya easy access to these. Toya’s persistence in asking her mother to buy the particular set of DVD movies in which she took interest in the movies event
further exemplified Toya’s intrinsic desire to have these movies as well as the importance Toya placed in watching television and DVD movies for entertainment.

1c. Social relations. Toya’s activity of counting each apple slice as I placed each one on her plate did not seem to reflect a regular mealtime practice within Toya’s day care or home settings. Prior to this event, I did not observe Toya engaging in similar behavior at day care with Ms. Franklin or at home with her mother, nor did I observe Ms. Franklin or Nicole modeling this behavior for Toya during meal or snack times. Toya’s spontaneous response of enumerating verbally the apple slices in this event therefore suggested that Toya’s activity seemed to reflect more so an intrinsic desire to enumerate rather than a regular practice that either Ms. Franklin or Nicole fostered in their everyday experiences of feeding Toya. Further, Toya’s enumeration of the apple slices also did not appear driven by a desire to please me as I did not affirm Toya’s mathematical activity during this event. Toya’s request to have “two more” apple slices indicated that she felt both welcomed to ask for second servings during meals and snack times at day care, and that to the extent possible and as deemed appropriate by Ms. Franklin or another adult assistant at the day care (e.g., her Auntie Pam or myself), her request would be granted.

Toya initiated the movies event as she tried to interject herself verbally in the conversation Nicole and I were having. However, Nicole seemed focused on telling me a story about Toya while Toya attempted to plead with Nicole to buy her three DVD movies. Nicole’s eventual reply to Toya seemed aimed instead at diffusing Toya’s insistent pleas and stopping Toya’s fixation over the movies so that Nicole could resume her conversation with me. That is, Nicole did not appear interested in
seriously considering Toya’s request. If she did entertain Toya’s request, Nicole may have further engaged Toya in concepts of enumeration, such as negotiating with Toya how many movies Nicole would be willing to buy.

2a. Purpose and setting. Number to enumerate – Inquiring about the numerosity of a meaningful object at day care. In addition to enumerating spontaneously a small set of objects as demonstrated in the apple slices and movies events, Toya also engaged candidly in meanings of number to enumerate when she inquired about the numerosity of a set of handi-wipes refill packages with which she engaged with me at day care.

Handi-Wipes
I invited Toya to help me refill her empty handi-wipes container. Toya seemed eager to help me in this task. She acquired and gave me the unopened package of handi-wipes refills that she brought with her from home. I immediately became concerned that the refill package seemed to contain more wipes than what I estimated could fit in Toya’s handi-wipes container. I asked aloud to Ms. Franklin, who was upstairs from the day care area, if Toya’s container could accommodate the entire refill package. Ms. Franklin responded that normally there are two packs or bags of refill wipes within the larger refill package… I then asked Toya to get me a pair of scissors so that I could open the refill package. She found a pair of scissors and handed them to me handle first. Once I cut open the bag, Toya inquired, “Are there two in there,” referring to whether there were two smaller packs of refill wipes inside the larger bag as Ms. Franklin stated. I posed the question back to Toya as I invited her to look into the bag and determine herself if there were indeed two smaller packs inside… Together, Toya and I took turns re-filling her handi-wipes container with the set of new handi-wipes. (April 4, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

While helping me with the task of refilling her handi-wipes container with the new package of handi-wipes, Toya demonstrated her interest in the activity by asking me, once I opened the refill package, “Are there two in there?” Toya’s question indicated that she attended to and made meaning from the verbal exchange between Ms. Franklin and me when Ms. Franklin informed me that the larger refill package
contained two smaller refill packs. In response to her candid inquiry, I prompted Toya to check for herself, and she confirmed that there were indeed two smaller packs in the larger bag. Toya seemed to subitize the small set of smaller packs to determine whether it had a numerosity of two.

2b. Values and beliefs. Ms. Franklin required that each child at the day care had their own individual particular supplies, including a container of handi-wipes. Toya’s handi-wipes appeared to be an important and meaningful, everyday resource to her since she often utilized these to clean her congested/runny nose. As such, when Ms. Franklin tasked me to refill Toya’s handi-wipes container, I thought Toya might like to help me in this activity. Toya appeared to take interest in this task, as evidenced in both her willingness to assist me and in her inquiry about the numerosity of the smaller refill bags.

2c. Social relations. The task of refilling Toya’s handi-wipes container became a shared experience between Toya and me. Toya actively participated in the activity by bringing her bag of refills to me; attending to the verbal exchange between Ms. Franklin and me; obtaining a pair of scissors for me upon my request; inquiring about the numerosity of and then upon my prompting, enumerating the smaller refill packs; and helping me re-fill her container with the new handi-wipes. While Toya asserted herself as an active participant in the process involved in completing the task of refilling her handi-wipes container, she appeared to perceive me as the primary doer as evidenced in her deferring to me and asking me about the numerosity of the smaller refill bags. That is, Toya could have instead chosen to look directly inside the bag herself once I opened it to enumerate the smaller packs, but instead she appeared
to defer to my leadership regarding her curiosity about the numerosity of the smaller packs.

Because Toya initiated her candid inquiry to me regarding if there were indeed two smaller refill packs within the larger bag as noted by Ms. Franklin, I chose to take the methodological path of inviting Toya to determine the numerosity of the smaller packs instead of simply answering her question. Inviting Toya to enumerate and to confirm the numerosity of these smaller packs did not appear to impact the essence of everydayness of this event and it allowed Toya to answer her own mathematical inquiry of which she seemed intrinsically curious.

3a. Purpose and setting. Purpose: Number to enumerate – Responding to the question, “How many?” In the prior mathematical events in which Toya engaged in meanings of number to enumerate, Toya spontaneously enumerated or initiated an inquiry regarding the numerosity of everyday objects. In the two events that follow, Toya engaged in enumeration concepts when prompted by the question, “How many?” The first event occurred while Toya and Aaron interacted with me at day care. The second event took place during an observation visit with Toya, her mother, and her Auntie Pam to the grocery store. Given that I prompted Toya with the question of “how many” in the former, I limit my discussion of this event to the dimension of content, focusing my analysis on the mathematical understandings that Toya appeared to demonstrate in this event. On the other hand, the latter event exemplified a familiar practice in which Toya seemed to regularly participate with Nicole and her Auntie Pam. As such, I employ all four analytic dimensions to examine and discuss this event.
The following mathematical event took place at Ms. Franklin’s day care.

**Pom-Poms**

Aaron and Toya came to stand on either side of me while I sat with my laptop opened in front of me. Aaron looked on quietly as Toya pointed to and recognized a few icons that represented different software applications (i.e., music, calendar, pictures) displayed on the screen. Toya then requested to see pictures so I opened iPhoto to share a few with her and Aaron. While I scrolled through my pictures Toya asked me to stop at certain images. One was a picture of a multi-colored scarf I knitted that included seven different colored pom-pom embellishments. I spontaneously asked Toya how many pom-poms she saw on the scarf. She pointed to each pom-pom and counted aloud in sequence from one to seven. I asked Toya again how much, and she told me seven. Aaron, without prompting directly from me, appeared to attempt to count the pom-poms as well. He pointed, without one-to-one correspondence, to the images of the pom-poms in the picture while he stated, “Three, four, five, six.” Toya informed Aaron that he missed one when pointing to the pom-poms.

(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Given that Toya appeared interested in looking at the digital photo image of the scarf, of which the pom-poms were a prominent feature, I chose at that moment to ask her how many pom-poms she saw on the scarf. I therefore engaged Toya in a school-like discourse by posing a known-answer question (Rogoff, 2003) to her.

Toya’s response demonstrated the following understandings relevant to enumeration: a stable order count of at least 1 through 7, one-to-one correspondence, and cardinality. Toya’s numeric knowledge as evidenced in this pom-poms event seemed particularly significant given that she counted static images of the pom-poms appearing on a digital photo and that the set of pom-poms had a numerosity of seven.

On formal measures assessing young children’s understandings of cardinality, a similar task of counting static images typically would include six such images. Toya’s comment to Aaron that he “missed one” pom-pom not only further exhibited Toya’s understanding of cardinality but it also seemed to indicate evidence of her developing
knowledge of concepts of counting on. That is, since Aaron’s verbal count sequence ended at six, Toya recognized that the next number word that he should have stated was seven.

The following event took place during a grocery shopping trip observation visit with Toya.

**Counting Apples**

Toya opted to sit and ride in the shopping cart as Nicole and Pam shopped for items on and off their list. I loaned my cellular phone to Nicole when she asked if I had a calculator she could borrow to help her keep track of her expenses. Nicole and Pam first stopped in the produce (fruit) section. Nicole invited Toya to help her pick a few golden delicious apples and put these in a plastic bag. Once they collected three apples in the bag, Nicole asked Toya how many apples were in the bag. Toya looked at the bag of apples and responded, “Four.” Nicole asked Toya to count again. This time, Toya pointed to the apples in the bag as she stated “One, two, three.” Nicole praised Toya for her response and then proceeded to weigh the apples using a nearby scale. (June 11, 2006 – Grocery Store Visit with Toya)

In the counting apples event, Toya employed number to enumerate to respond to her mother’s prompt regarding how many apples were in the bag. In Toya’s initial response, it seemed as though she attempted to subitize the set of apples given her one word response of, “Four.” Realizing that Toya had erred in her response, Nicole invited Toya to count the set of apples again. During this second attempt, Toya demonstrated understanding of one-to-one correspondence as she pointed to each apple and stated, “One, two, three.” While Toya’s response did not indicate cardinality, given her capacity to enumerate with cardinality a set of seven pom-poms in a digital photo image more than two months prior to this event, Toya more than likely understood that they collected three apples in the bag although she did not demonstrate this knowledge in her response.
Toya’s initial error in attempting to subitize the set of apples may have been due to the fact that the apples were collected in a plastic bag and may not have been easily distinguishable in this arrangement when quickly viewing these. Toya’s successful enumeration of the set of apples in her second attempt may have been supported through Toya’s physical action of pointing to each apple in one-to-one correspondence with her verbal count sequence, thus being able to account for and keep track of all the apples in the bag.

3b. Values and beliefs. Nicole’s effort to ask Toya how many apples they collected in the bag seemed to demonstrate Nicole’s formal perspective of mathematics and her desire for Toya to “know her work,” including developing Toya’s facility to count objects, before she started formal schooling. Nicole’s engagement with Toya in this event seemed to support Ms. Franklin’s positive perception of Nicole and her efforts to try to “work with” Toya at home on school-like tasks. Nicole’s interaction with Toya further seemed to indicate that Nicole appeared to place value in Toya’s capacity to respond accurately to her school-like questions, as evidenced in Nicole’s request for Toya to count the apples again after her initial error and in Nicole’s praise of Toya after her second response.

3c. Social relations. Toya’s regular experiences at the grocery store alongside her mother and her aunt afforded Toya meaningful opportunities to observe and to engage in the various tasks and activities that typically constituted Nicole’s and Pam’s shared practice of grocery shopping. In this sense, Nicole engaged Toya in guided participation (Rogoff, 2003) in this practice.
At times the tasks and activities involved in Nicole’s practice of grocery shopping provided a natural context in which Toya could engage, either spontaneously or through prompting, in numeric meanings. As evidenced in the counting apples event, Nicole involved Toya in the activity of selecting produce for purchase by providing Toya a plastic bag in which to collect the apples that Nicole selected. Nicole further utilized this activity of selecting produce as a context in which to engage Toya in school-like discourse by posing a known-answer question (Rogoff, 2003) to Toya regarding how many apples they collected in the bag. Nicole’s expectations for accuracy, her efforts to prompt Toya to respond as such, and her praise of Toya once she appeared to answer the question correctly, also reflected traditional school-like practices. Furthermore, Nicole did not proceed to weigh the apples until it appeared to her that Toya had successfully responded to her question. That is, Nicole did not move on to the next activity until she was satisfied with Toya’s response.

Additional analysis regarding Toya’s mathematical events involving number to enumerate when prompted with “How many?” Analysis of the following transcription data provides further insight regarding this discussion of Toya’s mathematical events in which she engaged in meanings of enumeration when responding to her mother’s prompt to count everyday objects.

During a conversation I had with Nicole after completing my home visits with Toya, I asked Nicole about the extent to which she engaged Toya in counting. Nicole responded,

Nicole: Yeah we count. A lot.
Grace: Now when did you start doing that?
Nicole: Probably when she was two. A little over two.
Grace: And in what context?
Nicole: Just everything. We count everything, everything that there's more one of we count. And that's just my,
Grace: For example? [Note: In reflecting on this conversation, I realized that a more productive course of action for me to have taken here would have been to just let Nicole continue her thought rather than redirecting her toward providing specific examples of what they counted.]
Nicole: Just like, I mean anything. Shoes.
Grace: Um-hmm.
Nicole: Food, if there is more than one different kind of food on her plate.
Grace: Um-hmm.
Nicole: Um, cars, like, 'We have two cars now.'
Grace: Um-hmm.
Nicole: Just anything.
Grace: Okay.
(August 27, 2006 – Visit with Nicole)

Although Nicole reported in the above post-observation-visits conversation with me that she counted “a lot” with Toya since she was about 2-years-old, Nicole did not mention counting with Toya as something that was “maybe math” on my first home visit with her and Toya. The closest example Nicole provided regarding Toya and counting involved Nicole specifying to Toya how many cookies she could have whenever Toya asked to have these as a snack.

During my first home visit with Toya and Nicole, I was not expecting Nicole to provide an exhaustive list of the range of activities in which she perceived Toya engaged in mathematics in the course of her everyday activities. However, as was posited earlier, Nicole’s perceptions regarding what activities might be mathematical, in her life as well as in Toya’s, reflected a preeminence of number and operations. As such, counting objects solely for the sake of counting would seem to fit within this characterization of what constituted an activity that was “maybe math.” Although
Nicole later reported that she counted “a lot” with Toya, it may be that Nicole did not share her practice of prompting Toya to enumerate objects for the sole purpose of counting as an activity that was “maybe math” simply because Nicole did not think of it at the time during my first home visit.

I did observe evidence of Nicole’s reported practice of prompting Toya to count in the counting apples event. However, this was the only occasion, aside from observing Nicole assist Toya in completing a school-like mathematics worksheet sent home from day care, in which I observed Nicole asking Toya to count or enumerate a set of objects (greater than 1) for the sole purpose of counting or enumerating. This is not to say that Nicole did not engage Toya in counting during those times when I was not present. Rather, during my observation visits, this particular type of event did not appear to occur as frequently as implied by Nicole.

While it seemed that Nicole and Toya did try to live and act as they normally would during my visits, it may be that Nicole recognized the activity of selecting and collecting apples at the grocery store as an appropriate context in which to have Toya count a small set of objects while in my presence. Despite what seemed to be an inconsistency between what Nicole reported and what I actually was able to observe, the inclusion and analysis of the counting apples event as part of the discussion of Toya’s everyday mathematical events does reflect the perceived salience of Nicole’s practice of prompting Toya to count as reported by Nicole in our post-observation-visits conversation.

4a. Purpose and setting. Setting: Meaningfully engaging in enumeration concepts during bedtime routines. In the following episode, two mathematical events
that engaged Toya in enumeration concepts emerged from Toya’s interaction with her mother during her bedtime routine. The first event stemmed from Nicole’s practice of reading a bedtime story to Toya, and the second event arose shortly afterwards when Toya requested to have some cookies before bedtime.

Bedtime: Rungs and Cookies
After Toya took her bath she sat, wrapped in her bath towel, in her Dora the Explorer saucer chair as Nicole, who sat on Toya’s bed facing Toya, read Toya a Dora the Explorer story that Toya selected. Although Toya’s attention occasionally shifted to the television set that remained on during this time, she did engage with the story as evidenced in the following,

Nicole: [Nicole read the story aloud to Toya, ] "We made it to the rainforest. Look! There's a zip cord. We can ride the zip cord through the treetops and zip through the rainforest. Do you see a ladder we can climb up?"

Toya: Yes! It's missing pieces!
Nicole: "Oh no! The ladder is missing six rungs. Let's find the rungs. Do you see any of them?"
Toya: Yes. I find one, two, three, four, five, six! [Toya pointed to each rung she observed in the picture book in one-to-one correspondence with each number word she stated. She expressed the number word six with a slightly higher pitched tone of voice.]
Nicole: Yup. That's all six of them. [Nicole turned page and continued to read aloud.] "Thanks for helping find the six ladder [sic]. Now let's go save Baby Jaguar. Weee!" [Nicole continued and finished reading aloud the story.]

After finishing the story, Nicole began to look for Toya’s “nighties” and “undies” to dress Toya for bed for the evening. As Nicole gathered Toya’s bedtime garments, Toya asked,

Toya: Mom, can I have some cookies?
Nicole: What?
Toya: Can I have cookies? [Toya then said something that sounded like, “Ask cookies?”]

Nicole: [Nicole replied in a firm voice, ] Two.
Toya: Okay.
Nicole: ‘Cause it's bedtime.
[Toya briefly bickered with her mother over socks she wanted to wear for bed.]

Nicole: [Nicole refocused Toya’s attention, ] Go get your cookies! [Toya then headed to the kitchen to get her cookies.]
Nicole: Put ‘em on a napkin. [Nicole emphasized again.] Two cookies.
Grace: [I asked Nicole, ] Where are the cookies?
Nicole: On the counter right there.
Grace: Okay, is that like a normal routine for her, to ask for cookies?
Nicole: Yeah, my mother usually bakes her some cookies.
Grace: That's what I heard from Pam. Yeah.
Nicole: Um-hmm. [Nicole then directed her attention to Toya who seemingly had difficulty locating the cookies on the kitchen countertop, ] Look, look some more. Look again cause they're up there.

I casually followed Toya out to the kitchen and watched as she put a piece of a cookie in her mouth and another cookie on a paper towel. With her two cookies acquired, she then returned to her room.
(March 29, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In the rungs-of-the-ladder event, the Dora the Explorer story that Nicole read to Toya appeared to prompt Toya to count the rungs pictured in the book. While the text did not explicitly state for Toya to count the rungs nor did the text include the question of “How many,” the book did invite Toya to help “find” the missing rungs, to which she responded by enumerating the rungs. Toya’s response demonstrated evidence of Toya’s stable order count, specifically the number words one to six, as well as one-to-one correspondence. Although Toya’s activity in the rungs event did not clearly indicate that she demonstrated cardinality, she did show evidence of cardinality the day before in the pom-poms event when she enumerated a set of seven pom-poms pictured in a digital image. Furthermore, Nicole’s affirmation of, “Yup, that's all six of them,” also seemed to reinforce for Toya the notion of cardinality with respect to the numerosity of the rungs.

In the cookies event, Toya requested to have “some cookies.” Nicole emphasized to Toya that she could only have “two” cookies since it was bedtime. As evidence in Toya’s response, she interpreted the number word two and constructed a set of two cookies. Toya’s activity of placing one cookie in her mouth and the other cookie in a paper towel may have indicated her emerging understandings of part-part-
total concepts. That is, one cookie in her mouth (part) and one cookie in the paper towel (part) make two cookies (total).

4b. Values and beliefs. Nicole reported that she read to Toya at bedtime, although not every night. Toya had her own collection of books in her room, and Nicole also occasionally borrowed books from the local library to read to Toya at night as well. Nicole therefore appeared to recognize the importance of books in Toya’s life and to value the practice of reading to Toya. As such, exposing Toya to books and sometimes reading to her at bedtime seemed to support Nicole’s desire for Toya to “know her work” prior to starting school that fall.

Although the television set remained on while Nicole read the story to Toya and Toya occasionally turned her attention toward the television, Toya demonstrated interest in the story as well, as evidenced in her active participation with noticing and counting the missing rungs.

Toya’s mama regularly baked cookies for Toya, a gesture that also seemed to reflect her love for her grandchild. Toya enjoyed eating her mama’s cookies for snacks, especially at bedtime. Nicole demonstrated her concern for monitoring Toya’s intake of sweets in the cookies event by emphasizing to Toya that she could only have two cookies.

4c. Social relations. While Nicole managed Toya’s bedtime routine activities from helping Toya finish her bath to preparing the television such that Toya had something to watch as she settled in her bed to go to sleep, Nicole also encouraged Toya’s active participation in this process as well. For instance, in the above bedtime episode, Nicole invited Toya to select which story she preferred to read with Nicole.
Nicole’s read aloud of the story, and Toya’s own interest in the story, prompted Toya to actively participate in the read aloud and to engage with both her mother and the illustrations in the book. For example, when Nicole read, “Do you see a ladder we can climb up,” Toya immediately responded, “Yes! It’s missing pieces.” It appeared that Toya and her mother had read this story together before as the next line that Nicole read aloud was, "Oh no! The ladder is missing six rungs. Let's find the rungs. Do you see any of them?” Toya eagerly responded, “Yes,” and then she proceeded to count aloud the missing rungs she observed in the book’s illustration. Consistent with Nicole’s desire for Toya to count sets of objects correctly, Nicole affirmed Toya’s activity by stating, “Yup. That's all six of them.”

While Toya initiated her request to have “some cookies,” Nicole managed Toya’s consumption of these by limiting the number of cookies she could have. However, Nicole encouraged Toya’s developing meanings of small numbers and enumeration concepts by permitting Toya to construct on her own the set of cookies with numerosity as enforced by Nicole.

Content: Number to Signify Discernable Attributes of a Physical Quantity or Entity

Toya engaged in number for nominal and emerging numeric purposes when she identified numerals and employed and interpreted number words that signified discernable attributes of physical quantities or entities. While the event in which Toya “read” past birthday cards did refer to age, an attribute describing how old a person is, Toya did not conceive of age as a measure of time with a metric of years. Rather, Toya appeared to refer to age more in terms of order. For instance, Toya seemed to
understand that the number word eight comes after the number word four when expressing number words in an ascending count sequence, and accordingly, she recognized that she could not yet be 8-years-old as she was “still 4-years-old.”

The following set of spontaneous mathematical events illustrates two contexts in which Toya identified numerals and interpreted and employed number words that signified a discernable attribute of a physical quantity or entity. The first context involved Toya at the grocery store while her Auntie Pam weighed the set of apples that Nicole and Toya collected. The second context involved Toya engaging in meanings of clothing and shoe “size” or “number” during everyday activities and settings including initiating a conversation at home and shopping with her mother at a familiar store.

1a. Purpose and setting: Number to signify a characteristic of a collection of apples placed on a scale at a grocery store. The following mathematical event took place immediately following the counting apples event discussed previously.

Apples on a Scale
Nicole weighed the apples using a nearby single-pan, analog scale. Toya looked on from her perch in the shopping cart. Toya eagerly read aloud the numerals on the scale to which the scale’s needle pointed, specifically calling out “Two!” when the scale’s needle bounced close to the large, printed numeral “2” (indicating 2 pounds of weight), and similarly, “One!” when the needle bounced closer to the large, printed numeral “1” (indicating 1 pound of weight). Nicole wanted to purchase only 1 pound of apples so she and Pam worked together to swap out bigger apples for smaller ones until the weight of the set of apples came close to 1 pound.

(June 11, 2006 – Grocery Store Visit with Toya)

When Nicole placed or removed apples in the pan to weigh them, the pan lowered or raised and the needle moved along the curved number line indicating the measure of weight of the contents in the pan. The needle moved from an initial vertical position
pointing to the numeral 0, toward or past the numeral 1, and toward and back away from the numeral 2.

Toya spontaneously verbally identified the numerals “2” and “1” to which the needle pointed as Nicole weighed the apples. Because the numerals to which the needle pointed along the scale’s number line increased as Nicole placed the bag of apples into the pan, and subsequently decreased when she swapped out larger apples for smaller ones to manage the weight of apples, Toya’s observation of this activity exposed her to the notion of employing number, referenced by numerals and number words, to signify a discernable characteristic of the collection of apples beyond its numerosity. That is, while Toya enumerated the initial collection of apples as having numerosity three, this meaning differed from the numeric meaning of “2” indicated by the needle’s position. Likewise, when Nicole and Pam swapped out bigger apples for smaller apples, keeping the numerosity of apples at three, the meaning of “1” indicated by the needle’s position signified a numeric meaning about the set of apples distinct from its numerosity.

It was not clear to what extent Toya recognized or understood that the numerals she observed and verbally identified had something to do with the weight of the particular collection of apples in the pan. Nonetheless, Toya’s active participation in this activity appeared to contribute to her developing emerging numeric meanings beyond concepts of enumeration, as she noticed and engaged in the use of number to signify a discernable attribute of a physical quantity.

1b. Values and beliefs. Nicole’s purpose in using the scale stemmed from her need to monitor and therefore to limit the weight of the apples she would purchase.
This activity contributed to Nicole’s and Pam’s broader goal of managing their finances over the course of this shopping trip in order to ensure they had enough cash to pay for their groceries. The collective efforts of shopping for and paying for groceries with her sister reflected the significant value Nicole placed not only on maintaining family relationships but also in supporting kin. Given Nicole’s and Pam’s concerns regarding managing their grocery budget, the activity of weighing produce seemed to be a regular part of their grocery shopping practice. Furthermore, their efforts to limit the weight of produce to be purchased to a single pound or even less, afforded Toya the opportunity to participate in this activity as she could identify small numerals.

Toya seemed to be familiar with the activity of weighing produce as demonstrated in this apples-on-a-scale mathematical event. Although Nicole did not invite Toya to help her weigh the apples or encourage Toya to read aloud the numerals indicated by the scale, while Nicole and Pam worked together to obtain an acceptable weight of apples, Toya closely observed this activity from her seat in the grocery cart and enthusiastically read aloud the numerals indicated by the scale’s needle position.

Toya’s spontaneous enthusiastic response to her observations further seemed to demonstrate not only Toya’s familiarity with the activity of weighing produce but also her interest in this activity, particularly observing the scale’s needle move between different numerals. This appeared worthy of her attention and participation. Based on my observation of Toya at day care, Toya seemed to enjoy eating apples.
Her preference for apples may have further motivated her interest in the weighing activity.

1c. Social relations. Toya’s experiences grocery shopping with her mother and aunt provided a meaningful context in which Toya could engage spontaneously in activities that fostered her developing meanings of number, including using number to signify a discernable attribute of a physical quantity. According to Rogoff (2003), “Whether or not parents focus on helping children learn, children may take initiative in observing and becoming involved in ongoing activities (Rogoff, 1990; Rogoff et al. 2003)” (p. 283). While Nicole and Pam did not directly involve Toya in their efforts to manage the weight of the apples they intended to purchase, Toya demonstrated her initiative and involved herself in their efforts by reading aloud the numerals indicated by the scale. Since neither Nicole nor Pam affirmed Toya’s participation in this activity, it appeared that an intrinsic desire motivated Toya’s initiative and involvement.

2a. Purpose and setting: Number to signify shirt and shoe “size” during spontaneous verbal interactions at home and other everyday contexts. The following event occurred on a weekday evening at approximately 5 p.m. when I visited Toya and her mother at home, soon after Nicole had picked up Toya from Ms. Franklin’s day care. Toya noticed a stain on the t-shirt I was wearing. I explained to her that I had accidentally spilled some tea on my shirt earlier that day. Toya asked me, “Why you didn’t clean it up [or] get another shirt?” I informed Toya that I did not have another shirt into which I could change. After Toya suggested that I “buy one,” she
asked me, “What size do you wear?” This conversation eventually led to a lengthy debate between Toya and her mother Nicole over what size shoe Toya wore.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shirt and Shoe Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toya: [Referring to my shirt size, Toya asked me, ] What size do you wear?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: What size?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Uh-huh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: Probably a small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Huh?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: Small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: What number?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: Interesting. Well, you tell me what number do you wear. What size do y- [Toya immediately replied with, ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: 4?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: And my sister wear a 4 too. Her name is Alexis. She wear a 4. [Note: Alexis is Toya’s baby half-sister.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: Alexis wears a 4 too? Are you guys the same size?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Uh-hmm [affirmative]. We're the same size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: I thought Alexis was a baby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: She is a baby. She still a baby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: But then how do you all wear the same size if she's a baby and you're a little girl now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: I'm a big girl now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: Okay, so you're a big girl and Ale- [Toya immediately responded with, ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: And she a little girl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: So how, how do you all wear the same size?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: When we try ['buy']? our shoes. When, when we met, me and my grandma and her got her, got her first, g- some shoes for her birthday….</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: And what size shoes did you buy for Alexis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: A 4….</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace: What size shoe do you wear?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Huh? A 4 too.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole: [Nicole joined in the conversation. ] No you don't.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Mm-hmm! [As if to say, “Yes, I do!”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole: You don't wear a 4 in shoes. Your clothes are a 4. Your shoes are not a 4. [Toya tried to interject, but Nicole insisted, ] No listen to me. Your shoes are a 10. Your clothes are a 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: Well, I'm 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole: That doesn't mean that… [Toya continued, saying, ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya: My shoes 4. [Nicole chuckled.] Uh, my shirt is 4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nicole: No, your shirt is a 4. Your clothes are a 4. But your shoes are a 10
[Toya cross-talked, indecipherable]....
Nicole: Am I your mother?
Toya: Yes.
Nicole: Okay. So, shouldn't I know what size you wear?
Grace: Yeah.
Toya: No.
Nicole: Why?
Toya: Cause.
Nicole: Cause what?
Toya: Cause you lie.
Nicole: [Nicole didn’t quite understand what Toya said, ] Cause I'm 9? I'm 9?!
Toya: Cause you're ly-ing.
Nicole: Because I'm lying? Toya, I'm not lying. No I'm not!
Toya: Yes, you are cause you're [indecipherable word(s)].
Nicole: Do you want me to show you your shoe? And you know how to, you
know what the number 10 looks like?
Toya: 4....
Nicole: Do you know what the number 4 looks like?
Toya: Um-hmm [affirmative].
Nicole: Okay, get down and go get your shoe.
[Toya got down from sitting on the kitchen counter and we all proceeded
toward Toya’s bedroom. Toya found a sandal she had been wearing recently
and gave the shoe to her mother.]
Nicole: [Nicole referred to the label printed on the shoe, a numeral 9 with a
line underneath it to distinguish it from the numeral 6.] Mm, what is
that? That's a 9.
Toya: Let me see.
Nicole: You, okay, go -
Toya: I don’t wear no 9! [Nicole chuckled.]
Nicole: Can you fit these?
Toya: No.
Nicole: [Nicole raised her voice, now in a stern tone, ] Toya, can you fit
these shoes?
Toya: My, my feet is so big. I cannot wear those.
Nicole: Okay, if your feet are too big for a 9, then how are you gonna wear a
4? A 4 is smaller than a 9.
Toya: No it's not.
Nicole: So where's your tennis shoes at?
Toya: Tennis shoes right there.
Nicole: The shoes you took off. Get 'em. [Toya started to look for her tennis
shoes or sneakers]. The shoes you took of- the shoes you took off.
[We waited until Toya located the shoes Nicole had asked her to find. After a
few moments, Toya handed Nicole one of her tennis shoes.]
Nicole: Okay, [Nicole exposed the tongue of the shoe to show Toya the numeral 10 printed on it, ] what size is that?
Toya: A 4.
Nicole: A 10! Y-, you know what a 4 is, right?
Toya: Mm-hm [affirmative.] [Indecipherable phrase.]
Nicole: [Nicole stated firmly, ] No. You know what a 4 looks like?
Toya: No.
Nicole: You don't know what a 4 looks like? So you don't know how to call your grandmother then?
Toya: Four. [Toya recited the numerals of her grandmother’s telephone number, using “oh” for the numeral 0, ] 3 - 0 - 1 - 4…
Nicole: Okay, is that a 4?
Toya: Where?
Nicole: Right there. [Nicole pointed to each of numerals in the number symbol ‘10’ printed on the shoe as she said, ] The 1 and the 0.
Toya: No.
Nicole: You know what that 1 and 0 is?
Toya: Um-mm [negative, as in ‘no’].
Nicole: Ten.
Toya: Ten. Alright, you cheated.
Nicole: So am I right?
Toya: No.
Nicole: Girl. Mm.
Toya: Cheater, cheater, cheated.
Nicole: You are your father’s child.

(June 20, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

In Toya’s initial questioning of me regarding what “size” shirt I wore, it became evident that Toya expected my response to consist of a number word, as my descriptive signifier for size, “a small,” did not appear to make sense to her. When Toya clarified her inquiry regarding my shirt size by asking, “What number,” this seemed to demonstrate Toya’s understanding that number signified the “size” of clothing and, as evidenced later in the episode, shoes as well. Rather than answering Toya’s question with a number, I instead chose the methodological path of turning the question back at Toya. Given that Toya initiated the conversation with me about my shirt and that she eventually inquired about my shirt “size,” my decision seemed to be
in keeping with the natural flow of the conversation that unfolded and thus seemed to maintain an essence of everydayness.

Toya stated that she and her baby sister Alexis were “the same size,” in particular “a 4.” Given Toya’s further explanation, it appeared that she meant that the numbers indicating their shoe, and not their shirt/clothing, “sizes” were the same. At the time of data collection, Alexis was approximately 14-18 months of age. Since infant and young toddler clothing sizes in the U.S. typically are identified using age in months, this also suggests that Toya’s observation that she and Alexis were “the same size” or number more than likely referred to their shoes and not their clothing.

In the U.S. system for indicating toddler and young children’s shoe sizes, although the numeric signifiers for size do not reflect a ratio or multiplicative relationship, the system does reflect a positive numeric relationship between the values of the signifiers for size and the corresponding measures of foot length to which each signifier is assigned (e.g., a US size 4 toddler/young children’s shoe fits a toddler with a 11.4 cm foot length while a US size 10 toddler/young children’s shoe fits a young child with a 16.5 cm foot length). Thus, within the few months prior to this observation visit, Toya may have very well gone on a shopping trip with her paternal grandmother and purchased a pair of size 4 shoes for Alexis. At that time Toya may have noticed that the number (“a 4”) that signified Alexis’ shoe “size” and the number (“a 4 too”) that signified her own shoe “size,” according to Toya’s understandings, were the same.

Toya’s comments, however, did not indicate nor suggest that she perceived that the global magnitude of her shoes was the same as the global magnitude of her
baby sister’s shoes. For example, Toya’s clarification that she was a “big girl” and that Alexis was “still a baby” and a “little girl,” suggested that Toya understood the difference in global magnitude between herself and Alexis. This seemed to imply further that Toya recognized that her feet were bigger than that of her sister’s and, consequently, that her shoes were bigger than Alexis’ shoes. Thus, Toya appeared to understand the concept of global magnitude, with regard to shoes, as distinct from the meaning that she ascribed to the “size” of shoes.

The “number” signifying the “size” of Toya’s and Alexis’ shoes did not appear to indicate for Toya a numeric meaning that expressed the relative global magnitude of their respective shoes. Instead, in this specific context, Toya appeared to understand the “size” or the “number” of a shoe, and in particular “a 4,” as having a nominal meaning, serving as an arbitrary label assigned to her and Alexis’ shoes.

When Toya informed me that her shoe size was “a 4 too,” Nicole immediately joined the conversation and attempted to correct Toya, “Your shoes are a 10. Your clothes are a 4.” Toya argued in response, “Well I’m 4. … My shoes 4. Uh, my shirt is four.” Toya seemed to observe an association between the number that signified her shirt/clothing “size” and the number that indicated her age. In particular, Toya appeared to notice a similarity between her age and clothing “size.” This observed association or similarity seemed salient to Toya as she appeared to extend it further to her shoe “size.”

Toya seemed to construct a pattern in which she posited that not only was the “number” or “size” of her shirts/clothing the same as the number that indicated her age but that the “number” or “size” of her shoes must be the same as her age as well.
According to Ginsburg and Ertle (2008), “pattern is so important in mathematics ... it involves the search for abstractions that underlie the observed” (p. 52). Toya thus appeared to engage in abstract thinking or mathematical reasoning when connecting number to order with respect to her age and number as label with respect to signifying both her shirt/clothing “size” and her shoe “size.”

Toya’s earlier claim that she and her baby sister Alexis both wore a size 4 in shoes, however, did not reflect Toya’s reasoning regarding her own age, shirt/clothing “size,” and shoe “size.” At the time of this observation visit, Toya did not seem to recognize the distinction between Alexis’ reported shoe size (size 4) and Alexis’ age (1-years-old). As stated above, Toya’s observation regarding the sameness between her and Alexis’ shoe “size” instead seemed to reflect primarily nominal meanings of “size” and the number 4.

The prominence of the number 4 in Toya’s reasoning about her shoe “size” may have stemmed in part from Toya’s interest in her age as well as her developing understandings of and familiarity with numbers less than 5. More specifically, the observed everyday mathematical events in which Toya engaged in the content of number primarily consisted of contexts bounded by numbers less than 9. Within these contexts, as Nicole reported and as evidenced in many of the mathematical events previously discussed, Toya appeared to demonstrate a greater capacity to identify, interpret, and/or employ the numbers 1 though 4. Thus, when Nicole attempted to challenge Toya’s reasoning by showing Toya two of her current pairs of shoes and then pointing out and reading aloud the printed numerals that signified the sizes of each, the numbers 9 and 10 did not appear meaningful to Toya. Nonetheless, Nicole’s
efforts did draw Toya’s attention to these larger numbers with which she seemed to have limited prior experiences and contexts in which to make sense of these.

Despite Nicole’s attempts, Toya maintained a steadfast notion that her shoe “size” was “a 4.” The combination of Toya’s primarily nominal meanings of “size” regarding clothing and shoes and the numbers that signify “size,” her reasoning and firm perception that her shirt/clothing “size” and shoe “size” must both reflect her age, her interest in and focus on her age, her prior experiences and understandings regarding number, along with Toya’s persistence to maintain her stance in this debate appeared to lead her to reject any cognitive dissonance that might have arose from Nicole’s efforts to prove to Toya that she wore a size 10 tennis shoe (as well as a size 9 sandal) and the fact that the sizes or numbers on these shoes did not match Toya’s age of 4.

When Nicole showed Toya a pair of size 9 sandals and asked Toya if she could fit these, Toya confidently replied, “My feet is so big. I cannot wear those.” Toya seemed to argue that she could no longer wear those particular sandals as her feet had outgrown these. Toya’s observation of fit regarding the sandals seemed reasonable given Nicole’s claim that Toya wore a size 10. Toya’s response notably seemed to indicate her awareness of magnitude, regarding in particular the continuous attribute of length, which differentiated her feet from the sandals. According to Clements and Sarama (2007), “Preschool children know that continuous attributes such as mass, length, and weight exist, although they cannot quantify or measure them accurately” (p. 518). Toya specifically appeared to evaluate the length of her feet in comparison to that of the sandals. Toya’s understandings reflected Seo and
Ginsburg’s (2004) findings that preschool-aged children engage in the content of magnitude during their free play through activities such as “describing the global magnitude of the [sic.] objects, making direct or side-by-side comparison of objects, or making magnitude judgments with or without quantification” (p. 94).

Given, in particular, that Toya did not seem to have a meaningful understanding of the number 9 and that she appeared to perceive the “size” or “number” of clothing and shoes as having a nominal meaning, Toya did not seem to recognize the numeric contradiction between her comment that her feet were “so big” for the size 9 sandals and her understanding that her shoes were a size 4. However, Nicole did try to point this out to Toya by stating, “Okay, if your feet are too big for a 9, then how are you gonna wear a 4? A 4 is smaller than a 9.” Nicole’s argument expressed the positive numeric relationship between a shoe’s global magnitude or overall size, as defined primarily by the continuous attribute of length, and the value of the number that signifies the size of a given shoe (i.e., the smaller the global magnitude of the shoe, the smaller the value of the number that signifies the size of the shoe, and further, the smaller one’s feet must be to fit the given shoe).

Nicole’s response also provided Toya some exposure and meaning to the number 9 as she related its value to the number 4 within the familiar context of shoe size and fit. By stating, “A four is smaller than a nine,” Nicole attempted to convey to Toya the ideas that a size 4 shoe (“a 4”) is smaller in global magnitude than a size 9 shoe (“a 9”) and that this is consistent with the numeric relationship that the number 4 is less than the number 9.
Through Nicole’s efforts to clarify Toya’s understanding of her shoe size, this event provided a meaningful context in which (a) Toya attempted to discount her mother’s arguments by employing concepts of magnitude and attribute comparison with respect to the length of her feet and her sandals, and (b) Nicole exposed Toya to the intended meaning of the “size” of a shoe as referring to the magnitude of the shoe and the “number” signifying “size” as having a numeric meaning indicating the relative magnitude of a shoe. While Toya may not have developed yet the capacity to make the connection between her observations of magnitude and the mathematical content of Nicole’s arguments, this event nonetheless provided a meaningful experience and context on which Toya’s understandings of shoe and clothing “size” and the “numbers” that signify an item’s size could continue to mature and develop.

2b. Values and beliefs. Toya’s attention to and awareness of number as a way of signifying the “size” of clothing and shoes seemed to stem from her mother’s value and efforts in maintaining Toya’s well-stocked wardrobe and shoe collection. Nicole enjoyed shopping for clothes and shoes for Toya. A number of days after the shirt-and-shoe-size event, I joined Nicole, Toya, Pam, and Ricky on a routine shopping trip to Target that included stops in both the girls’ shoe and clothing departments. The following mathematical event occurred as Nicole and Toya browsed through the shoe department.

Boots
Nicole noticed a rack of girls’ pink cowboy boots,
Nicole: Toya, aren't these soo cuuute?
Toya: YESSS!
Nicole: You should try them on.
Toya: Mom,
Nicole: Yes?
Toya: [Toya referred to pair of boots on the same rack, ] What about these shoes?
Nicole: They're all the same. You have to get the right size.
Toya: [Indecipherable phase.] Where's the 4?
Nicole: Huh?
Toya: Where's the 4?
Nicole: What ch'ya mean, where's the 4? [Nicole stated an indecipherable phrase that seemed aimed at quickly dismissing Toya’s question.]
Nicole selected a size 11 pair of boots and directed Toya to try on one of the boots. After determining that the pair was “way too big” for Toya, Nicole uttered aloud “ten” as she searched for and then selected a size 10 pair for Toya to fit.
(June 30, 2006 – Shopping Trip Visit with Toya)

Toya’s enthusiasm over the cuteness of the boots mirrored that of Nicole’s.

Toya also demonstrated interest in the activity of shopping for shoes as she actively participated by browsing the shoe rack and inquiring about the boots she noticed.

Further, when Nicole casually commented about finding the right size of the boots, Toya spontaneously responded by asking, “Where’s the 4” thus indicating that she maintained an understanding that her shoe “size” was “a 4” and that they should look for a pair of size 4 boots for Toya to try on for fit. While Nicole did not pursue the meaning of or address specifically Toya’s question and instead she directly selected a size 11 and then a size 10 pair of boots for Toya to try on, Nicole did attempt to clarify Toya’s shoe size previously at home. However, Nicole’s efforts in the shirt-and-shoe-size event did not appear to influence Toya’s subsequent thinking as evidenced in the boots event.

Although the tags on the boots indicated size 11 and 10, respectively, thus not a size 4, and given that Nicole uttered the word “ten” to signify the intended shoe size for the second pair of boots selected that were subsequently chosen for purchase, Toya again did not appear to experience any cognitive dissonance or explanatory
challenge to her understanding that she wore a size 4 in shoes. Later in the shopping
trip, Toya willingly tried on a number of different articles of size 4 clothing from the
outfits that Nicole selected. This activity seemed to reinforce both Toya’s connection
between clothing “size” and age and, as such, her persistent reasoning that shoe
“size” must also match age.

Toya’s earlier interest in my t-shirt, including her inquiry regarding what
“size” of “number” I wore and her suggestions of how I could have handled the
situation of having a stained shirt, seemed to indicate not only her appreciation for
clothes and attention to clothing “size” but it also demonstrated Toya’s capacity for
relating her experiences with clothing to the experiences of others.

2c. Social relations. Toya initiated the shirt-and-shoe-size event through her
interest and inquiry about my shirt. Our conversation evolved into a debate between
Nicole and Toya over Toya’s shoe size. Later that evening, Toya continued both to
insist that her shoes were a size 4 and to dismiss Nicole’s efforts to prove otherwise
as evidenced in the following event that occurred while we drove back to Nicole’s
apartment after picking up Alan from the Metro station.

“Look at these shoes!”
Toya: [Toya addressed Alan, who sat next to Toya in the van while Nicole
and I sat in the front, ] Look at these shoes!
   Alan: Look at ‘em.
   Toya: These are 4.
   Alan: It says, “10.”
   Nicole: What does it say, Alan?
   Alan: Ten.
   Nicole: Tennnn!
   Toya: You lose! [Toya referred to her mother and me as I had echoed
       Nicole’s sentiments, ] Both of ya’ll lose.
   Nicole: No, you lose!
   Toya: Both of ya’ll [indecipherable phrase].
Nicole: [Nicole explained to Alan that Toya, ] …insists that she wears a 4 in shoes…Because her clothes are a 4 and she’s 4. So she thinks... [Nicole addressed Toya,] Toya, are my shoes a size 28 because I’m 28-years-old?
Toya: No.
Nicole: Oh, okay. Because my shoes are not even a 6. So does that mean I’m 6-years-old?
Toya: Yes.
[Nicole did not hear Toya’s response as she now turned her attention back to driving.]
Toya: [Noticing that Nicole did not hear her initial response, Toya loudly repeated. ] Yes!
[Nicole ignored Toya’s comment.]
(June 20, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Nicole’s explanation of Toya’s reasoning to Alan seemed to affirm to Toya that her mother understood her rationale. While Nicole acknowledged Toya’s thinking, Nicole still sought to challenge Toya’s rationale by applying it to her own shoe size and age, a case that Toya briefly appeared to concede. However, when Nicole furthered her argument by noting that her shoes were not even a size 6 and then asked Toya if her mother was 6-years-old, Toya boldly responded with, “Yes.” While Toya’s capacity to understand age beyond that of her own, including making sense of the age of adults, was unclear, given that Nicole had just clarified her own age with Toya, Toya’s affirmative response seemed to reflect the social intent of not backing down from her mother in this debate, rather than meaning that Toya truly thought that her mother was 6 years of age.

Nicole’s and Toya’s interaction in both the shirt-and-shoe-size event and the “Look-at-these-shoes” event reflects patterns of behavior that Kochman (1981) found among African Americans as they participated in argument for persuasive purposes. According to Kochman (1981) the mode in which African American’s tended to engage in debate is “animated, interpersonal, and confrontational… [it] is
Kochman asserted that these qualities of interaction reflect African American cultural values including individual self-assertion and self-expression, spontaneity and emotional expressiveness, individual distinctiveness, and forthrightness.

Kochman (1981) further claimed that African Americans “consider debate to be as much a contest between individuals as a test of opposing ideas… winning the contest requires that one outperform one’s opponents: outthink, outtalk, and outstyle them” (p. 24). According to Kochman, the outcome of this contest is decided once someone is unable to come back with an effective reply. In this sense, Toya’s persistent unwillingness to accept Nicole’s arguments and her unrelenting, verbal rejections to these demonstrated Toya’s desire not to lose this contest. In order to avoid surrendering to Nicole, Toya employed the tactic of outtalking her mother by responding to her points with dismissive one-liners. For example, when Nicole argued that because she is Toya’s mother, she should therefore know Toya’s shoe size, Toya responded, “You lie,” and when Nicole clarified that, “A 4 is smaller than a 9,” Toya forthrightly disagreed, “No, it’s not.”

Toya and Nicole further demonstrated a sense of engaging in a contest with the other in this debate in their word choice and/or tone of some of their comebacks. For example, in the shirt-and-shoe-size event, after Nicole established that Toya’s tennis shoes were a size 10, Toya dismissed Nicole and her argument by stating, “You cheated.” This is a comment of unfair methods normally applied in the context of playing a game or participating in a competition. Later that evening, after Toya attempted to reassert her self back into a debate with Nicole by spontaneously asking
Alan to look at her shoes, at which time he confirmed that her shoes were a size 10, Nicole gloated back to Toya, “Tennnn!” Unwilling to give in to Nicole (i.e., her opponent), even after a third-party (Alan) agreed with Nicole, Toya resorted to proclaiming, or rather implying, victory over her mother by announcing to Nicole, “You lose!”

The manner in which Toya and Nicole debated not only revealed Toya’s understandings of her shoe “size” or “number” but it demonstrated Toya’s tenacity to maintain her position when confronted with an opposing idea and supporting arguments. Toya did assert her rationale or attempt to outthink her mother initially by arguing that since she was age 4 that the size of her clothes and her shoes must also be 4. However, once Nicole countered with a series of arguments that proved otherwise, Toya turned to outtalking her mother as recourse for a defensive strategy. Toya’s use of outthink tactics before outtalk methods, seemed to suggest that Toya recognized and valued mathematical reasoning as a viable strategy to employ in this debate.

**Characterizing Toya’s Everyday Mathematical Events**

A subsequent examination of the collection of Toya’s everyday mathematical events revealed that these events tended to:

- Nurture Toya’s on-going development and understandings of number, in particular numbers less than 5, and its use for nominal, ordinal, and numeric purposes;
- Arise within practices valued by Toya’s mother, Nicole;
• Emerge spontaneously from Toya’s intrinsic motivation or goal-directed interests;
• Involve Toya in verbal interactions with family members and known others.

I discuss each of these characteristics of Toya’s everyday mathematical events below.

*Nurturing Understandings and Various Meanings of Small numbers*

Number initially emerged as significant in the analysis of Toya’s everyday mathematical events not only because of the frequency of observed events involving number and the meaningful contexts in which Toya interpreted, identified, or employed number, but also because of the multiple meanings for which Toya seemed to discern number across and within these events.

Toya appeared to develop and engage in nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings of number. Toya’s developing meanings or purposes of number constituted early principled understandings within the broader content of early number concepts. This does not mean that Toya consciously recognized or distinguished these meanings of number as differing or related “principled understandings” of number. Rather, Toya exhibited these principles throughout the collection of mathematical events discussed above as evidenced in her verbal and social interactions with others and her responses to and management of objects she observed and utilized in her everyday settings and activities.

*Similar and different meanings of number across contexts.* Toya demonstrated similar and different meanings of number depending on the context of a given event.
Toya employed number for nominal purposes across contexts involving television viewing, telephone use, and clothing and shoe size talk. Toya understood that “numbers” identified distinct television programs or channels, located particular telephone users, and indicated clothing and shoe sizes. For example, in the “We-got-cable event,” Toya insisted to her mother, “I’ll show you which number I want,” and when placing a telephone call to her grandmother, Toya asked her mother, “What’s the number?” Also, when it appeared to Toya that I did not understand her question regarding what size shirt I wore, she clarified, “What number?”

Although nominal meanings of number seemed prominent in Toya’s everyday experiences, she demonstrated understandings of different meanings of number across contexts as well. For instance, Toya’s nominal understanding of “a four and a three” in the context of selecting the television channel 43 in the “We-got-cable” event differed from the ordinal meaning she appeared to ascribe to these numbers in the context of “reading” her past birthday cards, “I’m this birthday. I’m 3-years-old. … I’m 4-years-old.” Toya’s nominal and ordinal meanings, respectively, for these numbers in the prior contexts further differed from the numeric purpose that she indicated with stating “four” and then counting up to “three” in her two attempts to enumerate a collection of apples at the grocery store upon her mother’s prompting.

In addition to employing number for a numeric purpose when responding to an external stimulus to enumerate a quantity of objects or images (e.g., seven pom-poms, six rungs of a ladder), Toya also applied numeric meanings for number across settings (e.g., home, day care, grocery store) as her own intrinsic or goal-directed interests motivated Toya either to determine the numerosity of a quantity (e.g., two
apple slices, three movies), to inquire about the numerosity of a quantity (e.g., two handi-wipes refill packs), to construct a quantity of a given numerosity (e.g., two cookies), or to identify numerals that signified a discernable attribute of a physical quantity (e.g., the numerals 1 and 2 indicated by a scale weighing a collection of apples).

Various meanings of number within an event. In some cases, Toya managed and negotiated between various meanings of number within a particular practice, episode, or event.

While Toya primarily employed a nominal meaning for number in her practice of phoning her grandmothers, she discerned this meaning for number as distinct from the numeric meaning for number indicated in Nicole’s hints to help Toya in locating particular numerals on the keypad (e.g., “Remember, 8 is two circles.”) as well as Nicole’s other comments to Toya that spontaneously arose through their interaction in this shared practice (e.g., “No, you didn’t hit 3 two times.”).

Toya appeared to differentiate numeric meanings of number in the related pair of apple events that occurred at the grocery store. The numeric meaning of number indicated in Toya’s enumeration of the apples collected in the bag differed from the meaning of number represented by the numerals on the scale that Toya verbally identified. Although both of these uses of number indicated numeric meanings, the former signified the numerosity of the apples while the latter described a discernible attribute (weight not numerosity) associated with a quantity of apples.
In the shirt-and-shoe-size event, while Toya primarily conceived of clothing and shoe size in a nominal sense, she attempted to relate her clothing and shoe size to her age, thus demonstrating Toya’s emerging capacity to reason mathematically by constructing an association that related her emergent ordinal meaning of the number 4 as age to the nominal meaning of 4 that, according to Toya’s understandings, signified the “size” of her shoes as well as her clothing. Furthermore, Nicole’s efforts to clarify Toya’s shoe size also exposed Toya to yet another numeric meaning for number that associated shoe size with the global magnitude of shoes.

*Numbers as distinct from words.* Not only did Toya demonstrate multiple meanings for number in her everyday experiences, but she also recognized that numbers were distinct from letters, or as she referred to them, “words.”

**Numbers vs. Words**
Toya and I were sitting at the kitchen table eating pizza for dinner while Nicole and Alan sat in the living room watching television. Shortly after Toya finished her dinner she walked to the refrigerator and spontaneously began to manipulate the magnetic colorful, wooden letters and numerals that appeared randomly arranged on its door. I watched from the kitchen table as Toya moved all the letters toward the right side of the refrigerator door and left the numbers toward the left hand side. I later asked her about what she had done. When I inquired specifically about the magnets she did not move from the left hand side of the refrigerator she simply stated, “Numbers.” I then pointed to the magnets that she moved to the right side of the door and asked her about these, to which Toya succinctly responded, “Words.” (June 20, 2006 – Home Visit with Toya)

Toya understood number, regardless of its purpose, as its own distinct entity signified through a unique set of verbal and symbolic representations. Ginsburg and Ertle (2008) noted that when children can distinguish numbers from words, this reflects young children’s capacity to be “splendid little mathematicians … [who] deal spontaneously and joyfully with mathematical ideas” (p.55). Furthermore, Ginsburg
and Ertle (2008) claimed that young children’s early mathematics is “deep” and that it extends beyond what is typically considered “basic” and the low-level meanings that are often associated with early mathematical learning (memorization, mechanical skills, and operating on a concrete level). I contend that Toya’s growing facility to develop, manage, and negotiate meaningfully between various purposes of number – numerical, ordinal, and nominal – across and within contexts in her everyday experiences demonstrated her capacity to be a “splendid little mathematician.”

Arising within Practices Valued

By Toya’s mother, Nicole

Toya’s everyday mathematical events involving number often arose within practices that Nicole valued and thus regularly maintained in her family life with Toya.

Nurturing family relationships and supporting kin. Nicole placed a substantial value on family, nurturing relationships with and supporting kin. Nicole engaged Toya in on-going practices that afforded her regular contact and quality time to spend and to bond with extended family members. These practices included routine phone calls with Toya’s grandmothers, regular visits to her mama’s (Nicole's mother) and to her Auntie Pam’s homes, weekend stays with her cousin Ricky (at either Nicole’s, Pam’s, or mama’s homes), and shopping trips and other outings with her mother, Pam and Ricky. Within these everyday practices, Toya developed and employed meanings of number for nominal, ordinal, and numeric purposes.

Toya employed nominal meanings of number when phoning her grandmothers. Nicole’s hints to assist Toya in locating particular numerals on the
keypad also engaged Toya in numeric meanings of number, in particular enumeration concepts. Nicole’s practice of having Toya regularly bond with her mama nurtured a reciprocal relationship between Toya and her mama. As an expression of love for her grandchild, Toya’s mama often baked cookies for her and Toya enjoyed having these as a snack before bedtime. Nicole fostered Toya’s understandings of enumerating small quantities by managing Toya’s consumption of these treats through telling Toya how many cookies she could have and allowing Toya to construct a set of the indicated amount of cookies on her own.

Bonding and playing with her cousin Ricky provided Toya significant and meaningful opportunities to engage in nominal meanings of number and to explore ordinal meanings of number. Toya and Ricky regularly employed nominal meanings of number when negotiating channel selection while watching television together. Toya explored ordinal meanings of number when managing turn taking with Ricky, for example, as demonstrated when claiming a swing at the playground by saying, “I was here first!” Ricky also supported and encouraged Toya’s interest in controlling the elevator at Nicole’s work place. Riding the elevator provided Toya a meaningful context in which to develop emerging understandings of number to order. When Nicole pressed the elevator button for the destination floor instead of allowing Toya to find and to press the button as was typical, Ricky reacted immediately in disappointment, “Why did you do that?!” Ricky knew that Toya enjoyed pressing the elevator floor button and so he was dismayed when she lost that particular opportunity to do so.

Playing with Ricky also provided Toya meaningful experiences to develop
numeric understandings of number. For example, when pretending to be rocket ships, Toya and Ricky expressed number words in a reverse counting sequence to mark the time remaining and to coordinate their “blast-offs.” Also, Toya mimicked Ricky and her other cousin’s play and enumeration activity as they did 20 jumping jacks, counting each repetition.

Supporting kin seemed very important to Nicole. Nicole, Pam, and their mother shared responsibility for the child care and rearing of Toya and Ricky. Nicole and Pam also helped one another while shopping, including sharing the expenses of their grocery purchases. Accompanying her mother and aunt on grocery-shopping trips afforded Toya experiences to employ her current understandings and to develop further meanings of number. For example, after enumerating a set of apples that she and her mother selected, as Toya observed her aunt and mother work together to manage the weight of the set of apples to be purchased, Toya explored number as a way of signifying a discernable attribute of the set of apples as she spontaneously read aloud the numerals indicated by the scale’s needle.

*Watching television.* Watching television programs or DVD movies at home seemed to be a significant leisure activity for Nicole and her family. The presence of a television set in the living room as well as in each bedroom in each of Nicole’s and Pam’s apartments, the observed frequency and duration of multiple televisions being in use, the steady supply of newly rented DVD movies available in Nicole’s home, Toya’s persistence to find a working channel in the “We-got-cable” event, along with Toya’s insistent plea for Nicole to buy her three DVD movies each demonstrated the value that Nicole and her family, including Toya, accorded television as a substantial
form of entertainment and leisure. Family interaction revolving around television or DVD viewing provided Toya with ongoing opportunities to engage with nominal meanings of number as she participated in or managed channel selection or device operation. The routine and valued practice of watching television programs or DVD movies at home provided a meaningful context in which Toya developed her capacity for identifying, interpreting, and employing certain number words and numerals.

*Toya’s wardrobe, birthday cards, and preparation for school.* Nicole took pride in Toya’s appearance, and she took pleasure in shopping for Toya’s clothing and shoes. Nicole’s value in maintaining Toya’s wardrobe and her inclusion of Toya in her shopping practices seemed to foster Toya’s attention to and interest in clothing and shoes, in particular the “size” or “number” assigned to these articles. The pom-poms event also seemed to demonstrate Toya’s interest in clothing, as she was drawn to pictures of knitted clothing and accessories.

Nicole deeply valued the thoughtfulness and personal written sentiments others expressed to her in greeting cards and she made a practice of saving these cards as keepsakes. Nicole extended this practice to Toya’s birthday cards, saving and storing these in Toya’s room. Having easy access to her cards, Toya spontaneously “read” these at her leisure, thus supporting her emergent understandings of ordinal meanings of number.

Finally, Nicole expressed concern for Toya to “know her work,” or to be prepared to start formal preschool that following fall. In addition to purchasing workbooks for Toya and assisting her in completing these, helping her finish worksheets sent home from day care, and reading books to her at bedtime as
evidenced in the rungs-of-a-ladder event, Nicole also embedded efforts to help Toya “know her work” in daily routines, such as when she asked Toya how many apples they selected at the grocery store. Nicole’s practices aimed at helping Toya “know her work” tended to support Toya’s understandings of numeric purposes of number, in particular enumeration concepts.

_Emerging from Toya’s Intrinsic Motivation_ 

_Or Goal-Directed Interests_

Most of Toya’s everyday mathematical events involving number emerged spontaneously from Toya’s intrinsic motivation or goal-directed interests. Toya either initiated these events on her own or through her interactions with a familiar other as together they progressed toward a common goal.

_Initiated by Toya._ Toya initiated mathematical events in which she spontaneously employed nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings for number for intrinsic and/or goal-directed purposes. Toya’s intrinsic desire to watch television prompted the “We-got-cable” event while her goal to locate a preferred channel with good reception led her to employ nominal meanings of number. Toya’s spontaneous observation and inquiry of interest prompted the “shirt-and-shoe-size” event while her intent persistence and reasoning regarding her shoe size fueled the ensuing mother-daughter debate over this issue and sparked the “Look at these shoes” event. Both intrinsic and goal-directed interests seemed to motivate Toya in these events regarding clothing and shoe size.

Toya engaged with beginning ordinal meanings of number for intrinsic purposes as she entertained herself by “reading” her saved birthday cards. An
intrinsic urge also seemed to trigger Toya’s spontaneous utterance of her version of a phone number while she listened to Nicole exchange phone contact information with me. Similarly, an intrinsic or natural response to her activities appeared to prompt Toya to employ spontaneously numeric meanings for number as she (a) expressed number words in a reverse counting sequence before descending on a slide while engaging in free play, (b) enumerated the apple slices she received for dessert during lunch at day care, and (c) explored number as a way to signify a discernable attribute of a quantity of apples as she verbally identified the numerals indicated on a scale at the grocery store.

On the other hand, goal-directed interests seemed to drive Toya to enumerate a quantity within a set of DVD movies, as she pleaded with Nicole to purchase these, and to request for a particular number of additional apple slices to eat at day care. In other numeric mathematical events that Toya initiated, while she had a goal in mind that involved an unspecified quantity, such as securing some of her mama’s cookies before bedtime, Nicole provided the numerical referent and prompted Toya to construct a set of cookies having that numerosity.

In each of these events initiated by Toya, she meaningfully indentified, interpreted, or employed small numbers up to 4 (except in the birthday card event in which she also employed and interpreted the number 8) as she pursued either intrinsically motivated or goal-directed interests.

Initiated by Toya +1. Toya’s interaction with a significant other when moving toward a shared goal or common interest also prompted mathematical events in which
Toya developed and employed meanings of number for nominal and numeric purposes.

Most significantly, Toya’s practice of watching television with Ricky and her practice of calling her grandmothers with Nicole’s assistance afforded Toya ongoing meaningful opportunities to engage in number. As evidenced in the channel-four-four events, Toya and Ricky’s unique individual program preferences often led to their negotiation of channel selection, an activity in which Toya employed number for a nominal purpose. While Nicole often prompted Toya to call her grandmothers, Toya expressed great interest in this practice as well, particularly the activity of using the keypad to input her grandmothers’ phone numbers. As such, phoning her grandmothers appeared to be a shared endeavor between Toya and her mother.

Drawing on her understandings of nominal meanings for number, Toya eagerly asked her mother, “What’s the number” so she could begin to place a call to either of her grandmothers.

In addition to Toya’s practices of watching television with Ricky and phoning her grandmothers with Nicole’s assistance, Toya’s play with Ricky and their intrinsic desire to engage in shared-play activities yielded mathematical events that engaged Toya with numeric meanings for number, as evidenced in the “Blast-off” event and Toya’s attempt to complete and count 20 jumping jacks.

Toya’s participation in these shared experiences seemed to foster her understandings and meanings of number through a pattern of guided participation that Rogoff (2003) described as “intent participation in community activities.” Toya’s interactions with significant others permitted “learning from observation and
increasing participation in mature activities of the community” (Rogoff, 2003, p. 302).

Since Ricky was older than Toya and had already started formal schooling, he had deeper understandings of number that he modeled in authentic ways when they watched television together and during their shared play. Noticing Ricky’s use of the number word “forty-four” to name channel 44, Toya demonstrated increased development regarding the number-word name she ascribed to this channel, initially identifying it as “four four” and then, on her own initiative, using the number word “forty-four” instead. While Toya may not have been able to keep up with her cousins’ count of 20 jumping jacks, she nonetheless experienced a meaningful use of counting through their shared-play while being exposed to counting numbers beyond 7.

In the practice of phoning her grandmothers, as implied by Nicole’s reports, Nicole initially inputted the numbers to place calls for Toya until about the time of data collection when Toya turned 4 years of age. Nicole then began to let Toya assume this task. As needed, Nicole provided hints to Toya to locate particular numerals. Over time, Toya became increasingly independent in identifying the numerals of her grandmothers’ phone numbers on the telephone keypad as Nicole dictated these to her.

*Initiated by Toya through her active involvement in an activity prompted by others.* In a few cases, the activities of others prompted Toya’s mathematical events. However, Toya did demonstrate initiative in employing number meanings through her purposeful involvement in these contexts.
In the placemats events, Toya initially observed Aaron pointing to and seemingly counting the images on his placemat. This prompted Toya to engage with her own placemat by pointing to the numerals 1 though 5 on her placemat, demonstrating one-to-one correspondence while expressing the number words “five” to “one” in a reverse counting sequence. In turn, Aaron observed Toya’s behavior and tried to approximate it as well. Toya and Aaron engaged with their placemats to entertain themselves while waiting for naptime.

In the handi-wipes event, while I asked Toya to help me in this task, she spontaneously inquired about the number of smaller handi-wipe refill packs, thus demonstrating her genuine interest in this activity, and her curiosity regarding the numerosity of the packs. In the pom-poms event, although I prompted Toya to count the pom-poms she observed on the scarf, she still maintained interest in the social interaction regarding the photo image as she spontaneously noted to Aaron that he “missed one” when he approximated Toya’s behavior of enumerating the pom-poms, thus demonstrating further her understanding of cardinality in this event.

In the rungs-of-a-ladder event, Toya actively participated with Nicole and the story as she read the book aloud. For example, when Nicole read, “Do you see a ladder we can climb up,” Toya enthusiastically replied, “Yes! It’s missing pieces!” Accordingly, when the story then prompted Toya to find the missing rungs, she spontaneously counted aloud each rung she located in the book’s illustration, demonstrating one-to-one correspondence. When shopping with her mother in the boots event, Toya asserted her nominal meanings of “size” by spontaneously inquiring, “Where’s the 4?”
While Toya did not initiate these activities that led to a mathematical event, her active involvement demonstrated her initiative to employ number for numeric or nominal meanings, for intrinsic reasons or goal-directed purposes. Toya seemed to count the numerals in reverse order on her placemat for intrinsic reasons while goal-directed purposes seemed to motivate her to confirm the existence of two handi-wipe refill packs, to inform Aaron that he missed counting one pom-pom, to locate the six missing rungs in the story, and to indicate to her mother that they should look for a size 4 pair of boots.

*Involving Toya in Verbal Interactions*

In her everyday mathematical events, Toya tended to engage in verbal interactions with others, oftentimes within those mathematical events noted previously as emerging from her intrinsic or goal-directed interests. As such, the prior analysis complements and provides the organizational structure of this discussion. Toya’s verbal interactions involving meanings of number primarily occurred through her individual initiative, her intent participation with another as they pursued a shared interest or common goal, or her active verbal involvement in activities prompted by others. Furthermore, Toya’s verbal interactions typically consisted of either minimal or brief comments/responses or lengthier discourse with others.

*Initiated by Toya.* Toya prompted some of her mathematical events through her verbal interactions with others in order to pursue an intrinsic or goal-driven interest. Longer verbal exchanges occurred between Toya and Nicole when Nicole (a) decided to help Toya find a working channel in the “We-got-cable” event; (b) permitted and informed Toya to construct a set of two cookies to have as a snack
before bedtime; and (c) attempted to clarify Toya’s shoe size in the mother-daughter debate over this issue. However, in the movies event, Nicole did not appear interested in entertaining Toya’s pleas for her mother to purchase three DVD movies. Despite Toya’s persistence, Nicole responded to her with only a brief verbal comment primarily aimed at squashing Toya’s fixation over the DVDs.

While Toya initiated these events through her verbal requests of or comments to her mother, the duration of the verbal exchanges in these events seemed dependent on both the context of the event, especially the purpose of Toya’s initial verbal interaction, as well as Nicole’s willingness to engage with Toya in the given context. Likewise, when Toya requested two additional apple slices at day care, the resulting exchange occurred because only three apple slices remained and I sought to distribute these fairly to both Toya and Aaron. After explaining my reasoning for distributing the remaining slices, Toya verbally confirmed that it was fair.

*Initiated by Toya +1.* Toya’s intent participation in shared practices with significant others afforded her meaningful verbal interactions through which she continued to develop nominal and numeric meanings for number. For example, the shared common goal of watching television encouraged Toya and Ricky to interact verbally and to employ nominal meanings of number, in particular when managing channel selection. Toya’s participation in phoning her grandmothers with Nicole’s assistance prompted verbal exchanges that supported Toya’s understandings of nominal meanings of number as well as her developing capacity to identify numerals on the keypad per Nicole’s hints. Nicole’s verbal prompts, such as “Remember, 8 is two circles,” also fostered Toya’s numeric meanings of number as well as her
emerging understandings of shape. Finally, Toya and Ricky’s intrinsic interest to engage in shared-play in the “Blast off” event prompted them to bond through their spontaneous play and shared chatter as they repeatedly counted down from 5 together to mark the time remaining and coordinate their activity.

*Initiated by Toya through her active verbal involvement in an activity prompted by others.* In those activities initiated by others, Toya demonstrated her active participation in these contexts through her spontaneous verbal interactions indicating meanings of number. Although I invited Toya to help me in the handi-wipes event, Toya’s interest in the handi-wipes refill package and its contents, including the numerosity of the smaller refill packs, fostered our verbal exchange. While Nicole managed Toya’s bedtime routine, including reading a story to Toya, Toya actively engaged in the rungs-of-the-ladder event as she anticipated and noticed the missing rungs of the ladder and subsequently verbally enumerated these. The nature of Nicole’s practice of shared reading with Toya encouraged meaningful discourse around the story. In both of these events, Toya’s shared interest and desire to actively participate in the activity or practice initiated by a known adult prompted Toya to engage in meaningful verbal interactions with others in which she employed number for numeric purposes.

In the boots event, while an initial verbal interaction between Nicole and Toya commenced once Nicole noticed the pink boots, this exchange was cut short when Nicole dismissed Toya’s inquiry of, “Where’s the 4?” As asserted previously, the context of an event and Nicole’s willingness to engage with Toya seemed to influence the duration of the ensuing verbal exchange between them. Nicole’s decision not to
verbally pursue Toya’s comment in the boots event seemed informed, in part, by Nicole’s unwillingness to indulge Toya’s persistence regarding her shoe size. The fact that the boots event occurred in a public setting may have also factored into Nicole’s dismissive response as the prior debates concerning Toya’s shoe size took place in the privacy of their home and Nicole’s van.

**Prompted by others to enumerate.** In the prior mathematical events discussed, Toya demonstrated initiative and interest in employing understandings of number through her active participation and verbal interactions with others. In contrast, Toya demonstrated more passive verbal involvement in the counting apples event at the grocery store, in which Nicole prompted Toya to count the set of apples they collected.

Toya’s passive verbal responses in the counting apples event also seemed distinct from her verbal engagement in the pom-poms event. Although I too posed a known-answer question to Toya, thus prompting her to enumerate the pom-poms, she appeared to participate more actively in this event as demonstrated in her initial interest to look at the digital photo image of the scarf and later in her response to Aaron that he missed counting one pom-pom. The difference between Toya’s participation (passive versus active) in these two events may in part be due to the nature of her initial engagement or attention to the objects to be counted. In the apples event, Nicole prompted Toya first to help her select apples and then to count these, while in the pom-poms event I asked “how many” of Toya only after she took the initiative to ask to look at the picture of the scarf and was already engaged in observing it.
Final Remarks

The first characteristic of Toya’s everyday mathematical events indicates that Toya’s significant mathematical events collectively nurtured her understandings of various meanings of number. The second characteristic of Toya’s everyday mathematical events, that they tended to arise from practices valued by Nicole, reflected all but those events that took place at day care. Regarding the third characteristic, the few events that were not initiated by Toya in some way were those events in which someone or something prompted Toya to enumerate a quantity of objects. Finally, the fourth characteristic of Toya’s everyday mathematical events, addressing Toya’s verbal interaction with others, encompassed the majority of Toya’s mathematical events. In those events not characterized as such, Toya instead seemed to be engaged in talking aloud to herself. This set of characteristics seems to capture the salient qualities portrayed across Toya’s everyday mathematical events.
Chapter 5: Anika

*Impressions of Anika and Capturing Glimpses of Her Everyday Life*

*At Day Care*

*Notes from Ms. Franklin.* Anika started attending Ms. Franklin’s day care in mid-February. It appeared to Ms. Franklin that Anika had not spent much time around other young children, as she noted that Anika often chose to sit back and watch the other children as they played. These behaviors, along with other unreported mannerisms, led Ms. Franklin to presume that Anika was probably more accustomed to being around adults, and as such, she described Anika as being like a “little old lady.”

When living at her mother’s home, Anika was scheduled to be at day care for 4 days each week, from about 12 noon to 8:30 at night. She did not attend Ms. Franklin’s day care during the month of May.

*Meeting Anika.* I observed Anika at Ms. Franklin’s day care from early-March through June, beginning just 2 days prior to her fourth birthday. Anika had dark-brown skin, was slim, and stood noticeably taller than her same-aged peers. Anika dressed in neat, well-matched outfits including coordinating hair accessories and name-brand sneakers. When I first met Anika, she appeared reserved and observant, and my presence seemed to pique her interest. Anika initiated a conversation with me about her birthday. In her soft voice, she informed me that she had a party “with Dora, Boots … and Cousin Daisy,” referring to her Dora the Explorer-themed birthday party, and that she blew out her birthday candles. When I asked Anika, “how many” or to “show me” with her fingers how many candles she blew out, she
displayed her right hand, palm facing me, with all five fingers extended but gave no verbal response. When I prompted her again with “how many,” Anika stated, “Four.”

In the moments that followed, Anika continued to interact with me as her attention shifted between other objects or activities and me. First, Anika noticed that I had been writing in my journal. She eventually requested to “see” (i.e., hold) my four-color ink pen and then proceeded to press down on the different colored buttons corresponding to the various choices of ink color. Next, she briefly played on the combination climbing-and-slide structure, occasionally pausing in her activity and calling for my attention, saying, “Look at me, I can do this!” Anika then returned by my side and extended one of her hands to me, palm down, and asked, “You wanna see my nails?” I observed that three of her fingernails were painted and verbally responded that they were pretty. As evidenced in our first meeting, Anika appeared comfortable with me and actively engaged with her environment, using her activity or observations as a means for initiating verbal interactions with me.

A Reluctant, Picky Eater with a Love for Sweets

Whether she was having a meal or a snack, at home or at day care, Anika usually took her time to eat and often did not finish her food. While Anika was a slow, often reluctant eater, she did have an enthusiastic preference for sweets. According to Anika’s mother, Anika loved candy, cake, and ice cream. Anika’s mother also informed me that, with the exception of sweets, Anika was a picky eater and that, “she will eat what she wants when she wants.”
Displaying a Range of Temperaments

As I came to know Anika, I noticed that she displayed a range of dispositions both at the day care and at home. Upon arriving at day care in the midst of lunch time each day, Anika usually seemed reserved and did not engage much with the other children as they ate lunch. Instead, she frequently asked to see what I was writing in my field journal. During the late-afternoon snack time, Anika oftentimes sat quietly at the gathering table while she picked away at her snack, occasionally shifting her attention between observing the other children as they engaged in free play and watching a program on the television set mounted in an upper corner of the day care space. When Anika engaged in free play, she often chose to play either by herself or in parallel play with the younger children at the day care, rather than interacting with her 4-year-old peers. Later in the day, when the after-school children arrived at Ms. Franklin’s day care, Anika’s energy level seemed to increase, and her behavior became less reserved. She frequently chose to play with the girls from after-school care who were a few years her senior. They sometimes engaged in role-play, for example, pretending to be a family and going through and ordering food from an imaginary McDonald’s drive-thru. Although Anika was younger than her school-aged playmates, she also participated in the role of “mom” in her play family.

Anika also exhibited a range of temperaments at home with her mother, Christina, and Christina’s significant other, Leroy. Similar to her behavior at day care, Anika demonstrated her reserved side as she quietly ate her dinner alone at the dining room table while watching a DVD on the television in the living room. On one late-evening home visit, Anika displayed an intense, lively version of herself as she
continuously giggled and chatted while bouncing on top of the queen-size bed that she and her mother shared. Christina reported that Anika typically behaved this way when she was tired.

Noticing and Participating in Adults’ Everyday Verbal Interactions, Cultural Interests, and Tasks

At times, Anika seemed to take interest in mundane verbal interactions among adults in her presence, and she often echoed the comments she heard in an effort to participate in these conversations.

On one evening, during a home observation visit, Christina prompted Anika to play an alphabet game on one of her VTech electronic toys. As Christina guided Anika through the activity, she and Leroy occasionally commented in a spirited manner on what they perceived were poor choices of certain word clues and images that the toy utilized to help youngsters learn to identify the image associated with the word, the initial sound of the word and its corresponding letter of the alphabet. When the toy presented the question, “Where is the yacht,” to prompt the user to find the picture of the yacht as well as the letter “y,” Christina responded in frustration, “Where’s the yacht? How in the world is she supposed to know what a yacht is? Where’s the boat ‘Nika? The boat?” In reaction to a few of the word/image clues given, Leroy quipped, “That was crazy!” As Anika continued to play the game, she attempted to join the adults in their side commentary and banter. For example, when Christina wondered aloud, “Where’s the letter W,” Anika responded, “W? Ain’t no W!” Shortly after her mother put away the toy, Anika expressed her sentiments regarding the game, “That was crazy! Crazy!”
Earlier that evening, Anika also demonstrated interest and desire to participate in adult verbal interactions. She talked about having her own iPod after she observed Leroy inquiring about my iPod recording device and our subsequent discourse about this item. Similarly during a morning home-observation visit, while Christina talked to me about her tattoo, Anika chimed in and claimed that she too had a tattoo.

Anika also seemed to have a keen interest in expressions shaped by Hip-Hop culture and the music that played in her everyday environment. Within casual conversations Anika employed current jargon appropriately and, at her whim, Anika spontaneously uttered or sang portions of lyrics from popular songs. For example, Anika talked about the “bling” or “diamonds” she noticed on her belt while her mother dressed for work and she uttered the lyrics “shake it like a salt shaker” while taking her bath. At one point during the VTech alphabet activity episode described above, Christina asked Anika if she was tired, to which Anika responded by saying, “Nope,” and followed with a spontaneous rap, “What ch’ya gonna do with all that junk, all that junk inside that trunk?” It appeared that Anika wanted to put off her bedtime routine and singing these lyrics seemed to help boost her energy so she could stay awake a bit longer.

Anika’s awareness of and interest in adult tasks appeared in her play. While playing in Ms. Franklin’s backyard, Anika sat on one of the toy cars and, as she pretended to drive, she placed a call on her imaginary cellular phone and informed her school-aged playmate, “Hello. You need to pick up your daughter. I’m driving. I’m going to work.”
Anika’s interest in the activities of adults, as evidenced in her play, use of current jargon and lyrics from popular songs in her everyday activities, and intentional observation of and participation in verbal interactions among adults, seemed consistent with both Anika’s demonstrated preference to engage with older companions at day care and Ms. Franklin’s perception of Anika as being like a “little old lady.”

Christina, Anika’s Mother

At the time of this study Christina was a 27-year-old, single mother of two children. She lived in a 1-bedroom unit in a garden-style apartment complex located off a major thoroughfare in the Southeast region of Washington, D.C., just a few minutes drive from Ms. Franklin’s day care. She had a 10-year-old son who lived primarily with his father. Anika lived mostly with Christina; however, according to Christina, Anika spent significant time with her father as well. For this study, I observed Anika during those times when she was living with Christina. Leroy also stayed with Christina and Anika in their apartment and was present during two home observation visits. Because Christina did not yet have her driver’s license, Leroy provided transportation for her and Anika whenever he could.

Christina was tall, slender, and had dark-brown skin. The striking resemblance between Christina and Anika appeared in their facial features as well. Christina had an easy going temperament, laughed a lot, seemed at ease with me and, like the other parents in this study, she made me feel welcomed during my home visits, each time offering me something to drink and to eat. In an early chance meeting with Christina when we ran into each other at a coffee shop nearby Ms. Franklin’s day care, I
learned that both she and Leroy attended the same high school as I did. This high school connection along with the fact that I grew up in the nearby area appeared to give Christina the sense that I had experiences with Black folk, and in particular the local African-American community. Having these experiences along with a familiarity of the local community seemed to afford me some initial credibility and trust with Christina.

Whenever I saw Christina going to or coming from work, she routinely appeared well groomed and fashionably dressed. Christina had been working at a pawnshop for 3 years. She described her job as "not stable" and shared a similar sentiment about the people with whom she worked, noting, "All of them have problems." According to Christina, "The only reason why I go back there [to her job at the pawnshop] is that I have no where else to go and because I have nobody to help me." In the time prior to her employment at the pawnshop Christina worked at McDonald’s for about 3 years and, for at least one period in her life with Anika, Christina "wasn't working." Because of her dissatisfaction with her job and co-workers, Christina actively sought alternative work opportunities and career paths during the course of this study (e.g., researching online degree problems for accounting, attending a job fair, pursuing work as a fire fighter).

In addition to juggling the activities of a single, working mother who was taking steps to improve or change her employment situation, Christina was also dealing with the very recent passing of her father. Given her responsibilities and life circumstances, Christina often stated that she was tired. She also worried regularly
about money and whether she had adequate financial resources available to pay for her daily expenses and monthly bills.

Christina reported that she was raised predominately by her mother, who had Christina when she was very young, and, to a lesser extent, by her maternal great-grandmother. Christina was the oldest of four sisters, one of whom was a half-sister, with whom she was close. When Christina’s mother was pregnant with Christina’s next sibling, they were “homeless for a while” needing to stay in “shelters and stuff like that.” When Christina was about 9 years old, she and her sisters were placed in a foster home by child protective services for approximately a month because of the long hours they were left alone at home while her mother worked. She reported that staying in that foster home was "the absolute worst experience in my life." Christina’s willingness to share candidly these personal details about her life history seemed to further demonstrate Christina’s level of comfort with and trust in me.

*Christina’s Home*

Christina rented a relatively spacious apartment that she kept tidy. The living room and dining area combined to form an L-shaped, open-spaced configuration with a small kitchen located by the dining area. Large windows spanned the length of the rectangular apartment and overlooked the busy city street. According to Christina, when she first moved into this apartment, she started off with no furniture except a single television set. In the 2 years since she moved into the apartment she acquired additional furnishings and electronics including a sofa and dining room set along with an older-model desktop computer. Christina and Anika shared the single bedroom, sleeping together in a queen-sized bed. Their bedroom was equipped with a stereo, a
second television set, and a collection of DVDs. Christina stored most of Anika’s toys in the bedroom closet while she placed the larger of these along the walls in the living/dining areas.

Obstacles to Observation Visits

While Christina expressed a willingness to have me visit Anika at home or join them on a shopping trip, challenging circumstances oftentimes hindered my opportunities to observe Anika in any setting. Anika unexpectedly stayed under the care of her father or her father’s relatives for much of the time during data collection. Christina informed me that she was dealing with a child support case with Anika’s father and that she did not have his address or a phone number with which to contact him. According to Christina, Anika’s father instead called “from someone else’s number,” and she worried, “I don’t know where they’re going.” Such conditions resulted in Anika staying with her father or his relatives for indefinite periods of time.

During those times when Anika was under Christina’s care, other issues arose that also made it difficult for me to complete observation visits with her. On a few occasions, Christina reported that Anika was ill. While Christina occasionally mentioned how much she and Anika loved shopping at Walmart and she seemed eager at the prospect of going there for one of my observation visits, she consistently determined that her financial situation during a given week did not afford her the economic means to go shopping at that time.

Glimpses of Anika’s Everyday Life at Home

My sense of Anika's everyday life at home stems primarily from her mother's verbal accounts of Anika's activities and the observational data collected during the
limited visits I spent with Anika at home.

*Weekdays.* On a weekday morning when Christina was scheduled to work, Christina helped groom and dress Anika for the day. Depending on what time she woke up, Anika typically ate breakfast and/or lunch before taking a taxi with her mother to Ms. Franklin’s day care. After Anika ate dinner at day care, Leroy and Christina arrived to pick her up. If Christina had no other errands to run in the evening (e.g., going to the laundry mat), they would go home.

On one weekday evening, I joined Christina, Anika and Leroy back at their home. Anika's nighttime activities included preparing for and taking a bath, completing an elaborate post-bath, skin-care routine that included a full-body moisturizing rub, getting dressed for bed, brushing her teeth, and interacting and playing with the adults while they ate at the dining room table and watched a DVD.

Christina assisted and engaged with Anika during each of these activities. For example, during Anika’s bath time, Christina negotiated with Anika regarding which toys she could have in the tub. Anika selected several toys with which she played, including a Dora doll and a set of 3 plastic ponies of increasing size. While Christina, Leroy and I sat and conversed at the dining room table, Anika asked to write in my journal and began to scribble in it. This sparked Anika to inquire, “How you write my name?” She then asked Christina, “Mommy, can you write my name?” After Christina helped Anika to write her name in my journal, she prompted Anika to play games on her VTech electronic toy. I was not present that evening to observe Anika’s bedtime routine. However, Christina reported that she and Anika usually watched DVDs before Anika went to sleep.


*Wednesdays.* Christina and Leroy did not work on Wednesdays. According to Christina, they normally slept in, did some cleaning, and typically ran errands. During a Wednesday afternoon home visit in June, Anika entertained herself while Christina and Leroy lounged around and relaxed for much of the time, including talking to one another and to me and watching either local television programs or DVD videos that Christina purchased from her pawnshop. Anika engaged in independent, physical activity (e.g., dancing to music videos) or play (e.g., climbing on the sofa), and every now and then she engaged briefly with Christina. Occasionally, on her own will, Anika also interacted with me by showing me her belongings from around her home.

On this visit, Christina also showed me two placemats that Anika’s godmother gave to Anika about 3 months prior on her fourth birthday. The placemats displayed bare and pictorial representations of addition and subtraction problems.

She pays no attention to these (referred to bare computation problems printed on the placemat). I don’t know if they’re too complicated right now, or, but um, I try to tell her the answers. You know. That’s about it. But um she understands these (referred to subtraction and addition equations, 1 through 10) before she drew all over them (referred to pen marks scribbled over the placemat). But um, you know “one plus one” these are addition, subtraction, and um, these here just basically count all of them that are in here and they’ll tell you to add or subtract or how many are left. I try to go over these with her. (June 14, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

Later that afternoon, Anika retrieved from her toy bin another VTech electronic game that had the following academic categories of play: math, vocabulary, and spelling. According to Christina, Anika’s grandmother gave this toy to Anika when she was 3-years-old. Christina proceeded to guide Anika through the toy’s activities.
After a while of helping Anika play the spelling activity, Christina asked Anika, “You wanna go to math? (Paused while setting up game.) We wanna go with addition.” Once set up, the game prompted, “Addition. What is the correct answer? Forty-four plus three.” Christina proceeded to model for Anika the two-column algorithm with her fingers, encouraging Anika to try to follow along. After about 5-minutes, with Anika’s attention quickly waning and given her difficulty following her mother’s prompts, Anika finally pleaded, “Can I cut it off?”

Anika’s reported and observed lack of interest, respectively, with the computation problems on the placemat and the VTech math game, demonstrated the difficult and abstract nature of the content of these activities relative to Anika’s mathematical understandings and interests. Despite Christina’s well-intentioned efforts to engage Anika in mathematical experiences at home, these activities did not appear to support or draw upon Anika’s developing meanings of number. It was not clear to me whether the observed interactions with the VTech math game transpired for my benefit or were representative of Christina’s periodic efforts to engage Anika with the device.

Weekends. Anika usually stayed with her father over the weekends, from Friday evening through Sunday morning. Christina typically went grocery shopping before Anika returned from being with her father. However, if Christina planned to shop at Walmart, she had to wait and take Anika with her, otherwise, Anika would "catch an attitude." On Sundays, Anika attended church with Christina and in the evening Christina typically washed and “did” (i.e., combed, plaited, or styled in
ponytails, cornrows, or individual braids) Anika’s hair. Christina prepared dinner and
afterwards they watched DVDs before going to bed.

*Candid Reflections of Mathematics:*

*Perspectives from Anika’s Mother, Christina*

When I asked Christina about her experiences in school and in particular her
experiences in school mathematics, much of the content of her responses tended to
focus on particular social memories from her school-aged years rather than on her
school mathematics or even broader academic experiences. The following discussion
begins with the few reflections that Christina did share regarding her mathematical
experiences in elementary school.

"I was always doing it wrong."

While Christina exclaimed, "I love math" when we met by chance at the
coffee shop, she conveyed a different relationship toward the subject when discussing
her early experiences in school mathematics.

Christina: When I first started, I would say like elementary, I used to hate
 math.
Grace: Why?
Christina: I could never get it right. Uh, cause I had my own way and my
own method of adding my numbers together or subtracting my
numbers, and dividing my numbers... I had my own method of
trying to come up with an answer for, you know, the
mathematical problem. But I could never get it right. I was
always doing it wrong. And somebody else would try to show
me. I didn't want to listen to them at all, so.
Grace: ...what would be your own way of doing math problems when
you were little?
Christina: The wrong way. If it, says subtract, I'll add. If it says add, I'll
divide... basically, especially when we had homework...I would
sit there and try to just write anything to hurry up and go
outside... And that was it.

(June 12, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)
Christina seemed to view school mathematics as not only something to get “right” but that it also required using a single right method to solve problems (e.g., computation tasks). Her negative feelings toward mathematics appeared to stem from her frustration and belief that she “could never get it right” and from her resistance to others who tried to help her. Believing that her own way of doing mathematics was “wrong,” Christina resorted to writing “anything” as answers to problems so she could quickly complete assignments and move on to more enjoyable activities like playing.

Christina’s inferior perception regarding her own methods to solve mathematical problems also seemed to extend to the computation strategies she employed at work, a setting in which she believed she used mathematics in her daily life.

Christina: Especially, um, the discounts that we give customers, like on the jewelry and stuff. Like, um, it used to be fifty percent off, so that wasn't so hard to do. But now it's back to thirty percent, so. Like, um, Saturday, this man, it was a chain that was four ninety-nine [499], so he was like "Well, how much would this be with thirty percent off?" And we didn't have a calculator in sight! Four ninety-nine. All I have to do is just round it off to the nearest dollar, which is five hundred [500]. And then, I took the long way around, so I said "Okay multiply it times seventy, okay it'll be three fifty [350.00]." I was so happy!

Grace: Wait, how did you get that?...

Christina: Okay, I, first of all, it was four ninety-nine so I rounded it off to five hundred. And then, um, there's a hundred percent, in a dollar there's a hundred [indiscernible word, sounds like 'coins'], I mean, there's a hundred percent in one dollar. Start from a hundred percent. If something is thirty percent off, you take away thirty you have seventy percent left. So, you multiply, the five, well seven times five is thirty-five, so, that's how I got three fifty. Other people have, you know, different ways of doing it, that's what I meant about the different methods of doing it. I took the long way around. [Indiscernible phrase follows.]
Christina determined the estimated sale price of the chain ($350) by subtracting 30% from $100, then taking the result of $70 and multiplying it by five (to find 70% of $500). Although Christina employed a strategy that made sense to her, was mathematically sound, and resulted in the correct discounted price, she considered this approach as taking the “long way around,” suggesting that her method was less efficient or sophisticated compared to other, possibly more formal, methods or the “right” way for computing the sale price.

Consistent with Christina’s beliefs that there is a “right way” to solve problems, particularly in school mathematics, she used her fingers to model for Anika the two-column traditional algorithm for adding to solve the problem 44+3 posed by the VTech toy as opposed to presenting an alternative strategy such as counting on. “...we count...add and subtract...”

Christina's perception of mathematics seemed to encompass primarily a formal perspective of mathematics, characterized by a preeminence of number (e.g., rote counting, enumerating physical quantities, and recognizing numerals) and numeric operations (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division).

Christina referred explicitly to numeric operations when recalling her elementary mathematics experiences and explaining her use of mathematics at work. She also focused on number and operations when reflecting on when she thought Anika engaged in mathematics in her everyday life, referring to the placemats discussed previously.
Like when we count, we got like a, a board…it's like a table mat. And Anika will try to sit there and add and subtract… I try to get a chance to help her with it, or Leroy…
(June 12, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

Christina expressed concern for or value in developing Anika’s computation skills when she observed Anika’s difficulty in responding to the VTech toy's math activity. Christina and Leroy determined that they could help Anika by purchasing from Walmart some "flashcards" that displayed addition and subtraction facts and reviewing these with Anika.

Christina also reported counting with Anika as another example of when she thought Anika engaged in mathematics in her everyday life. Christina stated that she had Anika rote count to 20 and helped her along whenever she stopped. According to Christina, Anika spontaneously counted everyday objects in her home (e.g., bathroom toys, crayons).

Money

Not only did Christina reference money when she helped customers to determine the price of items at the pawnshop, but she also recalled how she learned to count with money from her maternal great-grandmother (whom she referred to as her "grandmother").

... when like people in our family would give us money, I learned from like money. Whenever they would give us money and stuff…my grandmother would say, "I'm not going to give you this until you tell me what it is," and she'll take it back. Or if I get change, say we're at a store, she'll make us stand there and count out the change back…like when the man would give us change, she'll ask, "How much is that in your hand?" And if we couldn't tell her she'll take it from us…
(June 12, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)
Through everyday activities with money, Christina claimed, “I learned from experiences like that. That’s how Anika learns.” Christina reported that she began to help Anika learn to identify the monetary values of different coins and bills. During a trip to the laundry mat, she observed that Anika recognized the different buttons on the washing machines that corresponded to the particular value of coin(s) to be inserted.

Christina discussed how her mother emphasized the financial importance of knowing mathematics,

… my mother used to get on us all the time, "You know you're going to need math in the real world. You're gonna get tired of people cheatin' you out of your money. You're going to need to know. Especially when you get jobs." And she used to go on and on and on and on and on…
(June 12, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

Money therefore provided a meaningful context in which Christina and, reportedly, Anika developed particular mathematical competencies involving number and numeric operations.

Interpreting a Collage of Anika’s Everyday Mathematical Events

An examination of the data of Anika’s everyday mathematical events revealed concepts of difference and similarity as a salient content theme. Before I present and analyze below a collection of Anika's everyday mathematical events involving meanings of difference and similarity, I explain my conceptualization of these concepts as being mathematical.

Conceptualizing Meanings of Difference and Similarity as Mathematical Content

The NCTM (2000) identified data analysis as one of five major content
strands in which children should develop understandings in school mathematics. In addition to counting, young children's capacities to classify objects is a fundamental mathematical process that contributes to their evolving knowledge of data analysis concepts (Clements, 2004; Clements & Sarama, 2007; Sarama & Clements, 2008). Classification involves the process of grouping, categorizing, or sorting objects according to an established criteria or attribute (Seo & Ginsburg, 2004). Toddlers and preschool children informally classify objects as they spontaneously select or group identical or similar objects together in their everyday settings and activities (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Seo & Ginsburg, 2004).

Research on preschool-aged children's learning of data analysis concepts and related processes is limited (Clements, 2004; Clements & Sarama, 2007). In particular, more specific analyses of the developmental trajectory of young children's growing capacities related to data analysis concepts and processes, namely classification and its preceding or relevant competencies, are lacking in comparison to, for example, the vast literature available that addresses young children's growing understandings of number and operations. Nevertheless, recent characterizations of preschool children’s informal mathematical activities include classification (e.g., sorting) as well as number concepts (e.g., enumeration) (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Seo & Ginsburg, 2004).

I drew inferences from the limited scope of literature within the field of mathematics education research that addresses young children’s development of classification processes to inform my interpretation of Anika’s collection of significant everyday mathematical events in which she spontaneously observed and
identified differences and/or similarities between various entities. I posited that a mathematical quality, involving Anika’s meanings of difference and similarity, characterized these events. My assumptions initiated from Clements and Sarama’s (2007) claim that *oddity* (i.e., "which one is not like the others") is a "basic competency" in classification (p. 527). I contend that, conversely, the capacity to identify entities or attributes of entities that are the same could also be considered a basic competency in classification.

A distinct set of attributes defines an entity. Various types of attributes can be discerned when examining an entity, including: physical, material, functional, and/or categorical qualities. In this study, physical qualities refer to attributes (measurable or non-measurable) that can be perceived or approximated by sight (e.g., color, shape, figure, design, size). Material qualities refer to attributes that can be perceived or approximated through senses other than sight (e.g., taste). Functional qualities can include the perceived purpose, use, or operation of an entity. Categorical qualities can include the perceived classification or grouping criteria ascribed to an entity.

For the purposes of this study, *difference* refers to the perception of a set of entities, or a set of corresponding attributes that define these entities, as being distinguishable or not the same. Meanings of *similarity* include concepts of sameness and resemblance. *Sameness* refers to the perception of a set of entities, or a set of corresponding attributes that define these entities, as being indistinguishable or identical. *Resemblance* refers to the perception of a set of non-identical entities as having at least one identical or nearly identical attribute in common. Resemblance can also refer to the perception of a set of corresponding attributes, attributes which
define a set of non-identical entities, as identical or nearly identical. The perceived degree of resemblance among a set of entities, or the corresponding attributes that define these entities, can vary depending on the attributes, qualities, and/or other meanings that are considered when evaluating a set of entities or their corresponding attributes.

Composition

The following analysis presents Anika’s collection of significant everyday mathematical events in which she demonstrated meanings of difference and similarity. The discussion is organized into five sections.

The first three sections encompass a set of mathematical events in which Anika observed and identified differences and/or similarities within pairs of entities. Each of these sections focuses on one of three types of entity pairings: two like objects, an object and an image, and two unlike objects. Each type of pairing is further explained in its respective section below. The spontaneous nature underlying these events involving paired entities demonstrated Anika's significant inclination toward and interest in observing and identifying differences and similarities within various pairs of entities she encountered in her everyday settings and activities.

The fourth section presents an analysis of a mathematical event in which Anika exhibited beginning understandings of classification as she spontaneously sorted a collection of fruit snacks.

In the final section, I discuss a mathematical event in which Ms. Franklin directed Anika to complete a worksheet on identifying two same images.
For each mathematical event presented, I discuss the adapted dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations that together framed the event.

Across this collection of mathematical events, Anika employed, constructed, and expressed meanings of difference and similarity. The following discussion of mathematical events illustrates Anika’s developing mathematical understandings and competencies relevant to classification and, more broadly, data analysis concepts.

**Content: Observing and Identifying Differences And/or Similarities - Between Two Like Objects**

Anika meaningfully noticed, engaged with, and evaluated familiar items in her everyday environment while she actively participated in routine activities at home and at day care. It was not uncommon for Anika to observe and identify spontaneously differences and/or similarities within pairs of entities she found interesting. In most of these mathematical events, Anika focused on two like objects. In this study, two like objects refers to either a pair of identical items or a pair of items that had considerable resemblance, having only minor distinctions in terms of their physical, material, functional, and/or categorical qualities. In the following mathematical events involving two like objects, the extent of similarity, including their degree of sameness or resemblance, varied among each pair. Also, the extent to which Anika identified differences and/or similarities within each pair of like objects varied as well.

These pairs of like objects included familiar or commonplace items found in either Anika’s home with Christina or in Ms. Franklin’s day care. At home, Anika
observed and/or identified differences and/or similarities within the following pairs of like objects: two barrettes, two pairs of slippers, and two juice drinks. Anika noticed and/or engaged with these like objects while getting her hair done, taking her bath, and participating in dinnertime activities, respectively. During free-play time at day care, Anika observed and identified a difference between two baby dolls and she also recognized that two plastic teacup saucers were the same. In these mathematical events at home and at day care, Anika observed particular physical (e.g., color) or material (e.g., taste) qualities that she identified as different and/or similar between the two like objects with which she noticed and/or engaged. Each of these mathematical events in which Anika demonstrated meanings of difference and similarity in her observations of two like objects is discussed in greater detail below.

1a. Content: Observing and identifying a similarity and a difference within a pair of barrettes. The following mathematical event occurred during my first home visit with Anika as Christina did Anika’s hair in their bedroom. Throughout this visit I focused my attention mostly on establishing a rapport with Christina though casual conversation. The field notes excerpt below describes an event that took place as Christina and I chatted while she did Anika’s hair.

**Barrettes**
Anika entertained herself while she was getting her hair done by playing with her stash of hair accessories (a variety of plastic barrettes, or "bows" as Christina called them, and ball ponytail holders, contained in a clear, plastic shoe bin). Anika pretended to cook with the barrettes and occasionally offered me an imaginary taste of her cooking. As Christina and I continued our conversation, I noticed Anika pausing as she held a pair of yellow plastic barrettes, that were not only the same color, but appeared to be the same relative size and shape. She was also talking to herself and I thought I heard her say the words “same” and “color.” As Anika continued examining the barrettes, she touched or pointed to the unique designs in the center of each barrette (I believe one was a flower and the other was a bird). Anika’s body
language and verbal cues suggested to me that she recognized the difference between these two, otherwise very similar, barrettes.  
(March 31, 2006 – Home visit with Anika)

Because I was engaged in a conversation with Christina it was difficult for me to fully attend to what Anika was doing or saying during this event. However, based on what I was able to observe with respect to Anika’s body language, coupled with a few key words that I thought I heard Anika utter aloud to herself (“same” and “color”), Anika appeared to identify both a similarity and a difference between the two, nearly identical barrettes. More specifically, Anika noticed that each barrette was yellow and thus determined that the barrettes were the same color (physical quality). She also recognized that the barrettes’ center designs (physical quality) were different from one another. Given that Anika paused in her pretend cooking to examine closely these two barrettes in particular, suggested that Anika may have taken interest in the pair of like objects because she noticed, upon closer inspection, that the barrettes, although they looked nearly identical, were actually not the same since their center designs were in fact different. Anika seemed to observe and identify the single physical feature that distinguished the two yellow barrettes from one another.

1b. Purpose and setting. The barrettes mathematical event took place at Anika’s home while Christina did her hair, a routine practice that normally took Anika’s mother several minutes to complete each day. While waiting for her mother to finish doing her hair, Anika chose to entertain herself and to play with her barrettes and ponytail holders. Anika’s collection of hair accessories provided her with a variety of colorful objects with which she could play as well as examine. An intrinsic interest seemed to motivate Anika to notice and evaluate the physical attributes of the
two yellow barrettes.

1c. Values and beliefs. Getting her hair done was a significant, routine practice in Anika's family life with Christina. Christina made an effort to try to do Anika's hair every morning, including reserving a few hours on Sunday evenings to wash and to "really" do Anika's hair. When Anika's hair was styled in individual, thin braids, Christina reported that it took several hours not only to plait Anika's hair initially but it took just as long (over a couple of days) to undo the braids. In addition to the various tools and hair products Christina used to do Anika's hair, she also had a growing collection of colorful barrettes and ponytail holders with which to embellish Anika's hair styles. Each day, Christina carefully selected those accessories to place in Anika's hair that would complement her outfit. The time, effort, and care that Christina devoted to the practice of maintaining and doing Anika’s hair suggested that Christina took pride in her child’s appearance, not only with respect to the shoes and clothing that Anika wore, but also in how Anika’s hair was kept.

1d. Social relations. Anika's mother, Christina, primarily shaped the context of the barrettes event as she managed the practice of doing Anika’s hair.

Christina assumed responsibility for grooming Anika’s hair each day, creating and maintaining Anika’s hair style, purchasing and selecting “bows” with which to accessorize Anika’s hair, and washing and “really” doing Anika’s hair at least once a week.

In addition to the above activities, the practice of doing Anika’s hair also called for Christina to provide and manage activities or objects with which Anika could engage or be entertained while waiting for Christina to finish doing her hair. In
the barrettes mathematical event, Christina provided a collection of various hair
accessories and placed these in a container that she allowed Anika to freely access as
Christina did Anika’s hair. On another occasion when I was present as Christina did
Anika’s hair, Christina permitted Anika to select a DVD movie and to operate the
DVD player so she could watch the movie while getting her hair done. Managing and
negotiating the appropriate use of for-entertainment-use objects and activities also
afforded Anika and Christina a meaningful context in which to engage each other in
dialogue as Christina did Anika’s hair.

While Christina primarily managed the practice of doing Anika’s hair, Anika
freely chose to play with her hair accessories and she initiated her observations of
similarity and difference regarding the pair of yellow barrettes.

Anika’s observations, as expressed through her physical engagement with the
barrettes and her utterances, did not appear to be directed at either Christina or
myself. While I observed a number of occasions during my home visits with Anika in
which she either attempted to interject her voice into adult conversation or to initiate a
verbal interaction with an adult, Anika’s desire to gain adult attention did not seem
important to her during this particular event. Instead, Anika appeared to be thinking
aloud to herself as she uttered the thoughts and meanings she constructed when
examining the pair of barrettes. Anika’s spontaneous pause in her play to inspect and
to evaluate the two yellow barrettes also suggested an intrinsic motivation might have
prompted Anika to engage in meanings of difference and similarity.

2a. Content: Observing and identifying a similarity and a difference between
two pairs of slippers. In the following mathematical event, Anika observed and
identified a similarity and a difference between a pair of slippers that were physically in view during the episode and a pair of slippers that were not physically present. The event took place on a weekday evening home visit during Anika’s bath time. I sat in the bathroom while Anika played in the tub. Christina had just left the bathroom to put away Anika’s excess bath toys when the following event occurred.

Slippers
Anika: Miss Grace.
Grace: Yes, Anika.
Anika: [She observed the pair of slippers I was wearing. The slippers were ballet-style, made of black satin, with a bow on the front.] My mommy got slippers [indecipherable word/s].
Grace: Your mom has slippers, too?
Anika: Yeah.
Grace: Yeah?
Anika: She has 'em.
Grace: [I recalled the slippers I observed Christina wearing on my first home visit, ] I think she has, I think blue fuzzy ones.
Anika: No.
Grace: She has slippers like this? [I pointed to my slippers.]
Anika: No.
Grace: I thought her slippers were blue. They’re slip on. They may have like a rainbow or a heart, something with art, some kind of little picture on her slippers.
Anika: She got the same,
Grace: She has the same kind like me? Yeah? [Crosstalk with Anika below.]
Anika: But it's, it's, [Crosstalk with Grace below.]
Grace: I haven’t seen those yet.
Anika: But it's not the same color. [Crosstalk, Indecipherable word(s).]
Grace: Oh really? What color are hers?
Anika: It’s like the same color like, um, of, of, um, it was like this color. [She pointed to the off-white, beige-like color of the tub.]
Grace: What do you mean, like th-, that white? Or yellow?
Anika: White.
Grace: It’s white? Okay.
(April 10, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

While soaking and playing in the tub, Anika spontaneously observed my slippers and seemed to recognize a similarity between my slippers and a pair of
slippers she stated belonged to her mother. Anika referenced a pair of Christina’s slippers that I had not seen and were not in view during this event. The only slippers I observed Christina wear were a light-blue, fuzzy, slip-on pair. This is not to say that the slippers Anika appeared to picture in her mind and tried to describe to me did not exist. Anika seemed adamant that the particular pair of her mother’s slippers she envisioned were not the “blue fuzzy ones” I described.

When I first asked Anika if the pair of slippers she envisioned were “like” my slippers, she responded “no.” However, as our conversation continued, Anika stated that her mother “got the same” slippers, presumably, as me. When I clarified her comment by asking Anika if her mother had “the same kind (of slippers) like me,” Anika confirmed in the affirmative. Thus, when I initially asked Anika if her mother’s slippers were “like” my pair, Anika might have interpreted my question or my use of “like” to mean whether the pairs of slippers were indistinguishable or identical (e.g., same fabric, color and style), which, based on her subsequent descriptions, they were not. Upon noticing my slippers, Anika appeared to observe a resemblance between these and her mother’s slippers. Anika’s meaning of “same kind” seemed to indicate that she perceived that the style (physical quality) of my slippers, ballet-style, was the same as the style of the slippers she appeared to have in mind.

All three pairs of footwear (my black satin, ballet-style pair; Christina’s blue fuzzy, slip-on-style pair; and the pair of slippers that Anika envisioned) could be perceived as similar, or more specifically, as having resemblance in that they all can be categorized as slippers. However, Anika’s discernment between the footwear
seemed either to go beyond or to disregard their categorization as slippers. Anika instead appeared most concerned with the physical attributes of the pairs of slippers rather than their classification. In our discourse, when I mentioned the “blue fuzzy ones,” Anika not only rejected these as the pair of slippers she pictured in her mind, but she also appeared to dismiss the “blue fuzzy ones” as a potential resource from which she could characterize the slippers that she envisioned. Rather, Anika maintained her focus on the style of my slippers as the primary attribute underlying her evaluation of sameness.

Anika also identified a difference between the two pairs of slippers, reporting that her mother’s slippers were “not the same color” (physical quality) as my pair. Anika did not have a word to describe or to name the color of her mother’s slippers. Instead, she utilized the bathtub/shower surface as a resource to help her portray this physical quality of color to me as she pointed to the nearby, off-white, beige-like-colored bathtub/shower wall and informed me, “… it was like this color.” She recognized a resemblance between the color of the slippers she mentally pictured and the color of the bathtub/shower surface. Thus, not only did Anika observe and identify a sameness in the style (physical quality) as well as a difference in the color (physical quality) between the two like slippers, but she also observed and identified a resemblance in color (physical quality) between two unlike objects, the slippers she envisioned and the nearby bathtub/shower wall.

2b. Purpose and setting. Anika’s daily personal hygiene regimen typically included taking a bath in the evenings. In the slippers event, I sat in the bathroom during Anika’s bath time, which lasted approximately 20- to 25-minutes. As part of
Anika’s bathing practice, Christina allowed Anika time to soak and play in the bathtub as she wished, within established behavior expectations. During this unstructured soaking time, Anika freely played and chattered with herself, her mother, and me while she frolicked in the bathtub.

The slippers event occurred while Anika leisurely soaked in the bathtub. Because I sat in the bathroom while Anika bathed, not only did Anika have the opportunity to interact with me but my presence along with my belongings and attire added to this bath time setting as well. At one point when Christina left the bathroom, Anika immediately initiated discourse with me regarding the pair of slippers she observed me wearing. Anika’s spontaneous observation and desire to share her thoughts with me seemed to indicate that Anika deemed what she noticed as interesting and worth my attention.

2c. Values and beliefs. A significant portion of Anika’s bath time routine consisted of an unstructured soaking period. Thus, in addition to maintaining Anika’s personal cleanliness, providing Anika some time and freedom to conduct her own amusement activities while she soaked in the bathtub seemed to be another important aspect of Anika’s bath time practice. Christina supported Anika’s leisure interests during bath time by providing Anika an opportunity to freely play or amuse herself while soaking, supplying Anika with a selection of various bath toys, negotiating with Anika which of these toys she could play with during her bath, and welcoming and responding to Anika’s talk and song as she soaked in the bathtub.

The slippers event illustrates Anika’s desire to interact with known adults during everyday activities such as bath time. Immediately after Christina informed
Anika that she was going to leave the bathroom to put away the remaining bath toys in the closet, Anika invited me into conversation with her by saying, “Miss Grace.” This gesture seemed to suggest a genuine intention on Anika’s part to engage with me verbally during her bath time. Anika could have chosen instead to play on her own without seeking or gaining my attention. Anika’s interest to talk to me seemed consistent with other occasions during home visits in which I observed Anika actively seeking to converse with known adults or to involve herself in discussions among adults.

2d. Social relations. For the most part, Christina managed Anika’s bath time routine. Activities such as negotiating what toys Anika could have in the tub, establishing a comfortable water temperature, and assisting Anika in scrubbing her body afforded Anika and her mother natural opportunities to interact verbally with one another. In addition to these bath activities, an unstructured soaking period afforded Anika the occasion and freedom to engage in various activities of her choice.

In the slippers event, Anika initiated a conversation with me regarding my footwear. Anika’s particular attention to my slippers and her desire to share her observations with me appeared to reflect either a social or observation-oriented interest. In terms of a social aim, Anika may have taken notice of my slippers initially as a means to interact with me. On the other hand, Anika’s observations of similarity and difference may have itself sparked her intent to engage with me.

3a. Content: Observing a difference between two juice drinks. The following mathematical event took place around 9:15 p.m., after Anika’s bath time referenced in the slippers event discussed above. Christina, Leroy, Anika, and myself were
gathered in the dining room and kitchen area of the apartment.

Juice
Christina: [To Anika] Not hungry?
Anika: I'm, I'm. I'm gonna get that other juice cause I like it [she left the table to return the juice she had and to retrieve another juice from the refrigerator; meanwhile, Christina and I chatted between ourselves].
Anika: [She returned to the table and said during a pause in my conversation with Christina, ] This not the same juice that I had. [Paused. Then after no response, she repeated in the same tone as before. ] This not the same juice that I had.
Grace: Is that another juice?
Anika: It’s another juice.
(April 10, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

In this event, Anika decided to exchange her initial juice drink for one that she liked. Once Anika returned to the table with her new juice, she announced that the juice was “not the same” as her initial juice drink. Anika observed a difference between two like objects when she determined that the two juice drinks were not the same. Although Anika did not identify a specific quality that differed between the two juices, the difference she noticed did not appear to reflect simply that the drinks were exchanged. Rather, Anika’s initial comments that she wanted to get a juice that she liked suggested that Anika preferred the taste of the latter drink. Thus, Anika appeared to observe a difference in taste (material quality) between the two juice drinks.

3b. Purpose and setting. The juice event occurred on a weekday evening in Christina’s dining room as she prepared dinner. We were gathered in the dining room and kitchen area of the apartment where we could also view the DVD movie playing on the living room television set. Although Anika did not wish to eat at that time, she did accept something to drink. Anika exchanged the initial juice drink she received for
one that she seemed to prefer in taste. Anika’s mother, Christina, purchased various
drinks and food products and made a few of these items accessible in her kitchen for
Anika to select and acquire independently. When Anika spontaneously announced,
during a pause in my chatter with Christina, “This is not the same juice that I had,”
neither of us acknowledged Anika’s comment. Anika therefore repeated her statement
and I responded accordingly. Anika’s persistence suggested that she wished to direct
her observation to either or both Christina and me.

3c. Values and beliefs. The juice episode demonstrated Anika’s growing self-
reliance to obtain nourishment, in particular, with respect to helping herself to certain
refrigerator items. Anika’s ease in obtaining a new drink on her own, with no concern
demonstrated from her mother, suggested that Christina supported and possibly
encouraged Anika’s independence in this context.

Although Christina seemed to encourage Anika’s independence to select and
acquire her own beverages, Christina also expressed concern regarding Anika’s
nighttime energy level as well as her dental health. Christina regulated Anika’s
evening sugar intake, including the amount of juice she consumed. Later that evening
when Anika indicated that she wanted to drink more of this juice, Christina
immediately denied this request because of her apprehension with the juice’s high
sugar content. The juice event also appeared to illustrate Anika’s dispositions with
respect to food and eating. Anika’s dissatisfaction with her initial juice drink seemed
to reflect both her preference for sweets as well as her tendency to be a picky eater.

Anika stated and repeated the comment, “This is not the same juice that I
had.” Anika’s actions suggested that she wished to gain either or both Christina’s and
my attention and to share her observation with us. Thus, this episode also seemed to reflect Anika’s desire to interact verbally with known adults in her daily settings and activities.

3d. Social relations. The juice event occurred, more broadly, within the context of Anika’s dinnertime activities at home. Christina primarily managed the foundational aspects of dinnertime, including: purchasing and storing away grocery items; cooking meals; assessing Anika’s hunger; and setting aside time for dinner. On the other hand, Anika appeared to have a significant say in determining whether she actually ate dinner and what, if anything, she consumed during this activity. For example, if Anika indicated she was not hungry, Christina did not seem to insist that she eat. In the juice event, Anika opted only to have something to drink. Anika’s lack of hunger during this episode could have been due to, as Christina reported, Anika’s tendency to “eat what she wants when she wants.”

Anika’s composed persistence in sharing her observation with us about her drink suggested that Anika perceived that her mother and Leroy welcomed her talk and that Anika’s vocal participation during dinnertime activities appeared to be a routine aspect of this practice.

4a. Content: Observing and identifying a difference and a similarity within pairs of like toys. Anika also spontaneously observed and identified differences and similarities between like objects at day care. The following two mathematical events occurred during free-play time.

Baby dolls
Anika played with a baby doll she named Keekee. Anika and Nevin (a toddler at the day care) each placed their baby doll in a toy, child safety car-seat. Later, Anika and Nevin came over to me with their baby dolls. Anika pointed
to the torso area, near the neck of each doll, and informed me that Nevin’s
doll’s outfit had writing (that to me looked like an abstract, cursive script,
continuous pattern design) on it and her doll did not. The two children then
continued to play with their dolls.
(March 21, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

The two dolls with which Anika and Nevin played had considerable
resemblance. Both toys were Black, baby-girl dolls and had non-identical,
corresponding body parts (functional qualities) in common. Several non-identical,
physical qualities distinguished each doll. Anika observed in particular a difference
between the two dolls’ outfits, one had writing or a scribble pattern on it while the
other did not. Anika’s attention to the dolls’ outfits suggested that Anika viewed this
physical quality as salient in distinguishing these. Anika physically and verbally
referenced the distinct physical quality of each baby doll’s outfit when she shared her
observations of difference with me.

Teacup saucers
As Anika played by herself, she rummaged through a toy bin selecting various
smaller toys with which to play. Eventually, she found one plastic teacup
saucer and then another similar one. Upon inspecting both saucers with her
eyes, she immediately held up the pair and exclaimed to me, “These are the
same!”
(April 3, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Anika spontaneously noticed the sameness of the two, toy teacup saucers she
found.

4b. Purpose and setting. The baby dolls and teacup saucers events took place
at Ms. Franklin’s day care during free-play time. During this activity, children had
access to various toys, climbing structures, puzzles, drawing supplies, and books with
which they could engage. This wide selection and variety of choices afforded Anika
with a range of objects and materials with which she could freely explore and engage
in meanings of differences and similarities. In the baby dolls event, Anika and Nevin engaged in parallel play with their dolls before they approached me. In the teacup saucers event, Anika played independently as she typically did during free-play time. In both events, Anika deemed her observation of difference and similarity, respectively, as worthy to share with me.

4c. Values and beliefs. Ms. Franklin believed that children at the day care benefitted from having opportunities to engage in unstructured play. As such, Ms. Franklin included free-play time as part of the children's daily schedule and she provided a variety of stimuli (e.g., toys, climbing structures, books) with which children could play and explore during this period.

In the baby dolls and teacup saucers events, Anika demonstrated her temperament to interact with known adults. Although other children were present during these events, Anika did not share her observations with them.

4d. Social relations. Ms. Franklin primarily managed free-play time by establishing this activity as a routine practice in the children’s day care schedule, providing a variety of child-friendly stimuli with which day care attendees could play and explore, and setting and reinforcing appropriate behavior expectations for the children to follow. During free-play time, Ms. Franklin allowed the children to play with little interaction from her, except when she needed to correct inappropriate behavior.

Anika appeared to prefer to play alone, especially when the school-aged children were not present. While Anika occasionally interacted, to some degree, with the day care toddlers, she rarely played with her 4-year-old peers.
As illustrated in the baby dolls and teacup saucers events, Anika willingly paused in her play to convey her observations of difference and similarity to me, and immediately afterwards she resumed her self-directed play. This suggested that Anika did not intend to engage in discourse with me. Instead, it appeared that Anika simply aimed to announce what she noticed, deeming her observations of difference and similarity worthy of comment.

Content: Observing and Identifying a Similarity and Difference - Between an Object and an Image

In this section, I discuss two mathematical events in which Anika demonstrated meanings of similarity and difference while observing an object and an image. In the first mathematical event, Anika identified differences between the actual appearance of children and a drawing of those children. In the second event, Anika identified a difference between a toy xylophone and a pictorial representation of another xylophone.

In these mathematical events, despite the structural (e.g., medium, dimension, and scale) distinctions within each object-image pair, Anika appeared to recognize a conceptual similarity within each pair. The subsequent differences that Anika observed within each object-image pair seemed to focus on a particular physical quality that distinguished the appearance of an attribute represented by one entity from the other rather than on the entities’ disparate structures. In each of these mathematical events, Anika seemed to understand that the image represented the actual object or an object that closely resembled the actual object.
1a. Content: Identifying differences between the actual appearance of children and a drawing of those children. The following mathematical event occurred one late afternoon at day care. Anika stood by me as I sat in the lounge chair.

**Drawing**
Anika asked me to draw her and the others (Toya and Nevin) in my journal. She specifically asked me to draw her with 3 plaits (she actually had about 15 plaits in her hair). After Anika inspected my drawings of Toya and Nevin, she communicated non-verbally to me (by motioning with her hands and body) that Toya should have a zipper on the top part of her shirt and that Nevin should have a little bow on the collar of his shirt (he was wearing his sister Kalia's top as he stained the clothes he had on earlier).
(March 21, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

In this drawing event, Anika requested that I draw her and two other children who were present at the day care. Once I sketched the children, Anika spontaneously examined my drawing compared to her observations of the actual subjects’ appearance. Using hand and body gestures, Anika identified two shirt details (i.e., Toya's zipper and Nevin's bow) that she wanted me to add to the drawing. As such, Anika appeared to notice a difference between my sketch of the shirts and the corresponding actual physical appearance of Toya’s and Nevin’s shirt collars. Anika's attention to the shirt collar of each child seemed consistent with the attribute of outfit appearance that she focused on in the baby dolls event reported above. This suggested that clothing, if present, may have represented a significant physical quality that Anika noticed when she observed and evaluated entities for differences and similarities.

When Anika requested that I draw her with three plaits, it was not clear if Anika intended to have the drawing of her depict fewer plaits than what she actually had, or if Anika understood that she did have a multiple number of plaits and that she
tried to enumerate these by using the word "three."

1b. Purpose and setting. The drawing event occurred at Ms. Franklin’s day care, following afternoon snacks and a period of free play, during an unstructured time for Anika. As Ms. Franklin began to work on writing skills with Toya, Anika remained by me as I sat in a chair from which I could observe day care activities. By examining my picture and identifying two missing details that she observed in my drawing, Anika sought to help me make the images of Toya and Nevin more similar to Toya’s and Nevin’s actual appearance.

1c. Values and beliefs. The drawing event illustrated not only Anika’s inclination to engage with known adults but it also demonstrated her interest to write or to draw in my field journal. Over the course of my visits with her, Anika consistently expressed interest in my practice of writing in my field journal, and she often asked if she could write or draw in it herself. As the situation permitted, I allowed Anika to use my pencil and to write or draw in my journal. This activity also supported Anika’s interest to interact with a known adult.

Before the drawing event, Anika chose to spend much of her free-play time by my side, at one point asking me to draw a dress in my journal. Anika augmented the drawing by adding a body, head, and limbs to what she identified as being a picture of herself. Once free play was over and the other children transitioned into other activities, Anika remained by my side and continued to focus her attention on me and on drawing in my journal.

1d. Social relations. My presence at the day care together with my practice of recording field notes in my observation journal appeared to become sources of
interest and engagement for Anika. Although I occasionally helped Ms. Franklin when she needed an extra hand, I typically sat in the lounge chair located near the center of the room that gave me a good vantage point of the day care space. I welcomed the children to approach me and to inquire about my journal. Anika’s desire to interact with me in the drawing event may have stemmed not only from her inclination to engage with known adults but also from the novelty of my presence and her interest in writing or drawing in my journal.

While I primarily managed my journal and its written content, to the extent possible, I allowed the children, including Anika, to initiate and shape our interactions involving my journal. As such, this mathematical event evolved into a joint endeavor between Anika and me in which we aimed to represent Toya’s and Nevin’s actual appearance, as determined by Anika, in a drawing. Anika and I also engaged in a shared drawing experience using my journal in the incident preceding this when Anika asked me to draw a dress.

2a. Content: Identifying a difference between a toy xylophone and a pictorial representation of another xylophone. The following event occurred during free-play time as Anika played independently.

Xylophones
Anika paused to examine a drawing of a xylophone in a picture book she found and an actual toy xylophone instrument that rested on the floor nearby. After a few seconds, she announced, “It’s not the same as this. This doesn’t have a bar like this one.”
(June 5, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

While the image of the xylophone in the picture book was not a direct representation of the toy xylophone, Anika seemed to recognize that the image of the xylophone was conceptually similar to the actual toy xylophone that she noticed on the floor nearby.
Although a number of differences distinguished the xylophone pictured in the children’s book from the toy xylophone (e.g., colors, number of pitch bars, types of fasteners), Anika seemed to notice one particular physical quality, a support bar, that appeared on one xylophone but not the other. As such, Anika concluded that the two xylophones were "not the same."

2b. Purpose and setting. The xylophones event took place during free-play time at day care. As Anika played independently, she spontaneously noticed an image of a xylophone in a picture book and compared its appearance to a nearby toy xylophone. Anika not only commented to herself that the two xylophones were not the same but she also verbally identified to herself the particular difference she observed between the two.

2c. Values and beliefs. The values and beliefs instantiated within the practice of free play have been discussed in the dolls and teacup saucers events. While Anika demonstrated her inclination to interact with adults, albeit briefly, in those events, she did not engage with adults or her peers in the xylophone event.

2d. Social relations. The social relations that shaped the practice of free play have been discussed in the dolls and teacup saucers event. However, unlike her activity in those events, Anika did not announce her xylophone observations with anyone. Instead, Anika behaved similarly to her actions in the barrettes event. She seemed to think aloud to herself and appeared absorbed in the moment with her observations, showing no concern for affirmation from others. As such, Anika’s behavior and utterances seemed intrinsically focused. After she identified to herself
the difference she noticed between the image of a xylophone and the toy xylophone,

Anika resumed her independent play.

*Content: Observing and Identifying a Similarity Between Two Unlike Objects*

Anika observed and identified a similarity between two unlike objects that had little to no resemblance with respect to their physical, material, or functional qualities.

*Content.* The following mathematical event took place during a Wednesday afternoon home observation visit with Anika when Christina and Leroy were off from work. I brought a box of Hello Kitty-themed fruit snacks for Anika as a small hospitality gift for Christina.

**Hello Kitty**

Anika: I got Hello Kitty like you (she referred to my Hello Kitty pen that I was holding at the time along with my journal).

Grace: You do? Where?

Anika: My candy that you bought me.

Grace: Oh, it's supposed to be fruit snacks. It's supposed to be semi-healthy.

(June 14, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

Although the “candy” (i.e., fruit snacks) and pen appeared to have little to no physical resemblance, Anika identified a similarity between these two unlike objects. Anika recognized that both items displayed the same Hello Kitty iconic face. In this sense, Anika classified my pen and her “candy” as sharing the same attribute that she identified as “Hello Kitty.” Anika’s conclusion that she had Hello Kitty “like” me, seemed to reflect an understanding that two structurally-distinct objects can have a “like”-ness or similarity through a shared membership in a group or category even if those objects differ substantially with respect to their physical, material, or functional qualities.
Purpose and setting. While Christina, Leroy, Anika and I relaxed in the living room and chatted while watching television, Anika approached Christina requesting to have some, what sounded like, “fruity bears.” Christina recognized that Anika was referring to the fruit snacks that I brought for her. As Christina was in the kitchen getting the snack, Anika eagerly informed me that, with the “candy” that I gave to her, she now had “Hello Kitty” just like me. Anika seemed pleased with knowing that she had a Hello Kitty brand item as she noticed over time that I had several Hello Kitty items of my own.

Values and beliefs. According to Christina, she typically ran errands on Wednesday afternoons, but because of the rainy weather on this day, she opted to stay home and to relax instead. Watching television/DVDs seemed to be a significant leisure activity in Anika’s home life with Christina. During situations when only one television set was in use and managed by the adults in the household, Anika seemed content with entertaining herself by engaging in various activities around her home, including initiating brief exchanges with Christina or other adults present.

Anika’s interactions with her mother and me during the Hello Kitty event may have been prompted by a couple of Anika’s interests and dispositions beyond her inclined nature to engage with adults. First, Anika’s love for sweets appeared to motivate her request to have some “fruity bears.” Just prior to the Hello Kitty event, Anika asked to have some of her mother’s Altoids, a breath freshener that Anika considered and ate as if it were candy. Anika likewise regarded the Hello Kitty fruit snacks as “candy” and she eagerly requested to have these as well. Second, this event seemed to demonstrate Anika’s awareness of and tendency to approximate the
interests of known adults. Anika noticed that I owned a number of Hello Kitty items. As such, Anika seemed excited to have something “Hello Kitty” in common with me.

**Social relations.** While Christina, Leroy and I chatted while the television simultaneously played, Anika amused herself in various activities including climbing on the sofa, showing me some of her belongings, dancing along to a music video, and locating a DVD she wanted to watch. Not only did Anika seem comfortable approaching Christina at any point, but Christina readily responded to Anika’s requests (e.g., allowing Anika to have “just one” Altoid) or condition (e.g., checking on Anika after she fell from climbing on the couch) without hesitation or concern. It therefore appeared that Anika’s self-directed activities during this unstructured time of family relaxation were not only familiar but were also, for the most part, welcomed. Christina seemed to shift her attention with ease between watching television, engaging in a conversation, and tending to Anika. In an effort to maintain some degree of consistency or approximate an essence of everydayness in Anika’s home settings and activities, I tried to adopt a similar interaction style with Anika during this visit.

**Content: Sorting Fruit Snacks into Same-Kind Groups**

Anika demonstrated beginning understandings of classification when she employed meanings of difference and similarity to sort spontaneously.

**Content.** The following sorting event took place moments after the Hello Kitty event discussed above.

**Sorting**

Anika and I sat at the dining room table to enjoy our snacks. Anika had a pouch of Hello Kitty fruit snacks. She opened her pouch and dumped all her fruit snacks on top of the table. I noticed that a few snacks were clumped
together. Anika proceeded to separate her snacks into the following piles: a group of four red Hello Kitty heads, a group of three yellow flowers; and a single blue snack (I could not tell what it was supposed to be). She first ate the blue snack, then two yellow flowers. Anika then made a fruit snack sandwich or tower, squishing two red Hello Kitty heads, one on top of and the other below the remaining yellow flower. Before Anika ate all her fruit snacks, as casually as possible, I called Christina’s attention to the piles that Anika created and inquired if she has ever noticed Anika “doing this” (i.e., sorting) before. Christina glanced over at the table and replied, “Oh, that’s something new. Nope.”
(June 14, 2006 – Home Visit with Anika)

Anika employed meanings of difference and similarity based on physical qualities when she sorted the fruit snacks according to their color/shape. As evidenced in the same-kind piles she created, Anika not only identified which snacks were the same, but she also identified the different types of fruit snacks, each physically defined by a distinct color and shape, that were contained in her pouch. Although Christina reported that she had never seen Anika sorting before, it is unclear whether Anika had sorted previously without her mother’s knowledge.

Purpose and setting. This event took place during an unstructured family relaxation period at home. Anika sorted and ate her snacks at the dining room table while Christina painted her toenails and watched the local news nearby in the living room. Anika appeared to take delight in taking stock of her pouch contents, dumping all of the fruit snacks onto the table and spontaneously sorting them by their color/shape, as well as in eating the sorted snacks in a deliberate fashion, including consuming the triple-snack sandwich that she constructed.

Values and beliefs. In an effort to monitor Anika’s consumption of sweets, Christina permitted Anika to have one pouch of the fruit snacks. Anika enjoyed eating sweets, especially candy, and she considered the fruit snacks as “candy.”
Social relations. After Christina directed Anika to eat her snacks at the dining room table, Anika seemed independently engrossed and amused with her fruit snacks, managing, sorting, and eating these as she wished.

Content: Identifying Images that are the Same

In the mathematical event presented below, Ms. Franklin engaged Anika in a worksheet activity with which she prompted Anika to identify an image from a set of images that was the same as a target image.

Content.

Bears Worksheet

Ms. Franklin gave Anika a worksheet activity to complete. Each item consisted of a row of bears, beginning on the left with an image of a bear followed by a set of four distinct bear images. The orientation of the bears’ arms and legs differentiated the images from one another. The images were simple, black-line drawings resulting in a coloring-book-like representation of bears. The task was to identify and color which bear among the set of four bears was the same as the initial or target bear. Ms. Franklin explained the task to Anika.

In her first try and without Ms. Franklin’s assistance, Anika pointed to an incorrect bear. Ms. Franklin then intervened to help Anika, providing Anika specific cues to help her identify the correct bear that was the same as the target bear. For instance, Ms. Franklin prompted Anika to look at the orientation of the feet of the target bear (e.g., “this one has toe to toe”) and then she pointed to each of the following bears in the row and asked Anika whether or not the given bear had “toe to toe.” With Ms. Franklin’s assistance, Anika eventually pointed to the correct bear that was the same as the target bear, however, she only colored the target bear. Ms. Franklin directed Anika’s attention to the second row of bears, noting first that the target bear had “elbow to elbow.” As with the initial example, Ms. Franklin pointed to each of the following bears, one by one, and asked Anika, “Does this one have elbow to elbow?” Ms. Franklin continued to systematically prompt Anika to compare each subsequent bear’s limbs to the target bear’s limbs, thus helping Anika to identify the correct bear that was the same as the target bear. Ms. Franklin guided Anika’s through to the rest of the items in which Anika identified the correct bears by pointing to, rather than coloring, each.

(April 7, 2006 – Day Care Visit)
In Anika’s initial attempt to respond to this worksheet task, she did not identify the correct bear that was the same or identical to the target bear. However, with Ms. Franklin’s systematic prompting, Anika successfully identified the bears that were the same as the target bears presented for each item. Because I did not interview Anika regarding her initial response to this task, it was unclear to what extent Anika understood the task when Ms. Franklin initially explained it to her. It was also unclear to what extent, if any, Anika drew upon her prior understandings of difference and similarity in her process of completing this activity.

Responding to a worksheet task of identifying an image that was the same as a target image seemed unfamiliar to Anika. The formal nature of the task may have presented a cognitive obstacle for Anika as she may have been unsure how to respond in this new context.

Also, the type of entities and the appearance of the images to be examined in this task may have been interpreted by Anika in such a way that was not anticipated by the developers of the task or by Ms. Franklin. The same bear image appeared throughout each item with variations in the orientation of its limbs. Thus, Anika may have initially perceived all the bear images to be essentially the same, because she believed that the same bear appeared in each image except the positioning of its legs and arms differed. These distinctions among the bears may have been too subtle for Anika to recognize without Ms. Franklin’s targeted scaffolding. Ms. Franklin’s prompting focused Anika’s attention to the specific orientation of each item’s initial bear’s limbs and guided Anika to systematically compare this feature of the target bear to each of the following bears. With Franklin’s assistance, Anika was able to
determine which following bear’s limbs looked the same and which bear’s limbs looked different than the initial bear’s limbs.

*Purpose and setting.* The bears worksheet event occurred at day care just before lunch time. On this day, Anika arrived earlier than her normal scheduled time and therefore had already spent a couple of hours at day care before the event took place. While the other children were occupied in other activities, Ms. Franklin opted to use this opportunity to work with Anika on the matching bears task. Anika sat at the gathering table as Ms. Franklin directly guided her through each item, calling Anika’s attention to the specific features defining each bear and prompting Anika with questions to identify which bear was the same as the target bear.

*Values and beliefs.* Ms. Franklin considered her day care to be informal in the sense that she did not follow a prescribed academic curriculum or educational agenda and that her day-care setting and activities did not substantially reflect a formal school-like context. However, Ms. Franklin did occasionally engage the preschool-aged children in activities and tasks to develop their fine motor and cognitive skills that she believed could help prepare them for later schooling. By engaging Anika in the bears worksheet, Ms. Franklin exposed Anika to the formal practice of completing paper and pencil tasks, including the practice of writing her name on her paper, and also fostered Anika’s capacity to identify difference and similarity between images in this context.

*Social relations.* Ms. Franklin managed the paper and pencil tasks she gave to the preschool-aged children by providing occasional opportunities for them to engage in this formal activity, selecting tasks for children, and guiding them as needed to
complete the activity. In the bears worksheet event, Ms. Franklin focused on Anika identifying the correct bear that was identical to each item’s target bear. As such, when Anika identified an incorrect bear in her initial attempt at the task, Ms. Franklin responded by prompting Anika to observe the particular orientation of the target bear’s limbs and to determine if the corresponding limbs of each remaining bear looked the same. By systematically guiding Anika through each item, Ms. Franklin significantly managed Anika’s subsequent responses to the activity. Having only colored the initial bear on the worksheet, Anika appeared to show minimal interest in this task and continued to assume a passive role as Ms. Franklin guided her through each item.

**Characterizing Anika’s Everyday Mathematical Events**

A subsequent examination of the collection of Anika’s everyday mathematical events revealed that Anika’s engagement in early classification processes tended to:

- Focus upon familiar entities with which Anika amused herself or took interest while she participated in daily routines at home or free play at day care;
- Be intrinsically motivated;
- Prompt Anika to initiate verbal interactions with me; and/or
- Demonstrate that Anika observed and noted differences and/or similarities between entities or their attributes for personal mathematical interest.

I discuss each of these characteristics of Anika’s everyday mathematical events below.
Focusing upon Familiar Entities In Everyday Contexts

This characteristic of Anika’s mathematical events primarily reflects the objects with which and the contexts in which Anika tended to engage in early classification processes. At home, Anika primarily observed and identified differences and similarities between familiar items with which she entertained herself or found interesting while participating in routine activities. At day care, Anika tended to employ meanings of difference and similarity to pairs of objects that drew her attention during free play.

While Anika’s daily routines at home of getting her hair done, taking a bath, dinnertime, or passively watching television with her family as well as her free play at day care were not themselves purposefully mathematical, Anika freely engaged in early classification processes as she amused herself with and/or noticed familiar items and their attributes during these everyday contexts. At home, Anika’s daily routines and activities afforded her opportunities to observe and evaluate a range of meaningful objects at her leisure. At day care, Ms. Franklin provided Anika a variety of toys and materials with which Anika could play and observe during free play.

In the mathematical events examined, Anika’s attention to entities that she found interesting during routine activities at home and free play at day care seemed to focus on the entities’ physical traits, such as their figures, colors, or designs, as well as on material (i.e., taste) and categorical attributes. Anika noticed differences, for example, in the physical features of objects, as she discerned the decorative figures that distinguished an otherwise nearly identical pair of barrettes, noticed the unique
appearances of two baby dolls’ outfits, and sorted a bag of fruit snacks by their color/figure. Anika also identified physical and categorical similarities between entities, respectively, when she noticed that two teacup saucers were identical and when she observed that both she and I had items branded with Hello Kitty.

As Anika participated in her daily routines at home and free play at day care, her attention naturally gravitated toward select items, and she seemed to take further interest in particular physical, material, or categorical qualities that defined these entities. While Anika appeared not to have yet developed a more descriptive vocabulary to identify verbally the particular attributes she noticed, she often referred to specific traits of items either by pointing to or touching them. Distinctions and/or commonalities in the physical appearance, material quality, and/or categorization of entities that Anika encountered in her everyday contexts provided her with concrete, familiar items and attributes with which to reference and to engage spontaneously in her understandings of the mathematical concepts of difference and similarity.

*Intrinsically Motivated*

Although Anika’s mother, Leroy, and I were present when I observed Anika’s daily routines at home and while Ms. Franklin and I were present during observed free-play time, we did not prompt Anika to take interest in any particular entity or to notice differences or similarities between entities during these everyday activities. Instead, Anika’s engagement in early classification processes seemed intrinsically motivated. Anika, through her own accord, took interest in various objects, spontaneously noting differences and/or similarities between entities or their attributes. With the exception of the bears worksheet event, Anika initiated all the
previously discussed mathematical events.

Anika’s motivation to recognize and to identify difference and/or similarity between entities appeared to stem in part either from a desire to seek experiences, pursue interactions, or acquire items of interest. As the discussion of the prior characteristic indicated, a majority of Anika’s mathematical events involving early classification processes took place either as she entertained herself during daily routines at home or engaged in free play at day care. Within these contexts, Anika initiated some kind of play, leisure, or other pursuit that drew her attention toward particular objects, and then this activity eventually led her to notice spontaneously a difference and/or similarity between entities.

The barrettes, baby dolls, teacup saucers, and xylophones mathematical events all emerged from Anika’s play, while the drawing event stemmed from Anika’s occupation with my journal. In the slippers and Hello Kitty mathematical events, Anika’s observations appeared to reflect her temperament to attend to adult interests and possessions by identifying, respectively, similar belongings between her mother and me and herself and me. The slippers event also seemed to serve, in part, to pass time as Anika soaked during her bath time. Anika’s initial desire to have some “candy” (i.e., fruit snacks) to eat prior to the Hello Kitty episode may have also prompted this mathematical event. The subsequent fruit snacks sorting event not only appeared to arise from Anika’s pleasure with having and eating sweets, but it also seemed to serve her playful interests as she appeared to enjoy her fruit snacks by taking stock of them, sorting the snacks by their color/figure, and by combining the snacks into towers before eating them.
Both Anika’s quiet observations and verbal sharing of difference and similarity seemed to substantiate further the characterization of Anika’s engagement in early classification processes as being intrinsically motivated. In the barrettes, xylophone, and sorting mathematical events, Anika quietly noted to herself a difference between these objects as she entertained herself with these. Anika’s observations appeared to be a natural extension of her play and interest in the objects. In contrast to this self-directed response to her observations, in the baby dolls and teacup saucers mathematical events, Anika paused in her play to seek my attention and to inform me verbally of the difference and similarity, respectively, that she noticed within each pair of toys. Once Anika announced her observations to me, she quickly resumed her independent play. Anika’s deliberate efforts to notify me of her observations, in these two events as well as her persistence to inform me of her observation in the juice event, suggested that Anika felt a sense of pride in her understandings of difference and similarity as she appeared to deem these significant and worthy to share with me.

Verbal Interactions

Anika oftentimes verbally shared her spontaneous observations of difference and similarity. These verbal interactions ranged from simple announcements to lengthier conversations involving her observations. While Anika was otherwise engaged in play or in acquiring something to drink or eat, in the baby dolls, teacup saucers, juice, and Hello Kitty mathematical events, she drew my attention to state briefly her observation of difference or similarity. In the drawing event, Anika first examined my sketch, then commented on a few differences she noticed between my
drawing and the children she observed in the day care, and finally proceeded to look on with approval as I incorporated these details into my drawing. Lastly, our conversation in the slippers event evolved from Anika’s initial observation that her mother had slippers like the pair she noticed me wearing to a discourse encompassing Anika’s attempts to describe her mother’s slippers to me.

As indicated above, Anika primarily directed her unprompted verbal insights regarding her observations of difference and/or similarity, as either brief announcements or those that extended into longer verbal exchanges, to me. While Anika initiated these instances of stating what she noticed, with the exception of the juice event in which Anika appeared to address her observation of difference to both Christina and me, I did not observe Anika directing comments about difference or similarity to other adults or to her peers at day care.

Employing Content for Its Own Sake

Other than the drawing event, Anika appeared to observe and identify difference or similarity between the entities with which she engaged with no particular pragmatic purpose in mind. Anika seemed to employ early classification processes spontaneously for its own sake, with no prompting from others.

Anika’s mathematical events often stemmed from her own interests and daily activities. For example, in the barrettes, xylophones, baby dolls, and teacup saucers events, Anika’s observations of difference or similarity seemed to extend naturally from her play and curiosity. The sorting of her fruit snacks also reflected a form of leisure activity, allowing Anika to enjoy taking stock of her pouch of sweet treats. Anika’s play therefore appeared to support her development of early classification.
processes and her interest in noticing and comparing attributes within a set of entities.

Although I attempted to refrain from reacting positively to Anika when she verbally expressed her observations of similarity and difference to me, it could be that Anika’s verbal interactions indicated a desire for approval or affirmation from an adult. In this sense, the barrettes, xylophones, and fruit snack events appeared significant particularly as Anika did not direct her observations of difference or similarity to anyone. Anika remained engrossed in her play and observations, and she appeared to regard the differences and similarities she noticed in these events as cognitively interesting. Anika thus seemed to engage in observing and identifying difference and similarity as a meaningful activity in itself that emerged naturally from her everyday experiences.

A Final Observation

The prior discussion of characteristics of Anika’s everyday mathematical events involving early classification processes did not address Anika’s experience with the bears worksheet. In this mathematical event, Anika did not seem to be familiar with, in general, the intent of paper-and-pencil tasks nor the bear images displayed on this particular worksheet. Anika did not appear intrinsically motivated to complete the worksheet, as she did not spontaneously engage in this activity. Furthermore, her initial responses were not successful. While verbal interaction occurred in this event, it differed from Anika’s other mathematical events in which verbal interaction took place in that she did not initiate the interaction nor did she verbally express the difference and/or similarities she observed. Anika engaged in the bears worksheet passively, and her understandings of difference and similarity were
not drawn upon in her initial response to this task nor were they readily accessed in her initial reaction to Ms. Franklin’s efforts to guide Anika through the activity.

Anika’s experiences in and the nature of the bears worksheet mathematical event appeared in strong contrast to the qualities of familiarity of activities and objects, intrinsic motivation, verbal engagement, and mathematical curiosity that characterized the remaining collection of Anika’s significant mathematical events. The limited nature of Anika’s engagement and mathematical understandings of difference and similarity in response to the bears worksheet may in part reflect the unfamiliar symbolic and representational expectations or demands of the task.

Each of Anika’s significant everyday mathematical events (excluding the bears worksheet event), in which Anika appeared to employ early classification processes meaningfully and with understanding, were characterized by at least the following two qualities: (a) Anika engaging with familiar objects of interest in her daily settings as a context that gave rise to her use of early classification processes and, and (b) Anika being intrinsically motivated to observe and to identify difference and similarity spontaneously in the course of her everyday activities. This pair of characteristics of Anika’s everyday mathematical events thus seemed to provide conditions that promoted and nurtured Anika’s capacity to develop, to make sense of, and to apply her mathematical understandings of difference and similarity. On the other hand, the absence of these characteristics, as discussed above with the bears worksheet event, did not seem to support Anika’s facility to meaningfully and productively engage in early classification processes.
Chapter 6: Aaron

Improvements of Aaron and Capturing Glimpses of His Everyday Life

At Day Care

I first met Aaron at Ms. Franklin’s day care in late March, about one week after he started attending. Toya and Anika were also present that day and, upon my arrival, all three children huddled around me and I greeted each one with a hug. Even though this was my first encounter with Aaron, he seemed to reciprocate my gesture with ease. Aaron regularly attended Ms. Franklin’s day care every weekday from about 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for a period of approximately 2 months. Aaron’s fourth birthday occurred that following early July, making him the youngest participant in the study.

Aaron had a light complexion and, as did many of the boys at Ms. Franklin’s day care, he wore his hair in braids. He often dressed in baggy cargo pants or jeans, a stylish shirt, and well-kept, name-brand sneakers. Because I had some difficulty understanding Aaron’s speech, I often repeated or rephrased statements back to him to verify that I understood what he said.

In general, I found Aaron to be a polite little boy as he readily said, “Please,” “Thank you,” and “Excuse me” when appropriate. He complied willingly when adults made requests for him to share toys with his peers or to take turns with others. Aaron had lots of energy, and he enjoyed playing both on his own and with the younger boys at day care. Ms. Franklin frequently deemed his exuberance as inappropriate indoor behavior, resulting in timeout restrictions. Aaron rarely slept during naptime. His inability to lie still for an extended period of time inevitably led to disturbances
and subsequent timeouts. During a timeout, Aaron was required to sit quietly on the steps adjacent to the play area, with no interaction from others. When Aaron’s mother came for him in the afternoons, she appeared disappointed whenever she saw her son relegated to the steps or when he received a negative “daily bear” report. When Aaron was not in a timeout, he seemed happy at day care.

I first noticed Aaron’s ebullience during my second observation of him, when Ms. Franklin took the three 4-year-old children to the local library for story time. At the beginning of the session, Aaron, Toya, and Anika observed passively from the rear of the room while the other attending children joined in an opening song-and-dance activity as led by the librarian. However, once the librarian began to read aloud, Aaron displayed an enthusiastic interest in the stories as demonstrated in his verbal responses and physical behavior. Subsequently, he participated eagerly in the kinesthetic activities that the librarian facilitated between each book read. Out of all the stories read aloud, Aaron seemed to enjoy the book *Tall* (Alborough, 2005) in particular.

This illustrated book told the story of a monkey who sought to be taller than each of the animals it encountered. Previously, the librarian had instructed the children to sit quietly with their legs crossed as she read each book. As the story unfolded, Aaron would run excitedly to the front of the group while pretending to be the different animals that the monkey met. I decided to sit next to Aaron and to keep him within arms’ reach for the remainder of the story. Aaron then told me what was happening in the story and he mimicked the sounds and actions that are characteristic of each animal he observed. Rather than using the term “taller” to describe the monkey’s increasing height, Aaron used the word “big.”

(March 23, 2006 – Day Care Visit, Field Trip to the Library)

As evidenced in this episode, Aaron seemed to take pleasure in listening to and engaging with the story, and he demonstrated beginning understandings of
magnitude. Aaron’s deep interest in this particular book appeared to motivate his spontaneous, enthusiastic behavior. Although Aaron’s active behavior could be deemed as inappropriate for story time at the library, it did demonstrate his full comprehension of and engagement with the story.

At Home

Aaron’s family had recently moved to the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, where Aaron’s father had spent some of his formative years. His parents, Keisha and Aaron Sr., were married approximately 6 months prior to this period of data collection. Both Aaron Sr. and Keisha acknowledged that one of their reasons for agreeing to participate in this study was because I was an ethnic-minority student. As explained by Aaron Sr., “I feel if it wasn’t for a student, and an ethnic student, I don’t think I’d be involved [in the study]. The only thing that really makes me want to get involved is you getting through school” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron).

Aaron lived with his parents in a two-bedroom apartment located within a short walking distance from Ms. Franklin’s home/day care. The living and dining areas formed one large, open rectangular space and a separate, small kitchen was located off the dining room. The Hamilton’s welcomed me into their home and allowed me to observe in all spaces of their apartment except the master bedroom. They had a tidy home furnished modestly with older-modeled furniture and electronics, including some items that had been in their families for some time. The bedrooms and living room each included a television set. I observed a collection of DVD movies in the living room and Aaron’s room as well. The television in the
living room remained in use the majority of the time during my visits, mostly playing DVDs.

*Managing and shaping Aaron’s behavior and character.* In contrast to his active behavior at day care, Aaron seemed more subdued when I observed him at home. Aaron’s behavior at home appeared to be significantly shaped by his father, who proudly claimed his position as “the man” in the household. Aaron appeared to regard Aaron Sr. as more authoritative than his mother Keisha. As such, Aaron acquiesced more readily to his father’s direction and discipline. Keisha characterized Aaron Sr.’s nature and role in their family when she commented,

… he has a dominant, a very dominant presence about him… He’s really determined to be a father because he didn’t have a father figure in his life. He’s really determined to do that. And that’s why I guess he just wants to be the dominant one… he wants to be both parents.
(April 9, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

The dynamics of Aaron’s family life, in particular, the role his father played in shaping Aaron’s activities and character, provides some context for interpreting Aaron’s experiences at home and, to some an extent, his behavior at day care. Aaron Sr. spoke extensively about the importance of being a strong, aggressive male and his expectation that his son develop these qualities as well,

I do want him [Aaron] to play sports. It develops a certain type of male, I think…They grow up to be the kind of man I think women feel safe with, the kind of men that their mom’s are proud of them. They walk into a room and there’s a certain – it comes from certain things, from being around a group of guys, playing sports, being hurt, being – all of this for him to develop into a better Hamilton than me. I come from a line of Hamiltons, though. My uncles are all strong, aggressive males. He’s [Aaron] naturally a strong, aggressive male, and every male ain’t that way.
(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)
The décor of Aaron’s room reflected his father’s value in molding Aaron to become a strong, aggressive male. A poster of Al Pacino’s gangster character from the movie *Scarface* (Bregman & De Palma, 1983) with the phrase “The world is yours,” hung above Aaron’s bed. Aaron Sr. reported that Aaron, “knows what *Scarface* is and all that stuff” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). A theme of successful and strong Black men seemed to characterize the majority of the images displayed. Two posters of Bob Marley hung next to the *Scarface* poster and pictures of famous African-American men including rappers, hip-hop artists, and athletes, along with photos of male relatives, hung on the wall opposite of Aaron’s bed near his television set. In addition to these images and cartoon graphics of the Incredible Hulk, a large framed collage of photos including Aaron Sr. and significant male family members, as well as framed baby photos of Aaron with and without his father, adorned the walls and dresser in Aaron’s room. I observed just one image of a woman in Aaron’s room, a caricature drawing of Keisha that hung next to a growth chart.

Aaron Sr. set clear boundaries for Aaron regarding non-acceptable behaviors. Aaron’s behavior at day care, as reported on his daily bear reports, had consequences at home. According to Aaron Sr., Aaron’s experience at home “adjusts off of really what that card says” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). On my first weekend visit, Aaron Sr. reported that Aaron did not have a toy in his room because he repeatedly received negative daily bear reports from day care. Aaron’s parents asked him to show me his large bin of toys that they secured in the living room closet until he earned it back.
Aaron seemed to understand that his behavior at day care had potential not only for consequences at day care, but also for consequences at home. In the following episode that occurred two days prior to my first visit to his home, Aaron conveyed the hope that his good behavior at day care would mean positive outcomes at home,

Ms. Franklin enthusiastically shared the good news with Keisha that Aaron had earned a sticker for his good behavior and that he stayed out of timeout. Upon hearing this, Aaron began to mention some of the privileges that had been taken away from him at home that he hoped he would soon get back. With animated gestures and words, Aaron described how his toys were put out of his room and that his TV set had been turned around. It seemed as if this was Aaron’s way of asking his mother if he was going to get these privileges back given that he had been good today.

(April 6, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Because Aaron frequently received negative daily bear reports, it appeared that Aaron spent a significant period of time at home, particularly on weekends, in punishment. This typically entailed being assigned to the bed in his room where he was to stay, whether he napped or not, for substantial periods of time with little to no access to his toys or his television/DVDs. Despite this, Aaron still struggled with his behavior at day care. His continued infractions during naptime may have occurred in part because Aaron may not have interpreted naptime as a time to rest, but rather as a form of punishment. This in turn may have led him to stay awake and unwittingly to disturb those around him.

Aaron’s love for books. When told how much Aaron seemed to enjoy the day care trip to the library, Keisha responded that she was not surprised to hear this news, as she regularly took Aaron to the library and she frequently read to him at home. Thus Aaron had consistent, meaningful experiences not only with visiting libraries,
but also with books and reading at home. During my initial home visit with Aaron, his parents gave me a tour of his room, which included showing me Aaron’s collection of books, and they described his typical activities in this space.

Aaron Sr.: He sits here and watches a lot of movies. [I observed a mini-lounge chair in Aaron’s room as well as a television, a set of DVDs, and a DVD player that were all within easy reach for Aaron.]

Keisha: …These are the stor-, the books that I read to him. They’re up here. [Keisha pointed to a shelf in Aaron’s closet.]

Aaron: Mommy, read me my books.

Keisha: Hold on, pumpkin.

Aaron: Mommy, read some books please?

Aaron Sr.: Aaron, calm down.

Keisha: And then he has all his other toys and, like, so,

Aaron: Mommy get some books to read.

Keisha: Hold on, pumpkin.

As Keisha continued to tour me around Aaron’s room and to point out to me the sports-related balls that Aaron had in his collection of toys, Aaron continued to insist, “Mommy, I wanna read some books.”

(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Despite the other potentially enjoyable toys or activities at his disposal, Aaron instead focused squarely on the books, demonstrating his preferred interest in reading as he pleaded with his mother to read to him.

During my final home visit with Aaron, Keisha reported that she had gone to the library earlier without Aaron to acquire some new books for him to read. She also informed me that she had been reading to Aaron at bedtime since “forever.” On this visit, Keisha invited Aaron to choose from the pile of library books and to read one story to his parents and me. Aaron chose a book about transportation with a fire truck on the cover. He engaged thoroughly in this activity for over 30 minutes, as he carefully examined the cover of the book and each page, telling us what he observed and asking lots of questions. Occasionally, his parents reminded him that he was the one reading the story so he had to tell us what he thought was happening.
As Aaron continued to engage with the book although it appeared as though the pictures seemed to become increasingly abstract and more difficult to interpret, Aaron Sr. asked Aaron at three different points in time if he wanted to play a video game instead. Each time, Aaron declined and insisted that he wanted to continue to read to us. Eventually, Aaron Sr. convinced Aaron to stop reading and to play his video game in the living room. It was not entirely clear if Aaron resisted the invitation to play his videogame because he had difficulty playing it or because he found reading to be a more enjoyable activity. In either case, Aaron demonstrated great focus and interest in reading the book to us. Later that night, Aaron and his mother spent over 30 minutes reading books at bedtime, including re-reading the book he read to us earlier that day.

**Weekdays.** I did not have an opportunity to observe Aaron at home during a weekday. This discussion draws mostly on reports from Aaron’s parents. While Aaron’s parents described Aaron’s typical weekday and weekend activities at home, Aaron Sr. noted that “… things aren’t always that structured …We never do the same things whenever … I don’t think no one does the same thing everyday … every weekend, everyday after work” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron).

Generally in the mornings, Aaron woke up and ate his breakfast. Afterwards, Keisha groomed Aaron and then he watched cartoons in his room while his mother ironed his clothes and then dressed him. Aaron hugged and kissed his father before Aaron Sr. left the home for work, and then Keisha took Aaron to day care on her way to work.
In the afternoons, Keisha picked up Aaron from day care after work. According to Keisha, once home, Aaron typically asked for something to drink. The television set in the living room was normally in use while Aaron either played with his toys in his room or helped his mother “clean” while Keisha prepared dinner. Keisha vacuumed the apartment everyday. Aaron liked to help her clean by vacuuming after his mother and following her pattern of going from room to room.

According to Aaron Sr., Aaron’s typical weekday afternoon/evening activities depended on what kind of day Aaron had at day care,

Aaron Sr.: … I can tell from looking at Aaron, either he’s happy to see me or he’s scared to death. If he’s scared to death, that means he got a bad day. He goes to his room and lays down… He comes out around dinnertime and eats. We talk about what happened, then he goes back to his room. On a good day… he’s happy. Keisha’s smiling, and that’s a whole different mode… There’s always usually a, Keisha: He gets a treat. Aaron Sr.: Or candy. I go to the store and get a pack of M&M’s. Because you was good, this happened. We’re going to actually take a trip to [indecipherable word] or McDonalds. You know, something happens on a good day. We come back in, he eats and then he’s kind of in Cloud 9 mode.

(April 8, 2006- Home Visit with Aaron)

After dinner on a “good day” there was about an hour of “random … not really structured” time when Aaron either played independently or colored in his room, played a videogame or shot his mini-basketball with his father, or watched television with his parents in their room. However, according to Aaron Sr., Aaron had to be “extra calm” to stay in their room, otherwise he was sent back to his room.

Aaron also liked to “read” books during this time,

Keisha: Sometimes he picks up books and, you know, and tries to read it by himself.
Aaron Sr.: Right, he’ll be saying words or, like, tell a story, but it don’t be what you read. That’s why we’ll say, “You want us to read you a story.” He’d rather make up a story. It’s the process of him turning pages. [Aaron Sr. acted as if to read a story as Aaron would.] “And then he said,” and then turn the page.
Grace: And that’s reading for him.
Aaron Sr.: Right.
Keisha: Yeah, I take him to the library. I read him the story first, and then I let him take the book and then he tells me the story. What I read, he’ll say, what I um, tell me back what I read…

(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Although Aaron’s parents did not specifically mention bath time as part of Aaron’s typical weeknight evening activities, on my final weekend visit I did observe Aaron’s bath time and post-bath time routine. On that day, Aaron took his bath before eating dinner with his family. As Keisha bathed Aaron, she verbally engaged and played with him as he played with his toy fish, alligator and lizard. Aaron also had his own scrubby or rag that he used to wash himself once Keisha finished. Aaron seemed to enjoy his bath and repeatedly stated, “I wanna stay in the bathroom and play with my toys” (June 4, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Keisha informed me that she normally let him stay in the tub for a little while longer so he could play independently. Keisha also managed Aaron’s post-bath ritual including moisturizing his skin, dressing him, and dabbing his sleepwear with his father’s cologne.

Keisha reported that Aaron’s bedtime routine started around 8 p.m. with Keisha typically reading about five books to and with Aaron. Afterwards, she turned on Aaron’s television set and DVD player to either a cartoon or a movie for him to view alone while tucked in bed. Aaron eventually fell asleep around 10 p.m.

Weekends. Keisha typically went to work on Saturdays. Aaron Sr. reported that he slept or relaxed in his room until about noon. During this time, Aaron
entertained himself in his bedroom, watching cartoons from his own stack of DVDs. Keisha explained that Aaron knew how to switch DVDs once he was finished watching one and ready to view another.

Aaron Sr. stated that Aaron typically ate lunch alone at the dining room table, facing away from the living room, with his father overseeing his eating. Aaron Sr., explained, “… I can control his eating; get it over with. He can’t play at the table” (April 8, 2006 - Home Visit with Aaron). In the evening when Keisha was home from work, they ate together as a family. When I observed Aaron eating a meal at home, either alone or with his parents, he always blessed the food upon his father’s prompting, praying, “God is great. God is good. And we thank Him for our food. Amen.”

Aaron Sr., who took pride in his Mercedes Benz, would typically take Aaron outside with him on Saturdays while he washed his car. According to Keisha,

He’d [Aaron Sr.] go outside and clean his car, and Aaron would be outside running around with little kids and what not or go back and forth to his father’s car dancing to the music and singing the songs…He always likes to try to help his father wash his car…. He loves his daddy’s car. (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron Sr. also noted that Aaron could distinguish his father’s car from other Mercedes Benz models.

Keisha referred to Sundays as “family day.” Aaron Sr. stated, “Keisha tries to get me to go to a restaurant or go out … or something. You know, that type of thing… If I can go see my mother or something, usually, it’s a Sunday” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Aaron Sr.’s mother lived about a 30-minute drive away from the Hamilton’s apartment. Aaron Sr. and Keisha also mentioned that
occasionally on Sundays their family would go to Chuck E. Cheese’s or to the local flea market where they could find bargains on household goods and fashion items. In general, however, Keisha stated that she did not like to go out and that she preferred to stay at home instead and watch movies, an activity that she emphasized their family did “a lot.”

In addition to spending time together as a family on Sundays, Keisha typically groomed Aaron’s hair on Sunday afternoons. On every other Sunday, Keisha washed Aaron’s hair and then put it in a single, plaited ponytail. Later in the week, she styled his hair in multiple, usually six to ten, braids. On alternating Sundays, Aaron’s braids were undone and his hair was re-braided.

I observed on a Sunday when Aaron Sr. undid Aaron’s braided hair and Keisha re-braided it. To encourage Aaron to endure the discomfort of having his hair braided without crying, Aaron Sr. informed Aaron that if he was “good,” did not cry or fidget much, then he would get to go to the park and play. As Keisha braided Aaron’s hair and he began to whimper, Keisha repeatedly tried to console Aaron by reminding him of his father’s promise of taking him to the park and by telling Aaron that she would give him some M&M’s after she was done. Keisha also played a DVD of a children’s animated movie to help distract Aaron’s attention away from any pain he may have felt while his hair was being braided. On this visit, it took Keisha approximately 1 hour and 20 minutes to braid Aaron’s hair. Aaron Sr. finished the process by using clippers to shape his son’s hairline. When I asked Keisha if she considered this mommy-son bonding time, she responded that “in a way” it was.
Aaron the Observer

When Aaron “read” a book, he described the pictures he saw to help him tell the story, an activity encouraged by his parents. When Aaron read with his mother, he frequently asked “why” questions, or if he did not recognize an object in an illustration, he inquired, “What’s that?” I also observed moments when Aaron noticed an object, either in a book or in his everyday settings, which looked similar to another object he had seen before, he described or named it as the familiar object. Once during Aaron’s bath, he questioned why his fingers were shriveled up and Keisha responded that they looked like raisins because he had been in the water for a while. Afterwards during dinnertime, Aaron interrupted a conversation among the adults and held up his hands exclaiming, “Look! The raisins are away!”

In addition to Aaron’s tendency to observe and describe those images and objects as encountered in his everyday settings, Aaron also spontaneously determined and expressed cause-and-effect-type of relationships. For instance, at day care, Aaron took interest in my mechanical pencil and after examining it for a short while, he noted to me that when you push down the top of the pencil, the lead gets bigger. Aaron often used if-then statements, many of which had to do with avoiding injury at day care. For example, while playing on the slide, he commented that if he went down the slide head first, then he would “bust” his head.

Aaron’s parents’ also reported on his observant nature. For example, Aaron Sr. noted that Aaron could distinguish his father’s car from other Mercedes Benz models. Likewise, Keisha informed me that Aaron vacuumed the apartment the same
way she did, suggesting that Aaron noticed and followed the order of rooms by which Keisha vacuumed the apartment.

*Keisha, Aaron’s Mother*

Keisha was light-skinned and had long, dark curly hair that she typically wore in a slicked-backed ponytail. She often dressed in athletic apparel. Whenever Keisha arrived at the day care to drop off or to pick up Aaron, she did not stay long to visit or to chat with Ms. Franklin or myself. She seemed polite, yet a bit shy. However, when I visited Aaron and his family at home, Keisha seemed more open and at ease, and she made me feel very comfortable in her home. At the time of the study, Keisha was 21-years-old and expecting her second child.

*Keisha’s family life.* Keisha’s family came to the U.S. from Jamaica as immigrants. Her father is Chinese-Jamaican, and her mother is Black-Jamaican. Keisha spent her childhood years in an area of the Bronx, New York, heavily populated with Jamaicans where she lived near and amongst numerous relatives. When she was approximately 11 years of age, her family moved to Georgia, and she lived there until moving to the D.C. metropolitan area with Aaron Sr. and Aaron.

Keisha described her family life growing up:

Well, me growing up is totally different from Aaron Sr. My household is more sheltered. We didn’t really - weren’t exposed to a lot of things. It was more family-oriented. It was just family, family, family. Basically, we had to go to school, we had to get good grades, we have to go to college. (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

By sheltered, Keisha meant that a majority of her social interactions involved her family and relatives and that she had minimal social experiences beyond this context. Throughout her conversations with me, Keisha gave numerous examples of how the
importance of family was impressed upon her since she was young. Even as an adult with a family of her own, Keisha continued to bond with her relatives, often with Aaron by her side, by attending family reunions and regularly returning to Georgia to visit her family as permitted by budget and time.

Keisha talked extensively about her parents whom she stated were very different from one another. Whereas Keisha’s father encouraged her to “go with what your heart feels like doing,” Keisha’s mother encouraged her to seek a more financially secure career rather than pursuing her interest in interior design. Keisha struggled with her parents’ two different points of views,

I’m actually more -- I am good at math, but I’m more artistic. I know how to draw and stuff like that, so it’s kind of hard growing up in that kind of family cause you have your mother pulling you one way and you have your father pulling you another way.
(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron’s interest in books and reading appeared to stem from Keisha’s mother’s passion for reading. According to Keisha, “My mother’s a bookworm. She doesn’t watch TV at all. She sits in her room and reads, reads, reads” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). As a child, Keisha was expected to read books instead of watching television. Keisha fondly reported, “My mom read to me all the time, and she still reads to me today” (June 4, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Keisha not only read to Aaron since “forever” but she also read to her unborn child, noting, “They say that it’s good to read books [to your unborn baby]” (June 4, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron).

Keisha’s school experiences. Keisha’s parents emphasized the importance of education and expected their children to make school a priority. As soon as she came
home from school, her parents would say, “Do you have homework? You need to do your homework” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Keisha explained that the importance of school as stressed in her family reflected broader Jamaican cultural values regarding school success. She perceived that schooling was not valued as much in American culture.

When reflecting upon her school mathematics experiences, Keisha focused mainly on those that occurred while she was in high school. She reported that she “liked” mathematics and that it was her third best subject, behind English and art, with art being her favorite subject. Keisha stated that she took “a lot” of mathematics courses in high school including a money management course, Algebra I, Algebra II, geometry, and trigonometry. She attributed her success or difficulty in these classes primarily to the teachers who taught her, to the racial bias that she perceived the White teachers had toward the majority White student population, and to the exclusion she felt from her White peers when tasked to work in groups. Keisha’s positive high school mathematics experiences seemed to result from teaching approaches that resonated with Keisha’s own sense of creativity and classroom atmospheres that encouraged and supported learning amongst all racial groups.

After high school Keisha was admitted to a private art school where she intended to study interior design. Although Keisha received a scholarship from the state, her mother, in addition to expressing concern about the lack of job opportunities in interior design, discouraged Keisha from attending this school because the tuition was too expensive. Keisha thus enrolled in a local, public two-year college and pursued accounting because she had an uncle who was an accountant, and he was
“making a lot of money” in his career. Keisha viewed this as a practical choice given her financial situation and her mother’s advice. However, Keisha completed only about one year’s worth of coursework, as she met Aaron Sr., became pregnant, moved in with Aaron Sr., and began to work. Keisha explained that, after she had her second baby and established in-state residency, she hoped to be able to transfer her coursework and continue her studies in accounting in an evening degree program.

*Keisha’s job.* At the time of the study, Keisha worked at a dollar store. Although Keisha once served as an assistant manager of the store, she was demoted to cashier after she became pregnant.

*Aaron Sr., Aaron’s Father*

Aaron Sr. was dark-skinned, muscular, tattooed, and shaved his head bald. At the time of this study, Aaron was 27-years-old and expecting his third child (his eldest child was a daughter from a previous relationship). Aaron Sr. looked forward to having more children and hoped that Keisha was having a boy. On my visits, although Aaron Sr. assumed a dominant posture, he also exhibited a sense of humor and light-heartedness, often joking and laughing with me amidst his serious responses to my inquiries and his unyielding management of Aaron’s behavior.

*Aaron’s Sr.’s early life.* Aaron Sr. reported that he was raised primarily by his mother and, to a lesser extent, by his grandmother who lived in Rhode Island. He moved from one location to another, spending part of his formative years living with his mother, who managed a home day care in a suburb near the D.C. metropolitan region. His birth father did not appear to be present.
When reflecting upon his experiences in school, Aaron Sr. stated, “I was a terror, like naturally bad behavior.” He further characterized himself as one of the “tough” or “funny” guys in school who was often sent to the office either for fighting or for cracking jokes in class. Aaron Sr. described himself as an average student who “never” did his homework but still managed to score “high” on tests.

By age 17, Aaron Sr. had passed the American Council on Education’s Test of General Educational Development, acquired a barber’s license, and moved into his own apartment in the city. Aaron Sr. clarified that his choice to move out on his own, “wasn’t because my people didn’t have … I chose not to want to live out there [with his mother in the suburbs] … I just wanted to be grown. If I could go back, I’d still be at home, but … I did my own thing” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Aaron Sr.’s motivation to move out on his own at age 17 also reflected his “household’s” expectation of him to leave home after high school.

Aaron Sr.’s school mathematical experiences. When I inquired specifically about his experiences in school mathematics, Aaron Sr. briefly responded, “Math came easy to me. … Like, I wouldn’t say I liked math … it just clicked naturally to me. I was able to BS, do nothing … and still get by” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Rather than elaborating further on his experiences in school mathematics, Aaron Sr. subsequently discussed social aspects of his life in school and described his aspirations for Aaron to attend college and become a professional athlete.

Aaron’s job. According to Keisha, their family moved to the area because of a job opportunity for Aaron Sr. At the time of the study, Aaron Sr. worked for a
construction company as a “supervisor, slash, foreman.” When I asked Aaron Sr. to clarify what that meant, he responded,

The carpenters, the plumbers and everybody, they – I’m like their boss. I tell them what time they come in, what time they leave. When things have to get done, I’m the one that says, “Now, go do this.” I don’t necessarily do it; I just make sure they get it done.
(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron’s Parents’ Perspectives on Mathematics

In their Everyday Lives

At Work

Aaron Sr.’s and Keisha’s perceptions of the mathematics they typically used in their respective workplaces primarily involved number and numeric operations.

Aaron Sr. briefly commented, “Well, I’m a carpenter, so I use it daily. … I keep time sheets. I’m always clocking time. There’s material lists. I think it’s really simple to see how numbers fall into carpentry” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Aaron Sr. perceived indicating time and determining elapsed time as involving “numbers,” but it was unclear if he viewed these activities as reflecting measurement concepts in particular. He did not clarify the mathematics he used with respect to “material lists.”

Aaron Sr. referred to number and numeric operations specifically when he described a “game” that he used to play at his job, in which he competed against his boss and other coworkers to see who could add numbers faster,

At my job, my boss and them will take the calculator… I’m used to counting, you feel what I’m saying? They take the numbers and they use their calculator, and I can add them up, but I add numbers funny. Like, I don’t add it like 25 and 37. I take the 2 off the seven and make it 35 in my mind. Take that 5 off that, add it to 25. That makes it 30 and 30. Then, I add the 2 back.
My mind will do that real fast. That’s different than they do with the calculator. I can usually beat them with numbers… but, math came easy to me.
(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

When adding numbers, Aaron Sr. employed his own invented strategy that involved decomposing and recomposing the addends to find the sum. Because Aaron Sr.’s approach did not reflect the traditional algorithm for adding multi-digit addends, he described his way of adding numbers as “funny.” Although Aaron Sr. perceived that his “counting” strategy was unconventional or “different,” he found it more efficient than using the traditional algorithm or a calculator to find the sum of two multi-digit addends.

Keisha believed that she did not use much mathematics as a cashier at the dollar store. She stated, “Everything’s a dollar so there’s not much [mathematics]. As cashier, I count the money and that’s about it. I count my register down, and I count the register before I start ringing customers, and that’s about it” (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). The mathematics that Keisha appeared to observe in her job involved enumeration, both enumerating money as well as enumerating items in one-to-one correspondence with each product’s cost of one dollar to determine the pre-tax amount of each sale.

At Home

Aaron Sr. and Keisha described activities in which they perceived they used or experienced mathematics at home. Most of their reported activities focused on Aaron and involved numeric purposes for number.
Keisha and Aaron Sr. claimed that they observed Aaron “counting” since he was about 2 years of age as he began to participate with his father in working out and play boxing,

Keisha: Like, sometimes Aaron Sr. would – he works out a lot; he does push-ups and what-not, and Aaron will like to do push-ups with him. So he’d go right beside his father and he’d be like, “One, two,” and count for every push-up.

Aaron Sr.: And we’ve been doing that forever. And then we play boxing… When the guy falls to the ground, the ref’s going, “One, two,”... And when we be playing boxing, when I knock him out, he’s on the ground counting, [Keisha joined in, “He starts counting, “one, two, three.”] “One, two.” He’s doing what the ref does, not really realizing he’s counting… Or even when we’re doing punches and he hits my hand [Aaron Sr. demonstrated the action of throwing punches.] “One, two – one, two, three.” I think math, which you know this, math is actually involved in everything…

(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

According to his parents’ report, Aaron seemed to observe and to mimic the practice of counting aloud in each of these activities: counting repetitions while exercising, counting elapsed time once a boxer falls on the ground, and counting in rhythmic fashion each punch a boxer throws in a combination. Counting while doing push-ups and counting while throwing punches, in particular, not only involved Aaron in expressing numbers orally in a count sequence, but these activities may have also exposed Aaron to concepts of enumeration as each number was expressed in one-to-one correspondence with an action.

Over the course of my first weekend visit with the Hamilton family, Keisha recognized activities that she and/or Aaron Sr. initiated in which they engaged Aaron in mathematics. Each activity involved enumeration concepts. Keisha noticed, “… Today we were playing basketball in his room. …we were trying to teach him how to
shoot and, you know, counting how many shots each of us did” (April 9, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Rather than assigning each completed shot with a point value greater than one, Keisha and Aaron Sr. modeled the activity of enumerating the set of successful shots completed per person when playing basketball in this context. Keisha also realized that when she braided Aaron’s hair, “I was just thinking I usually always do this with his hair, tell him how many [braids] he has” (April 9, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Keisha demonstrated enumeration concepts for Aaron by reportedly informing him of the numerosity of braids she had completed. When I observed Keisha braiding Aaron’s hair, I also noticed that she frequently employed small number words to inform Aaron of the amount of braids she had left to do in an effort to ease Aaron through his discomfort by suggesting that she was almost done braiding his hair.

Meal times provided a meaningful context in which Aaron’s parents exposed him to the concept of “half.” Aaron Sr. reported,

…we break the sandwich in half…. “You [Aaron] can get a sip [of a drink] after eating half of his food.” So he knows after he can eat half his sandwich and half of his fries, he can get away with asking me for a sip of his drink… I give him a sip of a drink for eating half. That’s why his sandwich is always cut in half.

(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron’s parents divided Aaron’s sandwiches into two smaller, equal-sized portions and described each portion as a “half” as a means to help manage Aaron’s eating and drinking habits during meals.

_A Formal Perspective of Mathematics_

When reflecting upon the everyday activities or practices in which they engaged in mathematics at home, apart from describing those number-focused
activities involving Aaron, Aaron’s parents mainly discussed their use of mathematics when paying or calculating their monthly bills and budgeting their household expenses with respect to their weekly incomes. Thus, number (e.g., rote counting, identifying numerals, and enumerating physical quantities/actions) and numeric operations (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole and decimal numbers) appeared significant in Keisha’s and Aaron Sr.’s perceptions regarding the mathematics they and/or Aaron used or experienced in their everyday activities at work and at home.

An emphasis on number and operations was further evidenced in Aaron Sr.’s comments below.

I think it all falls back to that same math I learned in school. But in ninth grade…I didn’t do a lot of that math… It think it goes more back to the simple: the counting, multiplication, division, fractions. I think that right there is what really falls into everyday life… Anything you look at – a pizza, you’ll be like, it’s four people, you got division with your eyes and you’re already counting and see your part of the pizza by the way it’s cut. You feel what I’m saying? Or with paying rent, I’m always like, “Wow, okay, I make how much a week? Four weeks in a month. Okay, subtract how much rent? That leaves me this much. I gotta pay this. So that leaves me that so when I go to the bar I can spend $40.00.” So, even for the simplest things, you break it all [emphasis on “all”] the way down.

(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron Sr. asserted that “the simple” mathematics that he learned prior to ninth grade involving concepts of number and numeric operations constituted the mathematics that he employed in his daily activities.

Earlier, when Aaron Sr. discussed the mathematics he used in his job as “a carpenter,” Aaron Sr. did not mention any activity that involved measurement or geometry. It was unclear whether Aaron Sr. considered, for example, the activity of measuring length as mathematical. Similarly, Keisha nor Aaron Sr. perceived the
growth chart they displayed, and presumably used, in Aaron’s room as being mathematical.

Aaron Sr.’s and Keisha’s reflections and comments appeared to indicate that they held a formal perspective of mathematics. Through this perspective, Aaron’s parents appeared to view number and operations as primarily composing the domain of mathematics. Both Keisha and Aaron Sr. expressed a sense of confidence in their capacities for this domain of formal mathematics.

Home Visits with Aaron Ended

During my first two home observation visits with Aaron and his family, I spent a significant portion of time in formal conversation with Keisha and Aaron Sr. discussing questions relevant to my study. By my third home visit, Keisha and Aaron Sr. appeared to be more comfortable with my presence and I had more occasions to observe Aaron engaging in his normal routines and initiating his own activities. At the end of this visit, I made plans with Keisha to observe Aaron the following weekend during a family outing to Chuck E. Cheese’s. However, I was unable to complete this observation or any further observations as I lost contact with Aaron’s family after my third visit with them. By this time, Aaron had also stopped attending Ms. Franklin’s day care.

Interpreting a Collage of Aaron’s Everyday Mathematical Events

In my analysis of the data of Aaron’s everyday mathematical events, two content themes seemed to emerge as most salient: numeric meanings of number and geometric thinking and spatial reasoning.
Aaron engaged in number for numeric purposes, spontaneously and when prompted, at day care and at home. These events demonstrated Aaron’s developing understandings regarding expressing number words orally in a count sequence, enumerating a quantity of two or more objects or images, employing the word “two” as a descriptive narrative device to indicate the numerosity of imagined subjects in his activities of story telling, and distinguishing number words and numerals from letter names and symbols.

I observed a small set of mathematical events at Ms. Franklin’s day care in which Aaron engaged in early geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. In addition to demonstrating Aaron’s observant tendencies, these events seemed to reveal a notable capacity and interest in Aaron to think geometrically and reason spatially. As such, I considered the events to be significant as these appeared to indicate a potential strength in Aaron’s mathematical thinking.

The following discussion presents an analysis first of those mathematical events in which Aaron engaged in numeric meanings in number followed by the set of mathematical events in which Aaron engaged in geometric thinking and spatial reasoning.

**Content: Expressing Number Words**

**Orally In a Count Sequence**

According to Aaron’s parents, Aaron started “counting” when he was approximately 2 years of age, as he participated with his father in sports-related activities (i.e., play boxing) and fitness practices. These reports suggested that Aaron had regular, meaningful experiences at home in which to express the number words,
one through possibly ten, orally in a count sequence. However, I did not observe these kinds of activities during my home visits with Aaron.

I observed two mathematical events, one at his home and one at day care, in which Aaron specifically engaged in expressing number words orally in a count sequence. Assertions of Aaron’s content understandings as revealed in each event are discussed, respectively, within the dimensions of purpose and setting and content.

1a. Purpose and setting. Engaging in rote counting as prompted by his father’s use of a wall activity. A colorful, fabric wall activity hung next to the door in Aaron’s room. Entitled “Tell Me About Your Day,” the school-like wall activity addressed calendar concepts, including days of the week, days of the month, months, years, yesterday/today/tomorrow; seasons; and weather. Hook-and-loop word, numeral, and icon markers for each concept could be moved and placed on the display according to each day’s date, season, and weather conditions. Ten pockets, arranged in two rows, each held a numeral marker (1 through 9 and 0) and were labeled accordingly. The wall activity hung above Aaron’s eye level thus suggesting that Aaron’s engagement with this activity required the assistance of either of his parents.

When Aaron’s parents first invited me inside his room, I noticed the wall activity and the following event transpired.

Wall Activity
Grace: Can you tell me about that?
Aaron Sr.: [He addressed Aaron.] This is your time to talk to her.
Aaron: This is my numbers.
Aaron Sr.: Your what?
Grace: Say that again?
Aaron: My numbers.
Aaron Sr.: Your numbers.
Grace: Your numbers?
Aaron: Yes.
Aaron Sr.: What, come hear you count. What are these numbers right here?
[Aaron Sr. pointed to the pocket labeled with “1”.
Aaron: That, that one.
Aaron Sr.: What’s that? [Aaron Sr. pointed to the pocket labeled with “2”.
Aaron: That, that’s three.
Aaron Sr.: No, that’s a three [He pointed to the pocket labeled with “3.”].
[Aaron Sr. then pointed to each successive numeral while he said the following.] That’s 1, 2, 3, 4 –
Aaron: [He joined his father at “3, 4,” then said the rest by himself as Aaron Sr. proceeded to point to each numeral in sequence.] 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10!
Aaron Sr.: Good boy. What’s your name?
Aaron: Aaron Hamilton…
Aaron Sr: Aaron Hamilton? When’s your birthday?
Aaron: My birthday July...
Aaron Sr.: July?
Aaron: Yes.
Aaron Sr.: July what?
Aaron: July for birthday.
Aaron Sr.: That’s when your birthday, what day, though? July?
Aaron: July 8th.
Keisha: Yes.
Aaron Sr.: Good. Where’s the 8 at?
Aaron: The 8 right here.
Aaron Sr.: That’s a 6. Which one – where’s the 8?
Aaron: The 8 right there, daddy.
Aaron Sr.: No, 6. [Aaron Sr. pointed to each numeral in sequence as he said the following.] That’s 6. Then it’s 7, 8.
Aaron: 8.
(April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron referred to the wall activity as his “numbers.” This appeared to indicate not only that Aaron had some degree of familiarity with the display but also that Aaron seemed to view the numerals on the pockets as the most salient aspect of this activity. In Aaron’s parents’ reports of him “counting” or engaging with number in his everyday activities, they did not mention this wall activity or other experiences that involved engaging Aaron in numeral recognition. In this wall activity event, it appeared that Aaron Sr. intended to engage Aaron in identifying the numerals. Aaron
Sr.’s actions may have been prompted by my inquiry about the wall activity as well as an interest to demonstrate Aaron’s understandings of number to me.

Although Aaron appeared to recognize the numeral 1, when his father pointed to the numeral 2 and asked, “What’s that,” Aaron responded, “That’s three.” It was unclear to what extent Aaron was familiar with his father’s questioning activities regarding the wall activity. Aaron’s responses in the wall activity event seemed to indicate an emergent understanding of numeral recognition, as he identified the numeral 2 as “three” and pointed to the numeral 6 when asked to identify the numeral 8.

In the counting-related activities reported by Aaron’s parents, it appeared that Aaron tried to join his father in expressing number words orally in a counting sequence as Aaron Sr. engaged in counting repetitions or elapsed time as a natural part of his everyday fitness or play activities with Aaron. In comparison, in the wall activity event Aaron Sr. appeared to emphasize numeral recognition along with expressing number words orally in a counting sequence.

At first, Aaron did not seem to interpret Aaron Sr.’s gestures of pointing to the first two numerals and asking “What’s that,” as a cue to engage in rote counting as these behaviors did not reflect other counting activities in which Aaron and his father reportedly engaged. Rather, Aaron Sr.’s initial facilitation of the wall activity with Aaron may have inadvertently disrupted the verbal flow between the number words “one, two” that Aaron otherwise may have been able to recognize as the beginning of a counting sequence. In other words, given the reported counting-related activities in which Aaron regularly engaged with his father, Aaron may have been accustomed to
joining in his father’s verbal counting sequence beginning at the number word “three.”

Once Aaron Sr. fluidly pointed to the numerals 1 then 2 while saying the number words “One, two,” in a counting sequence, Aaron recognized his father’s prompt to count. He readily stated “three, four” with his father, and then, on his own, Aaron proceeded to express the number words five through ten orally in a counting sequence as his father continued to point to the remaining numerals, with the final depicted numeral actually being 0 and not 10. Only after hearing his father say, “one, two” did Aaron recite the counting sequence of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

1b. Values and beliefs. This event demonstrated Aaron’s parents’ formal perspective of mathematics. Aaron’s parents also appeared to find value in the wall activity as they displayed it prominently in Aaron’s room and, as evidenced in this event, utilized aspects of this tool to encourage Aaron to recognize the numerals 1 through 9 and to rote count.

1c. Social relations. The question-answer exchange characterizing the social interaction between Aaron Sr. and Aaron reflected a school-like mathematical practice in which the teacher determines and manages the discourse and the content in a particular mathematical event (Street et al., 2005) and indicates to the student when a correct and incorrect response has been given. Aaron Sr. directed Aaron’s mathematical activity in this event and conveyed to Aaron the appropriateness of his responses, thereby suggesting that certain ways of engaging in this activity are more favorable than others as judged by the adult leading the activity.
Aaron Sr.’s questioning of Aaron regarding his name and birthday reflects typical verbal exchanges that occur between parents in the U.S. and their young children in which parents seek to develop their children’s capacities to respond to such identifying questions.

2a. Content – A stable-order count revealed through a spontaneous expression of number words in a count sequence. At day care, I observed one event in which Aaron spontaneously expressed number words in a count sequence. This is not to say that this event was the only occurrence in this setting in which Aaron engaged in number for this purpose. I often split my attention and observations between the participant children when two or three of them were present at the day care. As such, I might have missed other similar events with respect to Aaron and this content. Whenever Ms. Franklin played the Kindercise with the Kinderman (Taylor, 1998) video, Aaron did sing along during the “Friends” song that began with, “Friends, friends, 1, 2, 3. All my friends are here with me.”

While I did not observe any additional events, at home or at day care, in which Aaron spontaneously expressed number words in a count sequence, the event below does provide insight into Aaron’s developing stable-order count.

Making a Pretend Hamburger
Aaron found a play, plastic mini-burger patty and came to me and asked me to taste it and to tell what else it needed on it. I pretended to bite the burger and said, “I think it needs more ketchup.” Aaron responded by repeating the ingredient I named and then he ran up the slide of the climbing structure and pretended the little archway at the top of the slide was a food preparation station or kitchen where he pretended to add the ketchup to the hamburger patty. Then he ran back down the slide and back toward where I was sitting and offered me another taste of the burger. I pretended to taste the burger again and named another needed ingredient. Aaron subsequently named the
ingredient and again ran up the slide to add this to the burger and ran back down the slide to have me taste the burger again and tell him what else it needed. This pattern repeated several more times. On one of his trips up the slide, Aaron spontaneously expressed aloud the following number words sequence, “Three, four, five, six, seven.” As Aaron ran back down the slide, Anika (who was still sitting at the table eating her goldfish snack) said aloud, “eight”.

(March 23, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Aaron spontaneously expressed the number words three through seven in a stable count sequence while running up the slide on his way to make another pretend hamburger. Aaron’s stable-order count seemed to start with the number word three. A few days following this event, Aaron also employed a similar stable-order count beginning with the number word three when he appeared to enumerate images in the pom-poms event discussed below.

During this period of time, given Aaron’s parents’ reports of his “counting” activities at home, it may be that Aaron’s stable-order count started with “three” as he may have interpreted his father’s fluid, verbal initiation of, “One, two,” for example while Aaron Sr. was counting repetitions when exercising, as a cue to rote count, to which Aaron responded by expressing a string of number words, beginning with “three,” in a counting sequence. The wall activity event, that took place approximately 2 weeks after the pretend hamburger event, provides further evidence to support this assertion as it demonstrated Aaron’s tendency to begin rote counting with the number word three once his father stated “one, two.”

Although at day care Aaron often sang along with the Kinderman “Friends” song, that included the count sequence “1, 2, 3,” Aaron may not have yet recognized or made the connection between this three-element count sequence and the count
sequences, either 1 through 10 or 3 through 10, that he reportedly expressed while engaging with his father in play boxing or exercising.

2b. Purpose and setting. The pretend hamburger event took place during an unstructured time late in the afternoon at day care when the children occupied themselves in various activities as they waited for their parents. Aaron’s purpose for expressing the number words three to seven in a count sequence seemed unclear. It may be that Aaron spontaneously expressed number words in a count sequence in approximate correspondence with each step he took while running up the slide toward his pretend food preparation station. Or, it may be that Aaron expressed the number words in a count sequence with no specific purpose in mind.

Aaron’s behavior simply may have been a verbal indication of his exuberance during his play, particularly while running up the slide. While the content of expressing number words orally in a count sequence did not appear to be “integral” to Aaron’s “interactions and… interpretive processes,” (Baker et al., 2003, p. 12) when making his pretend hamburgers, the physical activity of running up the slide during his play may have prompted Aaron’s spontaneous oral expression of number words in a counting sequence.

2c. Values and beliefs. Ms. Franklin afforded children the opportunity to engage in various activities while they waited for their parents to pick them up in the afternoons. These activities included unstructured play, or more formal learning activities such as completing worksheets as directed by Ms. Franklin, perusing through books, playing learning games on the computer, or entertaining themselves with educational tools such as putting together board puzzles. This afternoon
unstructured time thus promoted children’s independent play, self-directed exploration, and learning of particular skills through adult or computer-based support.

In the hamburger event Aaron engaged me in his play, demonstrating his level of comfort with me.

2d. Social relations. Ms. Franklin managed the children’s activities as well as their behavior. As with the case of Aaron, this also meant that Ms. Franklin placed him in timeout whenever she deemed this consequence necessary. Ms. Franklin’s assessment of Aaron’s good behavior on this afternoon afforded him the opportunity to engage in free play.

Since Aaron initiated his play with me, it seemed appropriate to respond to him every time he invited me to taste his pretend hamburger and to suggest what other ingredient it needed. My choosing to play along seemed to encourage further Aaron to run several times up and down the slide to prepare a pretend hamburger.

Aaron’s spontaneous oral expression of number words in a count sequence while running up the slide seemed to reflect in part Aaron’s parents’ reports of Aaron’s verbal participation with his father while they engaged in physical activity together (e.g., play boxing, exercising). However, in this event, Aaron’s expression of number words in a count sequence did not occur in parallel with the behavioral and verbal actions of another person. He ran and expressed number words in a counting sequence on his own accord. Rather than disrupting the spontaneity and rhythm of Aaron’s play, I opted not to respond to Aaron’s mathematical activity and allowed his play to continue on his own terms.
Content: Number to Enumerate Objects/Images,

When Prompted with, “How Many?”

In the set of four mathematical events that follows, I shaped the events by initiating and asking the question, “How many?” In doing so, I engaged Aaron (as well as Toya, who was also present in two of the events below) in school-like discourse by posing a known-answer question (Rogoff, 2003) to them. However, I posed the question of “how many” in the midst of interactions in which the focus children either appeared to initiate interest in observing, having, and/or enumerating a particular quantity of objects or images. As such, a verbal exchange explicitly concerning each quantity’s numerosity seemed to be a reasonable extension of the social interaction at the given moment.

While the following events did not reflect an essence of everydayness consistent with the purpose of this study, I include these events in this discussion as they reveal evidence regarding Aaron’s emerging understandings of enumeration and the related competencies involved in enumerating quantities. As such, my analysis of the events in this section focuses primarily on the dimension of content, particularly the mathematical understandings Aaron appeared to demonstrate in each event. In order to situate the events below, I also include brief statements regarding the dimension of purpose/setting. This discussion also provides evidence that supports the previous analysis of Aaron’s stable-order count, and it informs the analysis in the subsequent section regarding Aaron’s spontaneous moments of enumerating objects/images.
1. Content. On the day of the pom-poms event below, Aaron and Toya were present at day care and I was using my laptop computer to record field notes instead of using my field journal and pencil as I had done so on previous visits. I did not anticipate that both children would take interest in my laptop. I responded to Aaron and Toya’s intrigue in my laptop by sharing it briefly with them. Exposing Aaron and Toya to my laptop served in part to satisfy their initial awe with it so that they could go back to their typical activities afterward. Their interest in my laptop, while a bit more intense, seemed consistent with the interest that all three participating children occasionally demonstrated throughout the study with respect to my field journal and pencil.

The following mathematical event took place in the morning while I shared with Toya and Aaron photos stored on my laptop computer.

Pom-Poms
Aaron and Toya came to stand on either side of me while I sat with my laptop opened in front of me. Aaron looked on quietly as Toya pointed to and recognized a few icons that represented different software applications (i.e., music, calendar, pictures) displayed on the screen. Toya then requested to see pictures so I opened iPhoto to share a few with her and Aaron. While I scrolled through my pictures Toya asked me to stop at certain images. One was a picture of a multi-colored scarf I knitted that included seven different colored pom-pom embellishments. I spontaneously asked Toya how many pom-poms she saw on the scarf. She pointed to each pom-pom and counted aloud in sequence from one to seven. I asked Toya again how much, and she told me seven. Aaron, without prompting directly from me, appeared to attempt to count the pom-poms as well. He pointed, without one-to-one correspondence, to the images of the pom-poms in the picture while he stated, “Three, four, five, six.” Toya informed Aaron that he missed one when pointing to the pom-poms.
(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

The different-colored pom-poms were a prominent feature of the scarf. While Toya seemed to take interest in and observed the picture of the scarf, I spontaneously
asked her how many pom-poms she saw. After Toya determined the numerosity of the pom-poms, and without my direct prompting, Aaron actively participated in the social interaction around the picture of the scarf by pointing to the pom-poms in the image while expressing the number words three through six in a counting sequence. This string of number words reflected a portion of the same stable-order count beginning with the number word three that Aaron employed a few days prior in the pretend hamburger event.

Although Aaron did count to the number word seven in the pretend hamburger event, and despite the fact that Toya enumerated the pom-poms by counting aloud from 1 to 7 and by confirming the presence of “seven” pom-poms on the scarf, Aaron’s counting sequence ended with the number word six. It could be that the act of pointing to the images of the pom-poms while stating a sequence of number words might have impeded Aaron’s facility to express a counting sequence past six.

The extent to which Aaron understood his participation, or even Toya’s gestures and statements, in this event to be that of enumerating or determining the numerosity of the set of pom-poms was unclear. However, Aaron’s verbal and physical actions did demonstrate an emerging understanding of enumeration and early number concepts. This included Aaron pointing to the pom-poms in the image, albeit without one-to-one correspondence, while expressing a stable-order counting sequence of “three, four, five, six.” To my knowledge, I did not indicate outwardly to Toya whether or not her responses were correct. Such acknowledgement from me therefore did not appear to motivate Aaron’s participation and mathematical activity.
While I did not prompt Aaron directly to count the pom-poms, my questions of “how many” to Toya appeared to pique his interest. Aaron’s participation in this event seemed to indicate a desire to engage actively in the social interaction concerning the scarf/pom-poms, and/or to attempt to respond accordingly to my questions to Toya, and/or to follow Toya’s lead (i.e., mimic Toya). Aaron’s tendency to observe and to notice images, particularly those in picture books, may have also prompted him to employ early enumeration concepts in observing the photo of the scarf with pom-poms.

2. Content. Later, on the same day as the pom-poms event, the following event took place during lunchtime. I typically helped Ms. Franklin distribute food to the children during their meal/snack times.

Apple Slices
Ms. Franklin prepared sliced apples for the children to eat for their dessert. I gave Toya her apples first. As I put one apple slice on her plate Toya spontaneously said “one.” When I put another apple slice on her plate, Toya said, “two.” I then asked Aaron how many I gave to Toya. He didn’t respond. I proceeded to put two apple slices, one at a time, on Aaron’s plate and then I asked him how many he had. Aaron pointed to one of the apple slices and said “four” and then he pointed to other apple slice and said “six.” Ms. Franklin overheard the verbal exchange and wanted to know what Aaron said. After I informed Ms. Franklin of Aaron’s response, she asked me if I had corrected him. When I told her I hadn’t corrected Aaron, Ms. Franklin came over to the table and pointed to the apple slice that Aaron had in his mouth and said, “That’s one,” and then she pointed to the other apple slice on his plate and said, “That’s two.”…

After Toya finished her two apple slices, she asked for “two more.” Then Aaron stated, “I want apples.” I noticed that when Aaron wants more of something, rather than saying that he wanted “more” of it or the numerosity of how many more he wanted, he typically said that he “wants _____” and then he named what he wanted more of. Ms. Franklin counted as she gave Aaron two apple slices.

(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)
Given that Toya spontaneously counted her apple slices as I gave them to her (i.e., she initiated the use of number at that moment), and given the pom-poms event earlier that day in which Aaron spontaneously participated and appeared to engage in early enumeration concepts after he observed Toya doing so, I chose to ask Aaron how many slices I gave him, especially since the numerosity of the apple slices was just two. I sought to examine Aaron’s understandings of enumeration with respect to a very small quantity. Aaron’s response seemed to indicate that he interpreted my question of “how many” to mean that he was to respond in a similar fashion as Toya, by pointing to each object and assigning or naming each with a number word. As such, Aaron demonstrated one-to-one correspondence and an emerging understanding of using explicit number words to determine the numerosity of a quantity.

When comparing Aaron’s response in the apple slices event compared to his response in the pom-poms event, a few interesting differences seemed worthy of noting. Aaron’s success with one-to-one correspondence in the apples event, as opposed to the absence of one-to-one correspondence in the pom-poms event, appeared to stem from the fact that there were only two apple slices and the slices were tangible. In the pom-poms event, Aaron may have recognized a counting sequence in Toya’s enumeration activities as she counted fluidly from 1 to 7, which therefore may have prompted Aaron to employ his own stable-order count. In the apples event, however, Toya stated the words “one” then “two” as I placed each apple slice on her plate. In this sense, Toya did not express these number words fluidly as if in a counting sequence that Aaron might have otherwise recognized. Since Aaron’s
stable-order count did not appear to include the number words one and two, this too may have hindered his capacity to identify a counting sequence in Toya’s utterances.

Aaron most likely did not interpret my question to mean for him to count on from where Toya left off since the first number word Aaron stated was “four” and not “three,” and after “four” he stated “six” and not “five.” In this sense, Aaron may have interpreted Toya’s verbal behavior as that of assigning or labeling each apple slice with any number word and so he responded to my prompt accordingly.

It was unclear why Aaron did not respond to me when I asked him how many apples I had given to Toya, but he did respond when I asked him about the number of apples I had given to him. Given Aaron’s polite manner, it may be that he did not want to point over Toya’s food but he was fine with pointing over his own food when seemingly assigning a number name to each slice.

During my visits at the day care, I observed Ms. Franklin teaching the children about their five senses and occasionally giving them mathematics worksheets to complete. However, prior to the apple slices event I did not observe Ms. Franklin asking the children, “How many?” or explicitly counting familiar objects with the children during their daily activities. This is not to say that Ms. Franklin never engaged in these activities with the children. Toya’s responses in the pom-poms and apple slices events suggested that she developed early number and enumeration concepts at some point, perhaps across her home and day care settings.

My interactions with Aaron and his response in the apple slices event prompted Ms. Franklin to model an enumeration strategy for Aaron, by pointing to each apple slice while saying “this is” and expressing the first then second counting
number. When Aaron stated, “I want apples,” Ms. Franklin modeled the same enumeration strategy again for Aaron as she gave him two more apple slices. Aaron’s statement of “I want apples,” seemed to also suggest that, at least in the context of requesting more of something, Aaron seemed unfamiliar with employing number words to specify the numerosity of objects that he wished to have.

3. Content. I observed the following mathematical event at day care just over a week after the apple slices event. It is worth noting that approximately 30 minutes before the event below occurred, I observed Aaron spontaneously subitizing two pieces of a broken cookie that he noticed while eating these from his bag of cookies during snack time. I discuss the cookies event in greater detail in the next content section involving mathematical events in which Aaron enumerated spontaneously.

**Hands**

Aaron played trucks with 2-year-old Nevin. While rolling their trucks along the floor, they chased each other’s trucks around and frequently collided their trucks into one another. At one point during their play, Ms. Franklin summoned Aaron to come to her. She asked Aaron how many hands he had. At first he just raised his right hand, but with encouragement from Ms. Franklin, he raised both hands and eventually said something like, “This one is four. This one is six,” referring to his right then his left hand. Ms. Franklin responded as she had done so before except she also demonstrated cardinality to Aaron by saying something to the effect of, “This is one. This is two. You have two hands.”

A few minutes afterwards, Aaron and Nevin became interested in my mini-container of hand sanitizer that was hanging from my backpack. They each pretended to squirt some sanitizer on their hands, and then they each rubbed their hands together. While Aaron and Nevin were pretending to use my hand sanitizer, Aaron asked me to take a picture of his hands as he held his hands together with his palms facing up. Given that Ms. Franklin had asked Aaron moments before how many hands he had, it seemed appropriate to ask Aaron the same question, especially since he was presenting his hands to me. He immediately responded, “I have two hands.” I then took a picture of Aaron and of Nevin with each of their hands open and then shared the images with them. They seemed to enjoy looking at their photos.

(April 6, 2006 – Day Care Visit)
When Ms. Franklin pulled Aaron aside from playing trucks with Nevin to ask him how many hands he had, Ms. Franklin seemed to be following up on what she observed the prior week in the apple slices event. That is, Ms. Franklin appeared to ask Aaron how many hands he had to assess his understanding of counting or enumerating a quantity of two objects. Ms. Franklin’s approach to Aaron reflected a school-like practice in that it seemed “teacher focused” and “top down” with Ms. Franklin determining and managing the context and the interaction around the mathematics content (Street et al., 2005).

Despite having demonstrated the capacity to subitize two pieces of a broken cookie approximately 30 minutes earlier, Aaron initially appeared unsure of Ms. Franklin’s question as he hesitantly raised a single hand and, with Ms. Franklin’s guidance, eventually raised the other. Aaron’s uncertainty may have stemmed from the nature of his interaction with Ms. Franklin at that moment. Aaron may have questioned why Ms. Franklin pulled him aside to ask him about his hands as it appeared disjointed from his play with the trucks. Aaron may have even wondered whether or not he was in trouble and therefore his thinking may have been focused instead on that.

Eventually, Aaron responded to Ms. Franklin in a manner similar to his response to me in the apple slices event as he said, “This is one is four. This is one is six.” The meanings underlying Aaron’s use of “four” and “six,” in particular, in both the apple slices and hand events remains unclear. With Ms. Franklin’s prompting, Aaron appeared to approximate the enumerating activities that she modeled for him previously, by referring to each hand and uttering the phrase “This is (number
word).” At this point in data collection, I had not observed Aaron spontaneously express number words in a count sequence beginning with, “One, two.”

Given my observations of the cookies event earlier that day and Ms. Franklin’s interaction with Aaron about his hands, when Aaron presented his hands to me after pretending to use my hand sanitizer and his focus remained on his hands including asking me to take a picture of them, this appeared to be an appropriate moment for me to ask “how many” to further understand Aaron’s thinking with respect to enumerating small quantities, the number word two, and the numerosity two. Aaron’s immediate response of, “I have two hands,” may have reflected his developing understandings of enumerating quantities with numerosity two via his interaction with Ms. Franklin moments before as well as their interaction about a week prior in the apple slices event, or it may be that Aaron simply repeated what Ms. Franklin said to him earlier.

The ease with which Aaron responded to me, compared to the uncertainty he displayed with Ms. Franklin, seemed to suggest that the context (i.e., purpose and setting) may have also shaped (a) Aaron’s interpretation of the question (“How many?”) that Ms. Franklin and I each posed, as well as (b) his response to each of us, including his emotional reaction to the context as well as the content he expressed when stating how many. For instance, Aaron may have simply known that he had two hands and the context of the event with me afforded him the opportunity to share this knowledge without hesitation. When I asked Aaron how many hands he had, he had already initiated showing his hands enthusiastically with me and asking me to take a picture of them. Furthermore, my inquiry of how many addressed the very objects to
which Aaron’s attention was already focused and with which he was actively engaged.

In comparison, when Ms Franklin asked Aaron how many hands he had, Aaron’s attention up until that point had been on playing trucks with Nevin. When compared to the apple slices event, while Aaron’s interest was on the apples, Aaron’s role seemed to be that of a passive recipient of the slices as I determined how many to give him. When I asked Aaron the question of “How many?” based on a context driven by Aaron (him playing with my hand sanitizer, then showing me his hands, and finally asking me to take a picture of his hands) this may have supported Aaron’s capacity either to subitize his hands or simply to demonstrate to me that he automatically knew that he had two hands.

4. Content. The following event took place at Aaron’s home, just 3 days after the hands event. I was sketching the layout of the apartment in my field journal when Aaron approached me.

**Pillows**

Aaron: Miss Grace, you watch the movie?
Grace: I’m listening to the movie. I’m actually drawing your house here so I can remember what it looks like.
Aaron: Let me see my house.
Grace: Well, it’s like I’m above in the ceiling and looking down on it. That’s your TV, that’s your mag-, that’s your table, coffee table right there. You see that?
Aaron: Yeah.
Grace: And that’s the plant. And here are the two ashtrays. Here’s the window… And then I’m gonna draw - I forgot that chair. That chair right there. Then I need to draw the pillows.
Aaron: [Aaron went over to point to the pillows.] The pillow? Is that a pillows?
Grace: How many pillows are on there?
Aaron: [Aaron touched the pillows as he responded to me.] That - this - that - this is one. This is two. This is _______. [Aaron Sr. cross-talked over Aaron as he appeared to be counting.]
Aaron Sr.: [Aaron Sr. addressed his concern that Aaron might get the pillows dirty.] Wipe your hands. Be careful. Your hands are dirty.

Grace: Yeah. How many pillows are on there?

Aaron: These two pillows right there.

Grace: Oh, okay. The two pillows right there? Okay. [I proceeded to sketch the pillows.]

Aaron: [Aaron agreed.] Uh-hmm.

(April 9, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

In this pillows event, Aaron expressed a desire to see my sketch of his family’s apartment. As Aaron observed the sketch, I described what I had drawn thus far and what else I needed to add to the picture. When I mentioned that I needed to draw the pillows, Aaron took particular interest in these as evidenced in his verbal and physical reactions to my statement. Given Aaron’s interest in the pillows, I asked Aaron “How many pillows?” as if to request his assistance to help me document the appropriate amount of pillows in my sketch.

Aaron’s response demonstrated the following understandings with respect to enumeration: using explicit number words to determine the numerosity of a quantity; assigning each number in the count sequence with each distinct object in the set (i.e., one-to-one correspondence); and identifying the numerosity, in this case correctly, of a quantity (i.e., cardinality). Aaron’s enumeration behaviors reflected those that Ms. Franklin modeled from him and he employed the number words one and two to determine the numerosity of the pillows.

Aaron’s experiences at day care in the several days prior to this event at home seemed to have informed his response to my inquiry of “How many?” pillows. At day care, Aaron had demonstrated a facility to subitize a quantity of two pieces of a broken cookie. Aaron’s understanding of the need to use explicit number words, along with one-to-one correspondence, to determine the numerosity of a quantity
appeared to be emerging (as evidenced in the apple slices event and the first part of the hands event). The experiences of observing Toya enumerating quantities either spontaneously or when prompted, and observing Ms. Franklin’s direct modeling of enumerating quantities of two objects seemed to contribute to Aaron’s developing understandings of numeric meanings for number, and in particular, enumeration concepts.

Content: Number to Enumerate Objects/Images, 
Spontaneously

After the pom-poms and apple slices events, I began to observe Aaron spontaneously enumerating objects, images, and people in different everyday contexts. He demonstrated various mathematical understandings to determine a quantity’s numerosity including: (1) subitizing quantities with numerosity two, (2) verbally and physically keeping track of each item in a quantity of images having numerosity two, and (3) counting aloud while attempting to physically keep track of each item in a quantity of images having numerosity greater than two.

The set of mathematical events below complements the previous events in which Aaron was prompted to respond to the question of “How many?” Collectively, these mathematical events demonstrated Aaron’s developing understandings of numeric meanings, especially enumerating quantities with numerosity two.

Content - Subitizing quantities with numerosity two. The following three mathematical events each demonstrated Aaron’s capacity to subitize two objects. That is, without using explicit number words or counting, Aaron spontaneously recognized each set of quantities below as having numerosity two.
1a. Purpose and setting – Noticing two pieces of a broken cookie. The following event took place at day care during snack time, approximately 30 minutes before the hands event occurred.

**Cookies**
Ms. Franklin gave Aaron a bag of frosted animal cookies for snack time. I observed Aaron as he began to eat his cookies. He pulled out a pink frosted cookie from his bag and said something referring to the cookie. I casually tried to ask Aaron what he had said about the cookie, but I still could not understand his attempts to repeat himself. Darlene, an after-school-care child, who was sitting to Aaron’s right eating her own snack, informed me that that Aaron said that there were circles on the cookies (referring to the different colored, round sprinkles that stuck to the pink frosting of the cookie). I watched Aaron closely examine each cookie he took out of the bag. He pulled another pink frosted cookie out of the bag, examined the cookie briefly, and set it down on the table. Aaron then took a broken piece of a white frosted cookie out from his bag and took a moment to examine it. Aaron looked back into the bag, taking a bit longer this time as it seemed as though he was looking for a particular cookie. He eventually pulled out another piece of a broken white frosted cookie. Aaron turned toward Darlene and me to show us the two broken pieces of a white frosted cookie he held in each hand and stated something to the effect of, “There are two pieces ‘cause it broke.” (April 6, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Aaron appeared to take interest in visually examining the individual pieces or cookies he pulled from his bag. Once Aaron retrieved a part of a white frosted cookie from the bag he seemed intent on finding the other part of the cookie. Once he found the other piece, Aaron held both parts of the cookie and announced his observation that there were two pieces of the cookie because it broke.

1b. Values and beliefs. The cookies event seemed to instantiate Aaron’s observant nature. Rather than simply taking out the cookies and placing each in his mouth, he took time to observe and examine each piece before taking a subsequent action with it. He noticed the sprinkles on the cookies and, according to Darlene’s interpretation of what he said, Aaron described these sprinkles as circles. Aaron took
particular interest in the broken, white frosted cookie. It appeared that Aaron might have noticed the initial broken piece in the bag as he placed the pink frosted cookie that he took out just before it on the table. Once he had this first piece of a broken white frosted cookie, Aaron appeared to look for the other part of the cookie in the bag. Consistent with his temperament to observe, when Aaron held both pieces in his hands, not only did he announce their numerosity, but he also explained why there were two. As evidenced in his announcement, Aaron appeared to emote a sense of success and delight in finding the pair and noticing why there were two of them.

1c. Social relations. The particular observations that Aaron noticed about the cookies prompted him to express his thinking verbally to those nearby. Aaron’s verbal and physical actions thus suggested that Aaron appeared to deem his observations worthy of sharing with others. Aaron transformed what would otherwise be an individual activity of eating and observing his snack of cookies into a social experience.

2a. Purpose and setting – Spontaneously noticing numerosities of twos in his environment. On my first home visit with Aaron, as Aaron’s parents and I talked in the family room while Aaron ate his lunch in the dining room area, he spontaneously announced from the dining room, “That two girls,” (referring to his mother and me) and, “That two boys,” (referring to his father and himself) (April 8, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron). Since I did not hear what Aaron said as I was in the midst of responding to a question from Aaron Sr., I continued speaking and did not acknowledge Aaron’s statements. Aaron Sr. interjected and pointed out to me what Aaron said and then asserted, “Aaron’s smart. He realizes that numbers are the
generalization of our conversation.” As his father said that, Aaron stated something to the effect of, “That one girl. That one girl. That one boy. That one boy,” (referring to each of us in the room).

While Aaron Sr. argued that Aaron’s statements reflected his awareness that the focus of his parents’ conversation with me were about “numbers,” I posit that Aaron’s use of number, in this case two then one, to subitize the people he observed in the space emerged from Aaron’s temperament to observe, coupled with his developing understandings of enumerating quantities with numerosity two. Aaron’s growing awareness of the numerosity two seemed to have stemmed, at least in part, from the mathematical events Aaron experienced at day care just prior to my initial home visit with him. In many of these events, I played an active role in introducing or shaping the content of enumeration, such as prompting Aaron with the question of “How many?” Additionally, most of these day care events involved quantities with numerosity two, including the cookies event in which Aaron demonstrated the capacity and intrinsic interest to subitize two pieces of a broken cookie.

Aaron’s statements of “two girls” and “two boys” and later when he pointed out the singleness of each us present, “That one girl…” suggested that Aaron’s capacity to enumerate at this point in data collection seemed developed for quantities of up to two familiar objects or images of the same type or category, in this case, gender of people (i.e., enumerating girls and then enumerating boys). In this sense, Aaron did not appear to demonstrate abstraction when enumerating people.

2b. Values and beliefs. This event illustrated Aaron’s observant nature. When I did not respond to Aaron’s spontaneous initial observation of two girls and two
boys, Aaron Sr. called my attention to what Aaron said. Aaron Sr.’s efforts seemed to reflect not only his awareness of my presence and his perceived understanding of the purpose of my visits/observations but also a desire for Aaron to appear favorably in this study. As such, Aaron Sr. wanted to make sure that I took note of Aaron’s statements and that I recognized how “smart” Aaron was.

2c. Social relations. Aaron’s growing awareness of identifying and/or enumerating quantities with numerosity two may have motivated him to announce what he noticed. In other words, given his recent day care experiences involving enumeration, when Aaron recognized that both the girls and the boys in the room had numerosity two, he may have found this coincidence interesting and thus worthy of our attention.

Aaron Sr. believed in the notion that children should be seen and not heard. As such, whenever Aaron tried to enter into a conversation among adults, Aaron Sr. typically would either remind Aaron to not interject, reprimand Aaron for interrupting, or simply ignore Aaron when he said something while the adults were talking. In contrast to these typical responses to Aaron, Aaron Sr. interrupted my response to his question in order to bring my attention to Aaron’s spontaneous comments. In this event, Aaron Sr. appeared to view Aaron’s comments from afar to be of value to me and hence worthy of my attention.

3a. Purpose and setting – Describing “Dog” to Miss Grace. On my third and final visit to Aaron’s home, Aaron Sr. was not present when I arrived, and Keisha informed me that they had been house-sitting a puppy for a couple days to see if it would be a good match for their family. The puppy stayed in a crate in Aaron’s room
near his bed. Upon my arrival, Aaron invited me into his room to show me the puppy which he had named Dog. Aaron discussed his experiences with Dog the day before and earlier that day. In addition, Aaron began to describe Dog to me, saying in particular, “He gots two eyes,” and other descriptive statements about the puppy including, “He got a tail,” “He’s got a nose,” “He scratched me right there with his nails,” “He says ‘woof woof,’” and “He has a really big tongue” (June 4, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron).

While most of the physical features that Aaron described to me about Dog had a numerosity of one, Aaron did recognize that Dog had two eyes. He also demonstrated understandings of global magnitude as he characterized the size of Dog’s tongue as being, “really big.”

3b. Values and beliefs. This event illustrated Aaron’s inclination to observe aspects about his environment or entities that he found of interest and to express to others what he noticed. In getting to know Aaron, I observed that he enjoyed reading and telling stories about animal characters, watching animated movies with animal characters, playing with animal toys, and making animal sounds and gestures. As such, Aaron seemed to take pleasure in having the puppy in his home as evidenced in the attention he gave to Dog and the time he spent talking about Dog, including its physical features, the “belt” (i.e., collar) it wore around its neck, the “cheerios” (i.e., dog food) it ate, and the experiences Dog had while in his home.

Aaron Sr. mentioned to me a few times that he had bred dogs in the past. Thus, bringing a male puppy into his household with Aaron, Keisha, and their unborn child seemed consistent with Aaron Sr.’s interests.
3c. Social relations. In my previous home visits with Aaron, Aaron Sr. was present and most of my conversations and interactions involved Aaron’s parents. I noticed during those visits that Aaron did not freely engage spontaneously in activities or interactions of his choice as his father often checked or managed Aaron’s behavior. However, during the dog event when his father not present, Aaron freely interacted with me as he immediately invited me into his room to show me the puppy and to talk about Dog as his mother was elsewhere in the apartment. Aaron seemed comfortable engaging with me as he had done so at day care. I participated in a conversation with Aaron by listening to Aaron, asking him questions where I felt it was appropriate, and occasionally remarking on his comments. Thus, the ease with which Aaron seemed to interact with me, along with his interest in the puppy, supported a context in which Aaron could observe and describe features about Dog, including enumerating one of its physical traits.

Content - Verbally and physically keeping track of each item in a quantity of images having numerosity two. In the following event, which took place during a home visit with Aaron, Aaron demonstrated a capacity to combine verbal and physical strategies to keep track of and then to express the numerosity of two bugs he attempted to draw.

Bugs
[Aaron had been writing/drawing in my field journal.]
Grace: That’s a what?
Aaron: A bug in my bed.
[A subsequent verbal exchange occurred in which I tried to clarify what Aaron was saying since I had a difficult time understanding his speech. Then the following dialogue took place.]
Aaron: Okay. I draw, … that a bug, and I draw, … that a bug. I draw, …that two [said with emphasis] bugs. [It was difficult for me to decipher what Aaron said. He either said, ‘I draw a bug and I draw
a bug. I draw two bugs,’ or ‘That a bug and that a bug. That two bugs.’]
Grace: That’s a bug and that’s a bug, so there’s two bugs?
Aaron: Yeah.
Grace: Yeah?
Aaron: Two bugs - they gonna climb up my bed and eat all my face up.
(April 9, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

In this episode, Aaron spontaneously enumerated the images of the bugs he
drew. Aaron pointed to the markings he drew in my journal while saying something
to the effect of, “That a bug and that a [another] bug. That two bugs.” This appeared
similar to the enumeration strategy that Ms. Franklin directly modeled for Aaron at
least twice at day care in the days prior to this home visit. However, Aaron did not
use explicit number words, and instead verbally identified each marking of a bug as a
singular marking that he drew, by using the determiner “a” to correspond with each
marking of a “bug.” Afterwards, Aaron identified the numerosity of his images of
bugs by stating, “That two bugs.” Aaron appeared to demonstrate developing
understandings of both the meaning of enumeration as well as enumeration strategies.

Purpose and setting. Aaron had just come out from his room after being sent
there for some time by Aaron Sr. for not being able to sit quietly on the couch while
watching television. Aaron noticed that I had been writing in my field notes journal
and asked me what I was doing. I told him that I was, “just writing” and he requested,
“I wanna write.” So I handed him my journal and pencil and Aaron proceeded to
draw different pictures and describe to me what he had written or drawn in my
journal. Eventually he was inspired to draw bugs and began to tell a story about the
bugs. Aaron provided details regarding his drawings and story including noting how
many bugs were on his bed and were going to eat his face.
Values and beliefs. Aaron, like his peers in this study, often expressed interest in my field notes journal and seemed to take pleasure in writing or drawing in it. As he drew in my journal, Aaron commented to me about his markings. Aaron’s description regarding the bugs seemed to reflect Aaron’s interests in reading and telling stories as well as watching scary movies.

Social relations. Given our prior interactions at day care, Aaron knew he was welcomed to approach me and to inquire about my journal and even to write in it. Aaron chose to engage with me through drawing in my journal and describing to me what he was drawing, rather than sitting quietly watching television. During this event, Aaron’s parents were in the kitchen preparing an early dinner and as such Aaron Sr., was not present to monitor Aaron’s behavior. Aaron therefore seemed free to interact with me regarding the markings he drew in my field journal.

Content - Counting aloud while attempting to physically keep track of each item in a quantity of images having numerosity greater than two.

Images of Book Covers
Upon my arrival at the day care this morning, Ms. Franklin informed me that Aaron was to stay seated at the table and watch Sesame Street (Broder, Burgund, & Dallard, 2006). After some time had passed, Aaron was still restricted to the table. Eventually Aaron picked up a book that was resting nearby on the table. It was a simple picture book about weather that included words such as rain, snow, windy, hail, and fog. I noticed how Aaron proceeded to read the book out loud to himself, narrating a story based on the pictures he observed. Aaron eagerly asked if he could read the book to me. After reading the book to me, Aaron examined the cover of the book. On the rear cover of the book was a row of three rectangular images, each representing a cover of another book written by the same author as the book that Aaron had in hand. Aaron spontaneously pointed to each image, and said, “One, two, three”. I asked Aaron, “How many?” and he pointed again to the images, and this time said, “One, two, three, four”.
(May 5, 2006 – Day Care Visit)
Aaron spontaneously attempted to enumerate the images he observed on the rear cover of the book. Aaron’s stable-order count sequence had evolved from weeks earlier as his counting sequence now began with “One, two, three, four.” In Aaron’s initial attempt to enumerate, by counting aloud while keeping track of each item in the set through physically pointing to each image, he appeared to demonstrate one-to-one correspondence. However, when I asked Aaron, “How many?” his recount of the images while pointing to keep track, did not exemplify one-to-one correspondence. Neither of Aaron’s enumeration attempts demonstrated that he understood cardinality, at least in this context that involved a quantity of images with numerosity three. Nonetheless, Aaron’s understandings of enumeration appeared to develop as evidenced in his evolved stable-order count and his initiative to enumerate a set of similar images having numerosity greater than two.

Purpose and setting. After being restricted in his activities, Aaron sought relief in a nearby book. Aaron’s attempt to enumerate the set of similar images appeared to be a spontaneous response to his interest in and observations of this book.

Values and beliefs. This mathematical event demonstrated not only Aaron’s interest in books and reading, but also his disposition to observe and to take particular notice of things/images that he found of interest in his everyday environment or activities.

Social relations. While Ms. Franklin required Aaron to stay seated at the table and watch television as a means of managing his behavior, she did not appear to mind when Aaron began entertaining himself by reading a book, as she seemed to deem this as appropriate behavior that would not disrupt the other children or their
activities. Through Aaron’s experiences at home, he was accustomed in engaging in reading as both an individual and shared experience. As such, he asked if he could read the book to me after he read it aloud to himself.

Aaron’s spontaneous attempt to enumerate the images he noticed on the rear cover of the book appeared to reflect an intrinsic interest to do so and not an action that he intended to direct toward me. Since Aaron, without external prompting, already employed number to enumerate the images he observed, I felt it was appropriate to respond by asking him, “How many?” as a means to further examine Aaron’s mathematical understandings with respect to enumeration concepts, including whether or not he demonstrated cardinality in this particular event.

**Content: Employing the Number Word Two**

**As a Descriptive Narrative Device**

Aaron’s experiences of enumerating quantities of objects, images, and/or people with numerosity two, both when prompted and when doing so spontaneously, seemed to inspire Aaron to employ the number word two as a descriptive narrative device when “reading” or telling stories, responding to illustrations, and when participating in a pretend scenario. That is, Aaron appeared to use the number word two to provide more specific details regarding the numerosity of a character or object he observed or created in a story or make-believe situation.

**1a. Purpose and setting – Describing how many animals/lions when telling Miss Grace a story.** The following event took place just as Aaron was describing Dog to me. It seemed as if Aaron had transitioned into story-telling mode about a lion and other animals, once he claimed that Dog looked like a lion.
“Them got two lions.”
Aaron mentioned that, “He [Dog] looks like a lion.” Aaron proceeded to talk about how a truck took the lion(s) and other animals, including a “monkey” an “elephant,” “Them got two animals,” and “Them got two lions,” to the jungle. It seemed as if Aaron was telling me the plot from one or two recent animated movies with which I was familiar. I asked Keisha if her family had seen either movie. She informed me that they had not but that she and Aaron had recently read the book *The Lion King* together.

(June 4, 2006 – Home Visit with Aaron)

In my understanding of Aaron’s story, Aaron specifically mentioned that a truck got “two animals” and “two lions,” in addition to other animals, and then transported these animals to the jungle. The remaining animals that Aaron mentioned each appeared to be single in numerosity.

*1b. Values and beliefs.* Aaron enjoyed reading books and telling stories or excerpts from books or movies he had read or seen. In this event, Aaron spontaneously transitioned into telling me a story once he noticed that Dog looked like a lion to him. As Keisha reported, she and Aaron had recently read a book about *The Lion King* story together. As such, the experiences Aaron had when reading that story may have prompted Aaron to tell me a similar story or his version of the story. Aaron’s interest in animals in general may have also sparked him to tell me an impromptu story.

*1c. Social relations.* Aaron typically engaged in reading books and storytelling as a shared experience, most often with his mother Keisha. Aaron appeared to be at ease with me and as such, he felt comfortable sharing and talking about Dog with me and eventually telling me a story about lions and other animals. My interactions with Aaron as he told his story to me were mostly characterized by
comments or questions of clarification to help me understand the story Aaron was attempting to convey.

2a. Purpose and setting – Verbally reacting to a picture in a book. The following event occurred just before 10 p.m. as Aaron began reading his third and final book for bedtime.

“I want two…”
As Aaron inspected a picture in the book, he said, “I want two fires [fire trucks?], two toys, two houses.”

Aaron’s observation of the picture elicited a verbal response from him that included a repetitive use of the number word two to describe a set of objects that Aaron viewed in the picture or envisioned in his mind. While there were images of trucks and buildings, more than two of each in the picture, no toys were visible. Aaron’s mention of toys in his reaction might have stemmed from the fact that earlier that evening, including moments before Aaron selected this third book to read for bedtime, Aaron occasionally commented that his toys were still left in the tub from his bath time. That is, Aaron seemed to be mindful of his toys in the tub and had repeatedly inquired about them. Given that this event occurred relatively late in the evening, it could be that Aaron’s verbal reaction to the picture he observed showed evidence of fatigue as Aaron mentioned an object in his response that was not present in the story or picture.

2b. Values and beliefs. Keisha valued reading and sought to instill this in Aaron by regularly exposing him to books and reading to and with him, especially as part of Aaron’s bedtime routine. On this evening, Keisha mostly encouraged Aaron to read his books to her while she occasionally read to him some excerpts from the books he selected.
2c. Social relations. Aaron engaged in bedtime stories as a shared experience with his mother Keisha. At times, Aaron inquired about an object or animal (e.g., a dog) that was not present in the story to which Keisha responded by explaining why it was not visible in the picture (e.g., regarding the dog, she said, “It was in the backyard.”). Because it was late in the evening, Keisha also seemed tired and as such she appeared to not interject much and instead encouraged Aaron simply to move on and continue to “read” the story.

3a. Purpose and setting – Responding to ‘how many’ when prompted by his father in a pretend scenario. After Keisha finished braiding Aaron’s hair, Aaron Sr. used clippers to shape Aaron’s hairline and then he paused to check out the work he had done. Seemingly satisfied with his son’s appearance, Aaron Sr. engaged with Aaron in the following mathematical event:

**Date Night**
Aaron Sr.: Oh you look nice. Oh yeah. You gotta date tonight? How many girls coming to get you?
Aaron: Two.
Aaron Sr.: Two coming? Whooaa! You’re gonna be back by 10 o’clock?
Aaron: Yeah. [Aaron ran to his mother then to the front door, and said the following.] I’ll be right back.
Grace: You’ll be right back? Where you going?
Aaron: Out. Two girls are gonna get me.

(April 9, 2010 – Home Visit with Aaron)

Aaron Sr. initiated this mathematical event with Aaron by presenting a pretend “date” scenario, including asking Aaron how many girls were coming to get him for a date. Prompted by his father’s question of, “How many girls?” Aaron correctly interpreted the meaning of the question by providing a numeric response. It may be that Aaron’s response demonstrated his understanding that his father’s question implied that more than one girl was coming to get him for a date. Or it may
be that Aaron responded with “two” as this had been a number with which Aaron had frequent experiences over the few days preceding this event. Aaron proceeded to play along with the scenario by acting as if he was leaving the apartment to go out on a date with the two girls who were coming to get him.

3b. Values and beliefs. In my formal conversations with Aaron Sr., he spoke about his son’s attractiveness and the strong likelihood that many girls and then women will pursue Aaron. After making the final touches on his son’s freshly done hair, Aaron Sr.’s make-believe scenario reflected his belief regarding Aaron’s future dating prospects. Aaron Sr.’s question of “How many?” as well as his mention of what time Aaron would come back from his date also appeared to demonstrate Aaron Sr.’s heightened awareness of my presence and a possible desire to have his family and son appear favorably in this study.

3c. Social relations. In this event, Aaron Sr. engaged Aaron in light-hearted pretend play by acting as if Aaron was going out on a date. Aaron seemed to respond positively to his father’s prompting and, as such, willingly responded, both verbally and physically, in playing along with the make-believe scenario.

Content: Number Words and Symbols as Distinct from Letter Names and Symbols

The mathematical events discussed above also demonstrated that Aaron understood that number words and symbols (numerals) are distinct from letter names and symbols. For example, in those events in which a caregiver or I asked Aaron, “How many?” Aaron’s responses consisted of number words. Also, while Aaron’s wall activity included words, pictures, and numerals, he referred to this activity as his...
“numbers” as his parents most likely focused Aaron’s attention on recognizing the numerals appearing on this display.

The following mathematical event provided further evidence that Aaron understood, in particular, that number words constitute a distinct category. This episode occurred at day care about 20-minutes after the apple slices event took place.

**Placemats**

Aaron and Toya finished their lunch and waited at the table for naptime as Ms. Franklin put down the sleeping mats. Aaron and Toya still had each of their placemats for eating in front of them. Aaron pointed to Count Dracula and another character on his placemat. He said something like, “This is one and this is two,” while pointing to Count Dracula and something else on his mat. Then Toya came over to Aaron’s mat and started pointing to different character images while saying, “This is mine and this is mine.”

Aaron and Toya continued to wait at the table with their placemats in front of them. On Toya’s placemat appeared a graphic of the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Toya pointed to each numeral in order, from left to right, starting with the numeral 1, while she said the following, “Five, four, three, two, one.”

Both children continued to entertain themselves with their placemats. At one moment, Aaron pointed to various images/locations on his mat and said, “Eight, nine, four, five,” and then, “nine, ___, seven, seven, nine.” Ms. Franklin then came over to the table where both children sat and commented, “I’m glad that you are counting.” The children then prepared for naptime.

(March 28, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

At the beginning of this placemats event, when Aaron spontaneously pointed to two distinct characters on his placemat while stating something to the effect of, “This is one and this is two,” he appeared either to be mimicking or applying what Ms. Franklin had directly modeled for him shortly before in the apple slices event to the images he pointed to on his placemat. While Aaron demonstrated one-to-one correspondence, it was not clear whether or not he was enumerating the images or assigning a number word label to each one. That is, it was unclear at this point what meanings Aaron developed with respect to enumeration and enumeration practices.

As for Toya, she appeared to mimic what she observed Aaron doing, but she put her
own non-numeric, Toya-like twist to it by pointing to two distinct images and stating, “This is mine and this is mine.”

In the second half of the episode, Aaron appeared to mimic what he observed Toya spontaneously doing when she pointed to the numerals on her placemat and, with one-to-one correspondence, counted aloud in reverse order from 5 down to 1. On his own, Aaron attempted to approximate Toya’s behavior as he pointed to random images/locations on his placemat and announced what appeared to be an arbitrary collection of number words, without one-to-one correspondence to with his gestures.

Aaron seemed to interpret and/or to recognize Toya’s utterance of counting numbers in reverse order as consisting of a random string of number words. This is evidenced in Aaron’s own arbitrary set of number words that he stated. That is, Aaron appeared to determine that Toya did express solely a collection of number words but that this particular set of number words, to Aaron, did not seem to reflect a count sequence. As such, Aaron did not express his own stable-order count sequence, beginning with the number 3, when mimicking Toya in this event. This is in contrast to Aaron’s response in the pom-poms event discussed previously when he counted aloud from 3 through 6 while pointing to the pom-pom images after he observed Toya expressing the numbers 1 through 7 orally in a count sequence while pointing to the pom-pom images.

Purpose and setting. Aaron and Toya appeared to entertain themselves with their placemats while they waited for Ms. Franklin to prepare the day care space for naptime. Given the apple slices event that took place just prior to this event, Aaron seemed interested in continuing what he had experienced or observed in the apple
slices event by seemingly mimicking Ms. Franklin and pointing to images on his placemat and saying in turn, “This is one and this is two.” Just as Toya had appeared to copy somewhat Aaron’s spontaneous behavior at the beginning of this event, Aaron later copied or attempted to approximate Toya’s spontaneous behavior when she counted in reverse order while pointing to numerals on her placemat.

*Values and beliefs.* Aaron’s initial behavior in this mathematical event seemed to extend from his experiences in the prior apple slices event. Aaron might have observed that the activity of pointing to two entities while saying, respectively, “This is one and this is two,” seemed to be of value to Ms. Franklin as she made it a point to correct Aaron’s initial response in the apple slices event of, “This is four. This is six,” and to model for Aaron the response she desired.

Aaron also appeared to take notice of and interest in Toya’s activities when she spontaneously used number words when occupying herself with her placemat. This was evidenced in Aaron’s attempt to copy Toya’s actions when he seemed to state an arbitrary string of numbers while pointing to various items or locations on his own placemat.

Ms. Franklin explicitly expressed her praise of the children, in particular Aaron, for “counting” when she heard them state a collection of number words in the later portion of this event. As such, this affirmation may have encouraged Aaron to perceive that Ms. Franklin valued his actions concerning number words.

*Social relations.* My initial prompting of “How many?” in the apple slices event just prior to this seemed to serve as a catalyst for Aaron’s efforts to enumerate quantities with numerosity two. When I posed this question and Aaron’s initial
response was in error, Ms. Franklin sought to correct Aaron and to model for him how to count a set of two objects. Subsequently, Ms. Franklin’s response to Aaron in the apple slices event appeared to shape, in part, the ways in which Aaron chose to entertain himself while waiting for naptime in the placemats event. Furthermore, while Aaron and Toya did not directly engage with one another in the placemats event, their individual actions when they employed number words seemed to feed off of one another. At one point, they each continued to amuse themselves independently by following or approximating what the other one was doing. When Ms. Franklin praised the children for “counting,” this suggested that their use of number words was significant or of value to her.

**Content: Geometric Thinking/Spatial Reasoning**

On a few occasions at day care, I noticed Aaron engaging in geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. In addition to the two events that I discuss in greater detail below, I observed two other mathematical events in which Aaron exhibited beginning understandings with respect to shape in particular. During the broken cookie event presented above, Aaron noticed and seemed to say that there were “circles” on the cookies, referring to the sprinkles he observed on his animal cookie snacks. The other event occurred during structured playtime with wooden blocks. While playing with his blocks, Aaron paused when he came across a triangular prism. He examined the piece in his hands briefly and then asked me, “What’s this?” Aaron demonstrated interest in and attention to my response. For example, while I recognize that it was not developmentally appropriate for me to eventually describe the piece to Aaron as a “triangular prism,” Aaron, on his own accord, took several attempts to
pronounce the word “prism” with my assistance. Shortly afterwards, when Ms.
Franklin asked the children to clean up and put their blocks and other toys away, I
noticed that Aaron paused when he noticed and picked up a plastic, square prism
(which was not included with the set of wooden solids with which he engaged
earlier), and said aloud to himself, “This is a block,” before putting the toy away.

These events not only reflected Aaron’s observant nature but they also seemed
to indicate Aaron’s interest in and emerging mathematical understandings about 2-
dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes. According to the EYCM (Clements et al.,
2004) flexible, developmental guidelines for young children’s learning of geometry
and spatial sense mathematical content, and in particular the subtopic/content of
shape, Aaron appeared to demonstrate the big idea that “analyzing, comparing, and
classifying shapes helps create new knowledge of shapes, and their relationships” (p.
44). More specifically, Aaron used a shape-class name informally when he identified
the sprinkles on the cookies as “circles.” In the blocks event, Aaron appeared to
engage in naming and comparing 3-dimensional shapes through his informal play and
building with wooden solids. Aaron’s inquiry of “What’s this?” with respect to the
triangular prism (i.e., naming) suggested that he noticed that this piece seemed
qualitatively different than the other wooden solids with which he played. Aaron’s
informal description of the plastic cube he found during clean-up time as a “block,”
indicated that his conceptual referent for cube, informally termed “block,” was
determined by its shape and not by the material composing it. Aaron identified the
plastic cube as a “block” even though it was not made of wood.
The two mathematical events (labeled “Puzzle” and “Baby Seat”) that follow demonstrated not only Aaron’s emerging understandings with respect to analyzing and comparing 3-dimensional solids in his everyday activities, but they also exhibited Aaron’s early capacity to engage in notions of orientation, motion and perceptual analysis with respect to everyday objects.

The extant literature on young children’s geometric and spatial thinking primarily addresses their understandings with respect to images or models of geometric 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes that accurately depict the mathematical properties of the shape (e.g., standard drawing of an equilateral triangle, pattern blocks, wooden solids, geometric tiles). As such, in the fields of mathematics education and early childhood research, literature regarding young children’s mathematical understandings involving geometric thinking and spatial reasoning with everyday 3-dimensional objects, pictures, or sketches is sparse.

For example, puzzles (e.g., jigsaw, board, table puzzles) are popular toys in home and in early-childhood care and school settings as it is widely assumed that puzzles afford children a wide range of educational and developmental benefits (Maldonado, 1996; Montford & Readdick, 2008). With respect to mathematics learning in particular, Hansen (2005) stated, “Jigsaw puzzles are superior for helping preschool and kindergarten children develop spatial ability. They must look at the sizes and shapes of puzzle pieces and how the pieces must be oriented to complete the puzzle” (p. 211). However, according to Montford and Readdick (2008), “no research exists that specifically investigates the skills children employ when they are working with puzzles” (p. 548). That is, no studies have examined the understandings and
competencies, including those that are mathematical, that children utilize when they engage with puzzles. The lack of studies in mathematics education research may suggest that the field has not clarified the potential of puzzles or other everyday objects as mechanisms for fostering or supporting young children’s mathematical understandings of geometric and spatial relationships.

Two research studies seem relevant to my analysis. First, Montford and Readdick (2008) found preliminary evidence that young children’s puzzle making is related to part-whole perception, which involves the capacity “to distinguish visually an object in its entirety and the features that comprise that whole as distinct” (p. 548). With regard to puzzles, this means being able to recognize that the parts or pieces of a puzzle form a whole or an entire picture (Maldonado, 1996). Second, Owens (1999) proposed a theoretical framework of young students’ “early spatio-mathematical development” (p. 222) to examine the range of imagery strategies that children use to respond to a variety of tasks involving 2-dimensional geometric shapes. Owens (1999) argued that children’s imagery strategies reflected their evolving understandings regarding the following aspects of spatial knowledge and shape: orientation and motion, part-whole recognition, and classification and language.

In my analysis of the following mathematical events, I extend Owens’ (1999) proposed framework, and in particular the “emergent” and “perceptual” imagery strategies that children employ with respect to their understandings of orientation and motion and part-whole relationships, to include everyday, concrete, 3-dimensional objects. The relationship between part-whole perception and puzzle making found in Montford and Readdick’s (2008) research and the inclusion of part-whole
relationships as an aspect of spatial knowledge and shape in Owens’ (1999) framework both reflect the significant idea in geometry that shapes can be composed and decomposed into other shapes (Clements, 2004; NRC, 2009).

Content – Analyzing and transforming parts of a 3-dimensional object to compose a whole object. In each of the following two mathematical events, Aaron assembled parts of an everyday, 3-dimensional object to form the whole entity.

1. Puzzle

Ms. Franklin called Aaron and the two younger boys to the table so they could work on the new puzzles she purchased. There were three puzzles (Trucks, Fire Engine, Tools) that the boys were supposed to rotate among them. The Fire Engine puzzle was the most difficult of the three. Initially, Ms. Franklin gave it to one of the younger boys to complete, but shortly after he started, she switched his puzzle with Aaron’s puzzle. I observed Aaron while Ms. Franklin worked with the younger boys. With seemingly relative ease, Aaron placed the front of the truck, the two wheels, hydrant, the engine logo, the dog and person 1 and person 2 onto the puzzle board. For each of the eight puzzle piece he placed, Aaron seemed to examine carefully the board and the piece in his hand to figure out where each piece was to be placed. After a few minutes of working on his puzzle and reaching a point where the remaining four pieces seemed more challenging for Aaron to place independently, Aaron announced that he was done, placing the remaining pieces within the open space on the board, without interlocking them.

After a number of minutes passed and Aaron announced for the third time that he was done, Ms. Franklin sat beside Aaron to help him place the remaining pieces in the puzzle. She asked him, “What looks like ___ (pointing to an area on the board that has not yet been completed) over here (pointing to the remaining pieces to be placed)” On a single occasion, Ms. Franklin reduced the number of puzzle pieces from which Aaron could compare and choose when responding to her prompt. Ms. Franklin also tried to have Aaron focus on the different arrangement of colors appearing on the pieces already placed in the puzzle compared to the colors appearing on the remaining pieces. In addition, she cued Aaron to turn or move pieces accordingly that were in or near the correct area of the puzzle but not positioned correctly. (March 29, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

Puzzles (e.g., jigsaw, board, table) are considered as 3-dimensional objects. Aaron had no prior experience with this 12-piece puzzle and therefore his strategy to
assemble the pieces did not include him drawing from memory knowledge of where the various pieces were to be placed. It was unclear to what extent Aaron had prior experience with puzzles in his home or other everyday settings outside of day care.

Aaron’s success with placing the initial eight pieces may have reflected a combination of puzzle factors and puzzle-making strategies. With respect to the visual and physical aspects of the puzzle, each of the initial eight pieces that Aaron placed correctly constituted a complete or whole image (e.g., a wheel, a dog) (Maldonado, 1996) and many of these pieces belonged along the perimeter of the cut-out of the puzzle board. These features of the puzzle may have supported Aaron to employ “image” and, perhaps to a lesser extent, “form” puzzle-making strategies (Montford & Readdick, 2008) when assembling these initial whole-image puzzle pieces on the board. That is, for each whole-image puzzle piece or figure, Aaron seemed to consider not only the image depicted on the piece, but he also appeared to analyze the shape of the piece and to compare it to the contours of the visible spaces on the board in order to determine the piece’s placement. According to Montford and Readdick (2008), with respect to puzzle making, image strategies are considered the most rudimentary approaches after trial and error strategies. Aaron may have also drawn upon his prior knowledge of images of fire engines in picture books to inform his assembly.

When attempting to place the remaining four pieces of the puzzle, Aaron appeared to use, without success, a trial-and-error strategy. Aaron’s difficulty may have been due in part because these pieces reflected parts of the remaining image of the chassis of the fire engine. Placing these pieces required Aaron to also employ a
color-matching strategy (Barron, 1999; Maldonado, 1996; Montford & Readdick, 2008) along with moving and turning these pieces as necessary. Ms. Franklin eventually guided Aaron through these strategies when she intervened to help him complete the puzzle.

In terms of part-whole perception as it relates to puzzle making (Montford & Readdick, 2008), Aaron appeared to recognize that the individual, whole-image puzzle pieces and figures (e.g., dog, hydrant, each wheel) together formed a broader fire engine scene. Aaron’s successful placement of these particular pieces seemed to demonstrate part-whole perception. With the availability of whole-image puzzle pieces and figures, Aaron seemed to demonstrate a beginning capacity to engage in perceptual imagery strategies with respect to the aspects of spatial knowledge and shape that concern part-whole relationships and orientation and motion (Owens, 1999). According to Owens (1999), “Students using perceptual strategies are attending to spatial features and beginning to make comparisons, relying on what they can see or do” (p. 224).

While Aaron primarily seemed to rely on image puzzle-making strategies, focusing on the picture or images that he observed, he also seemed to attend simultaneously to the spatial features of each whole-image piece (i.e., the shape or figure of each piece) and the board (i.e., the contours of the visible spaces on the board) prior to manipulating each piece physically to fit on the board. That is, Aaron appeared to demonstrate early perceptual imagery strategies (Owens, 1999) by seemingly recognizing (a) each whole-image piece or figure would be used to build the picture of the fire engine scene (part-whole relationships), and (b) the figure of
each whole-image piece, despite its initial random position nearby on the table, to
determine its approximate location on the board and then physically manipulating
each one to fit on the board (orientation and motion).

Because each of the remaining four pieces constituted a part of the chassis of
the fire engine, as opposed to the whole image of the chassis, Aaron was not
successful when relying on his image puzzle-making strategies (Montford &
Readdick, 2008) and his perceptual imagery strategies (Owens, 1999) to place these
final pieces. As demonstrated in Aaron’s trial and error approach to assemble these
final pieces of the puzzle, he seemed to employ emergent imagery strategies with
respect to his understandings of part-whole relationships as an aspect of spatial
knowledge and shape (Owens, 1999).

The following event involved Aaron putting together parts of an everyday,
non-educational-focused object.

2. Baby Seat
Baby D’s tray had fallen off of his floor-level baby seat. Aaron noticed the
detached tray lying on the ground and proceeded to place it back on Baby D’s
baby seat. Instead of placing the tray on top of the seat and trying to force it to
fit, Aaron purposefully inspected or examined the bottom of the tray while
looking at D’s seat. Aaron repositioned the tray in his hands and lifted it up to
place on D’s seat. In repositioning the tray, Aaron seemed to be looking for
the oval hole on either side of the tray so that he could match these up with or
fit them onto the oval notches on D’s baby seat.
(March 23, 2006 – Day Care Visit)

In this event, Aaron seemed to engage in perceptual imagery strategies with
respect to the aspects of spatial knowledge and shape that concern part-whole
relationships and orientation and motion (Owens, 1999). Aaron’s actions indicated his
understandings of a part-whole relationship in that the tray and seat were parts that
together formed the baby seat, the whole. Rather than using trial and error to place the
tray back onto the seat, Aaron appeared to consider not only which side was the right-side-up regarding the tray, but he also seemed to examine the physical features/shapes of each part, namely the holes on the tray and the corresponding notches on the seat. Per his visual analysis of each part of the whole baby seat, Aaron demonstrated a perceptual capacity to engage in orientation and motion when he re-orientated the tray in his hands so that the notches on the seat would fit into the holes on the tray as he successfully placed the tray back onto the seat.

In addition to the puzzle and baby seat events, the broken cookie event also seemed to demonstrate Aaron’s emerging understandings of part-whole relationships with regard to spatial knowledge and shape as he identified the two unique pieces or parts that formed a particular whole cookie.

The puzzle, baby seat, and broken cookie events revealed Aaron’s developing mathematical understandings with respect to early geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. Aaron’s mathematical understandings reflected three fundamental ideas in young children’s learning of geometry (Clements, 2004; NRC, 2009). First, these events demonstrated Aaron’s beginning capacity to analyze and to compare parts and features of 3-dimensional objects. That is, in order to compose the whole object from its parts, Aaron engaged in perceptual analysis of the features of the parts as well as the features of the whole. Second, by composing or putting together 3-dimensional objects to make the whole, Aaron demonstrated understandings that shapes or objects can be composed into other shapes or objects and that these forms can be decomposed into their component parts. Third, by physically composing whole 3-dimensional
objects, Aaron informally engaged in mathematical transformations, such as slides, turns, and flips, as he moved and repositioned these 3-dimensional objects precisely.

**Purpose and setting.** Both of these events took place at Ms. Franklin’s day care. The puzzle event occurred as a structured activity prompted by Ms. Franklin to engage Aaron and his younger peers in solving puzzles. On the other hand, the baby seat event emerged spontaneously during an unstructured period as Aaron expressed, through his physical actions, a desire to fix Baby D’s seat once Aaron noticed the tray had fallen off the seat.

**Values and beliefs.** Ms. Franklin provided several puzzles of varying difficulty at her day care. On the day of the puzzle event, she introduced Aaron to three new puzzles that she purchased. Ms. Franklin’s supply and use of puzzles at her day care reflected what Maldonado (1996) reported:

> In early childhood practice, puzzles have been seen as structured learning material that enhances cognitive, perceptual, and motor development …

> Children work toward cognitive closure as they engage in and achieve completion of a puzzle. This requires attention and concentration on their part.

(p. 5)

Ms. Franklin’s use of puzzles at the day care demonstrated her value in preparing the children for formal schooling by providing them various activities aimed at fostering their development in particular areas typically drawn upon in formal settings. The novel fire engine puzzle appeared to hold Aaron’s attention, even several minutes after he announced he was finished and that he could not assemble the final pieces. As mentioned above, Aaron’s sustained attention toward
the puzzle may have also reflected his interest in and prior knowledge of fire engines. The challenge of completing the puzzle afforded Aaron and Ms. Franklin the opportunity to engage in a formal learning experience as Ms. Franklin scaffolded the task and guided Aaron through a color-matching strategy (Maldonado, 1996).

The baby seat event seemed to be prompted, in part, by Aaron’s polite disposition, including a willingness to help others. This event also appeared to reflect Aaron’s tendency to observe objects in his everyday environment, particularly things that seemed broken and thus needed to be completed or fixed, as was also evidenced in the broken cookie event discussed previously.

Social relations. The puzzle provided Aaron an activity in which he could focus and engage in independent problem solving for a relatively extended period of time. Because Ms. Franklin introduced the puzzles as a structured activity, rather than spontaneously occupying himself with another activity once Aaron determined he was “finished” with the puzzle, as would probably be the case had this occurred during free play, Aaron instead waited until Ms. Franklin could attend to him. Beginning as an independent, structured activity for Aaron, the puzzle task evolved into a social activity with Ms. Franklin once she noticed that Aaron had not successfully placed the last few remaining pieces and sought to help him complete the puzzle.

While Aaron, on his own accord, noticed and independently fixed Baby D’s baby seat, he appeared to take satisfaction in knowing that his actions were in the service of helping others in the day care.
Characterizing Aaron’s Everyday Mathematical Events

A subsequent examination of the collection of Aaron’s everyday mathematical events discussed above revealed that Aaron’s engagement with mathematical content tended to:

• Arise spontaneously either from Aaron’s observant nature and/or from his interest in reading books/telling stories;
• Involve Aaron in verbal interactions with known adults or peers;
• Focus predominantly on number although emerging geometric and spatial awareness was evident; and/or
• Demonstrate Aaron’s seemingly peaked interest in noticing and describing quantities of two.

I discuss each of these characteristics of Aaron’s everyday mathematical events below.

Arising Spontaneously from Aaron’s Observant Nature or Aaron’s Interest in Reading Books/Telling Stories

The majority of Aaron’s engagement with early number concepts and geometric and spatial thinking seemed to emerge spontaneously from his observant nature and/or his interest in reading books and telling stories.

Aaron’s observant nature helped to support his growing understandings of early enumeration concepts. Aaron spontaneously observed and verbally subitized the two parts of a cookie which he noticed formed a whole cookie as he ate these treats for snack time, the two “girls” and two “boys” he saw in his living room as I talked to his parents on my first home visit, and the number of Dog’s eyes as Aaron described
the puppy to me. In addition to observing the number of objects and people he noticed in his everyday settings, Aaron also observed the mathematical activity of Toya at day care and attempted to approximate her enumerating behavior and utterances as demonstrated in the pom-poms and placemats events.

Aaron’s observant tendencies also seemed to support and to develop Aaron’s emerging geometric and spatial thinking. In the broken cookie event, Aaron noticed the circles, or sprinkles, on the cookies he ate. While cleaning up after a structured playtime with wooden solids or blocks, Aaron paused to observe and to identify a plastic, square prism, as “a block.” Aaron also appeared to attend closely to the physical form of parts of everyday objects with respect to how they fit together to make a whole. In addition to noticing the two pieces that formed the broken cookie, Aaron’s initiative to fix Baby D’s seat with his purposeful reorientation of the fallen tray before correctly placing it back onto the baby seat and Aaron’s facility to put together successfully the majority of pieces of a new board puzzle helped to demonstrate his observant quality.

Aaron’s interest in reading books and telling stories often provided a context within which Aaron naturally engaged in mathematical content. For example, he employed enumeration concepts, albeit counting without one-to-one correspondence, to the images he noticed on the rear cover of the weather book he read spontaneously at day care. Aaron also enumerated the bugs, animals, and images he noticed or included in his storytelling, either when reading books aloud (or telling his own version of a given book) or when voluntarily sharing stories he improvised while interacting with known adults. Aaron’s pleasure in reading books and storytelling
provided a potentially rich, meaningful context in which he could engage not only in enumeration concepts but also in other mathematical content as well. For example, on his trip to participate in story time at the library with Ms. Franklin and his 4-year-old peers, Aaron employed the concept of magnitude as he actively engaged in the read-aloud of the picture book *Tall* (Alborough, 2005).

*Verbal Interactions*

Aaron’s spontaneous mathematical events often involved him verbally interacting with familiar others. In some mathematical events, Aaron’s observant nature seemed to prompt him to interact verbally with known adults as he spontaneously expressed the numerosity of everyday objects and images he noticed at home and at day care. Other mathematical events demonstrated an inherent social quality and a natural use dialogue, such as Aaron’s everyday home practice of reading books with his mother as well as his spontaneous storytelling with others.

Some of Aaron’s mathematical events appeared to stem both from an interest to observe the social activity of others and an intrinsic desire to participate accordingly, including interacting verbally with others. For example, Aaron observed my interaction with Toya in the pom-poms event and without others directly prompting him, he proceeded to approximate Toya’s enumeration of the pom-poms, including expressing number words in a count sequence. Toya verbally affirmed Aaron’s active participation in our social interaction focused on the image of the scarf by noting to him that he missed (counting) one. In the pillows event, Aaron verbally expressed interest in my activity of sketching his living room and this evolved into
me pretending to require Aaron’s help by asking him “How many?” pillows he saw on a nearby sitting area.

Aaron also verbally interacted with known adults when prompted to respond to questions posed to him. Aaron’s father, Ms. Franklin, and I directly prompted Aaron to engage in enumeration concepts by asking him “How many?” in the date night, apple slices, hands, and pillows events, respectively. Furthermore, in the hands and pillows events, Aaron seemed to respond with meaningful, correct numerosities during those events in which enumerating the target quantity appeared to be a natural extension of the social and verbal interactions in which Aaron actively engaged. In contrast, when Ms. Franklin pulled Aaron aside and, seemingly at random, asked him “How many?” hands he had, Aaron initially appeared slightly confused and did not initially respond verbally or physically. Aaron’s father engaged him in verbal interaction around concepts of number in the wall activity event. Finally, the challenge of placing the final few pieces in the puzzle event afforded Aaron the opportunity to engage in scaffolded puzzle-making strategies with Ms. Franklin as she verbally and physically guided him to complete the puzzle.

While not discussed in the prior analysis of Aaron’s mathematical events, the practice of grooming Aaron’s hair also provided him a meaningful, social context in which to interpret his parents’ verbal use of number and enumeration concepts. For example, to help ease Aaron’s discomfort, Keisha frequently reminded Aaron how many braids she had left to complete, thus suggesting to him that it would not be too much longer until she finished braiding his hair.
Focus on Number with Notable Evidence of Emerging Geometric and Spatial Awareness

The majority of Aaron’s significant mathematical events involved number, in particular numeric meanings. Among these events, Aaron primarily engaged in enumeration concepts.

In Aaron’s spontaneous attempts to enumerate objects and images in his everyday settings, he employed a variety of strategies including subitzing, using explicit number words while physically keeping track of entities, and counting aloud while attempting to keep track of a quantity of images (albeit without cardinality and one-to-one correspondence in the pom-poms event and the event involving images on the rear cover of a book about weather).

Known adults also engaged Aaron in enumeration concepts by prompting Aaron with the question “How many?” It was not clear, however, to what extent my prompting of Aaron with the question of “How many?” in the apple slices event, and later Ms. Franklin’s attention to this content with Aaron, facilitated, informed or motivated Aaron’s subsequent spontaneous events concerning enumeration. Nonetheless, these later events did appear intrinsically driven by’s Aaron’s observant nature and/or his desire to read books or tell stories.

Aside from enumeration concepts, Aaron also engaged in numeric meanings when he spontaneously expressed number words in a count sequence as evidenced in the pretend hamburger event and when prompted to rote count in the wall activity event.
Aaron’s use of the number word two as a descriptive narrative device suggested that his use of number for this purpose served to describe the numerosity of the subject/objects of his stories. As such, these events also seemed to demonstrate Aaron’s developing understandings of enumeration concepts.

Aaron’s engagement with numeric meanings also indicated an understanding that number words and numerals are distinct from letter names and symbols. In addition to the events referred to previously, Aaron also demonstrated this understanding during the placemats event when he attempted to approximate the behaviors and utterances he observed Ms. Franklin and Toya employ when they enumerated objects/images.

Although the majority of the observed significant everyday mathematical events in which Aaron engaged involved number, and in particular numeric meanings, the remaining few mathematical events are just as significant as these revealed Aaron’s interest in and inclination toward early geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. The raw, unprompted quality of these events, including no observed prompting from known adults concerning this content in previous contexts, suggested that Aaron seemed to have both an intrinsic desire to notice the form and shape of everyday objects and a natural, emerging capacity to perceive part-whole spatial relationships.

Two

Several of Aaron’s mathematical events involving numeric meanings seemed to capture his developing understandings of enumeration of small quantities, and in particular, Aaron’s awareness of quantities with numerosity two. Not only did Aaron
spontaneously observe the numerosity two in the familiar objects, people, and images he noticed in his various everyday contexts, but Aaron also seemed to employ the number word two as a descriptive narrative device to signify numerosity in his story reading and story telling.

Aaron’s recognition of the numerosity two and his use of the number word two as a descriptive narrative device appeared significant not only due to the observed prominence of these activities across his mathematical events, but also given my early observations of (a) Aaron’s stable-order count that began with the number word three as evidenced in the pretend hamburger and pom-poms events, and (b) Aaron’s initial responses of, “This is four. This is six,” when prompted with “how many” in the apple slices and hands events. These initial observations of Aaron suggested that at that time neither the number word two nor the numerosity two appeared as salient concepts in Aaron’s emerging numeric understandings. Aaron’s subsequent peaked activity of noticing the numerosity two and using the number word two as a descriptive narrative device therefore seemed significant with respect to Aaron’s evolving sense of number, and enumeration in particular.

As stated earlier, it was unclear to what extent Ms. Franklin’s and my prompting Aaron to respond to “How many?” with respect to a set of objects with numerosity two encouraged Aaron’s later spontaneous mathematical activity and tendency to notice and to employ the numerosity two.

Final Remarks

The identified characteristic of Aaron’s mathematical events concerning content reflects the collection of Aaron’s significant mathematical events in that
together these events indicated that Aaron engaged primarily in numeric meanings of number and demonstrated emerging early geometric and spatial awareness. In other words, each of Aaron’s significant mathematical events reflected this characteristic as Aaron engaged in either numeric meanings of number or geometric thinking/spatial reasoning in each of these events.

In addition to portraying the content-focused characteristic, the majority of Aaron’s significant everyday mathematical events reflected at least two of the remaining three identified characteristics of Aaron’s everyday mathematical events. The verbal interactions and thus social nature characterizing Aaron’s engagement with mathematical content seemed particularly salient for both spontaneous and prompted events. When considering the set of spontaneous mathematical events initiated by Aaron that seemed to reflect an essence of everydayness, all but one of these events reflected the first identified characteristic and thus emerged from Aaron’s intrinsic desire to observe aspects of his everyday settings and/or to read or tell stories. That is, Aaron’s own interests fostered his engagement with and developing understandings regarding numeric meanings and early geometric thinking and spatial reasoning.

Aaron’s tendency to notice and to employ the numerosity two seemed the most conditional among the identified characteristics of Aaron’s everyday mathematical events in that it indicated a quality of Aaron’s mathematical events most particular to the snapshot of time during which I observed Aaron.
Chapter 7: Analysis of Mathematical Events and Characteristics of these Events Across All Three Children

This study examined the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class family backgrounds. This study drew upon Street et al.’s (2005) perspective of mathematics as social and the analytic concept of mathematical events and identified the characteristics of those mathematical events. In particular, the four interrelated dimensions of content, purpose and setting, values and beliefs, and social relations, that were adapted for this study and constituted the mathematics in and the social aspects situating mathematical activity, provided the conceptual framework with which this study identified, analyzed and discussed the children’s collections of significant mathematical events and the characteristics of these events.

Each of the prior three chapters presented a case of one of the children, beginning with a description of a child and the child’s typical everyday activities, followed with a discussion of a collection of everyday mathematical events that emerged as significant for the child and the characteristics of these events.

This chapter presents an analysis across the collections of children’s everyday mathematical events and across the corresponding collective characteristics of these events. The analysis reveals both distinctions and commonalities across the children’s significant everyday mathematical events and identifies commonalities across the characteristics of these events.
Mathematical Content and Understandings

Distinctions Across the Children

All three children engaged in mathematical events, either spontaneously or when prompted, in the course of their daily activities at home, day care, and other familiar settings. The analysis across the children’s mathematical events revealed distinctions in the mathematical content that emerged as most salient for each child as well as the mathematical understandings that each child demonstrated through her/his events.

Number. Although number emerged as a significant mathematical content in Toya’s as well as in Aaron’s everyday experiences, and both children recognized numerals and number words as distinct from letters and letter names, their experiences with and understandings of number and its meanings varied.

Toya regularly interpreted, identified, and employed multiple meanings of number within and across various everyday contexts. For example, Toya routinely engaged in nominal meanings of number in her daily practices of watching television and phoning her grandmothers and also occasionally in her activity of chatting with others about clothing or shoe size. In addition when phoning her grandmothers, the hints that Nicole provided to Toya to help her identify certain numerals on the telephone keypad also engaged Toya in numeric meanings of number. Toya also employed number for numeric purposes when she expressed number words in a count sequence as she played with her cousin Ricky, enumerated her refill packs of handi-wipes that she helped to replenish at day care, and responded to her mother’s prompt to count a set of apples while they shopped with her Aunt Pam at the grocery store.
Toya also appeared to develop emerging ordinal meanings of number as she “read” her collection of birthday cards. Through her mathematical events Toya demonstrated growing understandings of small numbers and an increased capacity to employ and interpret number for various purposes in her everyday life. For instance, she identified with increasing independence the numerals 1 through 4, 6, and 8 when phoning her grandmothers, constructed a set of two cookies that she ate as a bedtime snack, and enumerated a quantity of seven pom-poms in a photo.

On the other hand, Aaron’s mathematical events centered on numeric meanings of number and demonstrated more limited emergent understandings of this content emphasizing, in particular, Aaron’s awareness of and interest in the number 2 and of quantities having this numerosity. Although at day care, Ms. Franklin and I both prompted Aaron to enumerate a quantity of everyday objects having numerosity two, on his own accord, Aaron spontaneously enumerated quantities of two objects and images that he observed at day care and at home, such as two pieces of a broken cookie, two eyes of a puppy, two “girls” and two “boys,” and two bugs that he drew. Aaron employed two strategies to determine the numerosities of these pairs, namely, subitizing and verbally and physically keeping track of each item in a quantity (i.e. while pointing to each image he drew, Aaron noted, “That a bug. That a bug. That’s two bugs!”). The latter of these two strategies appeared to reflect in part the counting strategy that Ms. Franklin modeled for Aaron. Aaron also demonstrated his attention to quantities of two in his reading and storytelling activities as he employed the number word “two” as a descriptive narrative device.
Thus, Aaron’s and Toya’s everyday lives evidenced their engagement in differing experiences involving number and its meanings, experiences that reflected differing levels of cognitive demand, and, as such, they demonstrated different understandings of this content.

*Geometric thinking and spatial reasoning.* In addition to indicating the significance of number, Aaron’s mathematical events at day care also demonstrated geometric thinking and spatial reasoning as a salient mathematical content in which Aaron meaningfully engaged in this setting. Aaron spontaneously observed and examined the form and shape of 3-dimensional objects, and he identified these solids, using a shape-class name informally when he identified the sprinkles on his animal cookie snacks as “circles” and naming a plastic cube as a “block.” Aaron also demonstrated an emergent capacity to analyze and to compare parts and features of everyday 3-dimensional objects, perceptual awareness of part-whole spatial relationships with beginning understandings of the ideas that shapes can be composed from and decomposed into smaller parts, and early knowledge of the transformation concepts of orientation and motion as he physically assembled parts of objects into their whole (i.e., a broken cookie, a baby seat with tray, and pieces of a board puzzle) and, in the broken cookie event, as he stated the part-whole spatial relationship that he observed.

*Difference and similarity.* For Anika, early concepts of classification, in particular meanings of difference and similarity, emerged as salient in her everyday mathematical events at home and at day care. Anika employed, constructed, and expressed meanings of difference and similarity, including concepts of sameness and
resemblance, as she spontaneously observed pairs of entities and identified differences and/or similarities between these or their corresponding attributes. For example at home, as Anika played with her stash of hair accessories while her mother Christina groomed Anika’s hair, she noticed that a pair of yellow barrettes differed in their designs. At day care, Anika paused during her independent play when she came across two identical teacup saucers and announced to me, “These are the same!”

Anika also demonstrated understandings of classification as she spontaneously sorted a collection of fruit snacks by shape/color before she ate these as a snack at home. While Anika primarily focused on physical attributes when identifying differences and/or similarities between entities, she also noticed and compared functional, categorical, and material attributes of entities as well.

*Broadening Conceptualizations of Evidence of Mathematical Thinking in Young Children: A Commonality Across the Children*

While the mathematical content and understandings that emerged as most salient for each child were distinct, each child’s case required that I extend existing conceptualizations regarding what constitutes evidence of mathematical thinking in young children and, consequently, what mathematical content and understandings could be discerned in such activity, beyond that which is currently identified in the extant research literature encompassing young children’s mathematical understandings.
In each of the children’s chapters, I discussed the literature gaps I encountered when searching for prior characterizations of young children’s mathematical activities and understandings.

As evidenced by Toya’s collection of salient mathematical events, I assert that young children’s developing understandings of and their everyday experiences engaging in early number concepts involves the contemporaneous construction of nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings of number. Given that the extant literature on young children’s development of early number concepts typically excludes children’s nominal meanings for number, and drawing on Sophian’s (1996) discussion of the different kinds of number she claimed children encounter, I argued for, presented, and applied in Toya’s case a wider conceptualization of young children’s thinking about number as mathematical, a conceptualization that included nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings.

For Anika, I argued that meanings of difference and similarity constituted early classification concepts. Literature on young children’s mathematics frequently identifies classification as an important mathematical process in early childhood (Clements, 2004; Clements & Sarama, 2007; Sarama & Clements, 2008).

With regard to Aaron’s case, the research on children’s early geometric thinking and spatial reasoning focuses on children’s understandings of formal representations of geometric 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes and therefore is somewhat inadequate for characterizing the mathematical content and for examining the mathematical understandings instantiated in Aaron’s activities of manipulating and composing the parts of more complex, everyday 3-dimensional objects into their
wholes. Findings from two research projects, one that examined children’s puzzle-making strategies (Montford & Readdick, 2008) and another that studied children’s imagery strategies when responding to formal tasks involving 2-dimensional geometric shapes (Owens, 1999), provided useful conceptual tools with which to examine and discuss Aaron’s mathematical activity and understandings.

_Purposes and Settings, Values and Beliefs_

_Distinctions Among Contexts and Values That Prompted Mathematical Events_

The purposes and settings (i.e., contexts) that tended to give rise to the children’s mathematical events at home and/or the values and the beliefs, including the observed tendencies or nature of a child, that either seemed to prompt or appeared to be instantiated in their mathematical events at home or at day care differed across the children.

_Watching television._ All three participating families seemed to place a significant value on television and/or video viewing as an everyday form of leisure and entertainment at home. Each family demonstrated this significant value by furnishing their living room and each bedroom of their residence with a television set and video player, obtaining a steady supply of new video titles to view, and regularly keeping their television(s) in continual use during home observation visits. However, the practice of watching television and videos emerged as a significant context that fostered mathematical activity only in the case of Toya.

Neither Aaron’s parents nor Anika’s mother had cable service and instead their families primarily viewed movies or other programs on video. Therefore they
and their children appeared to have little need to change channels on their television sets. On the other hand, Toya had her own television set in her room with access to both cable television and videos. Because Nicole permitted Toya control, more or less, over her television set, Toya regularly used the numeral buttons on her remote control to select different channels or programs when viewing television. Furthermore, Toya’s cousin Ricky was often present while she watched television and this prompted Toya to manage and negotiate channel selection with him which in turn, through guided participation with Ricky, afforded Toya a meaningful context in which to develop her capacity to identify and interpret particular two-digit numbers (e.g., 43, 44) as either the named number or separate specification of digits. Even when Nicole temporarily suspended her cable service, Toya demonstrated the significant value she placed on watching television and her developing understandings to interpret and employ number names and to interpret and identify numerals as she persisted to find channels with reception in the “We got cable” event.

*Toya’s mathematical events nurtured by her mother’s values.* All of Toya’s mathematical events at home, at the grocery store, and when shopping for clothing emerged from contexts that supported or instantiated important values that her mother fostered in Toya’s everyday life.

Nicole placed a significant value on family, including maintaining relationships with and supporting kin. The importance of family support in Toya’s life with Nicole, as evidenced in the frequent shared responsibility between Nicole, her sister Pam, and their mother in caring for Toya and her cousin Ricky, reflects research findings regarding the significance of extended families and kin in the care,
socialization, and developmental outcomes of African American children (e.g., Allen, 1995; Garcia-Coll et al., 1996; Harrison et al., 1990). Nicole nurtured Toya’s sense of family by having Toya phone her grandmothers on a daily basis and providing Toya a regular time to spend and bond with her mama (Toya’s maternal grandmother), Auntie Pam, and cousin Ricky.

Nicole’s practice of having Toya call her grandmothers and assisting her in this activity supported Toya’s capacity to identify and interpret numerals and number words for nominal and numeric purposes. The cookies that Toya’s mama regularly baked especially for her naturally led to Toya’s frequent requests to have some of these cookies as a special snack before bedtime, a request that Nicole assented to while encouraging Toya to construct small quantities of cookies.

Toya’s play and interactions with Ricky afforded her ongoing opportunities to engage in meaningful activities that supported the development of her understandings of nominal, numerical, and emergent ordinal meanings of number. In addition to identifying, interpreting, and employing number words, number names, and numerals when managing channel selection while watching television with Ricky, Toya joined or mimicked Ricky in expressing number words orally in a count sequence while they played together, and Ricky attempted to encourage Toya’s facility to identify the numeral-labeled buttons with which they engaged on the elevator when they accompanied Nicole at work on Saturdays.

Nicole’s values of saving greeting cards, shopping for Toya’s wardrobe, and preparing Toya for later schooling also supported Toya’s mathematical understandings regarding number. Nicole’s value and practice of saving greeting
cards as meaningful keepsakes allowed Toya to “read” her past birthday cards at her leisure and to develop emergent ordinal meanings of number during independent play with these. Nicole’s pleasure in shopping for Toya’s clothing and shoes, and Toya’s experiences shopping for these items with her mother, naturally gave rise to and helped foster social interactions with others in which Toya noticed, employed, or interpreted number as a way to identify the “size” of these articles. Nicole’s concerns for Toya to “know her work” and to prepare Toya for later schooling informed her efforts to prompt Toya to enumerate a set of apples at the grocery store and to read a picture book to Toya at night, which included prompting Toya to count a set of images in an illustration.

*Aaron’s mathematical events prompted by his interest in reading/storytelling and inclination to observe.* Aaron’s spontaneous mathematical events primarily tended to arise from either his joy of reading and storytelling, as encouraged and valued by his mother, or his inclination to observe, including noticing shapes and part-whole spatial relationships and recognizing quantities having numerosity of two.

Aaron’s own interest (i.e., value) and engagement in reading books and storytelling (i.e., purposes) reflected the significant value his mother Keisha expressed toward reading and indicated through her reported regular practices of taking Aaron to the library, obtaining books for him on her own, and reading books to and with him. As Keisha reported, her own mother was a “bookworm,” and she read to Keisha “all the time.” An emphasis on reading in Keisha’s family life as a child also supported the value placed on schooling and education, which Keisha attributed to her Jamaican culture. Thus, Keisha’s practice of reading to and with Aaron seemed
aimed at possibly two outcomes, to inculcate in him a personal interest in reading and books and to provide foundational experiences on which later success in school could be built.

Not only did Keisha emphasize reading for pleasure, but she also engaged Aaron in activities that developed his emergent literacy skills, especially with respect to comprehension. For example, she frequently encouraged Aaron to discuss what he thought was happening in the story by talking about what he observed in the pictures and she regularly invited Aaron to “read” a book back to her after she read it once to him.

Keisha did not appear to use the pictures or the story of a book to engage Aaron in mathematical meanings related to the story. However, on his own initiative and given his interest in reading/storytelling and tendency to observe, Aaron used the number word two as a descriptive narrative device when he “read” books aloud or when he engaged in impromptu storytelling. Aaron’s interest in books combined with his inclination to observe also seemed to lead Aaron to notice and then to attempt to enumerate a set of four small images of book covers that appeared on the rear cover of a book that he “read” at day care.

Aaron’s tendency to observe seemed to prompt and support him in noticing and enumerating quantities of two both at home (e.g., two boys and two girls) and at day care (e.g., two pieces of a broken cookie), noticing and identifying shapes (e.g., “circles” on a cookie), and noticing part-whole spatial relationships in everyday objects and physically manipulating the object’s parts to compose these into their whole (e.g., baby seat and tray).
It was unclear to what extent Aaron’s tendency to observe and to note subsequently, for example, the numerosity of objects or images in his environment indicated an innate quality and/or if Keisha nurtured Aaron’s intent observant behavior through her reading practices with him. Given that Keisha did not appear to engage Aaron specifically in enumerating images in picture books or in identifying or describing the shape of objects illustrated in books as part of their regular reading practices, Aaron’s spontaneous specification of numerosities of quantities he observed in picture books, imagined when storytelling, or noticed in his immediate environment, and his unprompted observations and inquiry of form and shape of everyday and novel objects suggested not only that Aaron engaged intrinsically in these mathematical activities but that these events further demonstrated a natural inclination in Aaron to observe.

Anika’s mathematical events emerged from her play or casual interests. Anika’s meanings of difference and/or similarity tended to emerge naturally from her play, as she observed items with which she amused herself during routine activities at home (e.g., barrettes and sorting fruit snacks events) or during free play (e.g., teacup saucers event) or unstructured times (e.g., baby dolls event) at day care. Anika’s mathematical events also demonstrated her desire to interact socially with adults as she initiated verbal exchanges with me through her observations of similarity and/or difference (e.g., slippers and drawing events) and paused in her independent play to share her observations with me (e.g., teacup saucers and baby dolls events).
contexts for mathematical events at day care:

commonalities and distinctions across children

the children’s spontaneous mathematical events at day care emerged from the various contexts that Ms. Franklin incorporated and managed in this setting including free play and unstructured periods, structured play and activities, and meal and snack times. Commonalities and distinctions occurred across the children with regard to the extent to which each child engaged in her or his respective, salient mathematical content in these various contexts.

free play. Ms. Franklin aimed to nurture the children’s sense of curiosity, imagination, and exploration and to encourage them to pursue activities and materials of their choice by providing them daily opportunities for free play. As such, the context of free play tended to foster the children’s mathematical events, particularly for Anika and Aaron. For example, Anika noticed two identical teacup saucers, and she observed a difference between a toy xylophone and one pictured in a nearby book; Aaron candidly uttered the number words three through seven in a counting sequence while pretending to make hamburgers. Anika’s mathematical engagement stemmed from her exploration with the materials she encountered during free play along with her intrinsic interest in meanings of difference and similarity, while Aaron’s verbal expression of a count sequence naturally occurred in his play as he ran up the slide on his way to pretend to make another hamburger.

unstructured periods. Like free play, unstructured times, such as the late afternoon period when the children waited for their parents to pick them up from day care, afforded the children the opportunity to also engage in activities of their choice
as permitted by Ms. Franklin. While Ms. Franklin did not express particular cognitive goals for the children with respect to these unstructured periods, the nature of this context, particularly the relative flexibility that Ms. Franklin granted the children regarding their choice of activity, nonetheless seemed to provide a supportive context in which Anika and Aaron spontaneously engaged in mathematical events. For example, Anika noticed a difference in the appearance of two baby dolls’ outfits as she played alongside one of the toddlers while waiting for the other children’s parents to come pick them up, and Aaron, during another down-time period, employed part-whole perceptual strategies and demonstrated concepts of orientation and motion as he replaced the fallen tray back on Baby D’s baby seat.

Structured play or activities. Through structured play or activities, Ms. Franklin aimed to foster the children’s cognitive, social, and motor-skill development to help prepare them for formal schooling. During these activities, Ms. Franklin directed children to play freely with particular materials (e.g., puzzles, blocks, computer games) or to complete specific tasks (e.g., art projects, crafts that involve fine motor skills, worksheets).

The children’s interactions with Ms. Franklin during structured play or activities varied depending on the activity, the children’s capacity to independently engage in the task, and Ms. Franklin’s availability to work individually with the children. For example, during the puzzle event, after Aaron placed the initial pieces on his own, Ms. Franklin worked with Aaron on particular strategies to help him complete the puzzle.
During structured play with blocks, the children typically seemed to play freely on their own with little to no interaction with Ms. Franklin or their peers. In this sense, opportunities to discuss mathematical ideas such as magnitude, patterns, and shape, if shared publically, appeared to depend on or to emerge primarily from the children themselves. For instance, during his structured play with blocks, Aaron approached me with a triangular prism in hand and expressed a deep interest in identifying and naming this object. Structured play and activities with blocks and puzzles seemed most significant and meaningful for Aaron as these supported his interest in and fostered his propensity to engage in geometric thinking and spatial reasoning.

*Paper-and-pencil tasks.* The bears worksheet event with Anika demonstrated Ms. Franklin’s occasional practice of engaging the children in worksheet tasks or other paper-pencil tasks, as she viewed these activities as valuable in preparing young children for formal schooling. Although Anika spontaneously expressed meanings of difference and similarity with everyday objects or images she encountered in her play, the formal nature of the worksheet along with the potential difficulty in discerning an image of a bear presented in varying orientations, seemed to inhibit Anika’s capacity to draw upon these mathematical understandings. Upon observing Anika’s initial difficulty in responding to the task, Ms. Franklin guided Anika through each item, posing questions and prompting Anika to examine systematically each image to assist her in identifying the same image as the focus bear.

In general, paper-and-pencil tasks did not arise as a meaningful or salient context in which children’s significant everyday mathematical events emerged.
Meals and snack times. Meal and snack times provided a meaningful context in which the children, namely Toya and Aaron, spontaneously employed mathematical content. Toya candidly enumerated the two apple slices that she eagerly received for dessert and, later during that same lunch, she asked for two more slices to eat. At snack time, Aaron employed enumeration concepts and geometric thinking/spatial reasoning, respectively, when he identified the two pieces of a broken cookie in his bag of animal cookies and when he described the sprinkles on the cookies as “circles.” For both Toya and Aaron, their mathematical thinking focused on the food they were about to eat. While meals and snack times did not have a cognitive focus, as intended by Ms. Franklin, Toya’s and Aaron’s mathematical events involving numeric meanings of number and geometric thinking/spatial reasoning seemed to emerge naturally from their activities in these everyday contexts.

As evidenced above, the values underlying particular contexts (i.e., free play, structured play and activities) as intended by Ms. Franklin seemed to support and foster the children’s mathematical events, while in other contexts (i.e., unstructured periods, meal and snack times), for which Ms. Franklin did not have intentional goals for developing children’s cognitive growth, children’s mathematical events appeared to extended naturally from their self-directed activities.

Social Relations and Characterizing Children’s Mathematical Thinking

Commonalities and distinctions emerged across the three children’s collections of significant mathematical events with respect to the following aspects relevant to the dimension of social relations: who initiated a mathematical event and
for what motive or purpose; who managed the identified mathematical content; and what was the nature of social interaction, if any, that occurred around the given mathematical content. Analysis across the children’s mathematical events revealed that the majority of these events seemed to fall into one of three initiation-management types: child-driven, child-and-other-driven, and adult-driven mathematical events. Furthermore, distinct characterizations of children’s mathematical thinking evidenced across these three categories also emerged.

*Child-Driven Mathematical Events*

All three children engaged in mathematical meanings through their own initiative. The children’s primary motives for engaging in mathematical content appeared either goal-related or purely spontaneous.

In goal-related events, children seemed to initiate or to apply mathematical content for a specific purpose including to indicate the numerosity or relative amount of objects desired, to clarify physical attributes of objects, to complete a desired task, and to provide numeric descriptive information regarding events when engaged in narrative activities.

In purely spontaneous events, the children appeared to initiate mathematical content for its own sake, with no apparent or specific purpose in mind, not including or beyond a desire to indulge or to satisfy a personal trait or value (e.g., Aaron’s inclination to observe or to tell stories, Anika’s preference to interact with and to connect socially with adults). As such, child-driven, spontaneous events included those in which the children appeared to examine describe, enumerate, or inquire about objects or occurrences they encountered in their day-to-day activities and immediate
environment with no further intention beyond simply to note, to themselves or to others, what they observed.

*Child-driven, goal-directed events.* All three children initiated and engaged in child-driven, goal-directed mathematical events.

For Toya, most of her child-driven, goal-directed mathematical events involved her employing a number word or a relational term to indicate the amount of desired objects she wished to acquire (i.e., “three” DVD movies, “two more” apple slices, and “some” of her mama’s cookies). Once Toya initiated the mathematical content in these events by indicating the amount that she wished to have, her mother and I also participated in managing the mathematical content in response to Toya’s request. With respect to Toya’s DVD request, Nicole simply dismissed it. Regarding the cookies, as Nicole reportedly practiced, she specified to Toya the amount of cookies (e.g., two) that she could have and expected Toya to construct a set of two cookies on her own, thus fostering Toya’s capacity to construct small quantities of objects. In the apple-slices event, only three apple slices remained, thus in an effort to be fair, I opted to give one slice each to Toya and Aaron and to take one for myself. I explained my rationale for distributing the remaining slices with Toya, and she agreed that it was fair, appearing content with her one apple slice. In this sense, Toya and I shared in managing the content of enumeration.

Anika engaged in two child-driven, goal-directed mathematical events in which she initiated meanings of difference and similarity while interacting socially with me. In the latter portion of the slippers event, given that I continued to experience difficulty in interpreting Anika’s description of her mother’s slippers,
Anika aimed to clarify the appearance, including the color, of her mother’s slippers to me. My need for clarification encouraged Anika to employ meanings of difference and similarity further in order to convey more clearly her observation that Christina had a pair of slippers “like” mine. In the drawing event, Anika sought to improve the accuracy of my drawing by using hand and body gestures to indicate two shirt details that she noticed missing from my sketch, detailing that she observed on the actual subjects. I revised my drawing accordingly, thus affirming Anika’s initial observations of difference. In these events, through our social and verbal interactions, Anika managed the content of difference and similarity in response to my reactions to her descriptions.

Aaron engaged in child-centered, goal-directed events when he reassembled Baby D’s baby seat and when he employed the number word “two” as a descriptive narrative device.

In the baby seat event, Aaron used his geometric thinking and spatial reasoning to fix or reassemble the baby seat without verbal or social interactions involving others. Ms. Franklin’s lack of comment suggested that Aaron’s activities were appropriate and non-disruptive to the day care setting.

Aaron employed the number word “two” as a descriptive narrative device in his goals of “reading” books and engaging in impromptu storytelling. When Aaron employed the number word two as he “read” books back to his mother, Keisha did not appear to respond to his comments. It was unclear whether Aaron’s use of the number word “two” as a descriptive narrative device reflected actual images in the books he “read” or if Keisha sought to encourage Aaron’s passion for reading and
chose not to interrupt Aaron’s interpretations, whether or not his descriptions matched the story or its illustrations. When Aaron engaged in impromptu storytelling with me, I simply listened when he described events and enumerated objects that he imagined. I asked questions only when I needed clarification regarding, for example, the sequence of events. Furthermore, when Aaron employed the number word two to describe objects he envisioned, I did not respond particularly to these numeric details, and I let him continue on with his story. Aaron therefore managed, with seemingly no input or response from his audience, his use of the number word “two” as a descriptive narrative device when “reading” books or telling stories based on his imagination.

*Child-driven, purely spontaneous events.* All three children initiated and engaged in child-driven, purely spontaneous mathematical events. These types of events seemed most significant in Anika’s case.

As the discussion of the characteristics of Anika’s everyday mathematical events indicated, she appeared to engage in meanings of difference and/or similarity for its own sake. Anika appeared fully consumed in her meanings of difference and similarity instantiated in the barrettes, xylophones, and sorting fruit snacks events, indicating her intrinsic desire to engage independently in this content for its own sake with no concern to share her observations with adults or to seek affirmation for her understandings.

In other events, Anika did share her observations of difference and similarity with adults. A slight nuance appeared to distinguish Anika’s social interactions in the baby dolls and teacup saucers events from those in the juice and Hello Kitty events.
In the former, Anika’s attention primarily focused on her meanings of difference and similarity, with her social interactions taking a secondary role or demonstrating a natural reaction to her observations as indicated by Anika immediately resuming her play after noting her observation to me. In the latter, Anika’s desire to interact with and to connect socially with familiar adults seemed as important to her as determining difference and similarity as she appeared to seek adult affirmation of her observations. As evidenced by these social interactions, Anika managed the mathematical content of difference and similarity in these events just as she did when she addressed this content on her own without social interactions with others.

Aaron’s child-driven, purely spontaneous mathematical events tended to emerge from his inclination to observe his environment and/or from his propensity to engage in geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. For example, Aaron engaged in identifying a plastic cube as a “block” on his own with no evidence of seeking social interaction and thus managed his emergent understandings of shape. Aaron also managed the mathematical content he employed when he noticed the “circles” on his cookies and identified the two pieces that formed a broken cookie. In these cookie events, Aaron’s activity of sharing his observations seemed similar to the social interactions characterizing Anika’s baby dolls and teacup saucers events and thus demonstrated his interest to engage in enumeration, geometric thinking, and part-whole spatial relationships for its own sake.

In the triangular prism event, Aaron found interest in this object and sought my help to identify this solid. Thus, Aaron initiated the mathematical content to which I contributed by informing him of the name of this solid. Despite the formal
name I provided, Aaron continued to demonstrate intrigue in this content as he persisted in efforts to pronounce the words “triangular prism.”

One of Aaron’s child-driven, purely spontaneous events occurred while I chatted with Aaron’s parents in their family room. Aaron demonstrated his seemingly peaked interest in quantities of two as he spontaneously noticed “two girls” (i.e., Keisha and me) and “two boys” (Aaron Sr. and Aaron). As Aaron Sr. indirectly affirmed his son’s management of enumeration by stating to me how smart Aaron was, Aaron proceeded to explain his thinking by stating something to the effect of, “That one girl. That one girl. That one boy. That one boy.” It was unclear to what extent, if any, Aaron’s father’s indirect comments shaped Aaron’s subsequent observation. Nonetheless, Aaron demonstrated an intrinsic desire to enumerate the “girls” and “boys” he noticed in his space.

Finally, Toya appeared to engage in two child-directed, purely spontaneous mathematical events that coincidentally both involved apples. At day care, Toya spontaneously enumerated apple slices as I placed these on her plate during lunch. In an effort to avoid influencing Toya’s management of number in this context, I did not respond to her comment. Toya’s enumeration activity appeared purely spontaneous and intrinsically driven as neither Ms. Franklin, nor Toya’s mother, appeared to encourage Toya to count food items during meals or snack times. Toya’s enumeration of the apple slices may have also indicated her preference for apples, as later demonstrated when she asked for “two more” slices to eat. In the apples on a scale event, Toya spontaneously verbally identified the numerals indicated by the scale’s
needle as her mother weighed sets of apples. Toya did not seem to notice or to be bothered by the fact that her mother, her Aunt Pam, nor I responded to her activity involving number. This further demonstrated Toya’s intrinsic desire to identify numerals she recognized in this context simply for its own sake.

*Child-and-Other-Driven Mathematical Events*

This type of mathematical event emerged as significant in Toya’s case. Two qualities characterize this type of mathematical event. First, a child and a significant other participated together in an everyday, goal-directed practice in which both employed mathematical meanings for a specific purpose. Second, through interactions with significant others, both the child’s capacities to engage in the goal-directed practice and understandings of mathematical content appeared to develop through a pattern of learning through guided participation described as “intent participation in community activities” (Rogoff, 2003).

Toya’s everyday home practices of phoning her grandmothers with her mother’s assistance, watching television with family members, and engaging in shared-play with her cousin Ricky supported Toya’s developing understandings of nominal and numeric meanings of number and fostered her capacity to participate meaningfully and independently in these everyday practices. A detailed analysis of these mathematical events, including the shared management of the content of nominal and numeric meanings of number and the nature of social interactions involving this content appears in Toya’s chapter in the discussion of the characteristics of her everyday mathematical events.
**Adult-Driven Mathematical Events**

Both Toya’s enumeration of a collection of apples at the grocery store as prompted by her mother Nicole and Aaron’s identification of numerals and stating of number words in a count sequence in the wall activity event as prompted by his father exemplify adult-driven mathematical events. In addition to a parent prompting or initiating the event, the following three qualities also characterize these adult-driven mathematical events.

First, the content of number instantiated in the event reflected the parent’s formal perspective of mathematics and, as such, the parent viewed the activity as mathematical.

Second, the motive to prompt the child to engage in numeric meanings of number seemed to stem in part from the parent’s concern for or value of engaging the child in activities perceived to be helpful in preparing the child for school mathematics. That is, the parent aimed to develop, support, or encourage the child’s mathematical thinking.

Finally, the nature of social interaction between the parent and the child in the event seemed to reflect traditional, school-like practices as evidenced in the parent selecting the mathematical content and activity, directing the child’s engagement in the mathematical content, posing known-answer questions to the child (e.g., Nicole asking Toya “how many” apples; Aaron Sr. pointing to the numeral 2 and asking Aaron, “What’s that?”), and emphasizing and affirming correct responses from the child (e.g., Nicole prompting Toya to count the apples again after her initial incorrect response and praising Toya on her successful second attempt; Aaron Sr. locating and
naming the numeral 3 after Aaron identified the numeral 2 as “three,” and later saying “Good boy” to Aaron after he expressed the number words five through ten in a counting sequence). The adult-driven emergence, selection, and management of the mathematical content and activity and the nature of socialization involving the content of number evidenced in these events reflect some of the school domain mathematical practices found by Street et al. (2005).

While Anika’s collection of significant mathematical events did not include the content of number, her mother’s attempt to engage Anika in solving a 2-digit computation problem displayed on the VTech electronic game demonstrates the identified qualities that characterize an adult-driven mathematical event. Because of the cognitive demand and abstract nature of the task, despite Christina’s encouragement, Anika soon experienced frustration and difficulty, even in following her mother’s prompts as Christina modeled the algorithm for addition with her fingers. This was evidenced in Anika’s inattentive behavior and plea of, “Can I cut it [the game] off?” Christina’s use and modeling of the traditional algorithm over informal or alternative strategies, such as the one she described she used at work when determining the sale cost of an item of jewelry, suggested that she perceived the traditional or more formal approach as more valuable or appropriate to employ in this context. Recognizing Anika’s difficulty with this activity, Christina informed me that she intended to purchase flash cards to help Anika in math. Christina’s intent to use flash cards with Anika further demonstrated Christina’s formal perspective of mathematics as flash cards typically display bare computation problems for children to read and solve quickly.
Aaron’s wall activity, the computation problems presented on Anika’s VTech electronic game, and Christina’s modeling of the traditional algorithm for two-column addition, reflected formal, abstract, school-like mathematics materials and activities involving number and operations.

Toya’s adult-driven mathematical event of enumerating apples at the grocery store seemed qualitatively different than Aaron’s and Anika’s adult-driven mathematical events in that Nicole incorporated a known-answer question within Toya’s familiar experience of grocery shopping with her mother and aunt. Given her understandings of Toya’s capacity to count small quantities, Nicole viewed that moment of selecting apples as a meaningful context for Toya to determine “how many,” albeit for the sole purpose of responding to her mother’s prompt, and Nicole considered the numerosity of the apples collected as appropriate for Toya to count.

It was unclear to what extent, if any, Toya’s initial response of “four” to her mother’s prompt to enumerate the quantity of three apples indicated a simple counting error or if the question came unexpectedly to Toya, suggesting that Nicole’s activity of prompting Toya to enumerate a quantity for no other purpose may have been unfamiliar to Toya and thus possibly occurred for my benefit.

The children’s experiences engaging in numeric meanings of number when completing worksheets provided by Ms. Franklin at day care, and at home with her mother’s help in Toya’s case, also demonstrated adult-driven mathematical events. Regarding the bears worksheet that Ms. Franklin tasked and guided Anika to complete, it was unclear whether Ms. Franklin viewed the concepts necessary to
complete this task as mathematical, although she did perceive the activity, in general, as promoting Anika’s development and preparation for later schooling.

*Distinctions in Children’s Mathematical Thinking*

As demonstrated in the above discussion, the characterizations of children’s mathematical thinking across each initiation-management group of events appeared distinct.

In child-driven mathematical events, a child’s mathematical thinking seemed intrinsically motivated as the child aimed either to pursue a goal-related task or to discern, identify, or arrange objects, people, or symbols with greater specificity without further motive. A child’s spontaneous mathematical thinking indicated the child’s in-the-moment understandings as she/he applied mathematical content appropriately or demonstrated interest in mathematical meanings for its own sake in the course of the child’s everyday activities. The development of mathematical thinking did not appear as a salient quality among child-driven mathematical events. However, mathematical learning seemed to occur in the event where Aaron inquired about a triangular prism as the feedback requested contributed to his knowledge about this shape.

Child-and-other-driven mathematical events shared some similar characteristics with child-driven events in that the child’s engagement in mathematical thinking appeared intrinsically motivated and the child’s use of mathematical content served to increase the child’s capacity to perform and manage everyday, goal-directed activities. However, in child-and-other-driven mathematical events, the development of the child’s mathematical thinking or learning of
mathematical content through “intent participation” (Rogoff, 2003) in family activities also seemed significant.

In child-and-other-driven mathematical events, the child’s development or learning of mathematical content occurred either intentionally (e.g., as Nicole provided hints to help Toya identify certain numerals on the telephone keypad in order to place a call to her grandmother) or spontaneously (e.g., when Toya initially identified the channel numeral label 44 as “four four” and moments later employed the number word “forty-four” after she heard Ricky use it as they were watching television). The child’s mathematical thinking therefore seemed to emerge with ease and to develop naturally from the child’s interest and participation in valued family activities.

In adult-driven mathematical events, a parent provided the extrinsic motivation for the child to engage in mathematical content with an aim to reinforce or to develop the child’s mathematical thinking. A child’s mathematical thinking appeared labored in varying degrees as the child attempted to respond to the parent’s prompts and use of typically formal materials or symbolic representations.

The reinforcement or meaningful development of a child’s mathematical thinking and the degree to which the child’s thinking appeared labored in adult-driven mathematical events also seemed to reflect the extent to which a given task was familiar to the child and was developmentally appropriate and, accordingly, the extent to which a child required parental or adult guidance with a task. For example, after Toya’s initial error in enumerating the set of apples at the grocery store in response to Nicole’s prompt to count them, Nicole only needed to direct Toya to count the set of
apples again in order to reinforce Toya’s capacity to enumerate small quantities. In order to help Aaron continue to develop his facility to rote count and to identify numerals, Aaron Sr. provided his son with supportive prompts and gestures in the wall activity event, such as counting aloud the first few numerals in the count sequence with Aaron while pointing to each numeral displayed. In Anika’s case, the nature of the Vtech computation task fell well beyond that of Anika’s mathematical understandings. As such, this task, along with the resulting frustration that Anika developed in response to it, did not provide appropriate conditions in which to draw upon, much less to develop, Anika’s mathematical understandings regarding number.

Common Characterizations of Children’s Everyday Mathematical Events

The set of characteristics of the children’s everyday mathematical events identified below are portrayed across and within each of the children’s collections of significant mathematical events. I determined these common characteristics of the children’s significant everyday mathematical events by drawing on both an analysis across the three sets of characteristics of everyday mathematical events (one set for each child) identified previously as well as the discussion of social relations inherent in the child-driven mathematical events presented above.

The children’s everyday mathematical events tended to:

- Emerge and evolve spontaneously from the children’s intrinsic motivation,
- Demonstrate children’s meaningful application of mathematical content or active engagement in mathematical thinking as they pursued goal-directed
activities or engaged in mathematical meanings for its own sake in the context of their everyday settings and activities, and

- Promote purpose-oriented verbal interactions (dialogue, negotiation, description) involving mathematical content between the children and their significant others.

These common characteristics portrayed across the children’s collective significant, everyday mathematical events reflect many of the emergent qualities that Street et al. (2005) identified as characterizing the mathematical activities of young children in their home or out-of-school settings.

However, one aspect that most distinguishes the common set of characteristics of children’s everyday mathematical events revealed in this study from those (i.e., home mathematical practices) identified by Street et al. (2005) is that, in addition to applying mathematical content for the purpose of pursuing goal-directed activities, Anika, Aaron, and Toya also appeared to engage spontaneously in mathematical meanings simply for its own sake. In these events, the children verbally expressed or physically demonstrated their mathematical understandings and interests as they naturally examined, described, and enumerated everyday entities (e.g., barrettes, dolls, people, cookies, plastic block, and apples); sorted items (fruit snacks); inquired about novel objects (e.g., a triangular prism); and identified numerals (numerals on a produce weight scale) they encountered in their everyday settings and activities. In this way, identifying differences and similarities between objects, enumerating quantities, examining and identifying shapes, and recognizing numerals emerged as
natural activities, in and of themselves, in which the children engaged in their everyday experiences.

Some Final Thoughts

An analysis across the three sets of characteristics of the children’s significant everyday mathematical events did not reveal commonalities or themes addressing the dimension of values and beliefs, in particular with respect to those values or beliefs that parents fostered in their children’s everyday lives. This does not suggest that parents’ values and beliefs were not salient in shaping their children’s significant mathematical events. For example, as previously discussed, Nicole’s value of family and kinship support and Keisha’s strong emphasis on reading seemed significant in creating contexts for Toya and Aaron, respectively, that promoted in some way their understandings of number.

Alternatively, an analysis across the children’s mathematical events and across the corresponding sets of characteristics of these events coupled with an examination of both the children’s reported everyday activities and evidence from guided conversations with parents revealed some common values and beliefs shared across the parents. However, the extent to which these shared values and beliefs helped to support and foster their children’s mathematical understandings varied. The following illustrations provide evidence of this finding.

As discussed in Aaron’s chapter, Keisha, similar to Nicole, also deeply valued her family of origin. Keisha reported that as a child she not only grew up living in the same building as her extended family but that her social interactions primarily centered around her relatives. However with a family of her own, due to geographic
and financial constraints, Keisha and Aaron could only visit her family of origin a few times a year during special occasions, family reunions, or holidays. As such, Aaron had limited opportunities to socialize and learn from extended family members in the way that Toya, and perhaps his own mother, experienced.

All of the parents took great pride and care in their children’s appearance, both in terms of dressing them and in maintaining and grooming their hair. However, activities involving clothing, shoes, and shopping for these items appeared mathematically meaningful only in Toya’s case as these experiences seemed to encourage and promote her understandings regarding number. While each of the parents committed time during the week, some periods lasting an hour or even several hours, to maintain and style their child’s hair, Christina’s practice of letting Anika play with her stash of hair accessories while she did Anika’s hair seemed particularly supportive in developing Anika’s mathematical understandings as it encouraged her propensity to notice differences and similarities across items.

As discussed previously, all three sets of parents valued watching television or DVDs as a routine form of leisure in their family life, and all three children spent significant amounts of time watching television. However, the practice of watching television appeared significant, in terms of fostering mathematical thinking, only for Toya as the conditions shaping her experiences of watching television afforded her ongoing opportunities to notice, identify, and interpret particular numeral labels.

As these illustrations indicate, although the parents expressed or demonstrated some common values and beliefs evidenced in their routine family activities or practices, the unique ways in which these were operationalized or instantiated in each
of their children’s everyday experiences, combined with each child’s distinct dispositions and understandings, shaped the extent to which these values and beliefs supported contexts or practices that fostered the children’s mathematical thinking. These findings not only further demonstrate the interrelated nature of the four adapted dimensions that frame the concepts of mathematical events and the characteristics of these events, but these findings also underscore the complexity in examining children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings from a broad social perspective.

Finally, although not a feature or quality found salient across the children’s collections of significant everyday mathematical events, the notion that number and numeric operations constitute the domain of mathematics emerged as a salient belief in an analysis across the data of guided conversations with the parents. The parents’ formal perspective of mathematics informed their perceptions of when they thought they used or encountered mathematics in their daily lives at home and at work and when they thought their children engaged in mathematics in their day-to-day activities.

In addition to holding a formal perspective of mathematics, all of the parents also appeared to value their children’s success in future schooling as they occasionally engaged their children in activities that they believed would help prepare their children for school mathematics. Parents utilized formal-like visual displays (e.g., placemats and wall calendar activity), electronic toys (VTech game), or everyday objects (apples) to prompt or to guide their children in rote counting, recognizing numerals, enumerating small quantities, or computing sums.
The parents’ formal perspective of mathematics appeared to stem from their own experiences in school mathematics. These experiences also seemed to inform how parents perceived their own informal or alternative computation strategies in comparison to traditional or formal methods that they employed in school and out-of-school settings, the formal-like mathematical activities in which they engaged their children (i.e. adult-driven mathematical events), and the nature of their social and verbal interactions with their children during adult-driven mathematical events.

While adult-driven mathematical events were not often observed during data collection and therefore did not emerge as salient in the analysis of children’s everyday mathematical events, this does not deny the fact that all of the parents in this study recognized in some way the importance of engaging their children in mathematical activities before they started school and that they all made efforts, as informed in part by their formal perspective of mathematics and their own experiences learning mathematics in school, to prepare their children for school mathematics.
Chapter 8: Discussion and Implications

As attention to early childhood mathematics education continues to rise, mainstream discourses concerning equity continue to characterize young children from underserved groups as deficient. This study aims to contribute to the work of researchers and practitioners who are committed to creating more socially just (Gutiérrez, 2010; Gutiérrez & Dixon-Román, 2011; Martin, 2009a, 2009b) mathematics education practices, and who seek to understand rather than to position the mathematical experiences and understandings of members of underserved groups. These efforts are particularly critical for African-American children and their families as mainstream education policy, and educational practices based on those policies, continue to position African Americans at the bottom of what Martin (2009a, 2009b) refers to as the racial hierarchy of mathematics ability.

Under the discursive frame of the achievement gap (Martin, 2009a), or what Gutiérrez (2008) terms as gap gazing, research and policy narratives (e.g., Lee & Burkham, 2002) portray young African-American children from lower-income backgrounds, before they even start formal schooling, as being inferior or at a disadvantage mathematically compared to their White, middle-class peers because it is believed that their home environments do not provide them with adequate or appropriate experiences to prepare them for school mathematics.

In order to gather factual information rather than presuming the veracity of assumed beliefs, this study investigated the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class backgrounds. The discussion and implications of findings from this research,
including those that address themes of inquiry that have emerged from a sociopolitical stance within mathematics education, are presented below. Limitations of the current study and additional recommendations for future research are also presented.

_addressing sociopolitical themes of inquiry in mathematics education_

The discussion and implications of findings from this study address the following sociopolitical themes of inquiry in mathematics education: studying subordinate populations for their own sake (Gutiérrez & Dixon-Román, 2011) or, more specifically, understanding the mathematical experiences of African-American children without comparison to other racial groups (Martin, 2009a); broadening what counts as evidence of mathematical thinking (Gutiérrez & Dixon-Román, 2011; Martin, 2009a); and recognizing that examining the mathematical experiences and understandings of children from underserved groups can contribute to more general theories about education and learning (Gutiérrez & Dixon-Román, 2011). Findings from this study may inform efforts that seek to re-conceptualize prekindergarten and kindergarten mathematics teaching and learning practices and to examine assumptions characterizing young children’s prior mathematical knowledge and experiences presumed by school mathematics practice and policy.

_understanding the everyday mathematical experiences of young african-american children_

Much of the extant literature that investigates the mathematical experiences of African-Americans from a sociopolitical perspective concerns students from upper-
elementary school through college and employs identity as a construct with which to examine how students make sense of and negotiate between their racial socialization and mathematics socialization (Martin, 2009a) experiences and understandings. Findings from this study add to this body of research by portraying the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three African-American children before they began formal schooling.

Rather than addressing identity, this study examined the children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings with particular attention to the social aspects in which these experiences occurred, drawing upon Street et al.’s (2005) ideological model of mathematics as “social,” employing their analytic concept of mathematical events, and including characteristics of mathematical events.

Conceptualizing and examining children’s mathematical experiences in this way recognized ecological (e.g., García-Coll et al., 1996), ecocultural (e.g., Gallimore et al., 1993; Weisner, 2002), and sociocultural (e.g., Rogoff, 2003, Vygotsky, 1978) perspectives on child and human development, as well as a proposed person-centered cultural psychology (Gjerde, 2004) perspective.

This study identified for each child a collection of the child’s significant everyday mathematical events and determined characteristics portrayed across and within these events. Analysis focused on the mathematical content in which the children engaged in their everyday settings and their mathematical understandings of this content as well as examined the adapted interrelated dimensions of purposes and settings, values and beliefs, and social relations (Street et al., 2005) that situated the children’s everyday mathematical activities.
Toya, Anika, and Aaron each engaged in spontaneous mathematical events in the course of their daily activities. Each child demonstrated distinct mathematical understandings that reflected the child’s unique family life and individual predispositions and knowledge development.

For Toya, her mother’s values (nurturing family relationships and support, watching television for leisure, saving greeting cards, maintaining Toya’s wardrobe) tended to give rise to many of the contexts that fostered Toya’s mathematical thinking regarding nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings for number.

Anika spontaneously engaged in meanings of difference and similarity, oftentimes in the context of her play with everyday objects (e.g., barrettes, toys at day care, fruit snacks) at home and at day care, and she tended to share her understandings with others, demonstrating her desire to interact socially and verbally with adults.

Aaron’s emergent understandings of numeric meanings for small number, geometric thinking, and spatial sense tended to emerge either from his personal interest in reading, a practice valued and fostered by his mother, or his inclination to observe.

Although the children’s mathematical events were distinct, in terms of the children’s mathematical content and thinking and the social aspects situating these, the following three common characteristics emerged as salient from an analysis across the children’s mathematical events. The children’s mathematical events tended to: (a) emerge and evolve spontaneously from the children’s intrinsic motivation, (b) demonstrate the children’s meaningful application of mathematical content or active
engagement in mathematical thinking as they pursued everyday goal-directed activities or engaged in mathematical meanings for its own sake, and (c) promote purpose-oriented verbal interactions (dialogue, negotiation, description) involving mathematical content between the children and significant others.

Although these findings indicate that Toya, Anika, and Aaron meaningfully and actively engaged in mathematical thinking in their everyday lives, their experiences and understandings would most likely be positioned as inadequate or underdeveloped within current early childhood mathematics education discourse practices and narratives regarding the kinds of mathematical experiences and understandings young children “are expected” to develop prior to school. In this sense, the institutional mechanisms that maintain the racial hierarchy of mathematical ability (Martin, 2009a) seem to lock African-American children from working-class families, such as Toya, Anika, and Aaron, in place even before they enter school by dismissing, or relegating as deficient, the kinds of mathematical knowledge and experiences these African-American children did develop and engage in prior to formal schooling.

The characteristics of Toya, Anika, and Aaron’s collective everyday mathematical events are distinct from characteristics of children’s school mathematical events. For example, children’s school mathematical events tend to be teacher-directed, curriculum-driven, and traditionally didactic (Street et al., 2005). As Street et al. contend, this disjunction between characterizations of children’s everyday or home mathematical events and characterizations of children’s school mathematical events often results in student disengagement in school mathematics.
In order to move toward a more liberatory mathematics education for young African-American children (Martin, 2009a), I propose that mathematics education research, policy, and practice broaden what counts as evidence of young children’s mathematical thinking, re-conceptualize what early school mathematics teaching and learning might look like, and examine critically what role parents may have in their young children’s mathematical development.

Broadening What Counts As Evidence of Young Children’s Mathematical Thinking

In analyzing the set of mathematical events that emerged as most salient for each child, I encountered evidence of the child’s thinking that I believed were mathematical in nature but were not addressed or identified in the extant literature as such. In order to examine these events, I extended existing conceptualizations regarding what constitutes young children’s mathematical thinking and, consequently, what mathematical content and understandings could be discerned in such activity.

Given that events in all three children’s cases required me to broaden the notion of what counts as evidence of young children’s mathematical thinking, this suggests that the current knowledge base regarding young children’s mathematical understandings and content for early childhood mathematics programs needs further examination and re-conceptualization if we are to recognize, learn from, and build upon the kinds of everyday mathematical experiences and understandings in which young children engage and develop in their everyday lives.

In Toya’s case, nominal meanings of number emerged as significant, yet existing research instead privileges numeric and ordinal meanings for number when
addressing children’s early number concepts. Young children encounter and must discern and navigate between nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings of number in the course of their everyday activities, a task that seems nothing short of complex. Future research studies can help tease apart the ways in which young children make meaning of these multiple purposes of number and may provide insights into how prekindergarten and kindergarten mathematics programs can better support children’s learning of number in its broader, not just numeric, sense.

In characterizing Anika’s thinking regarding identifying differences and similarities between everyday entities as mathematical, I found that these processes were not addressed in the extant mathematics education literature focusing on young children’s understandings in the domain of geometry, even though Anika was engaged in examining particular attributes that defined the everyday objects she observed. I argued that Anika’s understandings seemed to fall within the content of data analysis, as it is currently defined in the mathematics education literature, under the concept of classification.

Anika, Aaron, and Toya, like many other young children, spontaneously engaged in observing their environment and made sense of or described what they noticed. There seems to be a lack of research in the extant mathematics education literature that examines young children’s understandings as they discern qualities between or across various everyday objects. Research of this kind may have potential implications for mathematics education as analyzing data, examining number patterns, identifying visual patterns constructed from formal geometric shapes, and
noticing differences and similarities within these activities seem to be processes that are drawn upon regularly in existing school mathematics practices.

Aaron appeared to indicate a proclivity to engage in geometric thinking and spatial reasoning. Yet, I found limited research that could support my assertion that his activities and thinking were mathematical as much of the existing literature addressing young children’s geometric thinking and spatial reasoning focuses on children’s thinking with formal geometric shapes in formal contexts or school settings.

As demonstrated in Aaron’s case, children’s everyday experiences are filled with everyday objects. Some objects are intended to promote children’s cognitive development (e.g., jigsaw puzzles), while other objects do not have an educational purpose. Everyday objects often have complex shapes and therefore do not reflect the seemingly sterile, plain, formal 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes that are oftentimes the objects of young children’s learning of geometry in mathematics education research and school contexts. Investigating young children’s mathematical understandings as they spontaneously examine, manipulate, and engage with everyday objects can both further our knowledge regarding how young children develop geometric thinking and spatial sense in their everyday experiences and inform early childhood mathematics teaching practice.

Broadening what counts as evidence of young children’s mathematical thinking to include young children’s everyday mathematical understandings that are not currently privileged or recognized in mainstream early childhood mathematics education discourse also has implications for teacher education. In particular, I
propose that pre-service and in-service teacher education programs include
instruction on developing teachers’ capacity to recognize when children engage in
mathematical meanings in their everyday activities at home and in informal activity
when they are at school, and to examine what mathematical understandings children
demonstrate in a particular moment or event.

Strengthening teachers’ skills in identifying and analyzing what mathematical
understandings young children demonstrate informally through their everyday
activities and settings can inform teachers’ instructional decision making and develop
their capacity to support and foster more effectively student mathematics learning.
Furthermore, vignettes from cases in the study can be developed and used for teacher
professional development as a means for teachers to engage in instructional decision-
making based on the data presented.

Re-conceptualizing Early Childhood Mathematics
Teaching and Learning Practices

Evidence from this study of Toya, Anika, and Aaron’s everyday mathematical
experiences and understandings offers insights into how prekindergarten and
kindergarten mathematics teaching and learning might be changed to support more
socially just practices. Although the following proposals have critical implications for
African-American children and other populations who have been underserved
historically in school mathematics, I contend that these proposals can be generalized
to benefit all groups of children.

Broadening what counts as evidence of young children’s mathematical
thinking is one way we can begin to re-conceptualize prekindergarten and
kindergarten mathematics teaching and learning. It allows us to recognize the mathematical meanings developed by young children in their everyday lives and to understand how young children’s mathematical thinking can naturally emerge from and be supported through their day-to-day activities. In this sense, it gives us a way to think about teaching and learning mathematics in early childhood contexts that is different from the taken-for-granted assumption and practice of developing children’s mathematical understandings primarily through engaging in mathematics as a formal learning endeavor with little attention paid to how young children experience and develop mathematics in their everyday settings and activities. Broadening what counts as evidence of young children’s mathematical thinking while critically examining what kinds of (mathematical) thinking are currently privileged in early childhood mathematics education discourse and settings, also supports sociopolitical calls to re-examine or interrogate normative assumptions regarding the mathematical development of (young) children.

The analysis of Toya, Anika, and Aaron’s mathematical thinking in child-driven, child-and-other-driven, and adult-driven mathematical events presented in the prior chapters provides insights into the kinds of conditions that might prove more supportive in promoting the mathematical development of young children in schools.

Current practices in school mathematics seem to reflect adult-driven mathematical events in which learning as an endeavor was employed to develop a child’s mathematical understandings and that a formal or non-familiar item was typically used as the object of a child’s mathematics learning activity. However, as revealed in this study, a child’s learning in an adult-driven mathematical event
appeared more passive and labored rather than as a natural, intrinsic outcome of the child’s participation in a meaningful activity.

In child-and-other-driven mathematical events, a child’s development of mathematical understandings appeared to emerge spontaneously as the child actively engaged in intent participation in a community (i.e., family) practice (Rogoff, 2003) with a significant other. In some child-and-other-driven mathematical events, the child expressed interest in participating in a particular practice and therefore teaching was intentional (e.g., when calling her grandmother, Toya interpreted Nicole’s hints to find certain numerals on the telephone keypad). In other child-and-other-driven mathematical events, a child’s mathematical development occurred when an opportunity to learn was seized once the child spontaneously revealed mathematical understandings or inquired about something while a significant, more knowledgeable other was present and therefore responded to the child in a way that promoted the child’s mathematical thinking (e.g., while watching television, Toya identified the numeral 44 as “four four,” then later as “forty-four,” after she noticed Ricky gently correcting her). This characterization also reflects the mathematics learning that emerged in child-driven mathematical events (e.g., when Aaron inquired about a triangular prism).

Thus, child-and-other-driven and child-driven mathematical events, as examined in this study, both offer insights regarding conditions in formal contexts that might result in more meaningful, engaged mathematics learning for young children. These findings seem worthy of consideration when re-conceptualizing prekindergarten and kindergarten mathematics teaching and learning practices.
Emphasizing child-and-other-driven and child-driven mathematical events in school mathematics practices suggests that early childhood mathematics learning environments might better serve children if less time was spent on adult-driven, contrived learning tasks or activities of learning as an endeavor, that may hold little to no meaning for young children, and more time was spent eliciting children’s active participation in meaningful, shared community practices from which mathematical concepts can emerge either naturally or through the intentional design of the teacher.

As Gutiérrez and Dixon-Román (2011) cautioned, this does not mean merely incorporating an activity or context in a task that is believed to be common among children’s everyday lives as a way to “hook” them into learning mathematics. Not only can these learning activities appear fabricated, but, as this study revealed, even though children may share common experiences (e.g., watching television) this does not mean that the mathematical meanings that emerge for children in their unique experiences are similar across children nor does it guarantee that their understandings will relate to a given task.

By shared community practices, I am suggesting that an early childhood classroom engage children in activities that they experience or share together as a classroom community, where the focus is not on learning as an endeavor, but rather involves the care of and participation by both the students and teacher and that can have the potential to promote children’s mathematical understandings through their intent participation in the shared practice. For example, the teacher and students can work together to negotiate and establish practices for organizing classroom materials and space. Organizational arrangements, routines, and talk centered around cleaning-
up or putting materials away can be designed to promote, for instance, children’s understandings of sorting (e.g., identifying differences or similarities across attributes); early number concepts including nominal, ordinal, and numeric meanings for number; and geometric thinking and spatial sense as children actively participate in the daily practice of caring for, organizing, and maintaining their classroom materials and space.

As reported in this study, child-driven mathematical events did not tend to result in a child’s learning of mathematical content, except, for example, in the case where Aaron specifically inquired about a formal 3-dimensional shape. Yet, these kinds of conditions could promote children’s mathematical learning if the event could be transformed into an opportunity to learn through interaction with a knowledgeable other or an adult.

Child-driven mathematical events tended to be spontaneous, intrinsically motivated, and involve a child in applying mathematical content to pursue goal-directed activities or to engage in mathematics for its own sake. As teachers develop their capacity to recognize children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings and to build upon these, they will be better prepared to notice a child-driven mathematical event and to use it as an opportunity to promote the child’s mathematical thinking. This kind of learning would seem to support the mathematical thinking of individuals or small groups of learners during casual moments as child-driven events spontaneously occur in the classroom. On the other hand, learning through intent participation in shared community practices could support mathematics learning at the whole group, small group, and individual level.
These proposals for re-conceptualizing early childhood mathematics teaching and learning also reflect the common characteristics of the children’s everyday mathematical events that emerged from an analysis across the three children in this study. As such, a similarity in the characteristics of children’s mathematical events across their everyday (home) and school settings provides greater support for developing and building upon young children’s mathematical experiences and understandings as they transition between these two contexts.

Examining the Role of Parents in Young Children’s Mathematical Development

Currently there are expectations that a young child comes to formal schooling with particular, (privileged) mathematical understandings and that (responsible/supportive) parents play an active role in developing their child’s mathematical thinking before the child begins formal schooling. One concern with these assumptions is that parents’ own mathematical experiences differ, especially with respect to their experiences, understandings, and perceptions regarding school mathematics. As a result, parents who are positioned among the top of the racial hierarchy in mathematics ability (Martin, 2009a, 2009b) have experiences and understandings that will be inherently privileged over others and therefore likely to support the favorable positioning of their young children in early childhood school mathematics settings. This in turn fosters the persistent, disparate sorting of children by racial groups in early childhood mathematics education policy and practice.

Walkerdine (1988) critically inquired, “Since when did mothers (in particular, not fathers) become pedagogues” (parenthesis in original, p. 213). Considering the
role, if any, parents might play in the mathematical development of their young children is a matter that deserves close examination and critique, particularly given the diversity and range of not just parents’ mathematical experiences and understandings but also, more generally, the diversity in family contexts and experiences that exist not only across different racial, cultural, and economic groups but also within groups that share categorical memberships. As this study revealed, although Toya, Anika, and Aaron’s families shared a number of categorical similarities, each child demonstrated distinct mathematical experiences and understandings. The examination of this matter is beyond the scope of this discussion, however, I offer below some insights about this issue based on findings from this study.

Nicole, Christina, and Aaron Sr. and Keisha each held a formal perspective of mathematics in which they perceived number and operations as constituting the domain of mathematics, and they each demonstrated concern about the future success of their child in school. As such, they each engaged their child in adult-driven mathematical events that they believed would help prepare their child for school mathematics. In this way, each of the parents chose to act as pedagogues in the mathematical development of their child. However, each parent engaged in different ways with their child in activities that they viewed as mathematical and appropriate for their child.

For Nicole, this included having Toya construct a set of cookies whenever she requested to have some, having her identify money, engaging her in completing workbook exercises, and asking Toya to enumerate a set of apples as they engaged in
the practice of grocery shopping. However, Nicole did not consider helping Toya identify television channels or numerals on the telephone keypad when calling her grandmothers as mathematical activities. Nicole also demonstrated awareness of Toya’s developing understandings of number as she reported Toya’s context-dependent capacity to recognize certain numerals on a telephone keypad but not in other contexts. In addition to engaging her child in activities that she believed would promote Toya’s mathematical understandings, she also occasionally read to Toya at bedtime as she believed this too would help Toya “know her work” when she began school.

Aaron Sr. utilized a wall calendar activity, a formal resource that might be found in an early childhood care setting or classroom, to develop Aaron’s capacity to rote count and to identify numerals. Keisha valued reading and frequently took Aaron to the library and engaged him in reading activities.

Christina sought to develop Anika’s mathematical understandings by occasionally engaging her in bare computation tasks that were beyond Anika’s developmental understanding.

These findings have potential implications both for parents, regardless of the extent to which they currently assume the role as pedagogues in the mathematical development of their young children, and for mathematics education to consider as a way to move toward a more liberatory (Martin, 2009a) school mathematics. The statements that follow are not meant to imply that if parents do not do what is suggested then their children are doomed to begin school with a deficit in
mathematics. Thus, the following suggestions are offered with caution and sensitivity to the unintended consequences that may result.

In the same way that there are national campaigns for parents to read to their young children as a way to promote literacy development, similar efforts might be made regarding mathematics. These efforts could (a) support parents in broadening their own perspectives of what is mathematics and recognizing how mathematics is embedded in their and their children’s everyday lives, (b) encourage parents to engage their young children in mathematical meaning making within the context of their family routines and children’s day-to-day activities and through culturally-relevant social and verbal interactions, and (c) inform parents about appropriate everyday activities and contexts in which they could foster their children’s meaningful mathematics development.

I propose that policy and parental efforts focus on activities that support and encourage the kinds of children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings characterized in this study and proposed in the section above. This includes developing and fostering young children’s: understandings of multiple meanings of number; geometric thinking and spatial sense; and capacity to observe, describe, enumerate, and examine the objects or events they naturally encounter in their day-to-day activities and settings.

Parental efforts should not add a burden to family practices and instead be infused in established family routines and day-to-day activities (Gallimore et al., 1993) and reflect patterned ways of engaging in social and verbal interactions within the family setting. For example, as Nicole demonstrated, parents can be encouraged
to have their children use the telephone keypad to place calls to loved ones as a way to develop their capacity to identify numerals in a meaningful context. With today’s technology, many calls are placed using either a speed-dial function or a direct-dial command from a phone number stored in a contact list on a given cellular phone or handset. Encouraging children instead to enter the full telephone number of the desired contact can support their developing understandings of number. Finally, efforts should promote children’s mathematics learning primarily through child-and-other-driven as well as child-driven characterized mathematical events.

*Limitations*

One major limitation of this study concerned the amount of time I was able to visit and observe the different children. I spent considerably more hours observing Toya than the other children, including eight visits to Toya’s home and other everyday settings outside of day care. Also, unlike in the cases of Anika and Aaron, the times I was able to visit and observe Toya represented a broad picture of her typical activities over a given week. For example, in addition to observing her on weekdays at day care and at home in the evenings, I also observed Toya when she and her cousin Ricky accompanied Nicole to work on a Saturday morning, when she visited her Auntie Pam’s and Ricky’s apartment, when she joined her mother and aunt to shop at a grocery store, and when she and Ricky went on a shopping trip with their mothers. The extensive observation hours and broad range in visits provided a richer set of data for Toya compared to the data I collected for Anika and Aaron.

The difference across the kinds and richness of mathematical experiences I was able to portray across the children may be in part because of the disparity of time
I had in observing each child at home or in other everyday settings outside of day care. While I had made plans with both Anika’s mother and Aaron’s parents for future home visits during my last home visit with each of them, and the parents seemed enthusiastic about these subsequent observation visits, I was not able to follow through with the parents on these plans. Although I did speak with and even met with Christina in the months following my last home visit with Anika, Christina reported that Anika had been staying with her father and his relatives and Christina did not know when Anika would return to her home. After my last visit with Aaron at home, I lost contact with his family as Aaron no longer attended day care and I was unable to reach his parents by phone. These experiences reflect challenges that researchers might face in trying to collect naturalistic observation data in children’s homes and other everyday settings.

A second limitation of this research is that I was not able to share my ongoing interpretations and final analysis with the parents in an effort to get their input and feedback and to include their interpretive voice in this report. Although the study focused on the children, because of their age and level of development, their parents would have assumed a voice for their child in addition to their own. In Tillman’s (2002, 2006) framework for conducting culturally sensitive research in African-American communities, she includes culturally sensitive data interpretations where, “Analysis and presentation that is appropriate to the research topic and individual group under study is co-constructed” (Tillman, 2006, p. 270). A co-constructed analysis of the data would have therefore reflected the parents’ interpretations of the data in addition to that of my own.
A third limitation of this study concerns the selective nature of the interpretive process in focusing analysis on particular mathematical events and not others. The examination of the data of children’s everyday mathematical events resulted in identifying content theme(s) that emerged as most salient for each child. As such, other mathematical content and understandings in which a child engaged was not presented. For example, Toya also seemed to engage significantly in spatial reasoning, or more specifically early navigation or way-finding activities. However, given the extent of the data that involved number meanings, I focused the case of Toya around these mathematical events and did not include navigation as an additional content theme.

Although the analysis employed allowed for a rich examination of a set of events within each identified mathematical content theme, the broad range of mathematical content observed was not portrayed. Additional analysis would be required to characterize this and would provide further context in which to interpret the findings reported in this study.

Finally, a fourth limitation of this study involves the confounded nature of race, culture, social class, and socioeconomic status in shaping the children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings. Although the research questions and observation data collected were intended to capture the complex (social) nature of children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings, distinguishing the nature and degree of influence each construct had on shaping each child’s mathematical activities remained an elusive task.
However, in a few instances, the data provided evidence with which I identified connections between a child’s family culture and the child’s mathematical experiences and understandings. These occasions demonstrated how the data instantiated aspects of the child’s family culture. However, this study’s conceptual framework and the data collected did not appear to provide adequate analytic tools with which to determine explicit links between the other constructs, such as socioeconomic status, and the children’s mathematical activities. As Hill, Murry, and Anderson (2005) reported, disentangling these constructs in terms of their influences on children’s developmental outcomes continues to be a methodological issue for research on African-American and other ethnic minority families.

Additional Recommendations for Future Research

This study examined the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of three, 4-year-old, African-American children from working-class backgrounds. Given the dearth of research that addresses young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings before they enter school, further research is needed to better understand this issue. I propose that future research focus on African-American and other children of color who have been underserved historically in schools, including children who come from a range of socioeconomic backgrounds and communities, as little is known regarding how mathematics is experienced, developed, and supported in the everyday lives of children from these populations. Efforts to disentangle the influences of race, ethnicity, culture, socioeconomic status, social class, and community context with regard to young children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings can further
strengthen such research. Examination of findings across these studies can reveal commonalities and distinctions across and within these groups.

Regarding the learning and development of African-American children in particular, education researchers have called for examining race “as a social and political construction that affects the everyday experiences of people of color, particularly of African Americans” (Lee, Spencer, Harpalani, 2003, p. 11). Likewise within mathematics education research, Martin (2009a, 200b) has argued for perspectives that frame mathematics learning and participation as racialized forms of experience in order to examine race, as a social and political construct, when investigating the mathematical experiences and outcomes of African-American students.

In this study, Keisha reported racialized experiences in her high school mathematics classes as she felt her teachers favored and supported White classmates over her; and Aaron Sr. not only discussed his desire and efforts to develop Aaron into a strong Black male, but he also shared concerns for Aaron’s future social experiences of having to navigate life as a light-skinned Black male. What is unclear is how or the extent to which, if any, Keisha’s racialized experiences in high school mathematics and Aaron Sr.’s goals for Aaron’s racial (and gender) socialization, for example, impacted Aaron’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings.

Although child development research identifies racial socialization as significant in African-American children’s development (Garcia et al., 1996; Harrison et al., 1990), and studies in mathematics education have begun to link students’ racial socialization with their experiences in school mathematics, what this means for young
African-American children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings prior to schooling remains unclear. Furthermore, Van Ausdale and Feagin (2001) found that children in preschool demonstrated racial understandings and meanings, including racial-ethnic social status identities reflected in the larger society. How can future research addressing the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of African-American children (or other children of color) before they enter school examine the children’s racial understandings, and once these are identified, in what ways do these meanings inform, shape, or interact with the children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings?

Although García-Coll et al.’s (1996) proposed integrative theoretical model for the study of developmental competencies in minority children highlights race (as one of four social position variables) as a primary construct that is mediated through the mechanism of racism, examining in what ways race and racism are instantiated in subsequent forces in the model, including adaptive culture and family, that are identified as proximal to or directly influencing a child’s development (including a child’s mathematical understandings), needs further investigation. Continued research is needed to theorize, examine, and explicate more robustly the ways in which race and racism are implicated in the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young African-American children, and other children of color, before they enter school.

Knowledge of African-American children’s everyday language use and experiences, practices, and knowledge has demonstrated implications for culturally responsive school practice, for example, in early literacy settings (e.g., Heath, 1983)
and literary instruction in secondary contexts (e.g., Lee et al., 2003). However the links between reported or presumed “distinctive patterns of practice within the African-American community (Boykin, 1994)” (Lee, 2002, p. 285) or African-American cultural processes (Lee, 2002) and African-American children’s everyday mathematical experiences and understandings remain unclear. Although some aspects of African-American family life and culture reported in the research literature were evidenced in this study (e.g., emphasis on maintaining family relationships and supporting kin, racial socialization of children), findings did not appear to indicate patterns across the children’s mathematical experiences or to reflect practices of engaging in mathematics across the children that may be attributed to African-American cultural processes. Further research is needed to clarify the ways, if any, in which (African-American) culture is instantiated in the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of African-American children.

The current study adapted and employed Street et al.’s (2005) analytic framework to examine the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young African-American children. As this discussion of proposed future research suggests, and as called for by other scholars (Lee, 2008; Lee et al., 2003), further research is needed to generate new theories and to develop or revise existing analytic frameworks (e.g., Street et. al, 2005; García-Coll et al., 1996) that can examine the complex processes of learning and development within the proximal ecological and cultural settings and broader institutional and historical contexts in which these processes are situated.
Rogoff (2003) and Lee (2002, 2008) further asserted that the task of examining learning and development in its ecological, sociocultural, historical, and institutional context is by far not an individual undertaking, and instead requires a joint effort of researchers across disciplines (e.g., education, human development, psychology, anthropology). Future investigations addressing the everyday mathematical experiences and understandings of young African-American children would benefit from collaborative, cross-disciplinary research efforts while findings from such studies can suggest further re-conceptualizations of prekindergarten and kindergarten mathematics practice and promote a more socially just vision of early childhood mathematics education.
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